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EARLY GEORGIAN BRITAIN – STATESMEN AND SOLDIERS 

 

Synopsis 

The collection of articles deals with individuals, whose reputations in the political, diplomatic and military spheres 

were made, for good or ill, during the first seven decades of the 18th century. The most widely remembered 

figures from these years are Sir Robert Walpole, William Pitt, and John Churchill, 1st Duke of Marlborough, but 

I have not included them in my selection because they have been treated in modern biographies, and dominate 

general histories of the period. Of course, they feature extensively, as key influences on those I do discuss, but 

they are not at the centre of my accounts. I include 4 longer articles on statesmen, namely James, Earl 

Stanhope, John, Lord Carteret, Thomas Pelham-Holles, Duke of Newcastle, and Henry Pelham, together with 

briefer accounts of the lives of Charles, 2nd Viscount Townshend, Charles, 3rd Earl of Sunderland, and William 

Pulteney, 1st Earl of Bath. The soldiers I have considered are John Campbell, 2nd Duke of Argyll, John, 2nd Earl 

of Stair, William Augustus, Duke of Cumberland, and the Jacobite commander, Lord George Murray.  

My main purpose throughout is to make information already in the public domain more accessible, while not 

infrequently providing my own interpretations. I have looked at contemporary sources which are readily 

available, such as Hervey’s memoirs, but have depended rather more on scholarly biographies and monographs 

produced in the intervening years, i.e. secondary sources.  
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EARLY GEORGIAN BRITAIN – STATESMEN AND SOLDIERS 

 

Introduction 

Accounts of British political history in the period between the accession of the first King of the Hanoverian line, 

George I, previously George Louis, Elector of Hanover, in 1714, and the death of his son and successor, King 

George II in 1760, most often highlight the careers of two towering figures, Robert Walpole, and William Pitt, 

while also giving space to the most spectacular political failure of the age, Henry St. John, Viscount Bolingbroke. 

This collection of articles skirts around these celebrated persons in order to deal directly with other politicians 

active during the period. I begin with two little-remembered statesmen who contributed significantly to Britain’s 

increased standing in the world over the century, albeit that their initiatives and the treaties they engineered 

were relatively short-lived. They demonstrated a mastery of European affairs, and the ability to understand, 

manipulate and reconcile conflicting national interests, and those in charge of foreign chanceries, which fix their 

places near the top of any all-time list of British foreign ministers ordered by merit. Yet who hears of James, 

Earl Stanhope, and John, Lord Carteret nowadays? Of course, like all political operators they had their faults, 

but in intellectual capacity and ability to deliver results they were at the other end of the spectrum to another of 

my subjects, Thomas Pelham-Holles, Duke of Newcastle, who receives attention primarily because of the 

extraordinary longevity of his career. Yet strangely, Newcastle played an important, if subordinate role in one of 

the most successful administrations in British history, namely that led by William Pitt during the Seven Years 

War, between 1757 and 1761, and any account of his career has to explain the contrast between more than 

thirty years of relentless under-achievement, and four years of valuable service. I consider also the place in 

history of the Duke’s younger brother, Henry Pelham, who, during the mid-1740s, acquired the offices and most 

of the influence which had enabled Walpole to dominate the political scene and so has ostensibly a strong claim 

to be regarded as our 2nd Prime Minister. His ministry, which lasted until his death in 1754, was largely 

undistinguished in its actions, but probably he came close to replicating his predecessor’s status and authority, 

so was instrumental in carrying forward the concept of a Prime Minister as a permanent feature of the executive 

rather than a peculiar and temporary expression of the dominance of an exceptional politician, Robert Walpole.  

I complete the first section of the document with briefer considerations of three other statesmen of the period, 

namely Charles Spencer, 3rd Earl of Sunderland, Charles, 2nd Viscount Townshend, and William Pulteney, 1st 

Earl of Bath. The relative lengths of the essays do in part reflect my views of the lesser significance of this 

second group, but it is fair to say also that there is limited information readily available about the individuals 

concerned. None has attracted the attention of a modern biographer, saving their entries in the Dictionary of 

National Biography, and references in general histories usually treat them as insubstantial figures. It may be 

that there are useful archival sources which could allow more distinctive portrayals, but I am not in a position to 

search for such information. Initially, I found the relative obscurity of Townshend’s career particularly surprising 

given his longevity in high office, and later fame as an agricultural reformer, but the explanations are probably 

found in a paucity of actual achievements for a long-time Secretary of State, and the perception that he was 

only a bit-part player in the shadow of Walpole. This contrasts with the reality that during more than two decades 

when they worked together, Townshend was ‘first among equals’ for a majority of the time. It is appropriate here 

to make a further comment about such biographies as do exist for eminent persons who lived in the early 
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Georgian age. Certainly, I obtained from them essential factual details about the lives, but it has to be said that 

many of the works listed in the bibliography are inaccessible, overblown, and partisan. Reading of the ‘Pelhams’ 

and Carteret as portrayed in separate accounts written by Owen and Ballantyne, one would hardly think that 

the same individuals were being described. More surprisingly, some of the relevant entries in the Dictionary of 

National Biography are judgemental to an extent that compromises their balance. This fault is not confined to 

any one period of British history, and is a reminder that politics has often been viewed as a kind of zero-sum 

game, in which full acknowledgement of the merits and achievements of one political figure is possible only if 

contemporaries and their works are downplayed.  

My decision to refrain from adding my own accounts of the careers of Walpole, Bolingbroke, or Pitt requires 

some further explanation. Mainly, it was taken because there is no shortage of biographies from which an 

interested reader can choose, and because the diverse opinions of the various authors provide enough material 

to allow a rounded view to be formed. In addition, such works understandably place their subjects at the centre 

of the account, as do many general histories of the period, so that their lesser-known colleagues and opponents 

are presented only as a supporting cast, if at all. My intention has been to find some space for my subjects in 

the foreground, and to attempt to view events more from their perspectives. Nonetheless, a few extra words 

about each of the titans are in order here.  

Walpole especially, features strongly in what follows but I must confess some prejudice of my own, because I 

do not see the wise all-seeing statesman portrayed by some of his admirers, but rather an extraordinarily skilful 

and ruthless political operator, who used every tool at his disposal. It would be quite wrong to imagine that all 

his support was obtained corruptly, by supplying sinecures and other financial benefits to members of parliament 

and their clients in return for their votes. Many backed him either because they liked and admired a larger than 

life personality, others because they thought his management of government finances indispensable, and still 

others because they liked alternatives less. However, there can be little doubt that the less reputable parts of 

his system made a difference at times and contributed to his long tenure of office. His great contribution to the 

development of our present polity and especially in defining the office of Prime Minister is undeniable, but the 

idea that he knowingly fitted his actions to a Whig blueprint for progress, is not sustainable. Indeed, it is tempting 

to take the view that after 1730, he devoted most of his undoubted abilities and super-abundant energy to the 

retention of a power, the like of which no commoner had previously accumulated. By then, he had forced all 

other men of real ability from high office and importantly in that age, away from the inner sanctums of the Court, 

so that he had, for a few years at least, entire control of the governing executive.  

Walpole was not without progressive policy ideas, most notably in the field of taxation, but backed off attempts 

to implement them when opposition amongst his supporters surfaced. He believed passionately in his pacific 

foreign policy, but some thought it was predicated on freeing government money for the patronage system which 

helped to sustain his power base. Though, he reached the apogee of power in 1730, he had already started to 

shed prominent ministers acrimoniously; to Townshend add Pulteney and Carteret, and the latter two went on 

to sustain the opposition to his hegemony in the 1730s, albeit not very effectively. Others of influence followed, 

though Walpole’s system kept his Parliamentary support high enough to keep him in power until the end of the 

decade. However, regardless of one’s view of Walpole’s motivations, no one can dispute that he exerted a 

massive influence on his contemporaries for almost three decades. Long before he got all the levers of power 
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in his hands, they had to define themselves according to their relations to him (and his to them). Inevitably he 

looms large in my discussions of those who struggled to escape his shadow.  

William Pitt (the Elder) is a completely different case because he only held real power for six years, (1757-1761, 

and 1766-1768), although he reached heights in the first period that have hardly been approached by anyone 

else before or since. During the remainder of a career lasting over 40 years from the mid-1730s he sometimes 

had nuisance value enough to be bought off with minor positions, which conferred little influence, but otherwise 

mounted a fiery, often irresponsible, opposition. Thus, any history of the times needs to acknowledge his stellar 

achievement during the Seven Years War, but it is possible to deal with most of his near-contemporaries while 

making very little reference to Pitt, and be completely true to the reality of the political situation during most of 

their careers. The third figure largely absent from this document is Henry St. John, Viscount Bolingbroke, whose 

complex character encompassed ambition, irresponsibility, dissipation, intellectual wizardry, and physical 

cowardice. I cannot resist repeating the supposed comment of his father when hearing of his ennoblement, 

namely that he had always believed that Harry would eventually be hanged, but now he knew he would be 

beheaded, the supposedly easier death reserved for aristocrats; the parental judgement came quite close to 

being correct in the years after the Hanoverian Succession. Bolingbroke’s political career turned on his 

appointment before he was 32 years old as Secretary of State in 1710, when he undertook the negotiation of 

the Treaty of Utrecht signed in 1713 which brought to an end the War of the Spanish Succession, at least as 

far as hostilities between Britain and France were concerned. Now seen as a triumphant victor’s peace, at the 

time it sparked intense controversy.  Bolingbroke coped easily enough with Whig opposition to his treaty, but 

more worryingly for his future, the putative heir to the British throne, George Louis, Elector of Hanover, a 

commander of allied armies during the war, felt with justice that he and others had been left in the lurch, and 

formed what seemed to be an implacable hostility towards the Secretary of State. The Elector duly became 

King George I, in part perhaps because Bolingbroke’s courage failed him at a key Cabinet meeting; thereafter 

the latter  steered an erratic course which saw him losing office never to regain it, fleeing Britain, advising James, 

the Old Pretender, in Paris before the 1715 Rebellion, and then being attainted and losing his lands and 

possessions.  

His luck turned when surprisingly he received a pardon at the insistence of the King, over Walpole’s fierce 

opposition, and was allowed to return to Britain in 1723. It might have been expected that he would keep a low 

profile, thereafter, and indeed he never returned to front-line political life, not least because Walpole did secure 

a ban on his attending the House of Lords. However, he became the chief polemicist for anti-government parties, 

and concurrently an icon of Tory philosophy, by his writings in publications like ‘The Craftsman’. Even in this 

withdrawn role, he never felt secure and fear of Walpole caused him to seek refuge again in France more than 

once. He was an influential voice in the background as Walpole eventually fell from power, but it was of course 

others like his fellow-polemicist Pulteney, the Prince of Wales and the Duke of Argyll who stacked up the 

necessary votes in the House of Commons. He died without witnessing the development which had become 

the purpose of his life, namely the return of the Tories in any guise to real power. Paradoxically, one of the 

greatest propounders of Tory philosophy, did more than almost anyone else to keep his party out of office for 

most of the 18th century. 
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It is arguable that British military history during the period is similar to political history in as much as Marlborough 

overshadows his contemporaries and those following him, to an even greater extent than Walpole or Pitt in their 

sphere. In the Duke’s case it was more in retrospect, since although restored to favour and position shortly after 

the Hanoverian succession, age and ill-health meant that his influence was in steep decline some years before 

his death in 1722. I describe the careers of two Scottish generals, John Campbell, 2nd Duke of Argyll and John 

Dalrymple, 2nd Earl of Stair. Both distinguished themselves as senior and highly capable, if in the former case, 

extremely fractious, subordinates of the Duke of Marlborough, and went on to play an important part in British 

affairs for the next three decades. I look also at the careers of two other generals, whose careers could hardly 

be in greater contrast, William Augustus, Duke of Cumberland of Culloden fame or infamy, and his Jacobite 

adversary during the few months of the Jacobite Rebellion of 1745/46, Lord George Murray.  

I should make clear the boundaries of my work, and that it rests entirely on the efforts of those who have made 

primary information available, whether in edited papers and diaries, or the biographies, some of which, I have 

criticised for other reasons, above. I claim no new discoveries, but I do claim accessibility, an element of new 

analysis, and at least sometimes, a more balanced approach. I have written a series of independent articles 

rather than a sequence of chapters chronicling events, so there is inevitably repetition as I discuss near-

contemporaries operating on the same stage, and responding to the same events. It has been made abundantly 

clear that the document is no sort of academic monograph, so the absence of footnotes should be no surprise. 

The sources from which I have drawn information are present in my reference list, and in some cases are 

mentioned explicitly in the text, but I see no gain in pausing to verify each individual statement I make, nor in 

stacking up supportive quotes while quietly ignoring opposing ones. The individual articles are judgemental 

about people and events, but the verdicts are, I hope, fact-based. I had few strong views on any of the people 

or events covered before beginning the project (Walpole would have been an exception if I had chosen to write 

an article about him), but in some cases my opinions hardened as I went along.  

The document as a whole is concerned with personalities and events in the domains of politics, diplomacy, and 

war, and makes the implicit assumption that it is possible to consider such topics more or less divorced from 

the intellectual, social, cultural, and even economic background, of the early Hanoverian period. My project 

would have been hardly feasible otherwise, but the focus does mean that many of the most exciting 

developments of the age such as the beginning of the Enlightenment and the appearance of fore-runners of the 

Technological Revolutions are almost totally ignored. Within the bounds set, and in the British context, my 

period, the years between 1714 and 1760, but with very fuzzy end-points, can seem relatively mundane, 

following the much greater turmoil of the 17th century, and preceding more seminal events like the great foreign 

political revolutions, and the near-global wars which followed later in the century. The half-century is punctuated 

with failures, some of ventures aiming to turn the clock back like the Jacobite insurrections, others of apparently 

progressive financial innovations like the South Sea Company and Walpole’s Excise reform. Diplomatic 

initiatives like rapprochement with France, and even the longer lasting alliances with Austria and the United 

Provinces (Holland) eventually proved unsustainable. Nevertheless Britain’s standing in the world increased 

steadily during the period, thanks especially to Marlborough’s victories and the Parliamentary union between 

England and Scotland in 1707, but also to an increase in national wealth derived from trade, and a growing 
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ability to transform that wealth into military might. Geopolitical shifts, like this increase in British power, require 

such explanations, but able individuals do play a part, as can events which do not appear seminal at the time.  

All the illustrations have been obtained from Wikimedia Commons, so anyone making copies must follow me in 

abiding by their terms of use. I have not supplied a general index for what is a set of articles, but hope that the 

headings and subheadings in the contents list will suffice for navigational purposes. 
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2. James, Earl Stanhope, Combative Diplomatic Master 

It is perhaps the case, that if James Stanhope had been born in another era, and maybe carried more good 

fortune in aspects of life and death, though he certainly carried some of that commodity through his career, he 

would have greater visibility in contemporary accounts of British history. For a few years he enjoyed enough 

power at home to be some historians’ preferred candidate as the first Prime Minister, and dominated Western 

Europe like few if any British ministers since, yet he is now an almost forgotten figure. In a military career which 

ended when he was 37, he reached considerable heights as a general during the War of the Spanish 

Succession, though he paid a high price for calamitous misjudgements in what proved to be his last campaign.  

Understandably, he has been totally overshadowed in this mix of military success and failure by the great 

achievements of a military titan, the Duke of Marlborough. In his second career as a pro-active statesman of 

European prominence, a true heir of King William III, he operated in an almost unique period when Britain and 

France were allies, and in consequence does not fit easily with the paradigm that for a century and a half our 

modern history was dominated by a single great rivalry.  

There were plenty of contradictions in his personal characteristics as well. Rash, insubordinate, and over-fond 

of the bottle from a young age, and with an uncontrollable temper which eventually contributed to his death in 

his mid-forties, yet he commanded loyalty in both his military and political years, and became the negotiating 

partner of choice across the continent. Publicly accused of homosexuality, which he doesn’t seem to have 

troubled much to hide during his earlier years in spite of the potential risks, he eventually made a happy and 

productive marriage. Stanhope’s 20th century biography written by Basil Williams was indispensable to me in 

preparing this article, and surpasses most accounts of Georgian politicians, as regards balance and academic 

integrity; I would recommend it to anyone who wishes to know more than appears in these few pages. However, 

I must warn that it is not an easy read, and maybe just misses the essence of a man who indisputably belongs 

amongst a relatively small group of great British foreign ministers. In what follows, I allow myself to speculate a 

little more than Williams, or the author of the Dictionary of National Biography entry, in the hope of supplying a 

rounded portrait. 

2.1. Stanhope’s Military Career 

James Stanhope was born in Paris, the eldest of seven children of a long-serving English diplomat, Alexander 

Stanhope, and his wife, Catherine Burghill, probably in 1673, though determination of the actual date seems to 

have defeated his biographers. The place of birth was significant because it meant that Stanhope was not an 

English citizen according to the laws of the time, and eventually had to purchase that nationality in 1696. 

Nonetheless, his early years were spent in and around London and he was educated at Eton and Oxford 

University, before at barely 17 years of age, he travelled to Madrid to assist his father, then English Ambassador 

to Spain. The relationship between father and son was unusually close, until the death of the former, almost 

twenty years later, and letters brought forward by Williams show that it was conducted from the son’s early 

adulthood as between equals regardless of the age gap and normal forms. However, mutual affection was not 

allowed to get in the way of building a career and little more than a year later, Stanhope went to Italy as an extra 

aide-de-camp to the peripatetic general, Charles, 2nd Duke of Schomberg, who was at that time employed as 

commander of the forces of Savoy/Piedmont.  They confronted a French army on their shared border between 
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the Alps and the Mediterranean, during the Europe-wide War of the League of Augsburg. Presumably, Stanhope 

learned much, but his first military experience ended abruptly at the Battle of Marsaglia in 1693, in which the 

French, commanded by the able Marshal Catinat, triumphed. Stanhope’s mentor, Schomberg, suffered the 

same fate of death in battle as his father, the 1st Duke had on the River Boyne, just over three years earlier.  

The misfortune led to Stanhope’s return to London where a captaincy commission was purchased in a Regiment 

of Foot, and the young officer took his place in the allied army in Flanders, commanded by King William III. By 

all accounts, Stanhope displayed Jekyll and Hyde characteristics. He was intelligent and worldly, well able to 

hold his own in high company, and thanks to charm, vivacity and good looks, he was soon seen as an adornment 

to the establishments of his much older commanders, reaching up even to King William’s quarters. However, 

arrogance and the ferocious temper which plagued him all his life, along with drunken-ness and other excesses 

became a pattern when he was amongst his fellow junior officers. He fought at least one duel, in which he is 

variously described as killing his adversary, and sustaining a serious wound, obviously both might be true, and 

as he moved into his mid-twenties his career was threatened more than once by episodes of unruly behaviour. 

Somehow, through all this, he retained the favour of most who mattered, helped no doubt, by his more agreeable 

qualities, not least great physical courage, which was especially on display at the siege and capture of the 

fortress city of Namur in 1695, where he earned immediate promotion to the rank of Colonel at the age of 22. 

After this, the only major allied success of the campaign, the Flanders front remained relatively quiescent until 

the Peace of Rijswijk was agreed in 1697, and Stanhope, although remaining an army officer, embarked formally 

on another strand of his career. He took part in peace negotiations in Paris, as a junior member of the delegation 

led by the Earl of Portland, King William’s Plenipotentiary to the Court of King Louis XIV, though here again his 

conduct, ‘out of hours’ let him down and he was sent back to London in disgrace. The scapegrace then 

accompanied his father, who had been appointed English Ambassador in Amsterdam, and perhaps he kept a 

low profile for a time. By 1702, he had become a Member of Parliament, for Newport on the Isle of Wight, but 

war was again on the horizon, so he reverted to soldiering, gaining a coveted Colonelcy, of the 11th Regiment 

of Foot. His progress had already been remarkable, especially when his misdemeanours are taken into account, 

and his profile must have been boosted further by his nomination as Spanish secretary to the Duke of Ormonde, 

who commanded land forces, carried by Admiral Rooke’s fleet to Cadiz, on which an assault was projected. 

(Stanhope’s facility with languages is demonstrated by this appointment and by his earlier publication of a 

translation from Greek of one of the speeches of Demosthenes). The expedition, like many amphibious projects 

mounted by Britain over the next century and more, descended into an acrimonious shambles, as the 

commanders squabbled, but Rooke’s reputation was redeemed on the return journey when the English and 

Dutch fleet annihilated a combined French and Spanish treasure fleet sheltering at Vigo; 15 French ships of the 

line, along with 20 assorted Spanish ships including more ships of the line and galleons, were destroyed in an 

action which bears more than a passing resemblance to Nelson’s triumph at the Battle of the Nile at the other 

end of the 18th century. The only disappointment for the attackers was the failure to grab much of the cargo of 

silver, escorted across the Atlantic by the Franco-Spanish fleet, and largely unloaded before Rooke arrived. So, 

Stanhope was rather fortuitously a party to the greatest naval success of the war, and he was lucky again, when 

after bringing his regiment to Portugal in 1704, he was taken ill, and missed its involuntary surrender to the 
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invading forces of the Marshal-Duke of Berwick. Colonel Stanhope returned to England to reform the regiment, 

and received another step in rank to Brigadier-General when still only 31 years old. 

The War of the Spanish Succession is nowadays remembered in Britain for the series of brilliant victories won 

by the Duke of Marlborough in Germany and Flanders in command of English, Scottish, Dutch, German and 

Austrian soldiers. Triumphs at Blenheim, Ramillies, and Oudenarde, backed by skilfully conducted sieges and 

manoeuvres, left France on the brink of total defeat and invasion. However, the war was less successfully 

prosecuted in the Iberian Peninsula, as is probably clear already from the mention of setbacks at Cadiz and in 

Portugal. The English (and after the Union of Parliaments in 1707, British) objective here was to place on the 

Spanish throne, Archduke Charles of Austria, a younger son of the Hapsburg Emperor, at the expense of Philip, 

the Bourbon grandson of King Louis XIV, whose accession was the main  cause of the war. Portugal had joined 

the alliance against France, and Archduke Charles enjoyed some support in Catalonia, so allied strategy 

crystallised into attempts to invade the centre of Spain from these two outposts, thereby taking the capital, 

Madrid, and forcing King Philip to flee back to France. In 1705, the English force in Portugal was reinforced, 

and an experienced Huguenot general, the Earl of Galway was placed in command. At the same time an 

expeditionary force was dispatched into the Mediterranean under the joint command of Charles Mordaunt, 3rd 

Earl of Peterborough and Admiral Sir Cloudesley Shovell to support a Catalan rising in favour of Archduke 

Charles; Stanhope travelled as a member of Peterborough’s staff. For once, an amphibious operation was 

carried out successfully, and Peterborough’s army exceeded expectations. Barcelona was captured, and 

Stanhope added further to his reputation, during the successful assault. The fact that he returned with the fleet 

to London to report on the success is certainly a mark of that, but must also reflect the view of Peterborough, 

that Stanhope, with his mysterious high contacts who seemed to be guiding his career, backed by his diplomatic 

experience, was more likely to persuade the government to furnish additional resources than anyone else. 

Probably, Peterborough got more than he bargained for; Stanhope duly returned with reinforcements in the 

spring of 1706, but as a Brevet Major-General, and as the official British Envoy to Charles of Austria. Thereafter, 

he appears to have carried as much influence in determining campaign plans as his successive Commanders 

in Chief. 

Nonetheless, there seems to have been unanimity in the allied councils in Spain at the start of 1706, and the 

year saw the high tide of their efforts. Peterborough expanded the allied bridgehead around Barcelona greatly 

by taking towns as far apart as Saragossa, Valencia and Alicante, while Galway advancing from Portugal 

captured Madrid in the name of Archduke Charles, as Philip withdrew. However, the hostility of the residents 

and the proximity of the reinforced Franco-Spanish army forced him to evacuate the Spanish capital, and track 

east, to Guadalajara, with a view to uniting his force with that of Peterborough. The forces were duly brought 

together, but only after Galway had made a further withdrawal to winter quarters on the east coast, at Valencia. 

The tide had in fact turned, with the Duke of Berwick returning to take command of a reinforced Franco-Spanish 

army, and the able, if erratic Peterborough leaving early in 1707. The erstwhile Commander in Chief left his 

successor, Galway with cautionary words about going over to the defensive in the face of Berwick’s superior 

numbers, but Stanhope exerted his powerful influence in the opposite direction, for an advance on Madrid. He 

may only have been backing Galway’s own preference, but Peterborough had been wiser; the advance ended 

in a crushing defeat at Almanza, where Berwick, a very considerable if normally cautious general, made superior 
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numbers tell and overwhelmed the allied army, which was reduced from 22000 men to 5000 in a single 

disastrous day.  (A strange feature of one of the most emphatic victories of the age, was that a Frenchman, 

Galway, commanded the British-Portuguese army, and an Englishman, Berwick, illegitimate son of King James 

II & VII, commanded the Franco-Spanish army.) Stanhope earned credit for his conduct during the retreat, but 

he was heavily implicated in the faulty decision-making which had led up to the defeat, and was fortunate yet 

again that his reputation remained largely intact. By the end of the year, Archduke Charles was confined to the 

city of Barcelona, and the war in Spain looked as if it might soon be over. Marlborough seriously considered 

going there with Prince Eugene, presumably pressured by Stanhope who had returned to London, and spent 

some time with him, but under pressure from his Dutch allies, the Captain General decided to remain on the 

main campaign front in Flanders, in the expectation that the relentless pressure he was exerting there would 

indirectly aid the beleaguered allied forces in Spain. 

                                                     ………………………………. 

The command in Spain was given to an Austrian general, Guido Starhemberg, and Stanhope re-appeared in 

the spring of 1708, apparently undaunted and untarnished by Almanza, still Envoy to Archduke Charles, and in 

command of the few thousand British soldiers, remaining in Catalonia. The new Commander in Chief was 

cautious, as his situation warranted, and at least initially, resistant to the pressure exerted by Stanhope who 

continued to push for offensive action. Accordingly, Stanhope, who had already received Marlborough’s backing 

for an attempt to capture the island of Minorca, devoted all his energies to that endeavour. With the distinguished 

British Admiral, Sir John Leake, providing the ships required, he  led an invading force to success. He persuaded 

Archduke Charles to cede the island to Britain, in advance of becoming King of Spain. (The Treaty of Utrecht 

later confirmed the change in ownership, even although the French Bourbon, Philip was by then recognised as 

the Spanish King. Minorca might have proved more valuable to Britain than Gibraltar, which Admiral Rooke had 

taken earlier, having a better harbour and a location inside the Western Mediterranean which threatened the 

major French naval base of Toulon. However, the island was to prove vulnerable to attack, changing hands on 

a number of occasions during the next century, before it was returned permanently to Spain after the Napoleonic 

War.) Its capture was a considerable military achievement, and Stanhope was rewarded with promotion to the 

rank of Lieutenant-General, at the age of 36.  

The balance of forces in Spain continued to favour King Philip in 1709, and an attempt by Stanhope and Admiral 

Byng (the more successful father of the famous victim of a court marshal and firing squad) to relieve the 

besieged town of Alicante failed, while a projected attack on Cadiz never got off the drawing board. In 1710, 

Stanhope still an MP, and with a burgeoning career in the Whig party, felt able to delay his return to Spain to 

take up his military duties, in order to help manage the prosecution in Parliament of the impeachment of the 

preacher, Henry Sacheverell. Essentially, the charges related to sermons which extolled the Tory doctrine of 

non-resistance to royal dictats, and attacked non-conformism; the perpetrator was found guilty, suspended for 

three years, and had his two most provocative sermons burnt publicly, though by the standards of the day, the 

sentence was lenient, and was easily presented as a victory by his Tory supporters. The affair contributed to 

the growing unpopularity of the Whigs, and they paid the price at a General Election later in the year. The Tories 

gained a large majority and Queen Anne dismissed the Whig government shortly afterwards. The consequences 

would probably have been serious for the military aspirations of Stanhope, just as they were to be for 
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Marlborough, but the former had already damaged his military career almost irretrievably before any political 

fall-out affected him. 

When Stanhope had eventually arrived back in Spain in the spring of 1710, it was to find a more promising 

situation for the allied armies, than he had left behind, a few months earlier. The relentless pressure exerted by 

Marlborough on the northern border of France, had forced that nation to draw reinforcements from other fronts, 

and Spain had not been exempted. The allied army, gradually restored by Starhemberg became once again 

larger than its adversary, and inevitably the Commander in Chief was subjected to strong pressure, not least 

from Stanhope, to advance. Even the cautious Starhemberg accepted that some offensive action was called 

for, so the allied army, close to 30000 strong, advanced towards Saragossa, about half-way between Barcelona 

and Madrid. Two battles were won, Almanera in July, and Saragossa in August, in both of which Stanhope, 

commanding one wing of the army including 4000 British soldiers, was the main architect of victory. French 

cavalry charges initiated each action and came close to a decisive break-through, but gaps opened in the 

Franco-Spanish line, into which Stanhope led his men, precipitating disordered retreats; at the Battle of 

Saragossa the Franco-Spanish army lost 12000 men as casualties and prisoners from an army of 20000, so 

Almanza seemed to have been largely reversed. Starhemberg wanted to pause and consolidate the gains 

made, almost certainly the correct course to have followed, but Stanhope was determined to advance the 200 

miles to Madrid. Archduke Charles was easily persuaded that his own arrival in the Spanish capital would help 

his cause, so he over-ruled the Commander in Chief. By September, the allies were ensconced in Madrid, and 

King Philip had withdrawn to Valladolid, some 110 miles to the north-west. However, as the Earl of Galway had 

found four years earlier, it was one thing to occupy the Spanish capital, but a different matter to sustain an army 

there, in the absence of local support. One option might have been to pursue King Philip northwards, but with 

winter approaching, and the countryside hostile, that would have been very risky, and it would have been best 

if the allied army had simply pulled back, having demonstrated the vulnerability of Madrid, but they hung around 

aimlessly for the next two months. Meanwhile, King Philip’s plea for help to his grandfather, King Louis XIV had 

been answered by the despatch of an able French Marshal, the Duke of Vendome, who set about refurbishing 

the Franco-Spanish army.  

Belatedly, the allied leaders realised that they were in an untenable situation given the normal harshness of the 

Madrid winter, and the vulnerability of their supply lines passing through a hostile population. They cannot have 

anticipated that the return to their eastern stronghold around Barcelona would be difficult, and any 

embarrassment, at least for those on the ground, would have been ameliorated by the understanding that 

climatic and supply considerations made such winter retreats inevitable, when fighting in Spain. (Wellington was 

forced to conform to a similar pattern a century later.) The operation began in November (1710). To ease the 

difficulties of collecting forage in a ravaged countryside, late in the year, the army was split into a main body of 

13000 men under Starhemberg, and a rear-guard of 5000 under Stanhope, while a detachment of 2000 cavalry 

hurried Archduke Charles of Austria back to Barcelona, without incident. The plan was reasonable enough, 

perhaps unavoidable for logistical reasons, but the two generals failed to ensure that their divided force could 

coalesce quickly if threatened, and they moved very slowly. Presumably, they were unaware of the improved 

state of the Franco-Spanish Bourbon army, and had discounted the possibility of pursuit.  
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They could not have been more wrong, and Vendome moved with great speed, at least compared to his 

adversaries, coming up with Stanhope at Brihuega, before the British general even realised that he was being 

chased by an army rather than a few irregulars intent on picking off stragglers. Only when the outnumbered 

British detachment had been surrounded and effectively shut up in the town did Stanhope realise the extent of 

his predicament, and at least a day later than he should have done, he sent for aid to Starhemberg. Brihuega 

was a fortified town, so Stanhope must have expected to be able to hold it until help arrived, but Vendome 

hadn’t just force-marched 20000 soldiers to Brihuega, he had managed to bring a substantial number of 

cannons to the scene, and their deployment proved decisive.  

The morning after the town had been invested, Vendome’s guns battered down large sections of the town walls, 

paving the way for an intense struggle in the streets of the town. The superior numbers of the French-led army 

eventually began to tell, though they were given a very hard fight, and suffered a thousand deaths; by evening 

the British defenders had lost much of the town and were very short of ammunition. At this point, Stanhope 

capitulated rather than seeking to prolong the struggle by withdrawing to the town citadel, and giving 

Starhemberg more time to respond to his call for help. The Austrian general reached the environs of the town, 

later that evening, and confronted Vendome on the next morning. The result was the battle of Villaviciosa in 

which Starhemberg  held his own against a larger army, checking the Franco-Spanish advance enough to allow 

his own relatively unhindered withdrawal to Barcelona, albeit having lost half of his army. It is easy to sympathise 

with the Austrian general. He fought three battles in 1710, and did not lose any of them, and it was not by his 

design that Madrid was occupied, so necessitating what became a disastrous retreat. Perhaps the 

arrangements for the withdrawal of the armies were not ideal, but if Stanhope had not been so dilatory in sending 

for aid, or so quick to surrender, Vendome might have been placed in real difficulties at Villaviciosa, rather than 

just held off. 

It was probably fortunate for the captured Stanhope that he was out of circulation for a while, however trying the 

conditions of his confinement. When details of the debacle reached Britain, he became the subject of much 

criticism, for his conduct. The catalogue of perceived errors included his failure to post pickets to warn of the 

approach of any pursuers, the refusal to accept that French soldiers were in view which delayed his 

communicating with Starhemberg, his failure to mount an adequate defence of the town of Brihuega, with 

particular regard to the non-use of the citadel, and worst of all, the seemingly precipitate capitulation with a relief 

force nearby which seemed to carry a whiff of cowardice. Even if an element of hindsight has come into play, it 

is difficult to mount a convincing defence; Stanhope himself later struggled to do so, mainly claiming that 

Vendome had exceeded all reasonable expectations in a number of regards, but failing to excuse his own 

negligence.  

…………………………… 

Brihuega with the loss of a few thousand soldiers was by no means the worst setback experienced by either 

side in the Spanish campaign, but it occurred at a critical time, in that a Tory government was taking over in 

Britain with the intention of bringing the war to a speedy end. So there was no motivation to rebuild the allied 

army, or certainly its British contingent. Instead, the unpromising situation for Archduke Charles in Spain, 

penned up again in Barcelona, was factored into the negotiation of peace, which led to the Treaty of Utrecht, 
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balancing to some degree,  the highly favourable position for the allies achieved by Marlborough on the northern 

French border. So, Peterborough’s prediction that Stanhope would lose Spain in a year if placed in command 

of the British contingent proved to be accurate.  

What should be the verdict about Stanhope as a military commander? Brihuega has to be a major piece of 

evidence, and it is damning. He made grievous mistakes, and his precipitate surrender is almost 

incomprehensible, given his prior reputation for personal bravery, unless it is accepted that resolve in the face 

of sustained pressure is a different attribute to spontaneous courage. Tactically and psychologically, he was 

clearly not fit for what was essentially an independent command, in opposition to an able adversary. There is 

also little evidence of Stanhope’s possessing strategic insight at this time; only the Earl of Peterborough seems 

to have appreciated that success in Spain depended on consolidating and then expanding in a measured way 

the bridgehead in the east. At first sight, Stanhope seems to have been competent and inspiring in subordinate 

roles in a number of battles including those immediately preceding Brihuega. However, he was remarkably 

headstrong, and very persuasive, which made him dangerous in the councils, which then usually preceded 

military action. Rashness as much as exceptional bravery characterised a number of the senior officers who 

served Marlborough, but some at least learned with experience to command in a more measured fashion. As 

we shall see later, the Duke of Argyll is an example, judging by his later involvements in Spain and Scotland.  

At Brihuega, Stanhope  was 37 years old, and he never commanded soldiers in battle again, though he perhaps 

thought he had unfinished business in the military sphere, because at the time of his death he was thought to 

covet the succession to Marlborough as Captain General of the British army. On balance, I think it as well that 

his military career ended when it did, though as things turned out, British generals were to have very few 

opportunities for command in battle over the next thirty years. Stanhope became a great foreign minister; he 

certainly was not a great general. 

                                                     ……………………….. 

Stanhope had more pressing problems to consider than his military reputation with posterity, over the next two 

or three years. He was a prisoner, held first in Valladolid and Saragossa in Spain, then in Pau in France, for 

more than eighteen months because the informal negotiations, which usually delivered the relatively quick 

release of high ranking prisoners in those times, do not appear to have run smoothly. It would be tempting to 

assume that a Tory ministry was not overly concerned to expedite the release of a prominent, disgraced Whig, 

but the new Secretary of State, Bolingbroke, and Stanhope were life-long friends, and their amity did not waver 

after this incident, so it does not seem that the British government was to blame.  

It is perplexing that his political allies chose to put his name forward for election to parliament for the Westminster 

constituency before he had been freed. The hustings there were always a rumbustious, high profile affair, 

because a large electorate (for that time) had to be persuaded by fair means or foul, and the location meant 

that every utterance and assertion received wide coverage in London news-sheets. Stanhope’s supporters 

clearly wanted publicity to put pressure on the government to work harder to obtain his release, but his already 

tarnished reputation was brought still lower by his opponents’ attacks. The Tory candidate, a prominent brewer, 

had the backing of Jonathon Swift’s pen, but Stanhope suffered more from an assault on his moral standing, 

including specific accusations of sodomy. Contested elections were rough in those days, and many false hares 
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were started, but this allegation seems to have built on existing suspicions, and apart from ensuring Stanhope’s 

crushing electoral defeat in Westminster, might have ended his political career, almost before it had restarted. 

Certainly, Stanhope wasted little time after his release in taking the obvious step to damp down such rumours, 

(and greatly improve his finances). In 1813, at the age of 40, he married Lucy, a daughter of ‘Governor’ Pitt, a 

‘nabob’ who had accumulated great riches in India. No-one has suggested that the marriage was unhappy, and 

the couple had five children in seven years, but contemporary remarks that Stanhope travelled so much that he 

and his wife lived little together can easily be taken at more than face value.  

The whole matter would perhaps be of interest rather than significance nowadays, but was of more moment in 

the early 18th century, when discovery in some homosexual acts carried the death penalty. There is mystery in 

Stanhope’s rapid progress along two career paths, which continued in spite of periodic setbacks like the 

interruption we are presently considering, and his character weaknesses. In that era, patronage by the great 

and powerful would most often provide the explanation, but for Stanhope, proof has been elusive. It is tempting 

to speculate that evidence is lacking because of an effective cover-up of discreditable goings-on involving 

prominent people, and a personable young soldier. However, we can never know, and though there is a puzzle, 

it is entirely possible that Stanhope’s very real abilities were seen by those who mattered as outweighing his 

hot-headedness. 

2.2. Politician and Diplomat 

Eventually, Stanhope was freed from French imprisonment, and after his return to England in early 1712, there 

were to be few interruptions in his upward trajectory. However, he did fail in his next attempt to get back into 

parliament, when he was defeated in a by-election at Cockermouth. The circumstances are unclear, and it is 

possible that his personal baggage contributed, but a Tory tide was still running strongly enough in the country 

to make things difficult for any Whig. At any rate, he was returned to the House of Commons in 1713, as Member 

for Wendover, by which time the political tide had begun to turn. This meant that he was re-established in the 

centre of political life when the imminent death of Queen Anne triggered the sequence of events which bundled 

the Tory ministry out of power, and set that party on the path to near-oblivion in the centre of government, even 

as its support round the country remained strong.  

The Tory government leaders feared the accession of the Elector George Louis as King George I, because he 

had made his disapproval of their conduct leading up to the signing of the Treaty of Utrecht very plain; 

Bolingbroke who had negotiated the treaty was a particular object of his contempt. For most though not quite 

all senior Tories, a half-hearted consideration of a Jacobite restoration was prompted more by fear of dismissal, 

and repercussions like impeachment, than any great enthusiasm for the potential King James III. They dithered, 

and left room for the Whig Dukes, Argyll, Shrewsbury, and Somerset, to take the initiative in a key meeting of 

the Queen’s council which effectively confirmed the Hanoverian succession, while Queen Anne lay on her 

death-bed. As a result, the new King George I was soon on his way to London. Unlike a previous foreign King, 

William III, George I made only token efforts to conciliate by forming a widely based ministry; the Tories still the 

largest group in the House of Commons, and with majority support in the country at large, refused to accept 

what they saw as meagre offers. The Whigs, who could fairly claim to have secured the crown for King George, 

made it clear that they were more than happy to monopolise government offices. Impeachments of Tory ex-
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ministers were prepared, as was almost the norm in this period after a change in government, and accusations 

of Jacobitism were reinforced,  when Bolingbroke allowed himself to be scared into fleeing to the Old Pretender’s 

court in France.  

A narrow Whig ministry had become inevitable and Stanhope may have expected to be given office of some 

kind, though surely not one of the highest in the land. There was some surprise when he was appointed 

Secretary of State for the Southern Department in September 1714, and three centuries later we are left to 

wonder about the excellent judgement or powerful influence which led to the appointment. At that time, the two 

Secretaries divided Britain’s contacts with the wider world between them, and Stanhope’s share was southern 

Europe, (including France) and the colonies, while Viscount Townshend who took the Northern Department 

dealt with northern Europe. The two Secretaries were charged also with ordering internal affairs, by way of Lord 

Lieutenants and Justices of the Peace. However they were rarely equal in status, and it was no doubt anticipated 

that Stanhope would defer to Townshend, who was at that instant the most senior Whig politician, and effective 

first minister. Stanhope’s colleagues, mainly sitting in the House of Lords, perhaps saw management of the 

House of Commons as his main task, but from the start he showed that he had wider ambitions. 

The Treaty of Utrecht of 1713 is reasonably seen as marking the emergence of Britain as a great European 

power, but there was a danger in the means of its procurement, namely a secret negotiation with France, which 

left a scattering of deserted allies, convinced of British treachery. It seemed possible that the result would be a 

new European order in which Britain was friendless, and without influence. Bolingbroke had been content to 

work for closer ties with Britain’s new-found friend, France, but the Whig government, while not averse to 

continuing a French connection, attached particular importance to restoring a close relationship with the United 

Provinces (Holland), not least because access by treaty to Dutch soldiers was seen as a necessary antidote to 

any Jacobite incursion. Immediately he assumed office, Stanhope pursued even wider objectives. He aimed 

especially to mend fences with Austria, ruled by Emperor Charles VI, the erstwhile pretender to the Spanish 

throne, who had succeeded to the Hapsburg patrimony, including the Imperial Crown, in 1711 as a result of the 

death of his brother. Stanhope found his opportunity in the clause of the Treaty of Utrecht which required Britain 

to mediate on the details of barrier fortresses within the Austrian Netherlands, which the Dutch were to occupy 

as an advanced line of defence against French invasion. Even although the issue proved intractable enough to 

require a succession of treaties for its resolution, and for negotiations to drag on until 1719, the pattern of 

Stanhope’s own brand of shuttle diplomacy was quickly set with trips to The Hague and Vienna during his first 

few months in office. He was well-received; rulers and their ministers were apparently flattered that a senior 

British minister was willing to commit personally to resolving their problems, though tangible results were slow 

in coming. Future events were to show that Stanhope had gone a long way to restoring relations with Britain’s 

disillusioned allies in a very short time. 

Further personal continental involvement was postponed in the short term by domestic political concerns. 

Stanhope took the lead in the pursuit of the Tory ministers who had negotiated the Treaty of Utrecht and then 

wavered in their support for the Hanoverian Succession. Impeachment proceedings were begun against Robert 

Harley, by then Earl of Oxford, Viscount Bolingbroke, (who, as already mentioned, soon fled to France), the 

Duke of Ormonde, and Lord Stafford. The Jacobite revolt of 1715 had other drivers but the Whig pursuit of one-

party domination was certainly a contributory cause, and after the event it was exploited to the limit in order to 
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discredit as many Tories as possible. Stanhope as a Secretary of State, whose career had been military, 

assumed major responsibilities for putting down the uprising, alongside Marlborough, restored to the position of 

Captain-General, after a period of disgrace and exile. The dispositions made in England were never to be 

seriously tested, because the Commander in Chief of government forces in Scotland, the Duke of Argyll, snuffed 

out the rebellion. Sheriffmuir was a confused and apparently indecisive battle, but if it had been won for the ‘Old 

Pretender’ by the Earl of Mar who had 3:1 superiority of numbers, an invasion of England would almost certainly 

have taken place, in a more favourable political ambience than that of 1745. Argyll followed up what was 

undoubtedly a strategic victory with a winter advance through Perth towards Aberdeen, which clearly portended 

the destruction of the disheartened Jacobite army. Characteristically, Stanhope intervened, perhaps mainly 

because he saw Argyll as a political and military rival. Marlborough’s long-time aide, Cadogan, who was 

anathema to the Scottish Duke, was sent north to report back on the situation, and was presumably the source 

of accusations that Argyll was delaying operations to facilitate an accommodation with Jacobite leaders. Even 

accepting that in the small coterie of Scottish peers, there were bound to be associations that crossed the 

political divide, the idea that Argyll, whose recent forbears had lost much including their heads to Stuart Kings, 

and who had played a central role in securing the Hanoverian Succession less than two years earlier, would 

look kindly on the deposed line is surely absurd. Predictably however, the fiery Duke took umbrage and 

resigned, thus allowing his successor, Cadogan, and Stanhope to take some undeserved credit for the outcome. 

This rather squalid affair shows Stanhope at his head-strong worst, unable to comprehend that Argyll’s 

measured approach was guaranteeing success, while minimising bloodshed and future trouble, or to resist 

seeking political advantage, regardless of the possible costs. 

Fortunately for his reputation, Stanhope was able thereafter to return to dealing with foreign affairs and in the 

next eighteen months he demonstrated mastery at odds with his relative inexperience, and the notably unsubtle 

and undiplomatic traits which he had demonstrated in his previous career. In 1716, by which time King George 

I felt reasonably secure on his British throne, the monarch set off for Hanover, (the first of five extended visits 

in the 13 years of his reign), and as became customary, one of the Secretaries of State, in this case, Stanhope, 

accompanied him.. In the period of this continental stay, Stanhope largely through his own efforts, but otherwise 

with the help of envoys acting on his close instructions, settled relations between his country and the majority 

of the other Western European powers. The treaty with the United Provinces (Holland) was renewed, a treaty 

(of Westminster) was agreed with Austria, and a beneficial trade agreement was negotiated with Spain. He then 

reinforced a friendly personal relationship with the first minister of France, Cardinal Dubois, which had begun in 

the 1690s, and meetings in Hanover and Paris led to the birth of a Triple Alliance (including Holland also).  

Both Britain and France had short-term dynastic reasons for finding a formal alliance convenient; King George 

I still faced Jacobite threats to his throne, which would be magnified if they had a French base, just across the 

Channel and he feared French hostility towards his Electorate. The Duke of Orleans, Regent for France’s young 

and rather sickly child-king, Louis XV, had designs on the French crown, and craved British acquiescence to 

any moves he might make towards that end, (somewhat ironically, King  Louis XV survived his Regent by more 

than half a century). The new alignment was to outlast these motivations. Stanhope had built on Bolingbroke’s 

tentative and rather dishonourable beginnings to initiate more than two decades of co-operation which stand 

out from the century and a half of hostility and war which otherwise characterised the relations between the 
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countries from the late 17th century to the early 19th century. It is interesting to speculate about whether he was 

simply demonstrating short-term pragmatism, or was visionary in seeing permanent shared interests, but his 

early death means that there are few clues.  

As became clear later, Stanhope had much wider ambitions in the sphere of European diplomacy, but once 

again they were delayed by political events. Throughout the early Hanoverian period, there were two long-lived 

sources of friction in government, namely any perceived subordination of British interests to those of Hanover, 

and the antagonism between the Kings and their heirs; both at different times impacted on Stanhope’s career. 

While the King was in Hanover with Stanhope, and his Hanoverian ministers in 1716, the first of these issues 

flared up. The ministers, who remained in Britain as Lord Justices, appointed with some constraints to run the 

country in the absence of the monarch, (two-way communication could take two weeks or more, given the 

dreadful roads and unreliable weather in the North Sea) purported to see the emergence of a rival government 

following a Hanoverian policy.  Stanhope’s diplomatic coups were seen in that light by Townshend, and Walpole, 

who was by then 1st Lord of the Treasury, was guided to the same view by his colleague. There was some truth 

in the contention. Though Britain was likely to benefit commercially and in other ways from the rapprochement 

with France, Hanover had gained even more, by acquiring a powerful protector against Sweden, Russia, and 

possibly Prussia, the main belligerents in the Great Northern War.  

Townshend was genuinely concerned that Britain might be drawn into the said war, and justifiably aggrieved 

that Stanhope appeared to be giving little weight to the views of the senior Secretary of State, and was 

trespassing on Townshend’s area of responsibility. Stanhope tried to conciliate and affairs might not have come 

to a crisis, had another Whig grandee, one of the great schemers of the age, the 3rd Earl of Sunderland, not 

been dissatisfied with his own appointment in 1714 as Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, and only partially mollified by 

a promotion to Lord Privy Seal, the next year. In 1716 he brought matters to a head by visiting Germany, 

supposedly to take the waters, but meeting up with the King whom he convinced that Townshend’s disapproval 

of policy was manifesting itself in intrigues against Stanhope. The result was that the Secretary of State for the 

Northern Department was himself demoted to the Irish Lord Lieutenancy. Stanhope took his place, and became 

the senior Secretary, though Sunderland had to wait a while for his reward for disrupting the ministry. 

Townshend remained in office for long enough to confirm that his influence on foreign policy had vanished and 

then resigned in April 1717, taking with him, Walpole, the 1st Lord of the Treasury but still the junior partner in 

the ‘brotherhood’ (they were brothers-in-law). The Whig Split had begun. 

                                                   …………………………… 

Logic would then have suggested that Sunderland should take the position of 1st Lord of the Treasury, while 

Stanhope continued in the role of Secretary of State, which clearly aligned best with his knowledge and 

attributes. Sunderland had indeed been a perfectly serviceable Secretary of State, the post he actually took on, 

during the first decade of the century, but Stanhope had already proved to be more than that, but lacked any of 

the experience or knowledge needed to run the nation’s finances. Probably, the reason for Stanhope’s 

appointment as 1st Lord of the Treasury, and indeed Chancellor of the Exchequer had been his membership of 

the House of Commons, where the financial business of the nation was settled. However, almost coinciding 

with the ministerial changes, Stanhope was granted a peerage, a viscountcy upgraded a year later to an 
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earldom, and so moved to the House of Lords, according him the doubtful distinction of being the last Chancellor 

of the Exchequer to sit in that house. The change to his status was the King’s response to a plea from his 

minister that the violence of debate in the lower house was engendering passions which threatened his health, 

both mental and physical; a harbinger of Stanhope’s sad demise, a few years later. The main weakness in the 

new arrangements proved not to be the ill-fitting appointments, because the two chief ministers co-operated 

well, and anyway swopped roles in a year, but the scope allowed to Walpole in the House of Commons. 

Eventually, his dominance there and skilful manipulation of the Prince of Wales, allowed the ‘brotherhood’ to 

return to office, but for three years Stanhope and Sunderland remained in total control of the government. 

It is unlikely that any British statesman has pursued a more ambitious foreign policy programme than Stanhope 

did during these years and for a short time afterwards. British, and to an extent Hanoverian, interests were 

central but Stanhope took a very wide view of what these interests were. In essence, he wanted the continent 

to be at peace because it was difficult for Britain and its vulnerable partner, Hanover, to avoid entanglement 

when conflicts arose. The views of the previously belligerent soldier had evolved to the point where he regarded 

wars as costly, disruptive to trade, and a source of opportunities for the Jacobites to find allies. It is perhaps 

ironical that in a century during which Britain made massive gains from fighting frequently, one of her greatest 

statesman took this view, but so did at least two others of note, Robert Walpole and William Pitt the Younger. 

Stanhope’s outlook meant that he was keen to offer mediation to participants in any on-going war, and the Third, 

or Great, Northern War inevitably claimed his attention, not least because it had already impinged on British 

politics, when fears of being dragged into it, on Hanoverian coat-tails, had triggered the Whig split. The conflict, 

which is normally given a start date of 1700, was the latest in a series of struggles stretching back to the mid-

1550s which had seen the fortunes of the states of Northern Europe fluctuating dramatically. The main 

combatants were Denmark, Sweden, the Commonwealth of Poland/Lithuania, Prussia, (a Polish dependency 

before its acquisition by the German Elector of Brandenburg), and Russia, (originally Muscovy). Smaller German 

states had become involved from time to time, and Hanover was one such, while more distant nations like the 

Empire, the United Provinces, the Ottoman Empire, France and England had occasionally intervened. Few 

countries had supplied more mercenary officers into the conflict over the years than Scotland. 

In 1717, Sweden which had during the preceding century defied a paucity of resources, including man-power, 

to defeat all-comers and build an empire, was finally suffering the consequences of overstretch. Her long-

standing foe, Denmark, had tried to take advantage, but had found that Sweden, even in decline, was still too 

strong. Hanover had played the role of a jackal, and was on the way to gaining some choice morsels, Werden 

and Bremen, from Sweden, but had attracted the ire of that nation and Prussia. To the east, Poland/Lithuania 

stood temporarily on the side-lines, but Prussia and Russia also looked to aggrandise themselves at the 

expense of Sweden. We have seen that Stanhope had already gained French protection for Hanover, and as a 

minister of the King/Elector knew that he would need to obtain treaty confirmation of the electorate’s territorial 

acquisitions. This fitted well enough with his other aims insofar as it required an end to the conflict between 

Sweden and Denmark, and normalisation of Britain’s relations with the former state which had dabbled with the 

Jacobite movement. I shall say more of how pacification was achieved in a later section, because the episode 

was central to the career of John Carteret, who was spectacularly successful as Britain’s envoy in Stockholm, 

but no-one should doubt that the guiding hand was that of Stanhope. The negotiations were tortuous but by 
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1720, Denmark, Sweden, Prussia and Britain were formally at peace. The terms were wholly of British design; 

Hanover was confirmed in possession of Werden and Bremen, the Baltic was reopened to international trade, 

giving Britain access to important naval stores, (items like conifer trunks for masts, pitch, and copper), and 

Swedish support for the Old Pretender was renounced.  

Balance of power considerations, and King George’s dislike of Prussia, had seen Britain trying to limit Sweden’s 

losses, around the southern Baltic in those negotiations, and Stanhope was similarly motivated while seeking a 

settlement further east. An agreement was reached with the Empire and Poland/Lithuania in 1719 to try to 

prevent Russia gaining extensively from Sweden, but Britain could exercise little direct influence in areas hardly 

accessible to the fleet which had backed up diplomacy further west. Shortly after Stanhope’s death, the Treaty 

of Nystad transferred the southern Baltic coastal lands, east of Prussia, from Sweden to Russia, rubber-

stamping the latter state’s assumption of a dominant position in northern Europe. Stanhope had foreseen this 

outcome, and deprecated it, but without an entrée to the Russian court to allow the exercise of his normal brand 

of personal diplomacy, or the means to hurt Russia militarily, he and his successors had no recourse. 

The other European trouble-spot with which Stanhope engaged heavily in his quest for peace and stability was 

Italy. The ostensible problem there was a dispute about territories, Parma, Piacenza, and Tuscany, which 

although ruled by the Farnese family of Elizabeth, 2nd wife of the Bourbon King Philip III of Spain, were destined 

to become Austrian possessions by inheritance. Elizabeth, the real power in Spain, advised by Cardinal 

Alberoni, was determined that her two sons by King Philip should receive what she regarded as their birth-right, 

but also nursed wider Italian ambitions for her new realm, wishing Spain to repossess other desirable Italian 

lands like Sicily and Sardinia, surrendered by the Treaty of Utrecht. The danger as seen by Stanhope was that 

Spain would adopt military means, Austria would resist, and France would answer the call of Bourbon family 

loyalty, leaving Britain, with treaty partners on both sides, having to choose between bad options. Stanhope’s 

solution was to agree a plan with the French First Minister, Cardinal Dubois that would grant Elizabeth’s sons 

the Farnese territories, compensate Austria with Sicily, and in turn compensate Piedmont for Sicily with Sardinia. 

He then had to persuade the Emperor Charles, who still thought he was the rightful King of Spain, to make 

concessions to his hated rival; the difficulty was as much the fact that making the concessions implied 

recognition of King Philip, as their actual scope. Nonetheless, Stanhope, who was accustomed from earlier 

Spanish days, to imposing his views on Charles, was successful again, and Austria grudgingly joined Britain, 

France, and Holland in what had become the Quadruple Alliance in July 1718.  

The next task of the British Secretary of State was to bring Spain into line by gaining her acceptance of the 

terms of the Quadruple Alliance, which apart from the Italian provisions, would have included an offer to return 

Gibraltar. He did not stint in his efforts, even taking the considerable risk of going to Madrid in August 1718, to 

meet Alberoni, in an attempt to impose his will.  There was  real danger for Stanhope in placing himself in 

Spain’s grasp at that moment given the febrile atmosphere in Madrid, and the fact that Spain had already set 

her forces in motion; it was not just that his country was unpopular because of unwillingness to concede all 

Spain’s demands, but Stanhope’s role in the recent war was well remembered. However, he was permitted to 

leave, having for once achieved nothing, and the die was cast for one of the least-remembered European wars 

in Britain’s history, the War of the Quadruple Alliance. 
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The central Spanish initiative in the war was an invasion of Sicily, but its prospects were doomed almost 

immediately when the main Spanish Fleet was destroyed by Admiral George Byng off Cape Passaro in the 

same month that Stanhope was in Madrid making his last effort to preserve peace, and months before any 

formal declaration of war. By remaining on station, Byng removed any possibility of Spanish reinforcement or 

resupply, and made the eventual success of the Austrian forces tasked with expelling the Spanish from Sicily 

seem inevitable, though they were to experience a number of setbacks before doing so. Shortly afterwards, a 

French army invaded Northern Spain, ironically under the command of the Duke of Berwick, who had done as 

much as anyone to secure King Philip’s throne, and later a British naval force occupied the port of Vigo briefly. 

Spain had brought this on herself by contributing to a Jacobite invasion of Britain, but that attempt failed during 

1719, as did efforts to incite conspiracies in Paris. King Philip realised in the early months of the next year that 

Spain’s prospects of success were negligible, dismissed his first minister, Alberoni, and accepted the Quadruple 

Alliance terms, though by then the offer of Gibraltar had been quietly removed from the package.  

By the middle of 1720, Europe was essentially at peace, and Britain was at the centre of a network of treaties 

and agreements intended to ensure that such conditions persisted. Remarkable as Stanhope’s progress had 

been, there were flaws associated with his system; firstly it was unstable because nations with unfulfilled and 

competing aspirations had been dragooned into line, while others, not least Britain and France were in 

relationships which seemed un-natural to many of their people. Secondly, the whole construct depended on the 

energy and vision of a single statesman, who had been willing to post back and forward across the continent, 

to explain, persuade, and cajole. Walpole’s characterisation of Stanhope as the ‘Knight Errant of English 

Diplomacy’ though meant ironically and unkindly, carried much truth. Had he retained his health and his office 

for an extended period, it can be argued that he would have made his system more durable, but as we shall 

see the writing was already on the wall for his power to act in 1720, though the denouement was unexpectedly 

quick. In his absence, the 1720s were to see a gradual decline in British influence, and the decade after that, a 

complete loss of direction in foreign policy. 

                                                        ………………………… 

The contrast between Stanhope, the undeniably great statesman who operated in the national interest on the 

European stage and his alter-ego, the partisan Whig who conducted shady manoeuvres at home is striking. 

Reference has already been made to his leading role in the attempts to impeach Tory leaders, and his treatment 

of the Duke of Argyll in 1716. To these examples should be added a parliamentary measure for toleration of 

Dissenters, directed far more to causing discomfiture to Walpole than anything else, and the Peerage Bill of 

1719, which sought to perpetuate a Whig majority in the upper house by restricting the rights of any future 

monarch to create peers. In fact, Stanhope and his ally Sunderland knew by the end of 1718 that their triumph 

over Townshend and Walpole had been temporary, and that the losers in the renewed political conflict would 

probably be consigned to the political wilderness, in the company of the Tories. The dominance that Stanhope 

and Sunderland had enjoyed in 1717 was sapped by their own mistakes, by Walpole’s skill, and at the end, by 

misfortunes well beyond the control of the chief ministers. Walpole had been left master of the House of 

Commons after Stanhope’s elevation to the House of Lords, and retained much of the following he had enjoyed 

as a senior minister. He had gained adherents by criticising the War of the Quadruple Alliance, in spite of the 
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favourable outcome, and then demonstrated his burgeoning strength by preventing the passage of the 

aforementioned Peerage Bill. His next ploy completed his comeback, pulling Townshend in his wake. 

I referred earlier to two great disruptive issues of the early Hanoverian years, and while the first, the perceived 

excessive influence of the interests of Hanover and that state’s ministers, was central to the temporary eclipse 

of Townshend and Walpole, skilful manipulation of the second, the fractured relationship between King George 

I and his son and heir, the Prince of Wales, brought them back to the centre of affairs. That divide long pre-

dated the arrival of the father and son in London, perhaps owing most to the fall-out from an affair embarked on 

by the future King’s wife, with a Swedish soldier, Count Konigsmarck in the early 1690s. The cuckold’s response 

was ferocious; the wife was locked away in an isolated castle for the rest of her life, and the lover was murdered. 

The son never saw his mother again, requests to do so being ignored. After the Hanoverian succession the 

clash of wills between father and son continued, but the father as king held most of the cards, and eventually 

the Prince and Princess of Wales were thrown out of the royal residence, Kensington Palace, and rather cruelly 

denied access to their four young daughters, (their son, Frederick, was being brought up in Hanover for reasons 

of state). It was made very clear that anyone who attended on the Prince would be denied access to the King, 

but out of favour politicians knew that the King was sixty years old and not especially healthy, so cultivation of 

his successor was expected to pay dividends sooner or later. 

Following their loss of office, the brothers-in-law, (Townshend and Walpole), moved ostentatiously to join the 

outsiders paying court to the Prince, and by so doing acquired another packet of support in Parliament. Of 

course Walpole had no intention of waiting for a death that might be a decade or more away, so he worked to 

persuade people in political life that reconciliation between royal father and son was essential for the well-being 

of the nation. Soon enough, the royal dupes acquiesced, with the Prince happy to insist that his new-found 

supporters must return to the government. No doubt, the King and his chief ministers agreed in part, because 

they knew they had been outwitted, and were outgunned in Parliament. Walpole and Townshend were moderate 

in their initial demands, and in 1720 the latter became Lord President of the Council, while his brother-in-law 

accepted the lucrative if nominally minor office of Paymaster for the Army. Stanhope and Sunderland retained 

their more powerful positions, but must have realised that they could be living on borrowed time. Fate then 

intervened.  

Neither chief minister is thought to have been corruptly involved in the South Sea Bubble Affair, which had 

already begun to shake the institutions of the nation, though such was Sunderland’s poisonous reputation that 

hardly anyone believed in his innocence, and he became reliant on Walpole’s dominance of the House of 

Commons, for protection from impeachment. More important in the long run was the truth that neither Stanhope 

nor Sunderland had any idea how to restore the nation’s finances, when the Bubble effectively burst, whereas 

Walpole convinced friends and enemies that he knew exactly what to do, and in fair degree, his actions then 

justified his confidence. By early 1721, his return to the top position of 1st Lord of the Treasury was certain, and 

probably only months away. Stanhope’s immediate fate seemed less certain than that of his colleague, 

Sunderland, especially as he was generally seen as financially incorruptible. Although Walpole and Townshend, 

who remained closely allied in what was becoming by then, a more equal partnership, would have wished to 

return control of foreign policy to the latter, the ‘Brothers’ had shown a willingness to be patient, and knew well 

enough that Stanhope retained the confidence of the King. As it happened, deaths rather than political 
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manoeuvres were to force the speedy establishment of a completely new order at the top. Stanhope died in 

office as Secretary of State for the Northern Department, in February 1721, at the age of only 47. He had never 

gained full control of his temper, and a heated altercation in the House of Lords led to a fit, followed by severe 

headaches, and a stroke the next day, which killed him within hours. Whether rumours that he and his protégé 

and junior colleague, James Craggs the younger, had engaged in an orgy of gluttony and drunken-ness on the 

previous evening were true and contributed cannot be known. Without his influential associate, and battered by 

the fall-out from the South Sea Bubble Affair, Sunderland was forced out of office, and then followed Stanhope 

to the grave in a year, leaving Walpole and Townshend to inherit unchallenged the offices of 1st Lord of the 

Treasury, and Secretary of State for the Northern Department, which they filled for the next decade, and beyond 

in Walpole’s case. 

2.3. Assessment    

There can be no doubt that Stanhope was a major political figure, even although that part of his career was of 

relatively short duration, occupying seven years only. In any list of influential British Secretaries of State, 

(Foreign Secretaries) he must stand very high, maybe even at the very top. What is most remarkable is that he 

created a role for himself for which there were few precedents; King William III and the Duke of Marlborough 

did similar things, but they were organising wars, and guarding national interests explicitly, rather than brokering 

peace and alliances across Europe, with a degree of disinterestedness.  In an age when travel was difficult, 

Stanhope believed in personal contact, with good reason, because few monarchs or ministers seem to have 

been able to resist his blandishments (or bludgeoning) when closeted with him. His trips to Paris, Madrid, 

Vienna, The Hague, and Berlin seem sometimes to have taken place almost on the spur of the moment, but 

usually resulted in progress towards his ends, while his attendances on the King in Hanover gave him other 

opportunities to put pressure on foreign chancelleries directly. His vision was of a Britain able to achieve her 

ends in Europe, in part because of her own strength, especially as exerted by fleets sent to the Baltic and 

Mediterranean, and partly because other powers like France and the Empire were her allies. He sought to exert 

a largely benign influence by resolving disputes and clashes across the continent, because he believed in peace 

as a paramount British interest, not least because trade was a beneficiary, but also because foreign support 

was more likely to flow to the Jacobites, in conditions of war.  

His only real failures were with Russia, presumably in part because he was never in direct contact with Peter 

the Great, and Spain, because he was always seen there as an enemy who had fought against her King. In the 

latter case, for all his preference for peace, he demonstrated the necessary resolve to achieve his ends by 

force, and it is conceivable, if by no means certain that Russia would have been confronted by a hostile alliance 

and dealt with similarly if he had lived longer. In acknowledging his successes, it also needs to be remembered 

that he had to contend throughout with a King, who thought he had the last word on foreign policy, and 

sometimes seemed determined to speak it in the interests of Hanover rather than Britain. The machinations of 

Hanoverian ministers, especially Bernsdorff, were a nuisance on occasion, but Stanhope understood his royal 

master well and humoured him over smaller matters, thereby mostly preserving his freedom with regard to those 

of greater moment. 
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Some of our most noted Foreign Secretaries have behaved almost apolitically, seeing themselves as speaking 

for the nation abroad, not a party or faction, and have tried to float above the domestic political scene. No-one 

could say that about Stanhope who was, from the start to the finish of his career in Parliament, a combative and 

partisan Whig. It is not absolutely clear where his strong views came from; his father who influenced him greatly 

may have been so inclined, but as an ambassador and diplomatic envoy, seemed happy to serve governments 

of any description. At any rate, Stanhope’s parliamentary career is punctuated by manoeuvres, not infrequently 

quite shoddy, intended to do down his Tory adversaries, and sometimes his Whig competitors. He does not 

seem to have been very good at this aspect of the political game, not least because he wore his heart so much 

on his sleeve that no-one can have been in much doubt about his motivation. This, added to his volatility, made 

him so vulnerable to provocation that he was forced to leave the riotous and partisan House of Commons for 

the sake of his health, at an inopportune time. Of course, the respite in the calmer House of Lords proved only 

temporary. 

It has been suggested by some political historians that Stanhope had the authority of a Prime Minister, between 

1717 and 1721, making him the first, but he never drew the key enablers into his own hands, as did Walpole a 

few years later. For a short time, he held the office of 1st Lord of the Treasury, which was to become the marker 

of supremacy, but financial knowledge and acumen were not amongst his strengths, a judgement confirmed by 

his helplessness, along with his colleague, Sunderland, when the implications of the South Sea Bubble affair 

became clear. It is best to view the ministry which enabled Stanhope to do so much abroad as a duopoly of two 

chief ministers, Stanhope and Sunderland, sharing responsibilities. In fact, it is a feature of government during 

the first half of the 18th century that most stable and successful ministries were duopolies, though Walpole in 

the 1730s wielded on his own the full powers of a Prime Minister.  

As regards personal characteristics, accounts of Stanhope are dominated by stories of his explosive temper, 

not least the outburst in parliament which led directly to his death. There must be truth here, and it is backed up 

by accounts that he usually argued in an impassioned and aggressive way, which as often as not tipped over 

into brow-beating. The fact that the recipients of these tirades were sometimes kings, princes, or his 

commanding generals, suggests that he was no great respecter of rank and status. However, grudges were not 

borne against him by the high and mighty like the Emperor Charles, or the Regent of France to whom, he always 

had easy access, so he must have been able to keep some control, and his persona in his calmer moments is 

recorded as likeable. There is no record of his ever going too far with King George I. He certainly generated 

hostility from some, but inspired great loyalty from others, whether his soldiers, his life-long friend and political 

adversary, Bolingbroke, or later colleagues like Craggs and Carteret, and even the French first minister, Cardinal 

Dubois. When he had to do so, he worked well enough with awkward confederates like the devious Sunderland, 

the equally devious Walpole, and his prickly ambassador in Paris, the Earl of Stair, anti-Jacobite spymaster and 

much later the victor, if any individual was, of the Battle of Dettingen. His career in all its facets is that of a 

vigorous man of action, and yet I have given examples of scholarly pursuits as well. The contrasts continue with 

regard to money and status; he had the reputation of a straight dealer and was never charged with corruption, 

but he married great wealth, and procured a mansion at Chevening. His acquisition of a peerage was probably 

less a matter of raising his status, than escaping confrontations which were threatening his life. It is entirely 

possible that his sexual life also contained many contradictions 
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My overall conclusion is that Stanhope, 

portrayed alongside in military garb, for all 

his faults of character, had a real vision of 

what his country’s place in the world should 

be, and was able to make substantial 

progress towards realising that vision, 

through hard work and persuasive powers. 

More than that, he had views about the best 

interests of many other nations and was able 

to persuade their leaders to go along with his 

plans for them. Not in Walpole’s class as a 

domestic political fixer, he would have been 

unlikely to win any long term struggle for 

supremacy, but he was perhaps the greater 

man because partisan Whig as he was, he 

saw power as something to be grasped for a 

purpose above self-aggrandisement. What if 

he had lived longer? Given that Walpole and 

Townshend, ‘the Brothers’ still came as a 

package, and that the former was seen by 

King and Parliament as indispensable after 

the South Sea Bubble crash, while the latter saw himself with some justice as a foreign policy expert, it seems 

probable that Stanhope would have been marginalised and eventually forced out. No doubt, his realisation of 

this explains why he is thought to have contemplated resuming his military career in 1721, but even this would 

not have rendered him invulnerable to Walpole’s machinations.  
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3. Lord John Carteret, Superior Statesman with Political Feet of Clay  

I hold the view that Britain had four exceptional Secretaries of State during the 18th century, though none was 

without flaws; each of them contributed to the rise in British power and influence during the period. One, William 

Pitt the Elder has as great a reputation now amongst those of informed opinion, as he ever had while leading 

his country to a series of victories during the Seven Years War, but as indicated earlier, I leave recounting his 

life and exploits to others. The career of another of the four, Lord Grenville falls outside my period he is perhaps 

remembered more as the short-term Prime Minister who presided over the passage of the Bill which forbade 

British trading of slaves, than as the long-serving 18th century Foreign Secretary, who working with William Pitt 

the Younger, engineered a succession of rather fragile coalitions of belligerents during the French Revolutionary 

War. The other two of special note were James Stanhope, dealt with in the previous article, and his protégé, 

John, Lord Carteret, to whom I turn now. All four achieved much in comparatively short time-spans, yet none 

had great political acumen. Carteret was especially lacking in this regard, and should probably be accounted 

unlucky as well. 

3.1. The Rise to Prominence 

John Carteret was, to my knowledge, the only major political figure in modern British history with family roots in 

Jersey, though his birth in 1690 probably took place in a mainland property at Hawnes in Bedfordshire. The 

family had been staunchly royalist during the Civil War, giving island refuge to the future King Charles II and his 

advisor, the Earl of Clarendon, in 1646 and again to the King in 1649. After the Restoration, the great-

grandfather of the subject of this article, Sir George Carteret became Treasurer of the Navy, an important if 

second-rank position, which he held until 1667 when he took some of the blame for the unsuccessful conduct 

of the 2nd Anglo-Dutch War. However, he never lost the King’s favour, remaining Vice-Chamberlain of the Royal 

Household until his death in 1680. The barony he was then about to receive was instead conferred on his 

grandson, also George, and after the latter’s early death in 1695 passed to John Carteret, the subject of this 

article, who was then aged five. The boy’s widowed mother, a daughter and major legatee of an Earl of Bath, 

also received preferment as Viscountess Carteret, and Countess Granville in 1715. Seemingly a formidable 

lady, she lived on until 1744 when she died at the age of 90, passing an earldom to her son.  

John Carteret had a conventional education at Westminster School, then Eton’s rival as educator of the 

governing class, and Christ College, Oxford, but rather unusually for one of his high birth, worked hard, 

establishing the scholarly reputation that remained part of a complex persona for the rest of his life. In particular, 

he found it easy and enjoyable to acquire a facility in any language, whether ancient or modern; this gift, which 

he shared with James Stanhope, allowed him to become fluent in French and German, a help in his future 

diplomatic and political career. Immediately after leaving University, in 1710, he married Lady Frances Worsley; 

a happy union which endured for more than thirty years, and produced at least six children, though as was often 

the case at that time, not all survived to adulthood. A year later, the young baron began a political career in the 

House of Lords, probably starting with the Tory inclinations of his forbears, but he had attached himself firmly 

to the following of the Earl of Sunderland and Earl Stanhope by the time of the ‘Great Whig Schism’ of 1717. 

Hindsight tells us that this decision, taken in his mid-twenties, was fateful, and had condemned him to a future 

often outside or on the periphery of government, because his chosen leaders died relatively young leaving the 
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field clear for their rival, Robert Walpole. The first Prime Minister never overlooked any opposition, however 

transitory, and the fact that Carteret demonstrated real talent and independence of mind at an early age placed 

him doubly beyond the pale. 

Carteret’s reputation as a diplomat and statesman rests mainly on two bursts of activity, neither long-lasting, 

separated by two decades. The first of his tours de force began with his appointment by Stanhope as 

Ambassador to Sweden in 1819, charged with the task of restoring British relations with that country. The two 

states had drifted into war thanks to Swedish dabbling with the Jacobites, and interference with British ships 

attempting to enter the Baltic. If peace could be restored, it was hoped that Britain, with some help from France, 

might mediate an end to the Great Northern War, which was threatening to involve Britain in defence of 

Hanoverian interests. Carteret, in spite of his lack of diplomatic experience, made quick progress and concluded 

a treaty which normalised relations between Britain and Sweden. He had traded heavily on the anticipated 

arrival of a British fleet commanded by Admiral Sir John Norris, though his credibility had been tested by 

seemingly interminable delays in that event. He had also been helped in his negotiations by the presence not 

far south of Stockholm of a Russian invading army. Eventually, Norris arrived, and the Russians immediately 

evacuated their army, to avoid being stranded by the destruction of their support fleet. Carteret having proved 

as good as his word, even if belatedly, was then able to turn his attention to sorting out the mess which his new 

ally, Sweden had got itself into by fighting everyone else in northern Europe, in the later stages of the Great 

Northern War.  

A treaty was negotiated to end war between Sweden and Prussia, with the latter paying a fair price for territorial 

gains on the southern coast of the Baltic Sea. Hanoverian gains from Sweden were recognised as part of the 

arrangements, so ingratiating Carteret and reinforcing Stanhope’s position with King George I. Negotiations to 

end the war between Sweden and Denmark were more difficult but here again, Carteret was successful, 

designing an equitable treaty, and obtaining agreement by a judicious mixture of promises and veiled threats, 

eventually receiving the thanks of both parties. As part of the settlement Britain received guarantees about 

freedom of access for her ships into the Baltic Sea. His wider remit from Stanhope had been to preserve Sweden 

as a first rate power in the Baltic, and the agreements with Prussia and Denmark went some way to achieving 

this, but the real threat to Swedish status came from Russia which following decisive victory in the Battle of 

Poltava of 1709 had taken Livonia, Estonia and Finland from the Swedes, and thanks to the concurrent decline 

of the Commonwealth of Poland/Lithuania, was beginning to exert total control around the eastern Baltic. 

Carteret made an attempt to bluff Tsar Peter (the Great) into negotiations, but the Russian Emperor ignored the 

approach, and Carteret was called back to Britain soon afterwards, leaving Sweden to resolve matters alone. 

The postscript was that in 1721, the Treaty of Nystad was imposed by Russia on Sweden and she lost all her 

territory on the southern shore of the eastern Baltic. After a hundred and fifty years of conflict the once 

insignificant state of Muscovy had been transformed into a European power as Russia. Sweden was to have 

her moments on the European stage thereafter but her century of greatness, achieved in spite of meagre 

national resources, was at an end. Stanhope made one serious attempt to involve Austria and Prussia in an 

alliance directed to restraining Russia and if he had lived longer would probably have tried again, but his 

successor, Townshend, chose not to intervene further.  
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Nonetheless, Carteret, as the man on the spot, had achieved an astonishing amount in eighteen months, ending 

the state of war between Britain and Sweden, mediating peace between Sweden, Denmark, and Prussia, and 

gaining recognition for Hanoverian gains. He had dealt personally with Kings, Queens, Electors and 

Chancellors, and had earned respect and gratitude from all. Perhaps he was too successful for his own good, 

in that almost everything he attempted, however risky, came off, and it must have seemed to him that diplomacy 

was a simple pursuit, given determination, and persuasiveness. His correspondence with colleagues and friends 

like then Secretary of State Craggs is humorous and self-deprecating, but for those without access to these 

words, but made aware later of responses to seekers of patronage like ‘what is it to me who is a judge or a 

bishop? It is my business to make Kings and Emperors, to maintain the balance of Europe’, the charge laid on 

him of arrogance is understandable. His projected appointment as Ambassador to France in early 1721 was a 

deserved proportionate promotion, but the malign series of events already dealt with, soon intervened. 

3.2 Clinging on to Office 

The first of the events to impinge on Carteret’s well-being was the South Sea Bubble Affair, in which he 

replicated the experience of most of the moneyed class of the kingdom. He had invested in the stock, honestly, 

if misguidedly, like thousands of others.  His losses resulting from the near-collapse of the company in the 

summer of 1820 were not crippling, but probably sufficient to encumber him for years afterwards, making paid 

government employment desirable if not essential. In those circumstances it is unsurprising that he departed 

from his usual equability during the parliamentary debates which followed the crisis, speaking in the House of 

Lords for heavy punishment of those who had behaved corruptly, like Chancellor of the Exchequer, John 

Aislabie. A much greater threat to his prospects arising from the ‘Bubble’ was its part in propelling Robert 

Walpole towards dominance as the only politician capable of restoring financial stability. Walpole’s hostility was 

inevitable given that Carteret was clearly in the opposing camp, but it was the already-mentioned cull of the 

leaders of the Stanhope/Sunderland faction which made this a live threat.  

Apart obviously from the deceased themselves, Carteret was the main long-term loser as a result of the 

extraordinary sequence of early deaths which began before he had departed to take up his ambassadorial post 

in Paris, though at first it might have looked as though he was a beneficiary. First, Stanhope in the midst of a 

heated argument in the House of Lords, was struck down by an apoplectic fit, and died the next day on 5th 

February 1721. Carteret was immediately appointed in his place as Secretary of State for the Northern 

Department, at the age of 30, but the death of Stanhope left the 1st Lord of the Treasury, the 3rd Earl of 

Sunderland, gravely weakened in his on-going struggle with Walpole and his brother-in-law, Viscount 

Townshend. Then, less than two weeks later, another ally of Sunderland (and close friend of Carteret), James 

Craggs the younger, Secretary of State for the Southern Department, died probably from smallpox at the age 

of 35. He had been in post for three years, inevitably in the shadow of Stanhope, but had already shown clear 

signs of promise, though he would have had to avoid being dragged down with his fraudster father, in the fall-

out from the South Sea Bubble affair.  

The further weakening of Sunderland’s position was signalled when Viscount Townshend assumed the more 

influential position of Secretary of State for the Northern Department, while Carteret was forced to step back 

into the shoes of Craggs. Later the same year (1721), the pressure on Sunderland over the ‘Bubble’ forced him 
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to surrender his office to Walpole in return for the latter’s agreement to defend him from impeachment by the 

House of Commons. In fact, Sunderland was most probably guilty of no more than considerable financial 

incompetence, but it took Walpole’s persuasive powers and debating skill to save the recent 1st Lord of the 

Treasury from joining Aislabie in the Tower. The triumph of Walpole and Townshend seemed complete, though 

Sunderland, the one political fixer of the age able to contend with Walpole on relatively equal terms, was not 

yet finished. His retention of Royal favour allowed him to assume the Household position of Groom of the Stole, 

and he was very active in the early months of the next year in building support ahead of an upcoming general 

election. He sought allies everywhere, including Tories shading into Jacobites, and had he succeeded in building 

a House of Commons majority, as he well might, British political history would have taken a different course. 

However, in April 1822 sudden premature death intervened again; Charles Spencer, 3rd Earl of Sunderland died 

of pleurisy aged 46. Life expectancy was less then, than now, but this was the last of a succession of deaths of 

relatively young senior office-holders unique in our modern history.  

It has become the convention to describe Robert Walpole as both the first and longest serving Prime Minister, 

and to measure his period of office between the dates 1721 and 1742. To a large degree this reflects an 

unhistorical application of present-day norms to an earlier period. Walpole held the office of 1st Lord of the 

Treasury, and was otherwise in a strong position in 1721, but he was nothing like as powerful as he became a 

decade later, and he did not have the authority over policies, patronage, and government personnel, wielded 

by Prime Ministers now. One illustration of that fact is Carteret’s retention of office until 1730 in the face of 

Walpole’s undisguised hostility towards him, and even then, the decision to make a clean break was Carteret’s 

own. Carteret never had any significant following in Parliament, other than the support he sometimes 

engendered on specific issues by his speeches; indeed his attitude to patronage, exampled earlier and an 

unwillingness to engage in any serious fashion with Members of Parliament seemed calculated to discourage 

potential supporters. However, in the other power centre of the time, the ‘King’s closet’ matters were different 

because Carteret retained the confidence of the King and his successor for almost a decade. His relaxed and 

easy-going personality must have been part of this, but so was his competence, and intellectual capacity, 

burnished by his ability to communicate with the Kings in their own language, a skill never learnt by Walpole for 

one. He realised that his more powerful colleague, Townshend, usually had a measured, even passive approach 

to events and would look askance at too much activity, so there was no effort to replicate his all-action behaviour 

in Sweden. Indeed, this was perhaps the first manifestation of a complacent streak that allowed him to adjust 

to circumstances, rather than fight against them. So Walpole and Townshend had no immediate justification for 

demanding his replacement, but the former chipped away at Carteret’s status.  

Walpole wanted Carteret removed from the office of Secretary of State, because it could be a power base 

comparable with his own; indeed in the early/mid 1720s it was exactly that, in the hands of Townshend. 

Carteret’s situation would have been transformed, if Townshend had been subject to any misadventure, and 

recent history showed, that approaching 50, this was not a far-fetched scenario. (The Northern Secretary was 

put out of action for a long period by ill-health, a few years later.) In that event, Carteret, backed by the King, 

could have become the dominant influence on foreign policy, and would probably have adopted a pro-active 

stance, in the footsteps of his mentor, Stanhope. Signs of such behaviour played a part in the breakdown of 

relations between Walpole and Townshend a few years later. As already indicated, Walpole could not simply 
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demand the removal of a minister of acknowledged talent whom the King liked. He needed Carteret to make a 

mistake, or at least to fail to find a solution to a tricky diplomatic problem, and so to damage his reputation in 

the eyes of the King. 

In fact, a major setback to Carteret was linked to a struggle for influence with the King’s two grotesque 

mistresses. Walpole had cultivated the acknowledged royal mistress, Ehrengard Melusine, Baroness von der 

Schulenburg, Duchess of Kendal, nicknamed ‘the Maypole’ on account of her tall thin stature, and could depend 

on her advocacy, no doubt at well-chosen moments. Probably she helped Walpole most in matters of patronage, 

but it would be surprising if disparaging comments about Carteret never found their way to the King’s ear. 

Presumably as a countermove, Carteret cultivated the other woman prominent in the life of King George I, the 

latter’s half-sister, Sophia Charlotte von Kielmansegg, Countess of Darlington, nicknamed ‘the Elephant’, again 

an unflattering comment on her appearance. Whether she did anything for Carteret’s status relative to Walpole 

in the King’s mind cannot be known, but it was to be as a result of trying to further her family interests that 

Carteret lost his position. 

The Countess of Darlington had a daughter, whose father was widely believed to be King George I; he never 

said anything in denial, notwithstanding the fact that he was the half-brother of her mother. The Countess wished 

to arrange the marriage of that daughter, to a French nobleman, but he was a mere count, not deemed of high 

enough status to gain the hand of a King’s daughter, even it seems an unacknowledged product of a near-

incestuous relationship. Accordingly, with the King’s approval if not active encouragement, Carteret instructed 

the British Ambassador in Paris, Sir Lukas Schaub, to approach the French chief minister, Cardinal Dubois, and 

the Regent, the Duke of Orleans, to seek the advancement of the putative bridegroom to the rank of ‘Duc et 

Pair de France’, the highest available rung of the peerage. The request to enhance the status of the intended 

husband of the by-blow of a foreign ruler’s scandalous relationship might have been viewed as an ill-judged 

interference in French Court affairs, but such favours were not unknown and Carteret as Stanhope’s protégé 

was held in considerable esteem by the Regent and Cardinal. It is likely that an arrangement would have been 

made, if both French leaders had not died shortly afterwards.  

Unfortunately for the proponents of the scheme, the Duc de Bourbon, who succeeded to the Regent’s authority, 

was less well-disposed towards Britain, probably hardly knew Carteret, and in any case had much higher 

priorities around consolidating his power. So, it was injudicious of Schaub, probably on his own initiative, to 

renew the British request. The new French government took serious umbrage, and stopped dealing with 

Schaub. Since France was still a key British ally, it was not unreasonable for Townshend and Walpole to suggest 

that another envoy be sent to Paris. The choice of Sir Robert’s brother, usually referred to as Horatio, was 

another matter, but he was an experienced diplomat, and Carteret may have thought that Schaub’s disgrace 

would be only temporary. It soon became clear that the new channel of communication was going to last, and 

Carteret found himself frozen out of dealings with France, the most important nation in his portfolio. The King 

must have been embarrassed by the affair, and for all that Carteret almost certainly had not initiated the second 

request, he had not thought to forbid it. No doubt Walpole and Townshend made much of the failure as they 

saw it, and the King was persuaded that Carteret should demit the office of Secretary of State.  
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In March 1724, Carteret was replaced by the Duke of Newcastle. A neat solution for ‘the brothers’, as it bound 

Newcastle’s numerous client Members of Parliament more tightly to Walpole, and provided Townshend with an 

inexperienced colleague, who was unlikely to challenge his authority. However, their victory was only partial, 

because the King had insisted that Carteret must remain in the government. The Lord Lieutenancy of Ireland 

had been used in the past to demote statesmen who had transgressed or lost favour, and  Carteret accepted 

the demotion. It did not mean exile from London, as he was only required to spend part of the year in Ireland, 

and in the remaining months he attended the King’s council and the House of Lords, and doubtless was granted 

enough audiences with the King to worry Walpole. He served as a member of what was effectively a Regency 

Council as a Lord Justice of the Kingdom during Royal absences in Hanover during 1725 and 1727.  

3.3. Success in Ireland 

The early part of Lord Carteret’s six-year term of office as Irish Pro-consul was dominated by a controversy 

stemming from the grant of a contract to manufacture the Irish coinage for fourteen years, to a certain William 

Wood who ran a London mint. The decision was corrupt, in so far as sweeteners were paid to the Duchess of 

Kendal, and the King, and it had been made without consultation with the Irish government. It is thought by 

some commentators that Carteret leaked the unsavoury details to friends in Dublin, in order to embarrass 

Walpole, and if so he will have been pleased with the result, as turmoil resulted, not least because of the skilful 

propaganda of a long-time friend of his, Jonathon Swift, disseminated in ‘Drapier’s letters’. Carteret was able to 

exert a calming influence from the start, utilising his friendships with many in Dublin society, and letting it be 

known that he was attempting to reduce the scope of Wood’s contract. Eventually in 1726, the contract was 

cancelled and  Carteret received all the credit in Dublin. Whatever the King’s view of the loss of some income, 

we can be sure that Walpole was confirmed in his view that Carteret was dangerous and would have to be 

eliminated as a political force. (A brief addendum concerning William Wood is in order; he might by then have 

been happy to see the end of the contract. Far from the task of making money being ‘a license to print money’ 

it would seem that the copper coins he had undertaken to produce would have cost him more than he would 

have received for them, so a big loss was inevitable; his later career embraced some coinage contracts, which 

did make him a profit, and innovative developments as an iron-founder, but also further flirtations with 

bankruptcy.)  

Carteret built on his success and had little difficulty in retaining his popularity in Dublin throughout his term of 

office. He appears to have shown a great willingness to listen to opinion-formers, giving Swift and others easy 

access, and though he could not always do as they requested, he was usually given credit for trying. At that 

time, governing Ireland was almost entirely a matter of conciliating the Anglo-Irish ascendancy, as neither the 

mass of the Catholic peasantry, nor the Presbyterian north had yet acquired a voice. Carteret was very active 

socially when in Dublin, and it was probably there that he acquired the reputation for over-fondness of  Burgundy 

wine, which stuck to him in later life. Nonetheless, he must be accounted one of the more successful Lord 

Lieutenants. He had been equal to his one great challenge in the role, and when he left office in 1730, Ireland 

was as calm and settled as it ever was under British rule.  

In 1727, George II had become King, and many in political circles had assumed that in the light of his up-and-

down relationship with his father, which on occasion had resulted in government ministers taking the previous 
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King’s side against him, he would dispense with Walpole and Townshend as chief ministers, and appoint in their 

stead, the only alternative grouping, Spencer Compton, (later Lord Wilmington), William Pulteney and Carteret. 

Pulteney was to be Carteret’s political ally in the 1730s and 1740s, and was by then leader in the House of 

Commons of an oppositional Whig splinter group, the Patriotic Whigs. However, the new King soon realised 

that some important political facts of life were unaffected by his accession; Walpole continued to dominate the 

House of Commons, and was thought by a majority of the political nation to be indispensable as finance. 

Minister. The balance in the King’s closet had also moved in Walpole’s favour since his previous support from 

a king’s mistress, the Duchess of Kendal, was replaced by steady backing from the new Queen, Caroline, who 

was rarely gainsaid by her husband. In the event, Walpole’s understanding of the new King’s attachment to 

money clinched the deal; he offered to procure a Parliamentary vote in favour of a very generous royal income, 

greater than that granted to his predecessor. The wrong-footed Wilmington, who had been Speaker, was left 

only with consolation prizes, namely, the office of Lord President of the Council, a peerage, soon raised to an 

earldom, and later the Order of the Garter. Obviously, Walpole saw him as a threat to be bought off, perhaps 

justifiably because eventually he became 1st Lord of the Treasury, 15 years later.  

Carteret, helped by his facility with the German language soon established good relations with the new King, 

but the Queen was a lost cause for him. He tried at various times to curry favour by way of cultural initiatives, 

like promoting a famous edition of Don Quixote, and he joined her as a co-sponsor of a foundling hospital, but 

her hostility in the political sphere was unrelenting until her death. No doubt, Carteret’s survival in office in the 

new reign owed something to his own skills in the royal closet, but Walpole was distracted for some years by 

the collapse of his relationship with Townshend. That struggle ended in May 1730 with the retirement of the 

latter, and Carteret’s tenure as Lord Lieutenant came to an end a month later. It seems that what had been 

proposed was that Carteret and the Duke of Dorset, who had been Lord Steward of the Household would swop 

roles, but Carteret turned the move down. It had been no insult since the Lord Steward was by right a member 

of the Privy Council, and had regular access to the King. He would have had no executive role in the 

government, but would have been responsible, albeit at one or two removes, for the nitty-gritty of organising 

palace life, in charge of the ‘below-stairs’ staff. It is easy to infer that Carteret would not have been attracted by 

that aspect of the job. 

Carteret probably knew nothing of Walpole’s worry that the King would insist on his replacing Townshend, which 

probably explains Walpole’s acquiescence in the Lord Stewardship offer as a lesser evil, and the frantic search 

for a credible alternative candidate for Townshend’s position, which ended in the appointment of William 

Stanhope, Lord Harrington, erstwhile Ambassador to the Spanish Court. It is puzzling that Carteret, who had 

accepted demotion in 1724 to retain his influence with the King, refused transfer to a position which would have 

given him greater access the King’s closet, and chose to depart and engage in formal and open opposition 

alongside Pulteney in Parliament, where his influence until then had been fairly minimal. Walpole is reported by 

Hervey to have said of Carteret, ‘I had some difficulty to get him out, but he shall find much more to get in again’, 

and as usual on political matters, Walpole proved to be right.  
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3.4 Opposition 

The year 1730 saw Walpole in full control of the government, and as already suggested, it would be more 

accurate to describe him as the first Prime Minister from that date, rather than as is normally done from 1721, 

when Townshend for one, still had equivalent status. By the later date, it is safe to say that advice from other 

ministers would not reach the King without Walpole’s knowledge, and for important matters, prior approval. 

Amongst these ministers, only the Duke of Newcastle had an independent power base, built on his domination 

of the election process for members of parliament in such counties as Sussex and Nottinghamshire, but in the 

early years of the decade he was a docile colleague. Nonetheless, there were limits to the Prime Minister’s 

authority imposed largely by the fact that his support in Parliament was not unconditional, so that Pulteney and 

Carteret had something to work on, if they could find the right issues. Their task was still great because their 

own following did not exceed 30 members of parliament. To them, they had to attach a good proportion of the 

150 independent, mainly Tory, members, and then to peel off a chunk of Walpole’s support of around 400. The 

main part of the task of trying to unseat Walpole fell to Pulteney who operated in the House of Commons, and 

with Bolingbroke conducted a pamphlet war outside, but Carteret’s speeches in the House of Lords had a place. 

By 1733, Walpole’s authority had probably reached its apogee, since even in foreign policy, widely regarded as 

the domain where the King ruled supreme, his Prime Minister seemed to hold the upper hand. In that year, 

Walpole was able to keep Britain out of the War of the Polish Succession, against the wishes of the King, and 

arguably in contravention of the terms of a treaty with Austria. The impotence of the opposition is demonstrated 

by the lack of impact of Carteret’s strong backing for the King’s views in the House of Lords. However a real 

opportunity for the opposition was not to be long delayed and came in the same year when the Prime Minister 

attempted to pass an Excise Bill into law. His ostensible motivation was a wish to increase revenues without 

raising the tax on land, which would have annoyed much of his core support. His intention was to reduce 

widespread smuggling of wines and tobacco which allowed these products to reach distributors (and customers) 

free of the duty, then levied only on cargos landed openly and legally at the main ports.  

Walpole proposed to levy an excise duty further along the distribution chain, on all the said items that reached 

merchant’s warehouses by any route.  However, he had failed to anticipate that apart from the connections of 

the widespread smuggling fraternity, some at least in high places, he would antagonise the merchants who 

dealt in the goods concerned, and benefitted to a greater or lesser degree from dubiously sourced products. In 

addition, none welcomed the prospect of greater scrutiny of his premises and operations that was bound to 

follow the imposition of such a tax. The coalition of the unwilling also embraced the customers for what were 

luxury goods who saw price rises as an inevitable consequence, and feared that the excise would quickly spread 

to other items. Finally, the cry of corruption was raised, because the extra officers needed to collect the tax 

would be government appointees placing yet more offices in Walpole’s gift. The Prime Minister eventually had 

to admit defeat, and withdrew the measure, before a looming general election. However conciliation went no 

further and patronage in all its manifestations was withdrawn by Walpole from erstwhile supporters who had 

forced his U-turn, so propelling many of them into formal opposition. Largely as a consequence, the Prime 

Minister’s support in the House of Commons, after the 1734 election is estimated to have fallen to 330 members, 

while Pulteney and Carteret increased their faction to over 80; Tory support held firm at close to 150.  
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For the next few years with its leaders discouraged by their failure to put a greater dent in Walpole’s authority, 

opposition was intermittent and opportunistic rather than sustained, fixing on issues like a Bill introduced to 

remove the King’s right to dismiss army officers who had not supported his government’s measures, and another 

to punish the city of Edinburgh after the Porteous Riots of 1736. Walpole’s majority held relatively firm, but his 

hard line towards those who opposed him, even if only over a single matter, continued to erode his support. The 

death in 1737 of Queen Caroline is often presented as significant as she had for long been the Prime Minister’s 

greatest ally in managing the King, but by the time of her death, the King’s trust in Walpole was almost absolute. 

More important in the late 1730s was the change in the balance of Walpole’s relationship with the Duke of 

Newcastle, prompted in part by the Prime Minister’s increased reliance on the large group of Members of 

Parliament controlled by the Duke, as other support fell away, and part by the Duke’s increasing assertiveness, 

albeit from a very low starting point. In 1739, Newcastle pushed Walpole most unwillingly into the War of Jenkin’s 

Ear, with Spain. As already noted, Walpole abhorred war and he proved an ineffective war leader, and the 

person directly in charge of operations, the Duke of Newcastle, was simply incompetent, so criticism of the 

conduct of the war gathered strength. 

With Walpole already under pressure, the regular stand-by of opponents of governments in the early Hanoverian 

period re-emerged, when King George II and his son Frederick, Prince of Wales, never on very good terms, fell 

out seriously over the allowance granted to the latter. He was allowed £50000 per annum, no small sum at that 

time (≡ £2500000+ now), but it was common knowledge that his father in like circumstances had received twice 

as much. Pulteney and Carteret seized on the issue and the Prince directed his faction of 20 or 30 supporters 

in the House of Commons to switch to opposing the government. At the election due in 1741, Walpole knew 

that he would also have to contend with the opposition of the Duke of Argyll in Scotland, which would threaten 

another block of government supporters; the Duke had opposed the ‘disciplining’ of Edinburgh, and been further 

aggravated by the removal of offices from himself and others of the same view, as a punishment for speaking 

out. Walpole probably underestimated this threat in the belief that the Duke’s brother, Lord Ilay wielded the real 

political power in Scotland, but he proved badly mistaken. So, Walpole entered the election of 1741 wounded 

by failure to prosecute war successfully, and with support apparently haemorrhaging. Yet he still appeared to 

have retained marginal superiority, when results were declared, with 280 supporters in the House of Commons, 

in spite of serious losses in Scotland. The declared opposition had increased their numbers to around 130, while 

the Tories retained similar levels of support. However,  Walpole’s ability to dragoon his nominal supporters into 

line had also declined and when Parliament met, his slight advantage soon ebbed away in votes to determine 

the victors in constituencies where results were disputed.  

Probably a younger and fitter Walpole would have fought on, but he decided to leave office with a peerage 

(becoming Earl of Orford) and was given a guarantee from Pulteney that impeachment would not be pursued, 

an important safeguard in the light of proceedings mounted against past government ministers. Walpole’s 

eventual downfall had been brought about more by his own alienation of support, than by specific actions of 

opposition leaders, but it would be wrong to ignore the contributions of Pulteney and Carteret. They had in spite 

of discouraging setbacks kept coming back to vocal opposition, supplying a fixed point around which other 

dissenting voices gathered, and without them it is difficult to imagine such a fissiparous body of men ever 

achieving the unity that was necessary to outvote Walpole’s well-organised cohorts. Though it had been 
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possible to unite a disparate group for long enough to bring down a leader whom many had come to despise, it 

seemed to be mission impossible, to try to maintain that unity to form a new party of government.   

When Walpole formally left office in 1742, his creation, the Court Whigs, becoming known as the ‘Old Corps’, 

remained by far the strongest block in the House of Commons, with upwards of 250 members; short of a majority 

in an assembly of 550 but not by very many. Their leadership devolved on Walpole’s protégé, Henry Pelham, 

and their numbers almost guaranteed that he and his older brother, the Duke of Newcastle, would have to be 

accommodated in any new government. The House of Commons had clearly demanded change but those at 

the forefront, Carteret and Pulteney, even with the help of their ally, the Prince of Wales, could not bring nearly 

enough steady support to govern alone. Compromise was inevitable, and the King still relying heavily if 

clandestinely on advice from Walpole, provided it. Spencer Compton, Earl of Wilmington, was appointed 1st 

Lord of the Treasury, and Lord Carteret again became Secretary of State for the Northern Department in 

February 1742, but the Duke of Newcastle retained the office of Secretary of State for the Southern Department, 

while Henry Pelham was advanced to the Cabinet, to manage matters for the government in the House of 

Commons. 

3.5 Carteret as War Minister 

Wilmington by this time almost 70 years old was a near-cipher, appointed to neutralise a powerful office. King 

George usually made a bad enemy to those who opposed his governments, but perhaps knowing that Walpole 

and Carteret were incompatible, he seems to have understood and excused the latter’s 12 years of opposition, 

and their relationship was quickly back on an excellent footing. No doubt the reconciliation was helped by the 

King’s knowledge that he and Carteret viewed the European scene in the early undeclared stages of the War 

of the Austrian Succession in a similar way, and by his expectation that he had finally got a proactive and 

competent Secretary of State, who would attempt to control events. Carteret is fairly adjudged first minister for 

the next two and a half years, though he was never Prime Minister as Walpole had been, nor as we understand 

the position now. Walpole retained considerable influence with the King, though not one suspects over foreign 

and war policy, and acted where he could to prevent the consolidation of the new first minister’s position.  

Carteret did little or nothing to make himself secure in office; he focussed almost exclusively on the war. His 

situation was not helped by the conduct of Pulteney, the only ally who might have challenged Henry Pelham in 

the House of Commons. He had traded an assurance that he would refuse office, in return for Tory support, 

during the struggle to bring down Walpole. Quixotically, he more or less stuck to that pledge, although he did 

join the Cabinet as a kind of supernumery. Shortly afterwards, he accepted an Earldom (of Bath), removing 

himself from the arena where he was most useful to his own faction of the new government, and destroying his 

credibility with many of his erstwhile supporters who thought he had been ‘bought off’. So Henry Pelham was 

given a free hand to consolidate the Old Corps in the House of Commons, awaiting the opportunity to attack 

Carteret, having apparently inherited all Walpole’s hostility.  

…………………………. 

The War of the Austrian Succession can best be described as a series of interconnected struggles in which a 

number of states attempted to achieve local ambitions, finding useful allies where they could. Certainly the 

predatory moves of the likes of Prussia, Piedmont/Sardinia, and Spain fit this pattern, while the aims of states 
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like Hanover, and Holland were to hold what they had. However, there were two major attempts to knit these 

limited conflicts together into a single wider war which could alter permanently the balance of power on the 

continent. The first initiative was French, owing most to the diplomatic and military efforts of Charles Louis 

Auguste Fouquet, Marshal-Duke of Belleisle. It ran its course in 1741, and amounted to a co-ordinated assault 

on Austria, which if successful would have returned France to the continental dominance, lost earlier in the 

century.  

The death of Emperor Charles VI in 1740 left Maria Theresa as putative ruler of the extensive Hapsburg lands, 

of which Austria, Bohemia, Hungary, and the southern Netherlands were the most prominent. In this age, female 

inheritance was always open to dispute, so the dynastic event triggered a feeding frenzy of claims to her 

domains, soon backed by force. King Frederick (the Great) of Prussia quickly occupied Silesia, while France 

supported a claim from the King of Bavaria to the Bohemian crown, contributing an army under Belleisle’s 

command. Concurrently, Belleisle supervised the election of the Wittelsbach Bavarian King as Emperor Charles 

Albert, which meant the rejection of Francis Stephen of Lorraine who was Maria Theresa’s husband, so ensuring 

that the Hapsburgs lost the resources and prestige attached to the Imperial crown. Potential Austrian allies like 

Holland and Great Britain were held in check by French threats, (to Hanover in the latter case). It seemed for a 

short while that the status of Hapsburg Austria as a major power was doomed, and that Maria Theresa would 

be shorn of most of her possessions, but she soon demonstrated her mettle. (The name ‘Austria’ is henceforth 

used to denote all the Hapsburg lands.) Ironically, Austria’s short-term saviour proved to be Frederick the Great 

who was happy to exit the war with his prize of Silesia confirmed by a treaty.  The Austrian armies were able 

then to concentrate on their western border where they quickly prevailed over their French and Bavarian 

adversaries, driving the newly elected Emperor out of his own Bavarian kingdom. Belleisle rescued some French 

amour-propre by supervising a brilliant escape of a French army seemingly trapped in Prague, but this could 

not disguise the fact that his grand plan was in some disarray. Nonetheless, the unpredictable Frederick of 

Prussia then prevented Austria from exploiting her victories by beginning a winter campaign, in cooperation with 

Saxony, aiming to expand his Silesian conquest and rip some of Bohemia away from Austria. Frederick failed 

on this occasion, though he rescued his hard-pressed armies by winning a close fought battle at Chotusitz, and 

remained in control of Silesia. It was at this point that Carteret appeared on the scene. 

The new Secretary of State was faced with two pressing problems. To safeguard his own position he had to 

allay the justifiable fears of King George II for his Hanoverian Electorate which was threatened by a large French 

army. The presence of this force had humiliated the King/Elector by compelling him to vote for the French 

nominee as Emperor, a few months earlier. Hanover’s forces, even reinforced by contributions from 

neighbouring states like Hesse, were likely to be swept aside if France chose to advance her army and Britain 

could not redress the imbalance alone. Austria had to be persuaded to help, and this would only happen if the 

threat from Prussia was removed by something more lasting than the most recently negotiated truce. Carteret 

recognised that Queen Maria Theresa would have to be persuaded to accept the loss of Silesia indefinitely and 

possibly permanently, in return for compensation elsewhere, which could only be arranged if the wider war had 

been brought to a successful conclusion. Owing much to the endeavours of a British plenipotentiary, the Earl of 

Hyndford, the Treaty of Breslau between Prussia and Austria was signed on that basis in June 1742, and 

Austrian efforts were thereby redirected to North-West Germany and Flanders.  
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Carteret followed up by negotiating the formation of the Pragmatic Army, under the command of the Earl of 

Stair; it mustered in Flanders with a large British contingent in late 1742, and was then marched to Northern 

Germany. Apart from 15000 British soldiers, the army of 37000 was made up of Austrian, Hessian, and 

Hanoverian soldiers, (the Dutch had refused to leave their own frontier in Flanders). The Pragmatic Army faced 

up to a French Army of slightly greater numbers, (just over 40000), commanded by the Duke of Noailles. The 

Battle of Dettingen which followed in June 1743 is mainly remembered as the last occasion on which a British 

King led in battle, though King George II took the field as Hanoverian Elector and in the role of a cavalry 

commander; Britain was not even officially at war with France, when the battle took place. The Pragmatic Army’s 

victory, witnessed by Carteret, in attendance on the King, though not accompanying him on the field of battle, 

was close-run and extremely fortuitous, owing everything to a blunder by the French second-in-command, but 

it proved strategically decisive in that Hanover never came under threat again during the war, and there were 

no further French initiatives in Northern Germany. 

Carteret’s first year in office had been very successful. He had been the prime mover in transforming Britain’s 

situation vis-à-vis the main (if undeclared) enemy, France, and had earned the King’s gratitude by making the 

diplomatic moves and military provisions which rescued Hanover from real danger. On the negative side, it has 

to be noted that he although he continued the practice of sending a large fleet to the Western Mediterranean, 

he failed to do anything about the declining efficiency of a navy led by too many old admirals, though he was 

probably not spoilt for choice. So he was not blameless for the disappointing outcome of the Battle of Toulon in 

early 1744. However in 1743, his mind was moving on a higher strategic plain, and he pursued measures to 

hammer home the advantage against France, in a way which mirrored Belleisle’s efforts to diminish Austria, but 

time was not on his side.  

The death of the Earl of Wilmington, a few weeks after the Battle of Dettingen was a serious blow to Carteret’s 

authority. He made a half-hearted attempt to promote Pulteney (Bath) to 1st Lord of the Treasury, but was well 

enough aware of House of Commons arithmetic to attempt at the same time to mollify the Pelhams. Walpole, 

still strong in the royal closet, relentlessly pushed the claim of Henry Pelham to be 1st Lord, and got his way with 

the King. Carteret extended his congratulations, and expressed his wish to co-operate, but must have realised 

in the following months that the Pelhams had no wish to compromise. In that context, his main problem was 

that Henry Pelham had acquired unfettered control of the nation’s purse strings, which meant that he could 

obstruct any initiative taken by Carteret, by preventing the release of funds. Pelham went to startling lengths, 

backed by his brother and Walpole, apparently willing to risk the loss of a European War, in order to force the 

Secretary of State out of office. For the moment, Carteret continued to give all his attention to the conduct of 

the war, though he began to take more risks, conscious presumably that time was not on his side.  

There were three strands to Carteret’s strategy to build on the success in Northern Germany by isolating and 

defeating France elsewhere. The first, which was successfully carried through, concerned Northern Italy where 

Austria was faced by French and Spanish armies, which aimed to advance the French frontier certainly, but 

more ambitiously to carve out enlarged principalities for the sons of Elizabeth of Farnese (and Spain) from 

Austrian territory. Carteret negotiated the Treaty of Worms between Britain, Austria and Sardinia/Piedmont, 

which at the cost of minor territorial concessions from Austria to Sardinia, altered the balance in favour of the 

new allies. France which had seen opportunities on its south-eastern border saw them transformed into threats, 
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and although neither side gained a decisive edge, France had to live with accusations of letting down her 

Spanish ally for the rest of the war.  

The second initiative taken by Carteret was certainly bold, but also risky in a number of ways. The Secretary of 

State attempted to come to terms with France’s ally in central Europe, the Wittelsbach Emperor, Francis 

Charles, on the basis that the latter would be restored to his Kingdom of Bavaria, most of which had been 

occupied by Austrian soldiers. In return he would renounce all his claims to Bohemia, and other Austrian 

possessions, and adhere to the alliance against France as Emperor and restored King. Maria Theresa, who 

saw the Emperor as a usurper and opportunist, and knew that her armies had him on the run, was hardly 

impressed by the British proposal, but was persuaded to agree. The greater risk to Carteret was the fact that 

promises of subsidies had to be given in return for treaty signatures, and they would have to be approved by 

the House of Commons. Henry Pelham simply stalled in bringing the matter forward, so delaying 

implementation, striking a damaging blow at Carteret’s prestige, and at the prosecution of the war.  

The third of Carteret’s measures was an attempt to galvanise the Dutch, and thus the Flanders front, whence 

the Pragmatic Army had returned after eliminating the French threat in northern Germany. The Secretary of 

State was not to be the last to misjudge the situation here and in particular the contribution Britain could expect 

from her allies. The Dutch state was in steep decline economically, and as a result had suffered a crisis of 

confidence. It could muster neither the resources nor the sense of purpose deployed forty years earlier during 

the Spanish Succession War. For Austria, her Netherlands possession mattered, but the front was at best fourth 

on her list of priorities, below middle-Germany, the border with Prussia, and Northern Italy, so she would not 

plug the gap. Britain’s only recourse would have been to pay for more soldiers, either British, or hired from 

Northern Germany, but Henry Pelham refused to authorise the kind of expenditure which would have been 

required in 1743, or even later in the war. As a result, the French armies in Flanders were able to build up a 

substantial superiority of numbers and ordinance, and the gulf in quality of command was even greater, after 

the retirement in the autumn of 1743 of the competent Earl of Stair. Thereafter, a contest between the Marshal 

de Saxe, with a superior force, and the likes of the Duke of Cumberland and Field Marshal George Wade was 

bound to proceed as it did with a succession of French victories, which eventually posed an existential threat to 

Holland. So, by the end of the year Carteret could only claim his Italian initiative as a real success, his Bavarian 

project was being delayed by Henry Pelham, and he must have realised that in the Netherlands, problems were 

only going to increase, without a different approach. 

Another problem arose early in 1744. Subsidies needed to pay Hanoverian and other German soldiers to protect 

the Electorate and the rest of northern Germany from any renewal of French aggression had to be approved by 

Parliament. Opposition to this supposed subjection of British policy to the needs of Hanover, and the transfer of 

moneys to the Electorate, gathered around the Earl of Chesterfield in the House of Lords. However the most 

damage to Carteret (and offence to the King) was caused by William Pitt, who thundered against the King’s 

Hanoverian troop-master, and an English minister without an English heart. The Pelhams made no effort to 

rebut the accusations made in both Houses, though Henry Pelham had to avoid being seen as an obstacle to 

approval, given the King’s interest in the matter. Needless to say, Carteret’s reputation suffered, and it was 

already clear that he would struggle to survive in office should any military setback occur. 
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However, military developments overall still seemed favourable. Austrian forces in middle Germany had crossed 

the Rhine and invaded Alsace, causing some panic in Versailles. Another monarch watched this with concern, 

since he thought it inevitable that resurgent Austria would turn back to its northern frontier, if France was forced 

out of the war. Accordingly Frederick of Prussia made a secret approach to the French government, and terms 

for his re-entry to the war were agreed. Carteret had of course foreseen this danger, and had attempted to reach 

a binding agreement with Frederick which would have kept Prussia neutral, but could not overcome that King’s 

well-founded fear of an Austria freed from French pressure. In addition, the Secretary of State had been 

handicapped by the mutual detestation of King George II and his nephew, Frederick, and the knowledge that 

he could not count on Henry Pelham releasing subsidy funds which would have been part of any agreement. 

Carteret resorted then to an attempt to intimidate Frederick by involving Russia, but nothing concrete could be 

arranged in the short term, again subsidies were a key issue. So in August 1744, the Prussian army marched 

into Bohemia, which was almost undefended and quickly took the capital, Prague. The crisis for Austria proved 

relatively short-lived, as she withdrew her armies across the Rhine, unhampered by France, and turned them 

about to force Frederick back within his own borders by the end of the year. He had certainly eased the pressure 

on France, but had achieved no gains for his country, commensurate with his substantial losses of men and 

material. 

It might seem that this interlude had changed nothing, save to give France some temporary respite, and perhaps 

to persuade Frederick that he could not rely on French support, since he had received no help when the Austrian 

forces had concentrated against him. Actually the Prussian intervention was decisive for the future course of 

the war, since it brought to an end the second phase of the struggle during which France was threatened with 

encirclement and really damaging defeat, just as the ending of the first phase had ensured that Austria would 

not suffer that fate. There was a perception of defeat in Britain during the autumn of 1744, strangely enhanced 

by an abortive French invasion attempt, even though there had been no actual setback for British arms. The 

Pelhams went on the attack openly, representing Carteret’s policies as over-ambitious and ruinously expensive, 

making much of the Austrian setback and French attempt.  Carteret, wounded by the attacks earlier in the year 

had no friends to defend him, and realised that if he continued in office in the face of House of Commons 

opposition, even the inadequate funding being granted to pay for the war effort would be placed at hazard, so 

he resigned in November 1744.  King George II with a surer grasp of the European scene wished to keep his 

first minister, but Carteret did not fight very hard to stay in office. 

……………………. 

He was replaced formally by the Earl of Harrington, who began his second stint as Secretary of State for the 

Northern Department, but the real power to direct the war seemed to have passed to the Duke of Newcastle, 

the other Secretary of State, whose brother, Henry Pelham, remained 1st Lord of the Treasury, and Chancellor 

of the Exchequer. A strange period ensued because although the latter continued to hold the purse strings, and 

control the House of Commons, neither he nor his brother were dominant in the Royal closet where the fallen 

minister, recently become the Earl of Granville still wielded strong influence. Ironically, he seems to have played 

a role ‘behind the curtain’ as powerful as had his enemy Walpole during the previous two years. The effect was 

malign, a period of weak and divided councils followed, which together with the disruption caused by the 

Jacobite rising of 1745/46, ensured that Britain became just one more combatant with national war aims, rather 
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than the devisor of Europe-wide strategies, and plans. The war itself largely broke up again into separate 

struggles, albeit that the formally declared war between Britain and France was fought across the world. It is 

hardly possible to assess Carteret’s influence on events during the year or so after his resignation, not least 

because only his enemies’ comments survive, but British policy shows little evidence that anyone was taking a 

positive lead. Carteret must have been embittered to a degree, and dismayed by Newcastle’s lack of vision and 

incompetence, so he probably gave free rein to criticisms in the Royal closet, and so reinforced the King’s hostile 

attitude to his ministers. In particular, he stiffened the King’s resolve to exclude Pitt from office; both had suffered 

severely from that would-be minister’s passionate attacks on any measure which could be portrayed as 

advantageous to the Electorate.  

In February 1746, Henry Pelham brought matters to a head, stating that his government would not continue in 

office unless the King demonstrated his full confidence in them by clearing contrary voices from his closet, 

meaning especially Carteret and the Earl of Bath (Pulteney). The King was encouraged to resist, more by Bath 

than Carteret, so his ministers resigned, one by one, to achieve maximum effect. For all his reservations, 

Carteret took back a Secretary of State’s seals of office, while Bath tried to form a viable government as 1st Lord 

of the Treasury, but after four days returned them, unable to circumvent Henry Pelham’s control of the House 

of Commons. The King, feeling let down by all, surrendered, the recently-resigned ministers trooped back into 

office led by Pelham, and Carteret distanced himself from the royal presence. The most extraordinary thing 

about these events is that what has been termed a ministerial strike took place, while the Jacobite Rebellion 

was still a live threat; although Prince Charles Edward had retreated from England, he had just won the Battle 

of Falkirk against government forces, (fielding an army of 8000 men, the largest he ever deployed), and his final 

defeat at Culloden Moor was two months in the future and in no sense inevitable. 

3.6. A Complacent Lord President of the Council 

Carteret can have had no illusions about his prospects of future office in 1746; he was 56 years old with no 

following, and was fiercely disliked by Henry Pelham who was by then the dominant force in Parliament. Carteret 

retained the favour of the King, illustrated by his appointment as a Knight of the Garter in 1749, but his active 

political career seemed to be over. However, he refused to accept this, probably because he still desired the 

remuneration associated with office, (the salary, not corrupt payments which even his worst enemies never 

suggested that he accepted). He had no alternative to engineering a rapprochement with the Pelhams, 

humiliating as this must have been, given what had gone before, so he cut his link with the Earl of Bath who 

was in any case withdrawing from front-line political activity, kept his mouth shut about the depressing progress 

of the War of the Austrian Succession until it ended in 1748, and put out feelers to the Duke of Newcastle 

indicating his willingness to offer support, in return for office. The Duke’s acceptance of the offer may have been 

induced in part by a commendable wish to show magnanimity after a victory, but was probably more to do with 

his realisation that he needed allies if he was to have any chance of combating the growing assertiveness of 

his younger brother, Henry Pelham. He was the real barrier to Carteret’s return to office, but compromise was 

his modus operandi, and he always tried to appease the King and his brother, so he eventually gave way. In 

July 1751, Carteret became Lord President of the Council and held the office in a succession of governments 

until his death in 1763.  
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There are different views as to how much influence Carteret wielded during more than a decade in his final 

position under the crown. He kept faith with the Pelhams, giving steady support to Henry and the Duke of 

Newcastle, even when later faced with the Duke’s manifest incapacity in the highest office. Carteret is thought 

to have twice turned down elevation to 1st Lord of the Treasury, on the grounds of his age and failing health; it 

is doubtful if he ever wanted that job. So he stuck to a purely advisory role, but sometimes his advice was 

trenchant and influential, and he certainly seems to have been assiduous in attendance. He always appears in 

contemporary accounts as one of those sitting around the council table, when matters of importance were being 

discussed, even in the smallest, most senior groupings. It is interesting that he spoke at an early stage in support 

of Newcastle’s plan to bolster Austrian support by getting the son of Maria Theresa nominated as heir to the 

Emperor. He was reported to have exerted decisive influence during the Council Meeting of October 1761, 

which forced Pitt’s resignation by refusing to back a declaration of war on Spain; this was in spite of the fact that 

past hostility between Pitt and himself had been long buried, with each expressing admiration for the other’s 

insights and actions. Giving symmetry to Carteret’s career was his last official action, approving on his death-

bed the terms of the Treaty of Paris which ended the Seven Years War, more than forty years after he had 

personally negotiated the treaties which contributed so heavily to the ending of the Great Northern War. 

3.7 Assessment 

As with Stanhope, there is a sense of regret attached to any review of Carteret’s career. Neither realised his full 

potential as a statesman, the former because of early death, the latter because he could neither reach an 

accommodation with Walpole and the Pelhams when in his prime, nor compete against them in the political 

arena with any prospect of lasting success. Both Stanhope and Carteret were gifted intellectually, with an 

unusual ability to learn and converse in foreign languages, and they each had breadth of vision and foresight 

that set them far apart from their contemporaries and most others, who have taken the lead for Britain in foreign 

affairs and the prosecution of wars. Each of them demonstrated that he could devise a grand plan, sometimes 

too grand for his fellow-ministers, determine the means to implement the plan, and then set about the task of 

doing so with energy and commitment. Their major flaws were mirror images; Stanhope’s highly partisan outlook 

and destructive temper at the opposite pole to Carteret’s detachment, which led to a tendency to give in easily, 

whenever the political going got rough. One thing common to Stanhope and Carteret is that their considerable 

achievements have been almost totally forgotten, even by those who would claim to be historically aware.  

The neglect of Carteret is inevitable, not least because he had the opportunity to control events for such a short 

time, but there are additional reasons. His first flowering was important at the time, but the Great Northern War 

which he did much to end, is not even a footnote in the popular perception of British history. His energetic 

transformation of the military balance in the War of the Austrian Succession was halted after 2½ years, by 

political exploitation of his first real setbacks, which he was given no opportunity to reverse. Thereafter, policy 

was characterised by the drift and indecision, which is now taken to characterise all British involvement. The 

two decades which separated Carteret’s moments in the sun had actually seen him in high office for the first 

nine years, and he has the rare distinction amongst British statesmen of being fairly viewed as a successful 

Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, by many on each side of the Irish Sea. However, he was overshadowed by 

Townshend and Walpole in that period, though he proved more difficult to shift from office than Walpole had 

anticipated.  
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Thereafter, he and his ally Pulteney engaged in what must have appeared a thankless struggle to oppose 

Walpole, and the emphasis in most accounts is on the Prime Minister’s success and cursorily, on his sometimes 

un-named opponents’ failure. However, it was Carteret and Pulteney, who created the rallying point which 

eventually allowed many disparate factions and individuals to unite for long enough to outvote Walpole, and 

convince him that he must resign. A few years later, Carteret could do nothing to prevent Henry Pelham re-

establishing Walpole’s system, and setting a term to his own short spell of dominance. He never seemed 

interested in building a sizeable body of support, which might have allowed him to exercise real power for an 

extended period. Britain would certainly have fared better in the War of the Austrian Succession if he could have 

stayed in control for longer, but it is easy to see why he did not. 

Carteret’s world view was dominated by balance of power considerations on and around the European 

continent, and in that he stands in a direct line from King William III through Marlborough and Stanhope. He 

saw naval power as another weapon to be deployed off European shores, rather than in a world-wide context, 

a consequence of his limited interest in empire-building. This in spite of being a colonial proprietor, with an 

inherited a one-eighth share in the original province of Carolina. It is unlikely that he derived much income from 

his possession and so he probably shared a common view in the first half of the 18th century that colonies were 

more of a drain on resources, than a source of national profit.  

Carteret, shown alongside, as painted late in 

his life with the ‘garter star’ was capable of 

displaying great energy when engaged in 

matters which interested him, but he also 

seems to have been content to spend long 

periods in offices which neither stretched his 

talents, nor demanded too much of his time. 

His enjoyment of the social side of life has 

damaged his reputation as a statesman, 

because of hints from diarists of the period 

that he was lazy, and too fond of the bottle; 

there is almost certainly some truth in the 

charges, but many of those making them 

had reason to try to sully his reputation. He 

attracted some ridicule, and one would 

imagine jealousy, when 54 years old and 

newly a widower, he married a beautiful 25-

year-old, Lady Sophia Fermor. Sadly, she 

died in childbirth a year later, but by some 

accounts he remained partial to the 

attentions of very young ladies. He had lofty 

intellectual tastes to which his facility with 

languages contributed, but most of his projects remained unfinished, (including the scholarly classical history 
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which he was supposed to be working on during his later years). It is probably telling that as recounted by an 

admittedly hostile Horace Walpole, amusement seemed to be his predominant emotion, when going through 

the formalities of resigning office in 1744, and he certainly saw the funny side of his 4-day administration, two 

years later. On the other hand, he sustained a political career which lasted for well over 40 years, holding high 

office for 25 years, in spite of the hostility of the two most capable politicians of the age, Walpole and Henry 

Pelham. He was an enigma, but maybe the key to understanding him is to accept that he took neither himself 

nor his career too seriously, and endeavoured to enjoy life. I find him an attractive figure in comparison to all his 

near-contemporaries. 
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4. Thomas Pelham-Holles, Duke of Newcastle, Decades of Unproductive Office 

There is a great contrast between the individuals discussed so far, and the Duke of Newcastle, in that each of 

the former achieved much in relatively short periods of power, whereas there is at first sight little of lasting 

consequence that can be credited to the Duke  even though he was hardly ever out of high office during a career 

lasting close on 50 years. For all the protestations of defenders of his reputation, and there have been some, 

there can be no doubt that Newcastle was unfit to take the lead, whether of a government as a whole, or in 

directing matters of war and foreign affairs. Attributes like judgement, self-confidence, and decisiveness were 

missing from a complex psyche. He had some of the qualities of a good subordinate, including diligence, 

attentiveness to detail, and persistence, but once established at the centre of affairs in the 1720s, he was rarely 

satisfied for long with a secondary role.  

His power base was so strong, part by inheritance, and to give due credit, part of his own construction, that he 

could never be ignored. Consequently, his career was punctuated with episodes in which he used his status to 

undermine colleagues, who had generally done little more than try to compensate for his inaction, claiming that 

they had worked against his undisclosed purposes or failed to accord him sufficient deference. When, as 

regularly occurred, the offending minister was forced to depart, leaving Newcastle to work with a less assertive 

and often less able replacement, he had little idea what to do with the freedom of action and any extra power 

he had gained, and soon enough would begin to complain about his new colleague. In this article, there is a 

brief narrative of a political life, but I do not elaborate on every event in an exceptionally long career. I try to 

focus on what is most illustrative of the way in which Newcastle conducted himself. 

4.1. An Effortless Rise 

In one sense, things came very easily to Newcastle, because in his early twenties, in 1715, he became a duke 

in an age in which the rank carried immense prestige, and if the title-holder was so minded, great political clout. 

In the first few years of the Georgian era he became a fixture at Court from where the monarch still wielded 

much power in the state. Born on 21st July 1693, the eldest son of a baron, his rapid advance through the ranks 

of the peerage was mainly due to his indirect descent from illustrious past title-holders. In addition, his 

inheritances extended to swathes of territory in a number of counties, and made him very wealthy with an 

income not far short of £2m a year in today’s terms. His image was enhanced by what we would now call 

conspicuous spending on the grand residences he acquired and burnished, in and around London and at the 

centres of his land-holdings. He dispensed lavish hospitality, though after a few years, even his huge resources 

were diminished, and the rest of his life became a struggle to match his still extravagant outlays to a declining 

income.  

As the chief territorial magnate in counties as far apart as Sussex and Nottinghamshire he was able to place 

around fifteen of his chosen candidates in every House of Commons elected during half a century, and much 

of his remaining money went towards purchasing the dominant interest in other constituencies, so doubling the 

number of members of parliament under his complete control. He made what seemed to be a good political 

marriage to Lady Harriet Godolphin, granddaughter of the 1st Duke of Marlborough, by then restored to favour, 

and the erstwhile Lord Treasurer whose name she bore. In fact, the benefits of the marriage were to prove 

personal in the happiness it brought over fifty years, rather than political, and the fact that it was childless, gave 
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the status of heir to the duke’s younger brother, Henry Pelham. This was no small matter, as it encouraged his 

sibling to take a close interest in how Newcastle managed his estates, and the differences in outlook between 

the profligate duke, and his generally careful heir, caused serious contention between two who were otherwise 

close, personally and politically. These matters got as far as the law courts on more than one occasion, which 

must have threatened the relationship, not least because the younger sibling seems usually to have prevailed. 

Newcastle made good use of all his advantages at the outset of his career, and shrewdness was certainly in 

evidence in the way he cultivated political contacts. It may seem surprising that a duke would take a prominent 

part in London riots against the Jacobites, but Newcastle’s actions left no doubt of the firmness of his Whig 

views, and support for King George I. Apart from the titles garnered in this period, he gained other rewards; he 

was appointed Lord Chamberlain, then a political as well as ceremonial post in 1717, and awarded the Order 

of the Garter in 1718. Presumably the nation’s leaders saw genuine promise rather than cunning self-promotion 

in the young duke, and he had another helpful character trait. During most of his career, he was able to recognise 

when he was ‘seriously outgunned’ by really gifted and dominant political figures, and in those circumstances 

he could be obsequious and apparently unthreatening, even though he rarely ceased to work covertly against 

the interests of anyone who relegated him to a secondary role. The two kings he mainly served, Walpole until 

his last years in power, Townshend until the late-1720s, Carteret for a few months in 1742, and William Pitt 

during the Seven Years War, all saw the submissive side of his personality, but the latter four were eventually 

intrigued against, sometimes sooner rather than later.  

Newcastle’s skills at self-preservation were tested first by the Whig split of 1717, but he steered a careful path 

and retained his high Court position throughout. Certainly, future events suggest that Walpole and Townshend 

saw him as in their camp, yet Stanhope and Sunderland were given no reason to demand his removal from 

office. His one hostage to fortune for the future was to incur the wrath of the heir to the throne during a spat 

over the christening arrangements for one of the latter’s children, when George I insisted that the Lord 

Chamberlain’s constitutional right to be a god-parent must be honoured regardless of parental wishes to the 

contrary. Newcastle was reduced to a state of terror at the ceremony because he misheard the accented English 

of the Prince of Wales, and thought that he had been challenged to a duel. 

The 1720s saw Walpole tightening his grip on power, though he took most of the decade to achieve total 

dominance. In this period, both Pelhams advanced as Walpole’s authority waxed, Newcastle to the office of 

Southern Secretary in succession to Carteret, and his brother, Henry to Secretary at War, in 1724, and 

importantly each came more into Walpole’s confidence as the latter’s relationship with Townshend weakened. 

Clearly, Walpole saw neither as a threat, and uniquely his relationship with Henry developed eventually into 

something like a semi-paternal friendship, judging by his support after he lost power. With Newcastle, there was 

never such intimacy; for some years the only trade-off for being able to count on the support of the Duke’s train 

of dependent Members of Parliament, without having to compromise on policies, was Walpole’s exaggerated 

attentiveness to his status and low-level concerns.  

The early and middle 1720s had seen little dissention over British foreign policy, with Townshend in control and 

his fellow Secretaries of State first Carteret,  and then Newcastle. Townshend largely followed Stanhope’s line, 

maintaining a close relationship with France, but showed none of his predecessor’s panache and pro-activeness 
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in addressing other issues across the continent. He received a jolt when Austria and Spain signed a treaty in 

1725, but responded promptly by strengthening the ties with France, and bringing Prussia into an alliance 

formalised by the Treaty of Hanover signed in June 1725. Townshend then decided on a pre-emptive war with 

Spain, but Walpole managed to limit its scope, the beginning of serious discord in the foreign policy domain. 

Townshend’s illness in 1728 was a turning point because Newcastle was released from his subservience to his 

fellow-Secretary of State, at least concerning matters in his own province as Southern Secretary. He was 

determined to remain in step with Walpole so was easily persuaded to prioritise negotiations with Spain; for 

Walpole this was ‘win-win’ because he always favoured peace, and was happy by then to rile Townshend.  

Although the latter returned to his duties in 1729, and accompanied the King to Hanover, the end of his 

supremacy over foreign policy was signalled, while he was there, by the publication of the Treaty of Seville 

which brought to an end the limited Anglo-Spanish War. The King must have known something beforehand, but 

it is unlikely that Townshend knew that such a development was imminent. Inevitably, the new concord 

weakened Britain’s ties with France, and made a rapprochement with Spain’s then ally, Austria more likely, a 

scenario directly contrary to Townshend’s programme. The King, who remained in accord with Townshend, but 

even more in thrall to Walpole, probably did not realise how deep the breach between the long-time allies had 

become. At any rate by May 1730, Townshend had had enough and retired, leaving Walpole unchallengeable, 

but Newcastle as senior Secretary of State, had acquired some taste for diplomatic initiatives of his own.   

4.2. Senior Secretary of State in Peace and War 

Newcastle was ostensibly in control of foreign policy after 1730, outweighing his fellow Secretary of State, Lord 

Harrington in status and experience, but Walpole, when he chose had the final word, and made a number of 

telling interventions. The result was a lack of coherence in the British approach. Newcastle had by then acquired 

the attachment to an Austrian alliance that proved to be his lodestar for quarter of a century, and signed the 

Treaty of Vienna with that state in 1731. As was to become a pattern, he seemed blind to any wider 

consequences, in particular the danger of having to choose between his new ally and France. The War of the 

Polish Succession began in 1733; Newcastle and King George II wished to intervene on Austria’s side, thinking 

that the recent treaty obliged them to do so, as of course did Austria’s leaders. Walpole refused to acquiesce, 

nominally on the grounds that Austria had been proactive in trying to secure her favoured outcome in Poland 

so could not invoke a defensive alliance, but in keeping with his aversion to all wars. France and Spain came 

together in the Bourbon Family Compact, a year later, and declared war on Austria. What followed was a 

convoluted struggle, which eventually involved most of the states of Europe, saving the maritime powers, Britain 

and Holland.  

As was customary, the bystanders attempted to mediate, but Walpole, who may at first have seen the war as 

beneficial for British trade, provided Britain did not become involved, bypassed Newcastle and negotiated 

directly with France using his brother Horatio as envoy. At least initially, he was content to maintain British 

neutrality given covert French assurances that there would be neither an attack on the Austrian Netherlands, 

nor an advance into northern Germany which would threaten Hanover. The Austrians were left alone to confront 

French, Spanish and Sardinian armies along the middle Rhine, and in northern Italy, and initially fared badly. 

As the war dragged on, Walpole became increasingly concerned that Britain would be dragged in, and his 
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brother took on a conventional mediating role, though the main credit for the eventual peace lies elsewhere. 

The 1735 Treaty of Vienna which ended the war did place the Austrian candidate, King Augustus III, on the 

Polish throne, largely because of Russian efforts, but otherwise Austria lost out territorially in spite of a partial 

recovery on every front. Her compensation, the formal recognition that the Hapsburg heir, Maria Theresa would 

succeed to her father’s domains soon proved not to be worth the paper it was written on. Needless to say, 

Newcastle’s project of developing close relations with Austria was left in disarray, and that and the fact that he 

had been side-lined, brought about a marked cooling of his relationship with Walpole. 

Although Walpole had got his way over these affairs on the continent, he had shed some followers in the House 

of Commons over the matter, as he did over his Excise Bill. So rather than Newcastle’s following in Parliament 

being a useful component of a large majority, it became indispensable at precisely the time when Walpole’s 

dominance over the Duke was declining. That their co-operation endured for another five years was largely 

down to Henry Pelham, who retained the confidence of both, and worked to avert open clashes. That the 

balance of power between them had altered became obvious when Walpole proved unable to restrain the Duke 

and prevent a declaration of war against Spain in 1739, (The War of Jenkin’s Ear). The task of managing the 

war fell to Newcastle because of his office, and Walpole, sulkily, left him to get on with it. Although there was 

initial success when Admiral Vernon captured the fortress of Portobello in the West Indies, the combination of 

Spanish resistance and especially disease led to unrelieved failure thereafter. It was to be the first of three 

instances when Newcastle demonstrated his failings as a war leader, not least as he more or less acknowledged 

late in his career, because even when he knew what should be done, which was by no means always the case, 

he could not pick capable generals and admirals.  

In 1740, the rulers of Austria and Prussia both died, bringing Maria Theresa and Frederick II respectively, to the 

thrones. The latter quickly snatched lower Silesia, and Maria Theresa came under threat from every side, as 

France under the aegis of the Duke of Belle-Isle, mobilised most of Europe against her. At first, Britain was 

frozen into inactivity by the threat to Hanover from France, though that situation was eased when Walpole, 

taking a direct part in foreign affairs for the last time, supervised envoys who negotiated a truce between Austria 

and Prussia. France was thereby forced to take account of likely Austrian intervention in defence of Hanover. 

The Prime Minister was as always attempting to minimise British involvement, but the mood of the political 

nation was for war. There was a growing perception that success would not be achieved under a pacifist premier 

and a less than competent senior Secretary of State, so the government’s majority in the House of Commons, 

already leaked away, as described in more detail elsewhere. Eventually, Walpole lost a mainly symbolic vote 

and was persuaded to resign.  

The new government appointed in February 1742 was dominated by Carteret who became Northern Secretary, 

but parliamentary arithmetic meant that the Pelhams remained a force, Newcastle still as Southern Secretary, 

and his brother Henry as Cabinet Minister for the House of Commons, with the main task of keeping the ‘Old 

Corps’ united, and supposedly supportive of the government. In the short term at least, Newcastle’s partial 

separation from Walpole had brought him neither the status nor freedom of action which he had seemed to 

covet. I have already discussed Carteret’s conduct of the war over the next 2½ years, so will not repeat the 

exercise here. It will be enough to say that he developed and began to implement an ambitious strategic plan, 

which could have placed Britain and Austria in a position to dictate peace terms. His weakness in Parliament 
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meant that he became dependent on the Pelhams to obtain funding to realise his plan, and they acted fairly 

ruthlessly to secure his downfall, regardless of the impact on the war effort. By late 1744 Carteret’s position 

became untenable and he resigned against the wishes of the King, thereby removing all semblances of drive, 

coherence and efficiency from British prosecution of the war.  

Perhaps the Pelhams had expected that their victory would be clear-cut and that all power would devolve 

immediately on them, but as Walpole had discovered, Carteret had sticking power, and he remained a major 

player in the King’s closet after losing office. So, the nation got the worst of all worlds for more than a year, with 

the King receiving conflicting advice. Carteret was willing and able to scorn the efforts of his successors, but 

had been distanced from the levers of power, while the new chief ministers, the Pelhams, floundered 

strategically but in any case seemed most concerned about achieving complete political dominance.  It was no 

way to fight a pan-European war. Carteret’s successor, the Earl of Harrington, tried to plug the gap, but 

predictably attracted Newcastle’s hostility, as a potentially over-assertive colleague, so his fate was sealed. In 

1746, when the Pelhams’ grip on power was finally secured after the ministerial strike described elsewhere, 

Harrington was replaced by the Earl of Chesterfield, who had mainly earned his place by his fierce criticism of 

Carteret, though his relatively short term of office indicates that Newcastle was still searching for the dominance 

he desired, even if his concerns reflected his own paranoia more than reality.  

The political turmoil at the highest level was not the only factor which militated against effective prosecution of 

the war in 1745 and 1746. The period saw the Jacobite rebellion of Prince Charles Edward Stuart, during which 

the ‘Young Pretender’ gathered support from large parts of Scotland, and advanced with his mainly Highland 

army as far as Derby, before the absence of English support and gathering of government armies, with 

reinforcements drawn from active fronts on the continent, brought about the retreat which ended belatedly at 

Culloden. Newcastle had not covered himself in glory, as the minister mainly responsible, contributing to the all-

pervading panic in London as the Jacobite army moved south,  and sending contradictory instructions to the 

Duke of Cumberland who was pursuing that army as it retreated through the north-west of England. 

Nevertheless, by mid-1746, stability had been restored to the country as a whole, and Newcastle was in a 

position to demonstrate whether he had learnt from earlier involvements and was capable of managing the 

ongoing war with France successfully.  

The complexion of the war had changed; ideas of bringing about fundamental changes in the European balance 

of power had disappeared with Belle-Isle and Carteret, to be replaced by a collection of almost unconnected 

struggles on the continent. However, France and Britain were formally at war, and opposed each other on a 

land frontier in Flanders, potentially across the Channel if France again tried to invade, on the oceans and trade 

routes of the world, and in America, and India, so in that sense the war had actually widened. Characteristically, 

Newcastle was unable to take a broad view, and encouraged by the Captain-General, the Duke of Cumberland, 

became fixated with achieving victory in the struggle in the Netherlands. He should not be criticised too strongly 

for making the same mistake as Carteret and many others in high positions, in hoping that the Dutch nation 

could, if roused, come somewhere near to recreating their efforts in the days of Marlborough. In fact, the United 

Provinces were in an irreversible decline as regards economic and military strength, and just as importantly, 

national will. However, Newcastle should have recognised the resource problem which reduced the 

effectiveness of British forces. Britain’s finances were successively in the charge of two essentially pacifist 
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premiers, Walpole and Henry Pelham throughout the war, and military expenditure in all its guises was kept to 

a minimum; the effects were certainly felt in the Netherlands. The British contribution to the Pragmatic army of 

Britain, Holland and Austria which confronted the French under the able Marshal, Maurice de Saxe, was never 

large enough, even if the quality of the individual regiments was high. Typically, the French army was 30 or 40% 

larger and even Marlborough would have struggled to crush de Saxe with those odds. The allied commanders 

were of course never in that league. Stair had been a bit more than competent but few would grant the likes of 

Wade and Cumberland much respect; the subordinate generals like Ligonier were better, which, together with 

the quality of the soldiers probably explains why the outcomes of battles were not even worse. Nonetheless, 

Saxe, with his victories, admittedly hard-fought, at Fontenoy and Rocours, had already furnished enough 

evidence that with his larger army he would be able to sweep aside the allies, and sooner or later place Holland 

in mortal danger, if the war was prolonged.   

Newcastle refused to consider options for peace, in 1746 or 1747 and although a Russian reinforcement to the 

Pragmatic army was promised in return for subsidies, it proved impossible to arrange for its arrival before the 

campaigning season of 1748. (The first of a number of occasions when deployment of a Russian army in the 

Netherlands and North West Germany was wrongly seen by Britain as a strategic master-stroke.) In the 

meantime, de Saxe continued his advance, winning another major victory at Laffeldt, and captured the key 

fortress of Bergen-ap-Zoom. In 1748, he threatened full scale invasion of the Dutch homeland, and Newcastle 

finally bowed to pressure from the United Provinces, and from his brother, that serious negotiations must take 

place. After an unbroken 24 years as Southern Secretary, Newcastle transferred to the Northern Department 

so that he could formally supervise those negotiations which led to the Treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle, though the 

Earl of Sandwich remained the man on the spot. Both should be given some credit for the fact that the peace 

did not only reflect the catastrophic military situation in the Netherlands, but quixotic French negotiating was 

mainly responsible for a balanced settlement. Certainly, there had been British naval successes achieved by 

Anson and Hawke, but the main allied negotiating counter turned out to be the North American fortress of 

Louisburg. Important as it was to continued French occupation of Canada, it still seems extraordinary that its 

return to France was enough to trigger the evacuation of all of the Austrian Netherlands. Otherwise, Britain’s 

ally, Austria was a loser, but of so much less than had looked likely in the first year of the war, that the outcome 

could be viewed there with relief mixed with bitterness against those states like Prussia and Sardinia which had 

retained some of their spoils. The outcome from the British viewpoint is best described as a lucky draw. 

4.3. Pelham Dominance 

For two decades, Newcastle’s contribution to the conduct of foreign policy had been distinguished neither in 

peace nor war, but he had either been in a secondary role when Townshend and Carteret held sway, or been 

subject to interference and constraints imposed by King George II and Walpole. Between 1746 and 1754, while 

his brother, Henry Pelham, presided over a stable government, but concentrated on financial and political 

matters, Newcastle should have had been able to impose himself in the sphere of foreign policy. We have 

already seen that his wartime stewardship between 1746 and 1748 was unimpressive, what then of his 

performance in peacetime? For the first and only time during his long occupation of the office of Secretary of 

State, he did more than make general utterances about the importance of the balance of power and a continental 

strategy, and actually came up with a plan which he followed determinedly if unimaginatively, for a time. He 
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strove to strengthen Britain’s rather shaky accord with Austria so that during any future hostilities France would 

again have to divide her resources between a continental war on her eastern frontier, and a maritime struggle. 

The approach was logical, but there were alternatives, and his colleagues, from Henry Pelham down saw more 

merit in improving relations with France’s allies in the previous war, Spain and Prussia, and took steps to do so. 

Unfortunately, this made for incoherence because any move towards Spain or Prussia risked alienating Austria, 

since both the former states had designs on Austrian territory, in Italy and Germany, respectively, and the 

Prussian retention of Silesia was an open wound in Vienna.  

Perhaps Newcastle would have been overborne if he had tried to impose his plan on the rest of the government, 

a topic for later consideration, but he appears to have ignored the wider picture and he ploughed ahead narrowly 

with his own initiative. This was predicated on a perception that Queen Maria Theresa had set her heart on 

gaining the election of her son Joseph as ‘King of the Romans’ which would more or less guarantee the Imperial 

throne when his other parent, her husband, Emperor Francis Stephen, died. To achieve this required the eight 

Electors to vote the ‘right’ way. George II held the electorate of Hanover, and Maria Theresa the voting crown 

of Bohemia, but there were six other voters and unanimity or very close to it, was by convention needed. Apart 

from Austrian bluster, the only real means of persuasion was British subsidy. Newcastle accepted the challenge, 

and initially was successful in persuading his brother to release the necessary funds, even although Henry 

Pelham was lukewarm about the plan and especially about the spending entailed. After appropriate offers had 

been made to other Electors, and accepted, Newcastle convened a conference in Hanover, early in 1752, to 

discuss a schedule of election for Joseph. The unanimous agreement reached should have been Newcastle’s 

greatest diplomatic triumph, but when taken to Vienna for ratification it was rejected, on the grounds that Austria 

was required to provide a subsidy for the Palatine Electorate. Even when Newcastle persuaded his reluctant 

brother to find that money also, the answer was the same.  

In fact, Austria was dancing already to a new tune, bowing to French concern about increased British influence 

in the Empire, in the hope of gaining French support for an attempt to wrest Silesia from Prussia. Austria’s 

behaviour, a complete surprise to Newcastle, was a manifestation of her doubts which had surfaced during the 

War of the Austrian Succession about the usefulness of a British alliance, as compared with a French tie-up. 

Whereas Marlborough had provided British and Dutch help in Austria’s hour of need, earlier in the century, most 

famously at the Battle of Blenheim, thereafter Britain had either stood aside as in the War of the Polish 

Succession, or as in the most recent war, had been willing to pay a price in Hapsburg lands to free Austrian 

forces to strive for British and Hanoverian ends. Britain had then made matters worse by seeking to engage 

with the main recipients of these lands, Spain and Prussia, reinforcing the perception that to regain her territory, 

Austria would have to find a different ally, and that France best fitted the bill. As for the Imperial succession, it 

is hardly surprising that Maria Theresa, Queen of Hungary and Bohemia, who was disqualified from ever holding 

that crown by her sex, saw the restoration of her lost possessions as more important.  

Newcastle had failed in part because he had not seen the wider picture, and had made no effort to block 

government initiatives that interfered with his own, but also because he largely eschewed personal diplomacy, 

and never visited Vienna. Newcastle was bereft of ideas as to how to respond to the debacle, so  British policy 

reverted to the norm associated with his stewardship, and drifted. In fairness, so to some degree did that of 

other European nations until in early 1756, Britain went half-way to accepting that alliance with Austria was a 
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lost cause and made the logical response by signing the Westminster Convention with Prussia, trading British 

neutrality in any future war between Austria and Prussia, for the latter’s protection of Hanover from France. A 

few months later Austria confirmed her own volte-face by concluding a 1st Treaty of Versailles with France, 

which was defensive in nature, but then a 2nd treaty followed a year later, which included a term transferring the 

Austrian Netherlands to France; an arrangement close to Britain’s worst nightmare. The ‘Diplomatic Revolution’ 

was a fact. At first sight, Britain had traded alliance with Austria, for an agreement with Prussia, which might not 

have made a great difference in the forthcoming war, but the hostility of Russia to the latter, soon to become 

active, meant that King Frederick’s attention was likely to be forced eastwards. Newcastle and Walpole had left 

Britain inadequately supplied with allies at the start of the War of the Austrian Succession, and Newcastle’s 

conduct of diplomatic affairs in the 1750s left his country badly placed in Europe again when the Seven Years 

War began. 

The full discussion of the split of power between Newcastle and his brother is held over for the next article on 

Henry Pelham as it is central to any discussion of the younger brother’s status. In the domain of foreign affairs, 

Newcastle mostly had the levers of power in his hands, with Henry intervening rarely to check him. However, 

the tale just told, demonstrates that Newcastle did not fully control foreign policy, and allowed initiatives like the 

rapprochement with Spain to proceed and damage the main thrust of his policy. His inability to work long-term 

with colleagues is commonly and rightly attributed to personality traits associated with a lack of self-confidence, 

but he also nursed real grievances about consequences, albeit mainly unintended, of their actions. Henry 

Pelham’s willingness to humour Newcastle by dismissing Lords Chesterfield, and Bedford in particular, reflected 

this, and was also perhaps an acknowledgement that his own conduct in allowing something of a scattergun 

approach to foreign affairs had not been helpful. Newcastle had comparatively little to do with political and 

domestic matters while his brother lived, except no doubt for the nitty-gritty of getting his candidates elected to 

Parliament in the localities he dominated. However, he was concerned to have his say, and especially to be 

seen as exerting influence. There is little doubt that he wanted to foster the impression that he was the man in 

overall charge, or at very least an equal partner, even while his private complaints to Lord Chancellor Hardwicke 

seem to make it clear that he knew that the reality was different.  

4.4. Failed Prime Minister 

When Henry Pelham died unexpectedly in early 1754, Newcastle had no challenger as his younger brother’s 

successor and duly assumed the roles of First Lord of the Treasury, and at least in his own mind, Prime Minister. 

It was entirely predictable that he would want a government of ciphers, buttressed only by the few like Hardwicke 

and Mansfield, who were able enough, but had shown themselves devoted to the Duke’s interests over a long 

period. His great dilemma concerned the management of the House of Commons, which he as a peer, unlike 

his predecessors could not undertake personally. It has sometimes been suggested that Newcastle thanks to 

his control of many constituencies, and as the chief fount of patronage was a dominant force there, and should 

not have needed an especially skilful manager. He did indeed have considerable clout with up to 30 client 

members, possibly another fifty beholden to him personally for favours bestowed or anticipated, and at least as 

many more at his command assuming that he held the King’s favour, the so-called ‘Court and Treasury’ 

grouping. However, in a House of 500+ members this was not enough, and the majorities of Walpole and Henry 

Pelham had each been guaranteed by a party, latterly the ‘old corps’ nursed during their presence day to day 
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in the House of Commons chamber, by persuasiveness and authority, and by many personal compacts forged 

with influential individuals.  

In 1754, it was thought that Newcastle would have to choose either William Pitt or Henry Fox as his House of 

Commons manager, and cede to the chosen one, senior office, some real power, and especially access to 

patronage. In fact, after making a less than compelling offer to Fox which was duly rejected, he selected an ex-

diplomat of limited repute, Thomas Robinson, who was completely outmatched in Parliament, not least because 

Pitt and Fox, hitherto rivals, united in hostility. Little more than a year later, Newcastle accepted defeat and 

negotiated seriously with Fox, whom he regarded as the lesser of two evils, because he was more driven by 

pecuniary motives than a desire to compete for power. He was indeed the safer choice because he also 

understood the well-tried mechanisms used by Walpole and Henry Pelham, and was prepared to apply them, 

whereas Pitt eschewed corruption in any guise and would have depended on the power of his oratory alone. 

Fox was appointed Secretary of State for the Southern Department and Minister for the House of Commons in 

November 1755, but by then, many Members of Parliament had made up their minds about Newcastle’s 

suitability as Prime Minister, and Fox faced an uphill struggle to consolidate support.  

It is the thrust of this article that Newcastle simply lacked the abilities required of a successful Prime Minister, 

but there is little doubt that he contributed to his failure by taking on far too much. No-one could deny his vast 

experience in the sphere of foreign relations, whatever they thought of his competence, so his continued 

direction of British foreign policy was initially unchallenged. However, all that was known of his financial affairs, 

or at least suspected, was that he had dissipated a large fortune. A low profile in this sphere would surely have 

been sensible, but he set out to demonstrate his fitness for the position of 1st Lord of the Treasury, by providing 

evidence of financial acumen fit to compare with his predecessors. He brought forward a complex scheme to 

reduce the interest paid on government borrowings, but his weak team in the House of Commons, to which as 

a Duke sitting in the House of Lords, he could give no direct support, was unable to gain approval for the 

measure. Failure of a major financial measure usually had serious consequences for a 1st Lord, but it was his 

continuing inability to provide grip in his specialist area that actually brought Newcastle down.  

The drift towards war predated his premiership, with colonial strife breaking out as early as 1754, followed by 

war in Europe two years later. His leadership proved no more successful, than it had been earlier, and the early 

stages of the war were punctuated by British setbacks with the French capture of Minorca, after Admiral Byng’s 

failure to intervene, the low point. The prosecution, and eventual execution, of Byng was an unjust over-reaction, 

in part motivated by Newcastle’s hope of deflecting blame from his government, but he had lost the confidence 

of King and Parliament, and had to resign in November 1756 bringing to an end 39 years of continuous high 

office, surely a British record which will never be challenged. He had two consolations; firstly that the 

Pitt/Devonshire government, which replaced his ministry, seemed unlikely to be durable, and secondly in 

becoming Duke of Newcastle-under-Lyme, with reversion to his nearest male connection, the son-in-law of his 

late brother. His long-held dukedom (of Newcastle-upon-Tyne) had been doomed to extinction for lack of a near-

enough male heir, following first the deaths of Henry Pelham’s sons, and then Henry Pelham’s own death. At a 

cost of some confusion to future historians, the new title ensured that he would have a successor as Duke of 

Newcastle, though typically he fell out with the heir soon afterwards. 
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4.5. Pitt and Newcastle, and Afterwards 

The new government, in which the Duke of Devonshire was 1st Lord of the Treasury, and William Pitt, Southern 

Secretary, provided evidence that the latter, arrogant and difficult as he was, had the makings of a successful 

War Minister, but that Devonshire was markedly less capable of fulfilling any of the multifold administrative 

responsibilities of his office than Newcastle had been. There was soon a consensus that a change would have 

to be made, and no-one in politics doubted that Newcastle ought to return. However, retention of Pitt in his office 

was seen as all-important if the war was to be won, and he insisted on primacy, whatever office Newcastle 

might hold, and this again was the consensus view of what was needed. On those terms Newcastle returned 

as 1st Lord of the Treasury and he stuck to them, for a few years at least. Pitt ran the war effort, and dominated 

the House of Commons and king’s council; Newcastle performed the secondary tasks associated with running 

a government in wartime, and took charge of matters of little interest to Pitt, like patronage. Perhaps Clement 

Atlee’s role during the 2nd World War is some kind of analogue. It has occasionally been suggested that 

Newcastle’s occupation of the office of 1st Lord of the Treasury was enough to make him Prime Minister, 

regardless of Pitt’s dominance in most of the areas which counted, but I think the thesis ridiculous. Newcastle 

had no illusions, complaining occasionally of Pitt’s domineering behaviour, but accepting that the political nation 

would accept no other arrangement. One biographer, Browning, puts the argument that Newcastle was willing 

enough to take second place to statesmen of real ability, whether Walpole, Pitt, or his brother, but seemed 

driven to work against those of lesser stature whom he always imagined to be attacking his interests. I do not 

agree, because eventually Newcastle turned against Walpole and Pitt, it just took him a long time to pluck up 

the courage to do so; even his brother did not wholly escape his compulsion to work against his colleagues.  

At any rate, during the years 1757 to 1761, Pitt’s strategic insight, organising powers, and especially his ability 

to pick military leaders, enabled Britain to establish a decisive edge in the Seven Years War, but his position 

was destabilised when King George II died in 1760 to be succeeded by his grandson as King George III. With 

the new King there came into office his erstwhile tutor, the Earl of Bute, and a rival policy of seeking peace 

emerged. 18th century wars were very expensive for Britain, because apart from funding armies, German as 

well as British, she faced the additional burdens of paying for a large navy, and subsidising other continental 

allies. Uniquely amongst the nations, Britain could raise the large sums required, and go on doing so year after 

year, but the consequential high taxes and heavy borrowing were always subject to increasing criticism in and 

out of Parliament as wars continued, even although victories and colonial gains were piling up. By 1761, as in 

1710, much of the political nation would have been more than happy to pocket Pitt’s conquests, and make 

peace, but the War Minister saw a need to pre-emptively strike against Spain. Pitt saw the chance to isolate 

France and crush her resistance, once and for all, just as had Carteret with less justification perhaps, in the 

1740s, but the outcome was the same in each case. The war-leader fell from power. 

Pitt cannot have had any illusions as to the likelihood of success before the key confrontation at a meeting of 

the king’s council in late September 1761, but he may have been surprised by the way the matter proceeded. 

The opposition of the ‘peace party’ of Bute and the King was a given. The support of two ex-Secretaries of State 

would have given Pitt some chance of prevailing. Newcastle was torn; he wished to continue the war, but saw 

Spain as another diversion from the main European front in Germany, to be added to what he saw as Pitt’s 

American and Indian adventures. His usual discontent with taking second place to a more able colleague had 
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built up over four years. Fatally for his own career, Newcastle gave his support to the peace party of Bute and 

the King. Curiously his was not the decisive voice in the Council. The Lord President of that body was none 

other than the Earl of Granville, John Carteret, long reconciled with the Pelhams and Pitt, and very much the 

elder statesman. In some ways, it is surprising that he did not support the ambition of Pitt, which mirrored his 

own in earlier times, but perhaps his appreciation of how much the country would bear on this occasion was the 

more realistic. Pitt reacted to his defeat by resigning, entirely honourably as his requirement for absolute 

authority over the fighting of the war had been compromised. Although some have seen only shoddy 

manoeuvring by the King and Bute, there was more to the Council meeting than that, with strategic issues that 

have echoed down the ages, like whether to compromise or pursue total victory, and the clash between the 

‘Blue Water’ and ‘Continental’ approaches, on the table, at least implicitly.  

The Pitt/Newcastle ministry reckoned by some the greatest in British history was dissolved at a stroke. A year 

later, Newcastle too had been turned out of office, and also lost his Lord Lieutenancies. He was 69 years old 

and his career seemed to be over. Bute duly became 1st Lord of the Treasury, and his government negotiated 

the Treaty of Paris which ended the Seven Years War, on highly advantageous terms to Britain, albeit that 

desertion of Prussia supplied echoes of Bolingbroke’s conduct in 1713, and Pitt was not alone in disparaging 

the terms. Thereafter Bute was quickly worn down by a storm of criticism provoked by his nationality (Scottish), 

his perceived subservience to the King, and criticism of the Treaty of Paris; he resigned in 1763, to be replaced 

by George Grenville. The age of faction described by Namier had begun; Whigs still dominated but their disunity 

helped the King to reassert royal power. The monarch became again the arbiter as regards ministerial 

appointments, because without the backing of the royal or treasury party, no factional leader could put together 

a majority in the House of Commons. Grenville, in turn departed from office in 1765, dismissed by a King, 

infuriated by his 1st Lord’s hectoring tone. A government cobbled together by the Duke of Cumberland, nominally 

led by a young Whig, the Marquis of Rockingham, took office, and the Duke of Newcastle reappeared in the 

semi-honorific position of Lord Privy Seal, though not quite a cipher as he had regained control of church 

patronage. This was another short-lived administration, doomed by the death of its real master, the Duke of 

Cumberland; it lasted for only a year. In 1766, Newcastle gave up the seals of office for the final time. He did 

not enjoy a long retirement, dying two years later at the age of 75. 

4.6. Assessment 

Newcastle spent an astonishingly large proportion of his adult life in senior office, but fortunately he only held 

the top job for about two and a half years, as he would appear in most people’s lists of our worst Prime Ministers. 

Probably his failure was inevitable, because a prerequisite for any peer heading a government was to establish 

a means of managing the House of Commons, and he never did so. Plenty before and after him were able to 

do so because they recognised that some power would have to be ceded. Newcastle’s jealous and suspicious 

nature made this impossible for him, at least until his premiership had been irretrievably damaged. Nor can one 

say that he was otherwise fitted to take the leading role, because he had plenty of other weaknesses. He had 

no breadth of view, and little ability to plan ahead and he saw subordinates either as threats or as servants who 

must not show initiative. His ‘hands-off’ approach to diplomacy meant that he did not know the leaders of other 

nations and had no chance to take into account their personal feelings, fears, and motivations which inevitably 
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influenced negotiating stances. He was mainly responsible for Britain entering two European Wars almost bereft 

of allies, and he prolonged the first of these wars by two years to no good purpose.  

Newcastle had a world view which was then regarded as typically Whiggish and came to be termed ‘continental’, 

with a focus on the balance of power in Europe, rather than on ‘naval and colonial’ matters termed ‘blue water’. 

His pronouncements on such matters still read well enough, but the development and implementation of policies 

to achieve his ends usually defeated him. He also seemed to find it impossible to foresee the reactions of other 

nations to British initiatives. This was especially true of his manoeuvrings in the early 1750s when he tried to 

tighten an alliance with Austria while tolerating the simultaneous attempts of colleagues to conciliate Spain and 

Prussia, Austria’s worst enemies. The great irony of his career was that decades of his seeking better relations 

with Austria ended with the Diplomatic Revolution and Britain lining up against Austria in the Seven Years War. 

Newcastle’s claim on the gratitude of his nation was laid down during that war when he provided some of the 

framework within which Pitt was able to direct the British war effort. The Pitt/Newcastle administration was 

indeed one of the most successful in British history, but it should be stressed again that Newcastle’s role was 

secondary. However, he was  a competent and hard-working administrator, and for a few years he utilised these 

strengths.  

In sum, Newcastle was a significant political 

figure during the first half of the 18th century,  

because of his status as a wealthy duke 

holding key positions. Any list of 

achievements down to his unaided efforts 

would be short, in spite of the length of his 

career, and all who dealt with him, including 

his brother, Henry Pelham, and his few close 

friends, were on occasion embarrassed by 

his pettiness, indecisiveness, and limited 

comprehension. His portrait conveys an air 

of calm and dignity which is very misleading; 

those closest to Newcastle, like Lord 

Hardwicke and his long-serving, though 

eventually disillusioned private secretary, 

Andrew Stone, seem to have spent an 

inordinate amount of time reassuring him 

about matters of little consequence, and 

assuaging his damaged feelings. His 

confidence was fragile, and this led him to 

suspect disloyalty and covert opposition 

where there was none. Otherwise, Newcastle’s personal probity should be acknowledged, (his political career 

cost him most of a very large fortune, albeit mainly in the dubious cause of buying seats in Parliament, and 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/f9/1stDukeOfNewcastleOld.jpg
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political influence generally), and in contrast to his naivety on the world stage, he was shrewd enough in 

assessing where domestic political advantage lay. 

His most recent biographer, Browning, appears to have embarked on his work as an apologist, but to have 

ended as a critic. Black and Simms in more general studies are surprisingly generous, giving him credit for his 

statements about grand strategy and for learning by experience, but acknowledging that he was near-impossible 

to work with. Only Owen, who carried through outstanding work in assembling information about Parliament 

and its members in the 1740s, has maintained a rigorous if wholly unconvincing defence of Newcastle. While 

Carteret’s biographer, Ballantyne, went to another extreme in ridiculing Newcastle, any neutral observer might 

conclude that he was no further from the truth. Williams in his comparative study of Newcastle and Carteret 

clearly sought objectivity, but he unfairly diminished the latter, presumably seeking some kind of balance. In my 

view, Newcastle had nothing of greatness about him even if he certainly had awesome staying power. 
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5. Henry Pelham, Unassuming Accumulator of Power 

Henry Pelham held the office of 1st Lord of the Treasury for eleven years after 1743, and also gathered into his 

own hands control of other power centres, dominating the House of Commons and exerting the strongest voice 

in the King’s closet, in a comparable fashion to Walpole, although his methods and style were very different, as 

we shall see. So it would seem a simple step to name him as our second Prime Minister from the date when he 

achieved a full consolidation of power in 1746. However, political historians have entertained a major doubt 

which arises from the fact that Henry Pelham had been placed by birth in an inferior station to his elder brother, 

the Duke of Newcastle, and until the 1740s, had seemed to operate as little more than a superior factotum in 

the service of his sibling. So, the most important question which must be addressed in any consideration of 

Henry Pelham’s place in political history concerns the extent to which the power he undoubtedly accumulated 

was used for his own ends, or whether it was largely an enabler for his brother; only if the former is true, will it 

be right to describe him as our 2nd Prime Minister. In this article, I give a chronological account of the career, 

but when I turn to an assessment, this question of the balance of power between the brothers looms largest, 

and as others have found, it is not a straight-forward task to determine the answer. 

5.1. The Discrete Rise of Henry Pelham 

Henry Pelham and Thomas Pelham-Holles, Duke of Newcastle, were full brothers in spite of the difference in 

surnames which arose when the latter, the elder sibling, altered his name to meet the requirements of a will, 

which bequeathed him great wealth. As such they are unique in modern British history, in that both are seen to 

have attained the highest political office in the land. It is unlikely that many who encountered Henry Pelham, 

before he reached middle-age would have foreseen his eventual eminence, mainly because of the long shadow 

cast by his elder brother. Henry was probably born in September 1694, 14 months after his sibling, Thomas, 

who early reaped rewards of inheritance which were the accepted right of an eldest son. In comparison, Henry’s 

circumstances were more modest, but the income of a few thousand pounds per annum settled on him needs 

to be inflated by a factor of at least 60 to express it in today’s terms, so he certainly had the means to live 

comfortably. This became doubly true when he shed some extravagances of youth, and married a daughter of 

the Duke of Rutland in 1726; an event which his brother marked with generous gifts of land and property. The 

marriage seemed blessed in other ways too, as two sons and six daughters were born, but sadly the sons died 

within days of each other in 1739, and two of the daughters also failed to reach adulthood. It is worth stressing 

that socially the union with another ducal family was an accurate reflection of Henry’s status as he was the heir 

to his elder brother’s dukedom, and by the time of the marriage, there was little prospect that the Duchess of 

Newcastle would give birth to a child to displace him. 

Pelham’s early political career owed everything to his brother’s patronage; he became a member of parliament 

for a Sussex pocket burgh in 1717, transferring to one of the more prestigious, but still family-controlled county 

seats in 1720. He also received a minor Court position in 1720, was appointed to the Treasury Board in 1721, 

became Secretary at War in 1724, (a second rank office concerned with the funding of the army rather than 

professional military matters), and was appointed to the Privy Council, a year later. The King and Robert 

Walpole, who decided such matters by then, understood that the support of the Duke of Newcastle’s following 

in the House of Commons was conditional on his own political advancement, but also required preferment for 
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his younger sibling. For the next decade and a half, Henry Pelham operated largely under the radar, to use a 

modern colloquialism. He assisted his brother and Walpole, was trusted by both men and smoothed relations 

between them, while carrying out the duties of his official positions in an honest and unfussy way. He built a 

reputation in the House of Commons for competence and probity. The views of Walpole and Newcastle began 

to diverge over foreign policy in the mid-1730s, but Henry Pelham managed to retain the confidence of both. 

His strong support for Walpole, while the Prime Minister desperately tried to cling to power in 1741 and 1742, 

reaped its reward after Walpole was forced out of office, because he set about installing Henry as his successor. 

He was a powerful backer because of the great influence he retained with the King, and many of his erstwhile 

supporters in the House of Commons. Walpole also probably stiffened Henry Pelham’s resolve to win the 

contest for power with Carteret, and indeed his own brother. Pelham’s appointment to offices that really mattered 

in 1743, should be seen as a final political victory for the ex-Prime Minister who died in early 1745, even although 

the supremacy of the Pelhams over the faction of Carteret and Pulteney was only confirmed a year later. 

The Parliamentary alliance cobbled together after the election in 1741 proved just sufficient to get rid of Walpole, 

and to place the Earl of Wilmington (Spencer Compton) in office as 1st Lord of the Treasury, and more 

significantly, Carteret as Secretary of State for the Northern Department, but the underlying strengths of 

Walpole’s system remained almost intact. The Pelhams, the likely inheritors of the leadership of the ‘Old Corps’,  

had to be patient because an early grab for power would probably have rebuilt the alliance which had scuppered 

Walpole, this time directed against them. So Newcastle, still Southern Secretary, became almost a bystander, 

even in his own domain of responsibility, as Carteret set about transforming the European scene, while Henry 

Pelham who might have fought for the second Treasury office, Chancellor of the Exchequer, wisely remained 

in the background as well. Instead, he accepted the lesser position in the Cabinet, of Minister for the House of 

Commons, which made him responsible for sustaining the new government in that chamber, and especially for 

getting approval for financial measures. Gradually, he asserted full control of the large rump of Walpole’s ‘Old 

Corps’, which far outnumbered the ‘New Whigs’ who supported the Prince of Wales, Pulteney, and Carteret. 

For more than a year, Carteret enjoyed enough success as war leader to make opposition to his projects futile 

and the Pelhams had to contain their impatience. The turning point for them came with the death of the 1st Lord 

of the Treasury, Lord Wilmington in July 1743. He had done little more than provide a shield for Carteret, but 

his death completely altered the balance of the government by allowing Henry Pelham to seek and acquire the 

office of 1st Lord of the Treasury, fending off a feeble rival bid for the office by Pulteney. Carteret, with strong 

support from the King remained the dominant minister with responsibility for fighting the war, but from then on 

he could be hamstrung whenever Henry Pelham chose not to procure the funds he needed. 

Carteret’s fall has been discussed elsewhere. Perhaps he was naïve in assuming that the Pelhams might co-

operate with him to further the war effort rather than working for his removal, almost regardless of wider 

consequences. Perhaps the Pelhams, still counselled by Walpole, genuinely believed that Carteret’s war aims 

were over-ambitious, and were not motivated wholly by the desire to brook no rival. At any rate, Henry Pelham 

wasted little time after his promotion before distancing himself from his supposed ministerial colleague and far 

from defending him and his policies, took opportunities to obstruct. The war minister, never very well-regarded 

by most in Parliament, sank lower in the esteem of that body, and became ‘a sitting duck’ when the fortunes of 

war turned temporarily against him. By the end of 1744, Carteret had been forced out of office, when a majority 
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in the House of Commons steered by Henry Pelham demanded that the King replace him as a condition for the 

provision of funds to continue fighting the war.  

At the same time, Henry Pelham buttressed his control of the nation’s finances by added the office of Chancellor 

of the Exchequer to his portfolio, but these proved somewhat hollow triumphs, because the King still gave great 

weight to Carteret’s views in the fields of war and foreign policy. Near-stalemate ensued at the top of 

government, debilitating the British effort in the War of the Austrian Succession, and weakening the response 

to the Jacobite rebellion, during the early stages of which, the King remained in Hanover. Eventually, in January 

1746, Henry Pelham organised a pre-emptive ministerial strike against the King who had returned to London. 

Beginning with Lord Harrington, Carteret’s successor as Northern Secretary, a senior minister resigned every 

few days, culminating in the departure of the Pelhams. This forced the King to take the course of action which 

his ministers thought, probably wrongly, that he had intended all along, and he called on Pulteney and Carteret 

to form a government. The effort collapsed inside four days in the face of parliamentary hostility, so the King 

had to recall Henry Pelham, and accept the demand that he ‘clear his closet’ of Carteret and other discordant 

voices like Pulteney. The royal humiliation was complete when he was compelled to accept Pelham’s 

recruitment to the government benches, albeit in relatively minor office as Paymaster for the Army, of William 

Pitt, whose oratory had done much to weaken Carteret and had not spared the King. From this date, February 

1746, rather than after his assumption of the office of 1st Lord of the Treasury in 1743, Henry Pelham can be 

accounted first minister, though the question of whether he was a Prime Minister following the Walpole model 

will only be answered when his status vis-à-vis his brother is properly considered later. 

5.2. The Pelham Ministry’s Management of War and Foreign Affairs 

Even nowadays, when governments take so much more upon themselves than they did in the early 18th century, 

involvement in a war means that their merits will be judged largely by the level of military success. Henry 

Pelham’s ministry had to deal with the later stages of the War of the Austrian Succession, which in various 

manifestations lasted from 1740 to 1748, and, without full authority, with the Jacobite Revolt of 1745/6. As 

regards the war, Britain became involved under a premier, Walpole, who had wanted to avoid fighting at almost 

any cost, and Henry Pelham, when established in power, was keener to extract Britain from the war, than to 

commit whole-heartedly to the struggle. This on-going lack of enthusiasm of the ministers charged with providing 

the financial resources to carry on the fight, fed through into expenditure, which was much lower than for any 

other war of similar scope fought by Britain in the 18th century, and resulted inevitably in the comparative 

weakness of British armed forces. The succession of defeats in the Netherlands, namely, Fontenoy, Rocours, 

and Laffeldt, owed nearly as much to the inadequate size of the allied army as to the prowess of Marshal de 

Saxe and the incompetence of the generals opposed to him. Britain was spared severe consequences from its 

rather half-hearted pursuit of the war largely by French ineptitude during the peace negotiations which led to 

the expression translated as ‘stupid as the peace’ entering their language, though the capture of the North 

American fortress Louisburg and crushing naval victories won by Anson, and later Hawke, off Cape Finistere 

had altered the balance a little in Britain’s favour. (In fairness, it should be said that some have seen maturity in 

the French refusal to seek the victor’s peace that their military successes in Flanders might have earned, 

comparable to British and Russian forbearance after Waterloo, but if so the test for their project would have to 
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be the stability of the arrangements, and Aix-la-Chapelle provided a meagre eight years of peace in Europe, 

and an even shorter intermission overseas.) 

Certainly, Henry Pelham has to take major responsibility for the paucity of funding for the war after 1743, and 

especially for the fact that no special taxation measures were put in place to boost government income. He was 

in a position to alter this state of affairs well before he secured full power in 1746, but chose to employ funding 

restraint as a weapon against Carteret, (mainly by refusing to bring to Parliament requests for money to 

subsidise allies, actual and potential) and thereafter proved hardly more willing to boost the money made 

available even although winning the war had supposedly become the responsibility of his brother. So Henry 

Pelham has to be charged with making those responsible for fighting the war do so with one hand tied behind 

their backs. Another major criticism of Henry Pelham’s stint as wartime first minister concerns his apparent 

unwillingness to apply more pressure on his brother to seek peace after 1646, when it had become clear  to him 

and almost everyone except the Duke of Newcastle, that affairs on the Dutch frontier were irremediable, and 

would only get worse with time. Of course, this may offer clues to the then balance of power between the 

brothers. 

                                                    ……………………… 

Henry Pelham has not received much retrospective credit for leadership during the Jacobite imbroglio either, 

and it is hard to view his continued focus in the period on destroying the Carteret/Pulteney faction as other than 

irresponsible. When all is said and done, he risked the complete collapse of government while an insurgency 

was still raging. The background to the Jacobite revolt largely explains the complacency of the government in 

its early stages. A year earlier in 1744 there had seemed to be far more cause for fear. A French army of 15000 

men commanded by Marshal de Saxe had been assembled to invade Essex under the protection of a French 

fleet. Conspirators in Scotland and England were known to be active, and a personable young Stuart pretender 

in Prince Charles Edward Stuart, accorded the status of prospective Prince Regent by his father was about to 

be delivered to British shores. Certainly, the protecting British fleet commanded by Sir John Norris was 

materially superior, but so arguably had been that of King James II in 1688, so there could be no guarantee that 

substantial French forces would not get ashore with prospects of support from an internal revolt. However, a 

storm scattered both fleets, and the French transport craft; the invasion was called off, and arrests of Jacobite 

sympathisers in England followed. The French government appeared to lose interest in the project, and their 

British counterparts relaxed. The Young Pretender’s landing in the West Highlands of Scotland in July 1745, 

with a few companions, was seen in London as only a gesture of defiance, and the few thousand government 

soldiers in Scotland were assumed to be well capable of dealing with any threat presented by him.  

Henry Pelham seems to have apprehended real danger earlier than most, a fact which makes his later 

manoeuvres round the ministerial strike even more bewildering. He immediately asked the King to return to 

Britain from Hanover, and requested that the army in Britain should be reinforced by units brought back from 

the Netherlands. However, the events occurred less than a year after Carteret’s resignation, when his advice to 

the King was still as influential as that of the government ministers, and he argued against the transfer of soldiers 

from the already over-matched Pragmatic army. In the absence of hindsight, it is a nice point as to who was 

correct, since with a reinforcement of 5000 Dutch soldiers already in Newcastle, there really ought to have been 
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more than adequate numbers to deal with the small Jacobite army, and further weakening of the force in the 

Netherlands was bound to have consequences, as proved to be the case. Nonetheless, such was the 

incompetence demonstrated by government commanders, like John Cope, Henry Hawley, George Wade, and 

on occasion the Duke of Cumberland throughout the imbroglio, that Henry Pelham’s concerns now look well 

justified. At any rate, the King eventually gave way to his urgings and allowed 10 battalions to be shipped back 

from the Netherlands, and the Duke of Cumberland, to return to Britain to take command of government forces. 

Meanwhile, the Jacobite army, directed skilfully by Lord George Murray, had scattered the government army in 

Scotland at Prestonpans and after a pause to regroup in Edinburgh, moved rapidly down the west side of the 

North of England easily evading a superior force under General Wade in Newcastle. Cumberland with an army 

deployed near Lichfield was next to be badly wrong-footed, and the Jacobites reached Derby where they paused 

to consider their options.  

The Stuart Prince, their leader, wanted to head for London, even though another army would have confronted 

them, north of the city, but his council decided on retreat because, contrary to the Prince’s assurances, English 

support had proved negligible, and there was no sign of an anticipated French invasion. Historians have argued 

about the decision ever since; although the Jacobite army was outnumbered by government forces by as much 

as 4:1, the latter seemed greatly inferior in morale, and especially leadership, and were widely dispersed. There 

was real panic by then in London which extended to the government, and might well have affected the army. 

The Jacobite campaign until then had been a real military achievement, and their rapid, well-disciplined march 

back to Scotland was just as impressive, though it reflected little credit on Cumberland and his fellow 

government commanders who failed to intercept and engage them, save at Clifton, where Lord George Murray 

defeated Cumberland with some ease, so protecting the passage of the rebel army back to Scotland. In fairness 

to the latter his task of pursuit had not been made easier by government flip-flopping over whether he needed 

to come south to confront the phantom French invasion, which occupied their minds. The persistent tendency 

to underestimate the capacity of the rebel army was not then at an end, with Cumberland for one assuming that 

the rebellion was over when the Jacobite army left England; there was to be a further embarrassing government 

defeat at Falkirk when the Young Pretender mustered 8000 committed men. Thereafter, the dissention, always 

present in the Jacobite command, took over, paving the way for Cumberland’s decisive victory at Culloden near 

Inverness.  

By then, the Pelham government had been much strengthened by the fall-out from the ministerial strike, but the 

ministers including Henry Pelham have escaped lightly with posterity for the brutality of the so-called pacification 

process in the Scottish Highlands. They did nothing to restrain the Duke of Cumberland, who motivated mainly 

by a desire for revenge for what he saw as an insult to his family, was determined to make the Jacobites and 

their hinterland pay severely. Apart from deservedly earning the Duke the title of ‘Butcher’ and producing dire 

outcomes for many blameless inhabitants, his measures created a legend of national persecution, with 

consequences for Anglo-Scottish relations, which still influence sentiment today. Nonetheless, it is worth 

reflecting that a fair proportion of Cumberland’s soldiers, who inflicted death and destruction, were Scottish, and 

that the relatively few English recruits to the Jacobite cause were also treated with relentless harshness. Many 

of the latter were executed on the testimony of government spies captured but spared by the gullible Jacobite 

Prince.  
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As with the wider war, (of the Austrian Succession), the judgement has to be that Henry Pelham was at most a 

peripheral, influence on the suppression of the Jacobite Rebellion and its aftermath. In part this was inevitable, 

given the way in which government was organised at the time, placing the main responsibilities on the 

Secretaries of State, the Commander in Chief (Cumberland) and indeed the King. As for the aftermath he does 

not seem to have put a personal stamp on it, any more than did his brother, Newcastle. The whole nation, 

including most of Scotland, settled down surprisingly quickly after what had been tumultuous events, and 

Jacobitism gradually disappeared, as a factor in British politics; the Scottish Highlands became subject to the 

rule of law as in the rest of the country, with clan chiefs losing many of their autocratic powers, including that to 

call out their men to fight. Strangely, the events of the 1740s, which might have destroyed the British state, 

strengthened the polity, in spite of the fact that the government did no better than muddle through. One 

fascinating post-script, occurred in 1750, four years after Prince Charles Edward Stuart’s famous escape from 

pursuit through the Highlands with a £30000 price tag on his head. He visited London incognito, to see if there 

was a chance of reigniting his cause, and it became widely known that he had taken Anglican Communion, a 

foretaste of his later conversion. He is generally thought to have had few if any religious convictions, and to 

have been unconcerned about how anyone chose to worship; British history might have taken a very different 

course if his father had been similarly inclined forty years earlier, but by 1750 it was much too late for the Stuarts. 

                                                            ……………………… 

After the Treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle had ended the continental war in 1748, British foreign policy was conducted 

similarly to the 1720s, and especially, the 1730s. Newcastle was largely given free rein, just as Townshend and 

then he, himself, had been in the earlier periods, with Pelham initially even less inclined to interfere than Walpole 

had been. Henry Pelham’s pursuit of economy did result in friction between the brothers, as Newcastle tried to 

buttress the Austrian alliance through his scheme for getting Marie Theresa’s son recognised as the Emperor’s 

heir, which meant paying British subsidies to the Electors, but the Duke usually got his money in the end. 

However, in time, the steady deterioration in relations with Austria weakened Henry Pelham’s faith in his 

brother’s ability to achieve security in Europe. He moved to the camp of those who had believed since 1748 

that Prussia might be a useful ally for Britain in any upcoming war, and who were keen to improve relations with 

that state, almost regardless of any further impact on relations with Austria. However, it was largely talk, and 

with Newcastle unwilling to engage, even after his pro-Austrian policy collapsed, Henry Pelham’s time in office 

saw the danger increasing that Britain would be without allies when, inevitably, war with France resumed.  

The other diplomatic initiative pursued by Henry Pelham’s government was with Spain. Fractious relations with 

that nation had been the norm since the War of the Spanish Succession, after which Bourbons occupied the 

thrones of both France and Spain. Yet it was a clear British interest to split the ‘Family Compact’ and for Henry 

Pelham, wearing his financial hat, better relations with Spain were desirable in order to improve and regularise 

trade, especially with Spain’s American colonies. Both nations had something to gain from this, and an important 

agreement was duly signed at Madrid in 1750, by which Spain bought out the source of so much previous 

trouble between the nations, the Asiento, and trading arrangements were regularised. This, viewed in isolation, 

was the greatest diplomatic success of Pelham’s ministry, achieved without involvement of the Duke of 

Newcastle. The latter seemed blissfully unaware until the agreement was sealed, that it was a deadly threat to 

his hopes of tightening the bonds with Austria. Apart from a brief interlude in the 1720s, Spain and Austria had 
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confronted each other, frequently militarily, as the former tried to recover territories lost by the terms of the 

Treaty of Utrecht in 1713. Simply, in this period  it was impossible to be friendly with Spain and Austria, Britain 

had to choose, and in the eyes of Vienna had done so. 

Having surveyed the whole field of Britain’s external relations in peace and war, during Henry Pelham’s time in 

high office, it is difficult to find much that is praiseworthy. With regard to his personal responsibility for this, it is 

possible to take the view that a hands-off approach by a 1st Lord of the Treasury conformed to the norms of the 

time, and that responsibility lay elsewhere, mainly with his brother, the Duke of Newcastle. The discussion 

awaits in which I will try to decide whether Henry Pelham lacked the power to intervene more, or chose not to, 

in order to preserve his brother’s status and self-esteem.  

5.3. Henry Pelham’s Management of Political and Domestic Matters 

Henry Pelham had a more telling influence on the balance of power in government, than on the country’s place 

in the world. After Robert Walpole’s long-lasting hegemony, it was entirely possible that the nation might have 

reverted to a political system which allowed greater royal influence, and a more equal power relationship 

between the most senior ministers. Such an outcome may have appeared likely when the emollient Henry 

Pelham prevailed over the less collegiate Carteret. Of course, Walpolean dominance had been laboriously 

constructed, rather than conferred as a just reward for excellence in the higher tasks of government, and Henry 

Pelham was, surprisingly to many of his contemporaries, to prove as adept and ruthless in concentrating power 

in his own hands as his predecessor. It seemed at first that Walpole’s support had been enough to provide 

Pelham with the necessary influence in the King’s closet, when he was appointed 1st Lord of the Treasury in 

1743, in spite of Carteret’s rather feeble efforts to gain the position for Pulteney. The King had other ideas, and 

certainly did not imagine that he had acquired a Prime Minister at that point.  

The ensuing struggle between the Pelhams backed by Parliament and Carteret and Pulteney, backed by the 

King has already been described more than once. The Pelhams’ political victory was absolute; the King had to 

return ‘cap in hand’, concede that only his ministers should advise him, and request that they return to office. 

Henry Pelham had seemingly taken large strides towards establishing a limited monarchy, with a Prime Minister 

rather than the King having the final word on who could be appointed as ministers and what policies should be 

followed. However, this settlement of 1746 did not prove permanent because within two decades, King George 

III had built sufficient influence in a more fractured Parliament to allow him to select his ministers at will, and to 

dictate policy. What Pelham had actually done was more limited but still important, in that he had demonstrated 

that the Walpolean model was not just an aberration dependent on exceptional circumstances, or qualities in a 

minister, but he had certainly not made it the norm. As it happened, it was to be another half-century before the 

leakage of monarchical power assumed an irreversible course, but Walpole and Pelham between them had laid 

some of the groundwork for the system which would eventually win out, and evolve into our present 

arrangements. 

Of course, the foundation of Henry Pelham’s strength vis-a-vis the King was the absence of a credible opposition 

grouping in parliament. The Tories who might have played that role had been in the shadows since 1714, when 

ambivalence or downright hostility to the Hanoverian succession had cost them dearly. Walpole had further 

diminished their relevance by excluding them from office, and any share in patronage. If he had stopped at that 
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point, he would never have lost power but he went further by getting rid of prominent Whigs like Carteret, 

Pulteney and others who dared to oppose him over specific issues. Eventually he had to contend with a hostile 

grouping comprising Tories and dissentient Whigs, large enough to defeat him in Parliament when they united 

temporarily for that purpose. Henry Pelham came close to reversing Walpole’s tactics in that regard. He 

constructed a ‘broad-bottomed’ ministry, and invited lead representatives of all strands of opinion in the House 

of Commons to join in, including Tories. Effectively, he decapitated almost every opposition faction, and 

completed the destruction of the first Tory party as a coherent body; an example of ruthlessness disguised as 

apparent benevolence. The difference in response to dissent from colleagues taken by Pelham and Walpole, is 

encapsulated well if rather unkindly by the ‘bon-mot’ of the latter’s youngest son, Horace; 

‘Sir Robert loved power so much that he would not endure anything. Mr. Pelham loved it so well that he would 

endure anything’ 

Nonetheless, Henry Pelham’s system was at least as effective in fixing him in office, even if it sometimes left 

him hostage to such a wide spread of opinions that he found it difficult to set a clear course. The proof of that 

particular pudding is the fact that Walpole’s Court Whig party whittled down to 280 members in the House of 

Commons in 1741 was expanded to 350 members by 1747 and, just after Henry Pelham’s death in 1754, to 

370 members. Of course these levels of support only translated into comfortable majorities in a House of 

Commons, 550 strong, on a day to day basis, if skilfully managed, as the Duke of Newcastle was soon to find.  

However, there was a longer term effect of Henry Pelham’s consolidation of a very broad government party, 

and elimination of their main foes. Perhaps the best method of keeping any alliance or group together is to 

ensure that they have a challenging, despised opponent. Remove that, and unity becomes dependent on skills 

of leadership, the attractiveness of the cause, and a continuing selfish belief that members will profit more 

together than they could separately. Henry Pelham clearly had great skills as a leader, low key as they may 

have been, but he had reduced the Tories, the deadly foe of the Whigs to impotence. When he departed the 

scene, Whig unity collapsed, Namier’s age of faction began, and the opportunity for an astute monarch to build 

a new power base was created. So the calming of ‘the rage of politics’ with which Henry Pelham is sometimes 

credited was not long-lasting, any more than his assertion of supremacy over the monarch. 

                                                     ……………………. 

Henry Pelham held the offices of 1st Lord of the Treasury and Chancellor of the Exchequer for more than a 

decade after 1743, and had direct responsibility for the state of the nation’s finances. There can be no doubt 

that he kept a tight grip on expenditure, since the period is punctuated by complaints that he would not release 

money for men and weapons in wartime and money for subsidies to potential allies in peacetime. It is important 

to realise that unlike today, these were much the largest calls on government spending and thus taxation 

income. In spite of this parsimony, which allowed the War of the Austrian Succession to be fought and the 

Jacobite Rebellion to be put down, without an increase in taxes, the government’s indebtedness did increase, 

from £46M in 1739 to £77M by 1749, and there was unanimity in political circles when the war ended, that the 

debt should be paid off. (Note that these are relatively small amounts, even allowing for the inflation between 

then and now, which requires a multiplier of 60 to obtain parity with present day values, but they loomed much 

larger in a far poorer, less populous country, unaccustomed to high levels of taxation.) The money was owed 
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by the government mainly to the great London institutions; £11.7M to the Bank of England, £4.2M to the East 

India Company, and £27.3M to the remodelled South Sea Company, with the remainder obtained as smaller 

loans, some from wealthy individuals, and by the sale of annuities. Henry Pelham completely reorganised the 

debt in a way that made its elimination in the longer term inevitable, if the country remained at peace, and in 

the meantime reduced the interest to be paid substantially. He paid back the companies and other lenders by 

issuing and selling 3% annuities to the whole value of the borrowed amount. This remodelling is fairly regarded 

as his greatest achievement in government; the interest payments of £1.3M per annum were affordable within 

the government’s normal income, after the retrenchment which Pelham also forced through, and meant that 

when war recommenced, the decks had been cleared in a way which allowed the major institutions to resume 

their role as large scale lenders to government. (Pelham was ruthless in making cuts in expenditure as can be 

illustrated by his refusal to allow the Duke of Cumberland, still a popular figure, to prevent the breaking of his 

favourite dragoon regiment.) 

The other major economic achievement of the Pelham ministry redounds mostly to the credit of the 2nd Earl of 

Halifax (of the 3rd creation), who had been appointed President of the Board of Trade in 1748. He is 

commemorated by the name of the capital of Nova Scotia in Canada, and seems to have been a curious 

amalgam of vigorous, talented administrator, and profligate, irresponsible, pleasure-seeker in his private life. 

Under his stewardship, Britain, for the first time, began to make its colonial possessions pay, with exports to 

them rising from £0.595M in 1740 to £1.118M in 1753. Until that point in time, colonies, often acquired almost 

accidentally during European wars, had been seen as worthwhile only by the few merchants, traders, and 

speculators who had been directly involved with them, and perhaps by governments as a safety-valve, in that 

they were a destination for emigrants with troublesome beliefs. Halifax began a process which led to the whole 

political nation becoming engaged in the quest for colonial gains, a significant factor in Pitt’s being able to move 

some way towards a ‘Blue Water’ war strategy.  

Otherwise, the ministry has two major social measures to its credit, but failed to stick with a third which would 

certainly have enhanced its reputation in the eyes of future generations. Dealing with the failure first, the 

government passed a Jewish Naturalisation Act into law during the summer of 1753, which by providing an 

alternative to taking a Christian oath, opened the way for long-term Jewish residents to obtain British nationality. 

Opposition during the passage of the Bill had been no surprise, but the government was taken aback when it 

increased rather than subsided later in the year. The pressure was judged by Henry Pelham to be too great for 

the government to withstand, so the act was repealed early in the next session, leaving Jews to wait until well 

through the 19th century for fairer treatment. Whether Pelham’s declining health, (he was within a few months 

of his death), contributed to his wish to head off trouble, cannot be known for sure, but the election due in 1754 

is a more likely explanation. Of the two measures which did pass into law, one led to the adoption of the 

Gregorian calendar in September 1752, overcoming the hostility to what was quite widely viewed as a Roman 

Catholic artifice. (The riots which ensued were anti-Catholic, rather than a response to any simple-minded view 

that people were being deprived of eleven days of their lives.) The government also passed a ‘Marriage Act’ in 

1753 which reinforced the requirement for reading the banns publicly prior to the ceremony, so increasing the 

barriers to clandestine marriage. The effects were long-lasting, not least for young people minded to marry 

without parental approval, and a number of villages situated where major roads crossed into Scotland, from 
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Lamberton in the east to Gretna in the west, profited by offering venues where ceremonies could be speedily 

organised under less stringent conditions. These products of 8 years of unchallenged government power seem 

meagre, at home as much as abroad, but their small scope is a timely reminder that in the eighteenth century, 

governments were expected to control relatively limited parts of the nation’s life, and to make changes only at 

need. 

5.4. The Death of Henry Pelham and His Legacy 

Henry Pelham died after a few months of intermittent ill-health in early March 1754, at the age of 59. Whether 

he succumbed to illness or as some sources suggested, one too many gluttonous sprees, his death was 

unexpected, and was certainly unwelcome to most of the political nation. The King, who had long-ago been 

reconciled with his first minister after his humiliation of 1746, was not alone in foreseeing an end of peace in the 

upper reaches of government, though others must have seen opportunities ahead, especially William Pitt and 

Henry Fox. The question as to what might have happened if Pelham had lived longer is quite fascinating. The 

drift to war with France had a momentum of its own, but Henry Pelham’s grasp on power was far more secure 

than his brother’s ever became, so it is unlikely that the ministerial collapse of 1757, which paved the way for 

Pitt’s assumption of power would have occurred. Perhaps Pelham, conscious of his own and his brother’s 

limitations as war ministers, would have promoted Pitt, who was by 1754, a junior member of his government, 

but it seems at least as likely that Britain would have done no more than muddle through the Seven Years War, 

and that the outcome might have been at best comparable to that of the War of the Austrian Succession, and 

at worst, disastrous.  

The Duke of Newcastle was prostrated by his brother’s death, and took some time to grasp the first place that 

was at last indisputably his for the taking. Henry Pelham had largely recreated Walpole’s system of control, 

albeit less obtrusively, but the Duke could not easily take over. Of 4  prerequisites for successful leadership, he 

could by then count on the old King’s acquiescence, and could, as before, dominate the House of Lords, but he 

could convince few that he would be able to manage the financial affairs of the nation, and he was faced by a 

conundrum over the selection of a capable agent to manage a House of Commons freed from his brother’s grip. 

He certainly stumbled over financial matters, but his administration suffered much more from his initial 

unwillingness to cede real power to either William Pitt or Henry Fox, in return for one of them providing him with 

control of the lower House. He did eventually give Fox that role but it was too late and his government was 

already discredited; a few setbacks during the early stages of the 7-Years War were sufficient to bring it down. 

In senior office for close to forty years, the Duke only held the first office for two years, unless it can be asserted 

that he played a dominant role in Henry Pelham’s ministry, the question which must now be addressed. 

                                               …………………………………… 

Difficulties in understanding power relationships in government in the early 18th century are increased by the 

habit of transporting 20th and 21st century political norms and structures back to the earlier era. It is 

approximately two and a half centuries since William Pitt, by then Earl of Chatham, was acknowledged by all as 

Prime Minister for a short time during the late 1760s though he did not occupy the office of 1st Lord of the 

Treasury, (he was Lord Privy Seal) and a few more years since the Duke of Newcastle held that office while 
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clearly conceding first place to Pitt. There has only been a single like instance since. (Towards the end of the 

19th century, the Marquis of Salisbury combined the positions of Prime Minister and Foreign Secretary, leaving 

the office of 1st Lord of the Treasury to a series of senior ministers, Stafford Northcote, W. H. Smith and his 

nephew and eventual successor, Arthur Balfour. His choice of office reflected his interests, and the wishes of 

Queen Victoria, and certainly did not carry with it acceptance of reduced status or authority.) Otherwise, the 

offices of Prime Minister and 1st Lord of the Treasury have become synonymous. However, in the 70 years 

preceding 1770, matters were far less clear-cut.  

There were then two dominant power centres, Parliament, especially the House of Commons which effectively 

controlled expenditure, and would only provide money if it had confidence in the King’s ministers, and the 

executive which comprised the King and those ministers and actually governed the country. It needs to be 

remembered that compared with today the executive was only directly involved with a small part of the life of 

the nation. Parliament only sat for part of the year, so was only a part-time influence on government, and even 

ministers could take long holidays, though they had to be ready and willing to respond to events. The first two 

Hanoverian kings spent substantial periods in Germany, usually travelling to Hanover with one Secretary of 

State, while leaving other ministers with enhanced powers as members of a Council of Lord Justices in London, 

so the executive was split in two. Typically communication took several days. This was one factor encouraging 

the establishment of duopolies at the top of government, and another was the existence of two clear specialisms, 

namely finance coupled with parliamentary management, and foreign relations shading into strategy during 

wars. 

It is maybe a curiosity that in this era few if any figures of note demonstrated skills in both areas, or even showed 

much interest in their non-specialism. Thus we find stable governments dominated by Marlborough and 

Godolphin, followed by Harley and Bolingbroke, Townshend and Walpole, Stanhope and Sunderland, Walpole 

and Townshend, Henry Pelham and Newcastle, ending with Pitt and Newcastle after whose tenure an assertive 

King, George III, who never visited Hanover, became his own dominant minister for two decades. Thereafter, 

Kings were always within reach of London, but their authority declined and Prime Ministers usually saw 

themselves as polymaths. In the earlier era only Walpole, with some success in the 1730s, though at the cost 

of a rather limited foreign policy, and Newcastle, disastrously in the mid-1750s, sought to concentrate all power 

in a single pair of hands. Nonetheless, within the duopolies, there was normally a ‘first amongst equals’ with the 

first named above pre-eminent, except perhaps in the case of Stanhope and Sunderland who really did share 

responsibility, and of course the balance could change through time as happened between Townshend and 

Walpole. It can be noted in passing that a number of the ‘first ministers’ named above did not hold the office of 

1st Lord of the Treasury.  

The spectrum of possibilities for Henry Pelham’s status after 1746 ranges from continuing subservience to his 

brother in acknowledgement of birth and social status, through equality, by way of a ‘first amongst equals’ role 

in a duopoly, to the kind of dominance established by Walpole in the 1730s. His most recent biographer, Wilkes, 

chose to approach the question as to where power lay, in a reductionist fashion, looking separately and 

painstakingly at each decision that had to be made by the government, and forcing the accounts into his 

paradigm that Henry Pelham was dominant, and had the last word on every question of importance. I draw back 

only slightly from his conclusion but he regularly makes detailed assertions which his own evidence cannot 
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stand up, not least because Henry Pelham was a minimalist in the actual use of power, if not its accumulation. 

The matter is better tackled by assessing the strengths and weaknesses of the two individuals, and this 

approach furnishes explanations in the place of bald assertions which are sometimes erroneous. 

There is no doubt that when Walpole left office in 1742, a contest for power between the siblings would have 

been so weighted in favour of the Duke of Newcastle that the result would have been a foregone conclusion, 

thanks to his ducal status, longevity in high office, and public perceptions. Henry Pelham was well respected, 

in Parliament and beyond, but he had never held any of the more senior offices, and had been dependent on 

his brother for his advancement until then. Yet, the next few years saw a change, in part because the prestige 

of the Duke of Newcastle took a real knock as Carteret took total control in the domain of the Secretaries of 

State, especially as regards management of Britain’s war effort. In the same period, Henry Pelham acquired 

senior office, becoming 1st Lord of the Treasury, and Chancellor of the Exchequer, and established himself in 

control of the largest grouping in the House of Commons, the rump of the ‘Old Corps’. In parallel, Walpole still 

a major influence on the King, had exercised all his powers of persuasion in favour of the younger sibling’s 

assuming the first place in the government. So when the executive stabilised after the dismissal of Carteret and 

the ministerial strike of 1746, Henry Pelham held most of the cards. Newcastle had never lost office, but he 

owed his restored authority to his brother, and inevitably the power balance between them had changed, just 

as had been the case between Walpole and Townshend in 1720. 

It is possible that Newcastle could have reasserted his authority vis-à-vis his brother, by establishing real 

dominance in the fields of war and foreign policy. Certainly he got his way at first as regards the continuation of 

the War of the Austrian Succession, but his brother continued to fund the war ‘on the cheap’, and the plight of 

the Pragmatic army in the Netherlands grew ever more serious. Eventually, Newcastle was dragged along in 

the wake of others, towards a peace settlement, and even his shift to the Northern Secretary-ship did not put 

him in full charge of negotiations. Thereafter he pursued his project of tightening the alliance with Austria, but 

he was beholden to his brother for payment of subsidies, usually grudgingly. Henry Pelham did not hide his 

scepticism and worse gave support to the rapprochement with Spain, which impacted negatively on relations 

with Austria. So, while it is fair to say that Newcastle had the greatest influence on foreign policy in the period 

1746 – 1754, the idea that the Pelham government had as its raison d’être the implementation of Newcastle’s 

foreign policy ideas can be rejected out of hand. Where he did receive his brother’s backing, was in his perennial 

campaigns against colleagues who displeased him and whom he accused of seeking to displace him, usurping 

his responsibilities, or simply not showing sufficient deference. Henry Pelham acted on such complaints mainly 

to uphold his brother’s status, but also because he knew there was truth in complaints from Newcastle, even if 

made only after the events, that initiatives like the reconciliation with Spain had damaged the Austrian policy. 

So, the likes of Lords Chesterfield and Bedford, were manoeuvred out of office, even though their views may 

have been closer to Pelham’s own than those of Newcastle 

Viewing the evidence of their public and private interactions, it is very clear that Henry was the stronger-willed 

of the brothers, and this together with his control of most of the levers of power, gives support to the thesis that 

he established his ultimate authority in the government in the late 1740s. The true state of affairs was obscured 

from all but the likes of Newcastle’s confidant, Lord Chancellor Hardwick, because of Henry Pelham’s sensitivity 

to his brother’s pretensions and foibles. When he felt he had to exert his authority, it was done as tactfully and 
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as unobtrusively as possible. There was real life-long affection between them, with the younger brother often 

assuming a protective role for his more highly-strung sibling. Henry was as concerned for the standing of their 

family as his brother, not least because he was the heir to the dukedom and its possessions as long as he lived, 

and he did nothing he could avoid, which risked diminishing the prestige of the Duke. When Newcastle realised 

the true nature of the balance of power between the brothers, he requested daily meetings when both were in 

London to allow disagreements to be resolved before they reached the ears of the rest of the Cabinet, and 

Henry Pelham readily consented; interestingly however, these meetings took place at the residence of the latter, 

symbolic surely of the location of real power. The arrangements seem to have worked well enough for most of 

the time, but when the brothers were apart, Newcastle’s jealousies and insecurities rose to the surface and 

there were occasional spats arising out of differences over policy and personnel, though they were rarely 

prolonged or bitter, thanks to the efforts of Lord Hardwick in particular.  

The final and I think most convincing piece of evidence for the pre-eminence of Henry Pelham comes from 

Newcastle’s behaviour when he had recovered some composure after his younger brother’s death. He grasped 

the position of 1st Lord of the Treasury because he had learnt, or thought he had, that the office itself conferred 

supremacy. It was one thing for him to have reluctantly given best to his brother, but left alone as the dominant 

political figure, he was absolutely determined to prevent anyone else relegating him to second place. He had in 

fact misunderstood the realities of power. The position of 1st Lord increased in power and status during the 

Georgian period, but control of the House of Commons was the real key to pre-eminence. Unlike Walpole, Henry 

Pelham, and later Pitt, Newcastle as a peer, could not achieve this for himself and would not at first accept that, 

in order to secure a suitable instrument who could, he would have to cede some power, even if he kept enough 

to remain pre-eminent. 

In summary, it is my view that Henry Pelham set the course for his government to the extent that he wished to 

do so. A compromiser by nature anyway, he tried to preserve the status of his elder brother by consulting and 

humouring the Duke. He was happy to give the impression that the ministry was a duopoly like many of those 

before it, and so to disguise where the ultimate authority lay. In histories of the period, Henry Pelham is usually 

overshadowed by the larger than life personality that was Walpole, and the status, wealth and longevity in office 

of his brother, yet it can be argued that he was as effective a political operator as his predecessor, and latterly 

allowed his brother only as much scope as did not threaten his own grip on power. I think that although Henry 

Pelham was content to allow his ministry to be perceived as a duopoly, in reality he was our second Prime 

Minister. 

                                                    ……………………………… 

What of Henry Pelham’s wider legacy? The single word that sums up his premiership is stability; his ministry 

ended Britain’s involvement in a European War, albeit belatedly and without profit, defeated a Jacobite 

insurrection eliminating that threat permanently, returned the nation’s finances to a sustainable, peacetime 

condition, and took most of the heat out of parliamentary confrontations. Otherwise, there were a few laudable 

social measures, and in general the affairs of the nation were administered competently, whether internally as 

far as government got involved in the localities at that time, in Ireland, or abroad at least as regards trade and 

the colonies. Although a pale shadow of Walpole in many ways, Henry Pelham managed to recreate a strong 
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framework underpinning the role of Prime Minister, and maintained it with some ease because he was more 

consensual and so less prone to losing supporters than his predecessor. Nonetheless his death broke his 

system paving the way for almost 30 years of generally weak leadership and a resurgence of royal influence, 

but the model was there, and the likes of William Pitt the Younger and Lord Liverpool carried it forward into the 

19th century.  

The weakest aspect of the ministry’s performance was the conduct of foreign policy, both during and after the 

Austrian Succession war. Henry Pelham may avoid some of the blame on the grounds that he left that sphere 

of activity largely to his brother, but his occasional interventions were ineffectual and tended to compound 

Newcastle’s indecision and slowness to act. In sum, the achievements of the Pelham ministry were unexciting, 

and some were short-lived, because the country was again in a declared war only two years after Henry 

Pelham’s death. Like Walpole, Henry Pelham was always more concerned with retaining power, than with the 

uses he might make of it. An orthodox Court Whig of the mid-18th century he harboured no driving ambition to 

change his country for the better, and in that sense was truly conservative. Amongst our Prime Ministers, he 

was significant in consolidating the role, but he certainly cannot be placed in the higher ranks measured by 

achievement, of those who have held the office. 

Finally, a few words on what we can hope to 

know of Henry Pelham’s personal 

characteristics. I have already made clear 

that although he lived and died plain Mr. 

Pelham, he was an aristocrat. His father was 

a peer, he was heir to a dukedom for all his 

adult life, he married the daughter of a duke, 

and one of his daughters became a duchess, 

after the early death of the son who would 

otherwise have become Duke of Newcastle. 

So he was only a ‘commoner’ in name and 

by dint of his occupation of a seat in the 

House of Commons. His portrait alongside 

supports the idea that he was a harder man 

than his brother, and certainly suggests that  

the only vice pinned to him, of gluttony may 

have reflected fact. He was not an orator 

who could sway opinion like Pitt, not least 

because he was a man of little emotion. 

Diligence, competence, composure and 

compromise encapsulate the qualities he 

brought to the highest office in the land for a decade.  Money seems to have been something of a fixation, 

mainly because he regarded his elder brother as profligate and perfectly capable of dissipating all of the huge 

family inheritance, if not constrained. Henry Pelham’s financial dealings with the Duke of Newcastle demonstrate 
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a fundamental toughness, and determination to guard his rights and those of his children.  He clearly feared 

that he or his heir might succeed to an estate hollowed out by excessive spending, and resorted to law on a 

number of occasions to place curbs on his brother, at some risk to their political and personal relationship. 

Presumably he knew his brother well enough to be able to calculate just how far he could go. Otherwise, he 

seems to have managed his personal finances cautiously, after the losses during the South Sea Bubble affair 

which were almost a rite of passage for the prosperous of his generation. His personal estate at death amounted 

to £15000, in addition to a land-holding which yielded £3000 per annum. He and his brother were personally 

un-corrupt, though seemingly willing to exploit the lower standards of others, and the family balance sheet would 

have shown vastly more being spent on political undertakings than was ever recouped.  

Otherwise, Henry Pelham was tolerant of opinions different to his own and of the people who held these 

opinions, though Carteret inspired his steady dislike; in a reversal of their normal interactions, Newcastle had 

to work hard to persuade Henry Pelham to take him back into the Cabinet as Lord President of the Council in 

1751. Attitudes seem reasonably well summed up by the statement; ‘those who wished him worst, only wished 

themselves in his place.’ How fondly he was regarded by his well-wishers, we do not really know, but the grief 

exhibited by his brother at his death, speaks well for both. 
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6. Three More Early Georgian Politicians 

As I suggested in my introduction, the four political figures already discussed were, next to Robert Walpole, 

William Pitt and arguably the two monarchs of the period, the individuals who in different ways exerted the 

greatest direct influence on British public affairs during the first half-century of Hanoverian rule; (Lord 

Bolingbroke’s influence was indirect, except in the few years between 1710 and 1714). In this article, I consider, 

albeit in much less detail, the careers and contributions of another three substantial but lesser players on the 

political and diplomatic stage in the Georgian period. For none was a full biography available, so I am indebted 

to the Dictionary of National Biography, buttressed by the collected comments of diarists and letter-writers of 

the times, and the varied if often passing judgements of authors of other histories, some general, others 

focussed on specific topics like relations between nations; all are referenced in my bibliography. The three 

individuals considered are Charles, 2nd Viscount Townshend, Charles Spencer, 3rd Earl of Sunderland, and 

William Pulteney. 

6.1. Charles, 2nd Viscount Townshend, Statesman and Agriculturalist 

Lord Townshend had a niche in popular history, as ‘Turnip Townshend’, a soubriquet which pays homage to his 

role as an agricultural improver and especially to his use of turnips as a part of crop rotation schemes on his 

Norfolk lands, though changes in fashion in history-teaching may have reduced his profile in recent years. In 

any case, his creditable attempts to champion and implement these developments may have been over-sold, 

whereas his important role as a diplomat and political leader, extending over almost 25 years has become 

invisible to all but specialist historians. To my knowledge, he has no modern biography, though his agricultural 

involvements have been documented. Perhaps this obscurity is inevitable and even deserved because 

Townshend was, taken in the round, a rather unexciting character. He comes over as a stolid, uncommunicative 

politician, who took a narrow view of British interests in Europe, and was chiefly concerned to prevent Britain 

from being drawn into the quarrels of others. In his first term as Secretary of State, these others had included 

Hanover, and this view cost him his position, but he learnt from that, and during his second term showed enough 

concern for the interests of the Electorate, to keep the favour of the two King/Electors he served. He should be 

seen as ‘a safe pair of hands’, and in fairness, when occasionally he was galvanised into activity, he could be 

decisive enough, but the contrast after he took over the lead-role in diplomatic affairs from Stanhope was very 

marked. Nonetheless, he was more effective than his successors, and it was in the late 1720s as his influence 

wained that British foreign policy became directionless. As regards internal matters, also the domain of 

Secretaries of State, he was always hard-line in his advice and instructions to Lord Lieutenants faced with any 

kind of unrest. 

His disappearance from the national memory is less to do with what he did or did not do in office, and more due 

to his close association with Robert Walpole, and the modern perception that the latter must have been pre-

eminent as 1st Lord of the Treasury, while the former was senior Secretary of State, an arrangement which 

endured for almost 12 years, in two spells between 1714 and 1730. In fact, for a substantial part of the period 

in question, Townshend carrying the social status of a peer, as the more prominent figure in their home county 

of Norfolk, and with a greater share of royal favour, was primus inter pares. This judgment is backed up by 

Walpole’s comment that for so long as the ‘firm’ was ‘Townshend and Walpole’ it prospered, but when it became 
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‘Walpole and Townshend’, its days were numbered. There is certainly truth in Walpole’s central assertion, but 

there were other reasons for the collapse of the partnership. No doubt, Townshend did begrudge the growing 

power of Walpole, but it was the latter who eventually decided to undermine his colleague’s status in the domain 

of foreign affairs, and to outshine him in their home county. However, there was almost certainly more to 

Walpole’s behaviour than malice, and it seems likely that he was reacting to a shift by Townshend away from 

the pacific, non-interventionist outlook they had shared before 1725. The growing divide though evident to 

political insiders for some time, was confirmed by Townshend’s retirement and complete withdrawal from public 

affairs in May 1730, and there was no meeting or communication between him and Walpole during his eight 

remaining years of life. Needless to say, the bitterness associated with the parting of the ways gave neither the 

contemporary connections nor future admirers of Walpole any incentive to do justice to the personality or works 

of Townshend, and it has largely been another very obvious case of the victors, or more precisely their admirers 

and advocates, writing history. 

                                                ………………………………… 

Charles Townshend was born in April 1674, at the family seat of Raynham Hall in Norfolk. His father, Horatio, 

born a baronet, had not been old enough to fight in the Civil War, nor did he attract the close attentions of the 

Cromwellian regime during the Interregnum, but he had clearly found a way of establishing strong royalist 

credentials. He was ennobled shortly after the Restoration, appointed Lord Lieutenant of Norfolk soon 

afterwards, and was advanced to a viscountcy before his death in 1687. Charles, the eldest son was educated 

at Eton, and King’s College, Cambridge before he embarked on a three-year sojourn abroad in 1694, seemingly 

little hindered by the state of war which existed in a large part of Europe at the time. This conventional start to 

life for one of his class was followed by marriage in 1698 to Elizabeth, the elder half-sister of the two Pelhams 

who have already featured in this collection. The marriage, by all accounts very happy, produced 9 children of 

whom 5 survived to adulthood, but was cut short by the death of Elizabeth in 1711. Of course, the Pelhams 

were Whigs, but so was the 2nd Viscount Townshend, a departure from the family tradition. His political career 

began with the acquisition of local offices, including in 1701, the considerable prize of the Lord Lieutenancy of 

Norfolk, which he was to retain for most of the next three decades. This gave him influence in Parliament, and 

in spite of well-attested failings as a speaker in the House of Lords, his standing there increased, and was 

marked by appointment to important committees. In these years, his association with his neighbour, Robert 

Walpole, began and they built a block of support amongst Norfolk representatives in the House of Commons. 

Townshend’s career breakthrough came in 1709 when he received an appointment as Plenipotentiary to The 

Hague. 

Although a close alliance was maintained between the maritime powers throughout the War of the Spanish 

Succession, there were fears on both sides that the other party might renege and conclude a separate peace 

with France, and eventually of course Britain did so, in 1712. The principle Dutch war aim was to secure a 

‘barrier’ comprising a string of fortresses bordering the northern French frontier, but within the Spanish 

Netherlands, and Britain had begun negotiations in 1706 with her ally on a treaty to make the barrier a condition 

for peace with France. Townshend gave impetus to the discussions, and agreed a joint negotiating position on 

the number and location of such fortresses, but he exceeded his brief by including British concessions on trade 

and territory which made the treaty seem over-generous to the Dutch. Certainly, when the terms became 
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generally known, there were protests at home from commercial interests, and abroad from allies affected by the 

territorial items. It is possible to take a cynical view that the treaty which bound the Dutch to Britain at a critical 

time when important negotiations with France were getting underway, had little chance of being ratified in any 

general peace, making the British concessions chimerical. Taken in the round, Townshend’s career does not 

suggest that he was acting deviously, but there is room for more doubt about some of his colleagues, including 

Marlborough.  

Townshend was also heavily involved with the said negotiations with France, and drew up the harsh terms put 

to King Louis XIV in 1709, after Marlborough’s brilliant operations had apparently left Northern France wide-

open to invasion. King Louis was brought to accept almost everything demanded of him, such was his 

desperation, including the withdrawal of recognition of his grandson Philip as King of Spain, but the sticking 

point proved to be the allied insistence that he turn his armies against Philip, if the latter needed encouragement 

to depart Madrid. Viewed with hindsight, the demand seems hubristic and un-necessary, since without the need 

to fight on France’s northern and eastern frontiers, and with Philip denied French support, the allied army in 

Spain would surely have been able to place the Hapsburg pretender, Archduke Charles, on the throne, though 

his unpopularity in the Spanish heartland might have made keeping him there difficult. Doubtless, Townshend 

supported the severity of the offered peace treaty, but the prime movers in a matter of such importance were 

the leaders of the Whig government, and especially Marlborough, who has been accused of having his own 

reasons for wanting the war to continue. (His ambitions were to become the semi-regal governor of the Spanish 

Netherlands, and to retain his position as Captain General after war ended, and he had not yet secured 

acceptance of either demand. In fact, he never would.) 

Government misjudgements had not been confined to matters of war and peace, and they paid the price in 1710 

when they suffered a heavy electoral defeat, and the Tories under Harley, and Henry St. John (later Viscount 

Bolingbroke) were given office by Queen Anne. The new government was determined to end the war, and 

Townshend as a Whig, with apparently draconian views on the peace terms which should be exacted, was no 

longer an appropriate plenipotentiary. His recall from The Hague in early 1711 was inevitable. The next few 

years saw him censured by the Tory government for exceeding his 1709 instructions, while they stripped him 

of some sinecure offices and in 1713, the Lord Lieutenancy of Norfolk. These years were critical for 

Townshend’s career, and it may be that the actions of the Tories in punishing him were helpful in the longer 

term, as it turned a spotlight on someone, who had been a lesser political figure. It is also perhaps the case that 

he reflected on the trouble stemming from taking advanced views on issues, and resolved to be more cautious 

in the future. At any rate he worked assiduously if carefully in Parliament to oppose the government, especially 

with regard to their peace terms, and the measures adopted to force erstwhile allies to the negotiating table. 

One of those most affronted by the latter had been the Elector of Hanover, who had commanded allied soldiers 

in Germany during the war, so the Whigs generally and Townshend were making a useful investment for the 

time, not expected to be long delayed, when the Hanoverian accession took place.  

The period also saw a major ‘changing of the guard’ amongst the Whig ranks, with individuals prominent since 

the Glorious Revolution, including members of the so-called Whig Junta, retiring or dying, and a new generation 

coming to the fore. Townshend’s place amongst the latter was confirmed in August 1714 by his appointment as 

one of the 18 Regents charged with arranging the accession of King George I. His political strength had already 
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been augmented in the aftermath of a domestic tragedy. During the spring of 1711, Townshend’s wife and eldest 

son died. Then, in July 1713, he married Dorothy (Dolly) the sister of Robert Walpole, reputedly charming and 

beautiful, if cavalier with her favours until then. They had 11 children in the next 14 years, before she in turn 

died; she loved her husband and her brother and helped to maintain a political alliance of very different 

personalities. It did not long survive her death. In the short and medium term, the marriage deepened the existing 

partnership between the duo, who thereafter were often spoken of as ‘the brothers’, albeit that Townshend 

remained the dominant figure. Nonetheless, alliance with an aristocratic family provided Walpole with credibility 

in the upper reaches of the Whig party, where some at least had seen him as no more than a crude political 

fixer. 

                                                        ……………………… 

When King George I created his first ministry in 1714, Townshend received a first rank appointment as Secretary 

of State for the Northern Department, responsible it will be remembered, not just for the conduct of foreign 

relations with the northern states of Europe, but along with his fellow secretary, Stanhope, for the direction of 

affairs internally. Robert Walpole was appointed 1st Lord of the Treasury at the same time, but if there was a de 

facto first minister, it was assumed by those in the know to be Townshend; the ‘team’ was certainly Townshend 

and Walpole then. The cognoscenti proved to be wrong in some degree because Townshend, who undoubtedly 

began with higher status in the Whig hierarchy, was increasingly overshadowed by his colleague Stanhope, 

especially in the realm of foreign affairs, which he must have expected to dominate in the light of his greater 

experience, and status.  

The dividing lines between the areas of responsibility of the Secretaries were always fuzzy, so it was not wholly 

unreasonable for Stanhope to take the lead in the barrier fortress negotiations between the United Provinces 

and Austria (to whom the Spanish Netherlands had been ceded by the Treaty of Utrecht). However, the King 

and Stanhope went on to make and implement policy for the Baltic region, which actions Townshend viewed as 

a direct assault on his status. He had rather brought the situation on himself by imprudently counselling the 

King/Elector that Britain should distance herself from all the combatants in the Great Northern War, which meant 

ignoring Hanoverian possibilities of aggrandisement. Stanhope was wiser and appreciated that the King, who 

had positioned his Electorate to gain territory when peace was made, but had also made enemies amongst the 

major northern powers, was never going to allow this. It had thus become a key British interest to end the war 

as speedily as possible. This appreciation led to the despatch of strong British fleets under Admiral Norris to the 

region, and in time to Carteret’s mission to Stockholm. Before that happened, dissention arose when Russian 

forces occupied Mecklenburg, a small German state adjacent to Hanover. The King implied that he was 

speaking for Britain as well as Hanover when manoeuvring to force a Russian withdrawal, and Stanhope 

acquiesced. 

There had almost certainly been no intention on the King’s part to side-line Townshend in any general way. It 

was simply the fact that Stanhope was available in Hanover at the key time, and seemingly like-minded, that 

had led to their working together on matters strictly within Townshend’s province. Stanhope attempted to mollify 

his colleague, and it is unlikely that he had had any devious intent. Perhaps Townshend would have swallowed 

his pride, had another major political player not seen the opportunity to create a wider division within the ministry 
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from which he could profit, namely the 3rd Earl of Sunderland. Probably the leading Whig grandee in 1714, he 

had been a loser in the first distribution of offices by King George I, given only the Lord Lieutenancy of Ireland, 

and though placated by his later promotion to Lord Privy Seal, he remained ambitious for further advancement. 

An inveterate intriguer, Sunderland went to Hanover, under cover of a visit to a German Spa for health reasons, 

and convinced the King that Townshend had been trying to undermine Stanhope in Parliament, by attacking the 

Baltic policy.  The King responded by demoting the Northern Secretary, who had at most been guilty of offering 

his colleague lukewarm support, to Lord Lieutenant of Ireland at the end of 1716. A few months later, Sunderland 

got the full government reconstruction he craved, when Townshend realising that he was no longer able to exert 

any influence on policy, resigned and was followed out of office by Walpole. The Whig Split had begun allowing 

Sunderland and Stanhope a three-year hegemony. 

Townshend retained his Lord Lieutenancy of Norfolk, but the political manoeuvring that brought about his return 

to office with Walpole in 1720 was masterminded by the latter, who had mustered sufficient strength in the 

House of Commons to thwart the wishes of the government over matters like the Peerage Bill, and halting the 

Impeachment proceedings against the Tory ex-minister, Robert Harley. His master-stroke was to align himself 

with the Prince of Wales in his dispute with his father, and then to convince the political nation and the principals 

that a royal reconciliation was essential for the country’s well-being. A choreographed meeting took place 

between the King and his son, at which the latter offered a limited apology which was grudgingly accepted. This 

opened the way for the Prince’s supporters to regain royal favour, and Townshend was appointed Lord 

President of the Council, a prestigious office but usually without much executive power, while Walpole became 

Paymaster for the Army, a junior office, but profitable. Seemingly, the gulf in status between the ‘brothers’ had 

been reinforced, but in reality Townshend had ceased to be master of his own destiny, as he owed his return to 

office to his colleague’s manoeuvres. The key offices had remained in the hands of Stanhope and Sunderland, 

but within a year everything changed thanks to the fall-out from the collapse of the South Sea Company, the 

deaths of Secretaries of State Stanhope and Craggs, and soon afterwards the demise of Sunderland, none of 

whom reached the age of 50. Carteret, the most junior, alone survived from what had been the dominant Whig 

faction.  

The repossession of the key offices of Northern Secretary and 1st Lord of the Treasury by Townshend and 

Walpole respectively took place, almost as a matter of course in 1721. It is fair to say that when they had 

previously held these positions the main issues concerning the government were within the remits of the 

Secretaries of State, such as the Jacobite Rebellion and the wider European scene. In 1721, the focus was on 

the fall-out from the financial crisis induced by the South Sea Bubble, and everyone looked to Walpole to find a 

way through. So circumstances as well as his own deft tactics during the Whig split favoured the strengthening 

of Walpole’s position, relative to his long-time associate. Nonetheless, they retained their own separate spheres 

of involvement, and they had a common foe in Carteret, who hung on as Southern Secretary, while Townshend’s 

wife continued by her presence and personality to mediate personal differences. Whether they already saw 

themselves as rivals cannot be known, but Townshend was certainly sensitive about his status and Walpole at 

least in hindsight is viewed as having already embarked on his quest for total dominance. 

Reference has already been made to the contrast between Townshend’s cautious stewardship of Britain’s 

external relations and the vigorous activity of Stanhope. The latter had set himself up as the arbiter of Europe 
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with a view to negotiating and maintaining peace across the continent, which he saw as in Britain’s interest for 

dynastic and commercial reasons. Townshend’s approach was much narrower, concerned only to maintain 

good relations with Britain’s then allies France and Holland, and to prevent any worrying initiatives instigated by 

his colleague. We have already noted that Carteret generally restrained himself in this period in order to avoid 

a clash with ‘the brothers’, which he must have known he could not win. However, he encouraged the King to 

approve an initiative to restore relations with Austria, no doubt sold as a means to bolstering the defences of 

the Electorate against potential adversaries like Prussia and Russia. Townshend managed to squash the 

proposal because he saw it as a return to the days of the Whig split, when he had thought that British interests 

were being subordinated to those of Hanover. It was probably the implied threat of the loss of Walpole’s services 

that won Townshend that argument against the King’s natural inclinations, and we know that Walpole was the 

prime mover, when Carteret’s difficulties with the French Court were used to engineer his removal from the 

office of Southern Secretary and semi-banishment to Ireland as Lord Lieutenant in 1724. He was replaced by 

the Duke of Newcastle, who at that time added youth and inexperience to the incapacity he would demonstrate 

in future years. So Townshend’s continuing dominance in the foreign policy arena was assured and he received 

the Order of the Garter as a further boost to his ego. 

However, a year later, the danger inherent in Townshend’s somewhat detached and complaisant direction of 

foreign affairs was exposed. Reversing previous mutual hostility, Austria and Spain concluded a treaty in Vienna 

which appeared to threaten the interests of a number of nations. In fact the terms were vague, and amounted 

largely to general statements, except for an unfulfilled commitment by Spain to provide a subsidy to Austria, but 

the signing of such a treaty seemed to place Hanover and Gibraltar at considerable risk. Townshend reacted 

quickly and in complete contrast to his hostility of the past to tailoring British policy to Hanoverian purposes, he 

concluded a defensive treaty (of Hanover) between Britain, Prussia and France, which safeguarded the 

Electorate, earning thereby the approbation of King George I. Townshend also believed Gibraltar to be at some 

risk, so in another dramatic departure from his previous doctrines, decided on a pre-emptive strike against 

Spain. Early in 1726, an expedition was dispatched to the West Indies under Admiral Hosier, in spite of 

Walpole’s opposition, although the latter managed to defeat its purpose, by getting tight restrictions built in to 

the Admiral’s instructions. Walpole’s stated aim was to try to prevent actions which would force Spain to a 

declaration of war so triggering a more general conflict. Admiral Hosier achieved little, and at a very high cost 

in sailors and soldiers because of sickness, with the admiral and his two successors amongst those who died. 

Ironically, Spain decided to attack Gibraltar before news of these hostilities even got back to Europe. 

In explaining the breakdown in the relationship between Townshend and Walpole, most commentators have 

focussed on the decline in personal relations, with policy differences only kicking in at a comparatively late 

stage, but it is surely clear that things began to go seriously wrong between them as a result of the events just 

described. Townshend must have objected to Walpole trespassing onto his ground as senior Secretary of State 

in such a negative way. Though it was only later when details of Hosier’s instructions became public knowledge, 

that Walpole was widely blamed for the failure, Townshend obviously knew the whole story. From Walpole’s 

viewpoint, Townshend had been a satisfactorily quiescent custodian of foreign policy until then, but had 

suddenly taken on a belligerence at odds with Walpole’s determination to maintain peace at almost any price. 

Thus, regardless of the personal divergence which will be touched on next, a major disagreement over policy 
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had arisen, which Walpole by then was not prepared to tolerate. Confident of his burgeoning authority he 

probably decided that Townshend must either be compelled to revert to his earlier laissez-faire approach, or 

manoeuvred out of office. Either way, it seems clear that he became bent on cutting his brother-in-law down to 

size. 

Other happenings made his task easier, albeit that the first of them in early 1726 must have caused him grief, 

as it was the death from smallpox of his sister Dorothy, Townshend’s wife, at the age of 40. Whether at that 

stage of his career Walpole would have let family considerations stand in his way is doubtful, but he had been 

set free to act against Townshend, without risking Dorothy’s reproaches. It would be wrong to imply that the 

growing antipathy between the erstwhile allies was all on one side; to what extent Townshend objected to 

Walpole’s growing power is uncertain, but there is no doubt that he disliked Walpole’s increasing ‘airs and 

graces’ in Norfolk, and especially his improvements to his mansion, Houghton Hall which threatened to outshine 

the Townshend family home at Raynham, less than 7 miles away. In 1727, King George I died, and many 

anticipated a change of government personnel, with Spencer Compton, Carteret and Pulteney waiting in the 

wings. However, the 1st Lord’s offer to obtain for the new King a larger income from Parliament than his father 

had enjoyed, and the new Queen’s insistence that only Walpole could run Parliament in the royal interest, 

persuaded the King to leave well alone. 

Townshend’s position was probably at its weakest immediately after the accession, but strengthened thereafter, 

not least because of his changed attitude towards the safety of the Electorate. So Walpole remained outside 

the decision-making process on foreign policy matters, a prerogative matter, with Townshend re-established as 

the King’s key advisor. Things may have remained this way had Townshend not suffered a prolonged bout of 

ill-health which extended into 1728. Inevitably, this gave scope to the Duke of Newcastle to assert himself as 

Southern Secretary, and provided the opportunity for Walpole to intrude himself properly into the domain of 

foreign affairs for the first time. What they hatched together became clear, soon enough. Britain and Spain had 

been at war since 1726, but by 1729, little had been achieved by either party, and negotiations to try to end the 

war had been underway for some time.   

In that year, Townshend had recovered sufficiently to accompany the King on his first visit to Hanover since his 

accession. While they were there, Newcastle instructed William Stanhope, (later Lord Harrington) to secure 

peace with Spain, and he negotiated the Treaty of Seville, which accorded British recognition of Spanish claims 

to the Italian states of Parma and Piacenza, in return for trade concessions to Britain in South America, and 

otherwise restored the ‘status quo ante bellum’, i.e., changed nothing. How much the King knew beforehand is 

uncertain, but Townshend had no warning of an agreement which to some degree cut across his prior 

arrangement with France and Prussia, and ended a war which he had been instrumental in starting. Of course, 

Newcastle had worked within his own recognised domain as Southern Secretary, and Walpole could point to 

the commercial terms of the treaty, as justification for his involvement. However most people then and since 

have seen Walpole’s actions as an attack on Townshend, and he then proceeded to block the latter’s 

nominations for diplomatic appointments of Lord Chesterfield and Sir Paul Methuen by refusing funding, so 

leaving no doubt that he wanted a confrontation.  
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Townshend did not act precipitously, and his relations with the new King were good, so Walpole was unable to 

force him out of office. Indeed, it is possible that the latter would have been content for Townshend to remain 

with diminished authority, thus blocking any prospect that Carteret might return. It is more likely that Walpole 

expected that Townshend, after due consideration would realise that he was being left with little of the substance 

of power, and would resign; events of 1717 had demonstrated as much. No doubt, his encouragement of 

Newcastle’s approaches to Austria, potentially a further breach in Townshend’s system, such as it was, played 

into the same plan. It delivered, when a year later in May 1730, the Northern Secretary resigned his office and 

retired to his estates. He was replaced fairly quickly by Lord Harrington, no cipher but not comparable in status,  

whose negotiation in Seville had embarrassed him a year earlier. A month later, Carteret was removed as Lord 

Lieutenant of Ireland, and refused the high Court appointment of Lord Steward, so removing the last contrary 

voice from the King’s Council. The years of the true Walpole hegemony had begun. 

                                                 ……………………………….. 

Seldom has a political retirement been more absolute than that of Viscount Townshend. The breach with 

Walpole was total and lasted until Townshend’s death; he made no valedictory appearances in the House of 

Lords, or as far as is known, at Court. The remaining eight years of his life were spent on his estates pursuing 

his improvement schemes to both his lands and great house. As to the former he did indeed experiment with 

crop rotations and broadcast the virtues of the turnip to all who would listen, but his interests were much wider 

leading him to try out progressive tenancies (whereby tenants derived financial benefit from improvements), 

methods of increasing soil fertility, and cattle breeding. Raynham Hall received considerable attention after 

1725, no doubt in part as a response to the increasing magnificence of Houghton Hall, the mansion built nearby 

for Robert Walpole in the early 1720s; the famous architect, William Kent, received major commissions from 

both owners in the ensuing years, a situation which must have required great discretion on his part. 

Charles, 2nd Viscount Townshend died in June 1738 at the age of 64, to be succeeded by his eldest surviving 

son, also Charles, who to an extent mirrored his father’s career in local and national politics, though he was 

more successful in promulgating ideas than attaining high executive office. The senior line of the family, now 

dignified by a marquisate, still occupies Raynham Hall. In trying to assess the elder Townshend’s political career 

fairly, it is first necessary to acknowledge that his status vis-à-vis his sometime brother-in-law was far higher 

than is normally assumed nowadays, and to acknowledge that comments made by the likes of Hervey and 

Horace Walpole reflect the acrimony felt by partisans of Robert Walpole, after the collapse of a close 

relationship.  

Nonetheless, it is hard to avoid the conclusion that in his specialism of foreign relations, Townshend was over-

cautious, and too keen to preserve the status quo. In 12 years as the dominant voice in the sphere, he was only 

roused to decisive action once, in 1725 when he set up the Treaty of Hanover of 1725, and then promoted a 

limited war with Spain. Perhaps his caution stemmed from his early diplomatic experience in The Hague, when 

he did stick his neck out and suffered later in consequence. An alternative view is that unlike Walpole and 

Newcastle, he understood that inter-state affairs were very complex, and that actions directed towards improving 

relations with one state were almost certain to cause difficulties with others. He favoured good relations with 

France (after 1713), and the United Provinces, but did little positive to advance them, and was until late in his 
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career ultra-sensitive to the possibility that Britain might ‘march to a Hanoverian tune’. His hostility to Austria 

and Spain was not just a product of the shenanigans of 1725, but much longer lasting. As for politics, he was 

an archetypal Hanoverian Court Whig, steering a partisan and somewhat opportunistic course, valuing power 

more than the achievement of longer-term ideological objectives. To sum up, his influence on people and 

government in the early Georgian period has generally been underestimated, but like Walpole if to a lesser 

degree, his significance lies more in his success in grasping and retaining power, than in his use of it. 

It is quite difficult to recover a fair picture of 

his personal characteristics, because many 

who commented about him were hostile. 

Like a number of second generation 

aristocrats he seems to have been more 

conscious of his status than those of longer 

lineage, and did not take kindly to 

contradiction or criticism. There are 

references to coarseness of expression and 

a bucolic bluntness, but they might reflect 

the metropolitan snobbery of the 

commentators, and certainly, his portrait 

alongside does not give that impression. He 

had a high reputation for honesty and 

personal integrity, and steered well clear of 

financial corruption, but there are elements 

of hypocrisy in his willingness to profit 

politically from Walpole’s system; 

Townshend as much as anyone must have 

known how his brother-in-law operated. His 

public face seems to have been fairly harsh 

in comparison with his private and domestic 

mien; his wives, children, friends and servants saw a kindly and considerate, even sensitive, man. To end with 

a quirky tale, a ‘ghost-sighting’ reported at Raynham Hall in the 1930s, identified Dorothy, Townshend’s second 

wife, and Robert Walpole’s sister, as the apparition, and a story was told that she had been locked up for 

committing adultery. Perhaps the story gained credence because of Dorothy’s youthful indiscretions and her 

husband’s public persona, but it seems to be no more a fact than the ghost. 
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6.2 Charles Spencer, 3rd Earl of Sunderland, Scheming Son of an Unprincipled Father 

Some of the 3rd Earl of Sunderland’s own actions fuelled by ambition and partisanship were not such as to 

engender admiration or trust, but his reputation amongst cognoscenti of early 18th century politics also suffers 

by association with the career of his father, Robert, the 2nd Earl. The latter first rose to prominence in the late 

1670s, when he was appointed Ambassador in France and then Secretary of State, by King Charles II who was  

trying to cope with the Exclusion Crisis triggered by attempts to displace as heir to the throne James, Duke of 

York, the Roman Catholic brother of the King. This set the scene for the 2nd Earl’s first disastrous misjudgement, 

itself enough to have ended many careers, when he came to terms with Lord Shaftesbury, the leading 

Exclusionist, and pledged his support for that cause. He had backed the wrong side and was quickly dismissed; 

Shaftesbury was forced into exile and James duly became king in 1685. Surprisingly enough, the 2nd Earl soon 

re-emerged as the new King’s key advisor, and himself became a Roman Catholic to cement his position. 

Another grave misjudgement, which resulted in his exile after the Glorious Revolution! Remarkably, he was 

invited back to England by the new Protestant King, William III, and again became a power in the land in 1694, 

as the ‘minister behind the curtain’ and maker and breaker of governments. A Court appointment as Lord 

Chamberlain signalled his importance in this role to the King. His influence survived until shortly before his death 

in 1702, but to say that his name had become a byword for inconstancy and duplicity is to understate the hostility 

of most of those who had been compelled to deal with him. He was regarded as entirely lacking principles at a 

time when most in public life acceded to either the Whig or Tory political creed. In this at least his son was very 

different. 

                                                       ………………………… 

That son, Charles Spencer was born in April 1675, not it should be noted as his father’s heir, but he became so 

on the death of his elder brother in 1688. Either fortuitously or presciently, but certainly treacherously, the 2nd 

Earl had broken with King James in the last days of the reign and fled to the Netherlands; when his family 

followed, Charles was enrolled at the University of Leiden. The return of the father to England, and his 

establishment as a power-broker, came at an opportune time for his heir. Many great figures in the land felt 

obliged to rebuild relations with the previously despised 2nd Earl, and one way of doing so was to show favour 

to his son. A first short marriage to a daughter of the 2nd Duke of Newcastle in 1695, brought him a large dowry 

and an entry to the circle of Whig grandees, and his second in 1700 to Ann, the daughter of the Duke of 

Marlborough was to provide him with a path into the upper reaches of government. He had entered the House 

of Commons as Member of Parliament for Tiverton in 1695, and thereafter left no-one in any doubt about his 

strong attachment to Whig principles. His apolitical father had put the Whig leadership, the ‘Junto’, into power 

around this time, but the next few years saw the re-establishment of a Tory majority in the House of Commons, 

followed by attempts to impeach the Junto leaders. The pendulum swung briefly back towards the Whigs, but 

then the accession of Queen Anne, who had made no secret of her views, seemed likely to lead to a Tory 

hegemony. It was predictable that the new Queen would charge Marlborough and Godolphin, with providing her 

government as she was still in thrall to the former’s wife, but their decision to seek some Whig support was not. 

The Captain General and Lord Treasurer began with a predominantly Tory administration, including the Queen’s 

nominees the Earls of Nottingham and Rochester, but as the years passed they tilted towards the Whigs, whose 
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associates in the London merchant community were a reliable source of the loans needed to continue fighting 

the War of the Spanish Succession. 

Charles Spencer succeeded his father as Earl of Sunderland in late 1702, and became acknowledged in the 

next few years as one of the leaders of the Whigs in the House of Lords. In part this was recognition of ability, 

but his connection with Marlborough was at least as important. While Marlborough saw everything, except his 

personal aggrandisement, as secondary to fighting the war, party strife raged in Parliament; ‘occasional 

conformity bills’ were brought forward to attack the Whig dissenting support, but defeated by the Whig majority 

in the House of Lords, and the unsettled relationship between Scotland and England and the negotiations prior 

to the Act of Union furnished another area of dispute. The Queen had been compelled to dismiss the more 

partisan Tories like the Earl of Nottingham in 1704, but Robert Harley, by then a moderate Tory, replaced him, 

rather than Sunderland, the candidate of the Whigs and Marlborough. During the next year, a temporary 

rapprochement between the parties allowed Sunderland to take a tentative step towards office when he was 

appointed as envoy to the Court of the Emperor in Vienna. The mission produced nothing with regard to its 

original purpose of mediating between the Emperor and his Hungarian subjects, but neither did it damage 

relations between England and a key ally, so Sunderland was able to return in early 1706, with an unsullied 

reputation. Later that year, the Queen finally assented to his appointment as Secretary of State for the Southern 

Department, at the early age of 31. 

                                                         …………………………..  

There is a consensus that Sunderland was an industrious and effective Secretary of State, and that he behaved 

in a less partisan manner, at least for a time. He gained credit by shepherding the Act of Union through the 

House of Lords in 1707. However, the seeds of bitter conflict remained because of the antagonism between 

Sunderland and his fellow Secretary of State, Harley, and the determination of the Whigs to secure the entry of 

more of their number into the Cabinet. Eventually in 1708, matters seemed to resolve themselves in favour of 

the Whigs, when Harley had to resign after the discovery of a spy in his office, and the Tories as a party were 

embarrassed by an abortive Jacobite attempt to invade Scotland. The result was a crushing electoral victory for 

the Whigs, which forced the Queen to admit the Whig grandees, Lords Somers and Wharton into her Cabinet. 

Sunderland was then free to progress the Whig policy of tightening links with the United Provinces, obviously 

useful given that they were allies in a war, but with the major aim of securing their military support in the event 

of any major Jacobite assault. This meant Britain supporting Dutch demands for a barrier of fortresses just north 

of the French frontier in the then Spanish Netherlands, and Lord Townshend was dispatched to The Hague to 

formalise this aspect of the peace terms to be put to France. Agreement was reached, but as previously noted, 

the resulting treaty was widely regarded as overly favourable to the Dutch, and soon the Tories were also able 

to latch on to the failure to obtain a truce with France. War-weariness was growing and many thought that 

Marlborough, Sunderland and their colleagues had cynically overplayed their hands in demanding draconian 

concessions from King Louis XIV because they were in favour of prolongation of the war in all circumstances.  

However, the destruction of what had seemed an almost impregnable Whig hold on power was due largely to 

a misjudgement and a breakdown in a long-standing friendship. The misjudgement was the decision to 

prosecute an Anglican cleric, Dr. Henry Sacheverell, for promulgating extreme Tory views, and the responsibility 
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is attached mainly to Sunderland. It was of a piece with his vigorous suppression of hostile news-sheets, and 

demonstrations. Essentially, he created a martyr, even although the inevitable guilty verdict on the preacher 

was accompanied by a relatively light sentence, and in doing so, he made himself the main target for all who 

supported Sacheverell and his freedom of speech. Perhaps inevitably, the suffocating relationship between 

Queen Anne and Sarah, Duchess of Marlborough, had begun to cool shortly after the Queen’s accession, but 

rather than acquiescing gracefully, the latter had become more and more strident and aggressive in her dealings 

with the Queen. By 1707, Abigail Hill (later Lady Masham) had supplanted the Duchess, who ironically had 

introduced Abigail, her cousin, into the royal household. The latter was also a cousin of Robert Harley, who was 

thereby unofficially restored to the councils of the Queen, and soon Sunderland and Marlborough found their 

expressed wishes, especially with regard to appointments, being ignored. Their next setback was Sunderland’s 

removal from office which took place in June 1710, and that was followed by a landslide election victory for the 

Tories, and the dismissal of the rest of the Whig ministers, to be replaced by a Tory government led by Harley 

as Lord Treasurer. 

At this time, wholesale changes in government personnel were more often than not a trigger for what we would 

now see as a vindictive pursuit of the previous office-holders. Little had changed since the respective exile and 

imprisonment of Clarendon and Danby during the reign of King Charles II, and the Whigs who had themselves 

been subject to impeachment attempts a decade earlier must have feared the worst in 1710. In fact, only Robert 

Walpole suffered this fate, spending 6 months in the Tower in 1712 and as the charge was of venality and 

corruption in his office of Secretary at War, it is more than likely that the sentence was warranted. Marlborough 

also was a major loser; he was dismissed as Captain General in December 1711, on grounds of corruption, 

probably an equally valid accusation; he was exiled a year later. Otherwise, Sunderland and his colleagues, 

although threatened by investigations such as that into the conduct of the operations in Spain leading to the 

Battle of Almanza, just about retained control of the House of Lords, which body would have had to acquiesce 

to make an impeachment stick, and so were generally able to concentrate on attacking the government. The 

focus of these attacks became the peace terms agreed by Bolingbroke (Henry St. John) with France, and the 

dubious methods used to force the allies to the negotiating table, culminating in what most, then and since, 

have seen as the treacherous withdrawal of British forces, prior to the Battle of Denain in July 1712. Amongst 

those incensed by the manoeuvres which allowed a rare French victory, was a commander of allied forces in 

Germany, George, Elector of Hanover, soon to be King of Britain. Nonetheless, the Tories got their way over 

the Treaty of Utrecht, ironically now seen as a British triumph, thanks to the Queen’s willingness to create new 

peers to overturn the small Whig majority in the House of Lords, and if Harley and Bolingbroke had been able 

to continue working together, matters might have turned out differently in the longer term.  

However, Bolingbroke’s determination to displace Harley, added to his apparent ambivalence about the 

Hanoverian Succession, put the political leadership of the country back in the melting pot, as the Queen lay on 

her death-bed. The famous council meeting, held in a nearby room and  gate-crashed by the Whig grandees, 

the Dukes of Argyll and Somerset, with the Duke of Shrewsbury in their train, is considered in more detail 

elsewhere, but with the last-named Duke emerging as Lord Treasurer it put the Whigs back in the ascendancy. 

However, the question of which of them would gain the main prizes remained open. In fact, the decisive influence 

was exerted by two Hanoverian diplomats, Barons von Bothmer and Bernsdorff. The former had spent the 
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preceding decade in London so presumably understood the relationships and rivalries between English 

politicians, but the latter, who was the King’s closest advisor, only arrived with his royal master. At any rate, 

Sunderland did not figure at the top of their lists, in part because he was seen as an especially partisan and 

divisive figure, but mainly because of his close association with his father-in-law Marlborough whose 

maintenance of a link with the Stuart Court was not a secret to King George. There has never been any 

suggestion that Sunderland, with his strong Whig principles, was ever tempted to follow that path, and he may 

well not have known of the dubious correspondence between Marlborough and his nephew, the Duke of 

Berwick. 

Neither Sunderland nor Marlborough, recently returned from exile, was named as one of the Regents tasked 

with preparing the way for the arrival and coronation of the King, and when the government was formed, 

Sunderland found himself Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, rather than Secretary of State and First Minister, as he 

must have anticipated a few months earlier. He never actually went to Ireland, pleading ill-health to avoid the 

obligatory annual visits. The lead-role in the government had been assumed by Townshend, with Robert 

Walpole in train, though James Stanhope was an increasing force. It seems probable that Stanhope and 

Sunderland established a working relationship at this time, (there have been suggestions that their association 

might have encompassed disreputable practices, of which both have been accused, but to my knowledge there 

is no evidence). The most important factor in Sunderland’s gradual return to favour was the renewal of the 

King’s trust in Marlborough; the Duke had been reinstated as Captain General in 1714, and his scrupulously 

loyal conduct during the Jacobite Rebellion, a year later completed his rehabilitation. The absentee Lord 

Lieutenant of Ireland became Lord Privy Seal in August 1715, though this still left him without executive 

authority. The Whig split has been documented in earlier articles, and there can be little doubt that its chief 

progenitor was Sunderland. Certainly, there was a difference in view between the Northern Secretary, 

Townshend, and his counterpart, Stanhope, over the extent to which Britain should get involved with states 

fighting the Great Northern War, with the former convinced that Britain was acting too much in the Hanoverian 

interest. However, they might have resolved their differences, given time. However, Sunderland made a 

clandestine visit to meet the King in Hanover, and accused Townshend of intriguing in parliament against his 

fellow Secretary of State. Townshend was peremptorily demoted Lord Lieutenant of Ireland. After a pause to 

consider his diminished circumstances, he resigned, to be followed out of office by Walpole and some more 

junior followers, including William Pulteney. Sunderland’s reward was to be appointed Northern Secretary in 

April 1717. The Whig Split had begun. 

                                                      ………………………….. 

Stanhope became 1st Lord of the Treasury, at the same time and is often described as first minister or even 

Prime Minister during the next four years, but it is best to regard Britain as being governed by a duopoly of 

Stanhope and Sunderland in the period. They were personally compatible and there seems to have been a 

genuine sharing of responsibilities; the government was little affected, when the two swopped offices after a 

year, so that Sunderland became 1st Lord of the Treasury. Stanhope took the lead in high profile initiatives, both 

at home with the peerage bill, and abroad in putting together the Quadruple Alliance, whereas Sunderland 

seems to have been content to handle more mundane matters which maintained the government’s control, and 

to focus on finance and patronage. It is worthy of comment, that two men who were committed to their beliefs, 
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both passionate, and volatile, worked so smoothly together. Needless to say, Townshend and especially 

Walpole did not meekly accept their loss of office and influence. Their attempt to force themselves back into 

power began immediately, and it is a measure of Walpole’s success in obstructing the government, that for all 

its considerable ambition, its achievements were largely confined to the realm of foreign affairs in which 

Parliament had little say. Walpole’s master-stroke is usually seen as his alliance with the Prince of Wales who 

was in bitter dispute with his father, the King, and his campaign to bring about reconciliation, for which a 

condition became the return of Townshend and Walpole to office. However, it is fair also to say that both sides 

were wearied with the Whig Split, by the time it was ended. In April 1720, an accommodation was reached, and 

Townshend resumed office as Lord President of the Council, while Walpole became Paymaster for the Forces, 

an opportunity to increase further his fortune. The chief offices remained for the time being in the hands of 

Stanhope and Sunderland. 

Whether or not the new arrangements would have proved stable can never be known. By June of the same 

year South Sea Stock, some of which had been acquired dubiously, if not fraudulently by prominent figures in 

the land, was skyrocketing in price ,as all with money to invest, and many without, tried to get their share of the 

action. The trigger for the boom had been the choice of the company, by the government, to take over a large 

part of the National Debt, which seemed to guarantee security and income, and it was fed by skilful choices of 

the ever-increasing prices at which extra shares were made available, but the surge in value far exceeded any 

possible returns. Inevitably the bubble burst, and by September most, except the shrewdest or luckiest 

speculators, were counting their losses, which were for many unaffordable. When Parliament returned in 

December, the hunt was up for scapegoats, and Sunderland, who as 1st Lord had supervised the National Debt 

transaction, was immediately in the firing line. It is possible that his hands were not completely clean, as he will 

certainly have been offered Stock on preferential terms, but nothing of this nature has ever been proved. He 

does not seem to have accepted gifts of stock in return for promoting it as did Chancellor of the Exchequer 

Aislabie who ended up in the Tower. Ironically, the first victim of the heated atmosphere in both Houses of 

Parliament was Stanhope who had been blameless in his personal actions and hardly involved officially. In 

February 1721, he suffered a stroke while rejecting unrelated personal aspersions, and died the next day. Ten 

days later, the 35-year old Southern Secretary, James Craggs the Younger, who would certainly have had to 

answer for his dealings in South Sea stock, died of smallpox. Later in March, Sunderland was forced to resign 

as the price for Walpole’s support in a debate in the House of Commons which finally cleared him of corruption. 

Sunderland had been bloodied, but he lived to fight another day, and accepted a Court position of Groom of the 

Stole, to keep his official access to the King, whose confidence he still enjoyed. With a few Sunderland 

supporters like John Carteret, the new Southern Secretary remaining in post, Townshend and Walpole who had 

recovered the positions of Northern Secretary and 1st Lord of the Treasury, respectively, could not have been 

sure yet that they would come out on top. Much was going to hang on a general election in the spring of 1722, 

and Sunderland left no stone unturned to try to secure a majority. In particular, he negotiated with Bolingbroke, 

exiled still in France, and in return for a promise of Tory and Jacobite support, agreed to attempt a general 

reconciliation. Obviously much would have turned out differently if he had succeeded, but in April 1722 when 

the elections, which at that time extended over weeks, had just begun, he died of pleurisy, failing to reach his 
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47th birthday by 4 days.  Townshend and Walpole were left without effective rivals, and a giant step had been 

taken towards the latter’s hegemony in the 1730s. 

                                                  …………………………………….. 

When remembered at all nowadays, the 3rd 

Earl of Sunderland is depicted as a devious 

and unscrupulous intriguer. That description 

may well carry some truth, and is supported 

to a degree by his portrait in which he looks 

more than a little shifty, but his bad 

reputation is probably exaggerated. The 

common view is supported by what is known 

of his struggle for power under Queen Anne 

with Robert Harley, his actions prior to the 

Whig Split, and his activities at the very end 

of his life. His reputation carries additional 

burdens because of rumours of dubious 

sexual proclivities, which the fact of three 

ostensibly happy marriages did little to 

dispel, and he probably never lived down the 

connection with his father. His cultural 

interests, especially in rare books, shared 

with his rival political schemer, Robert 

Harley, have done nothing to tilt the balance 

in his favour. There seems also to be a 

rather unfair assumption that a career like his must have engrossed financial corruption, but there is no firm 

evidence for that, even as regards his dealings with the South Sea Company. He remained committed to Whig 

principles throughout his career, (even in 1722 the Jacobites and Bolingbroke would have come back into the 

fold on his terms) and was never slow or in any way discrete, in expressing them. It is actually quite difficult to 

reconcile this facet of his character with most of the underhand dealing of which he has been accused, since 

no-one was ever left in much doubt about what he thought.  

He held high executive office for about eight years during two decades, and even his numerous enemies and 

detractors have suggested no lack of competence. Between 1706 and 1710 he supported Marlborough 

effectively, both diplomatically, and in ensuring that the Captain-General had the material backing to fight his 

campaigns. The main criticism of his conduct must be over the partisanship which led him astray in his younger 

days, and later over the Sacheverell affair, but he was not alone in that. Between 1717 and 1721, he provided 

stable government with Stanhope, and if the main achievements must be credited to the latter, the retention of 

power for four years was probably attributable mainly to Sunderland. The timely healing of the Whig Split was 

as much due to the efforts of its main originator, Sunderland, as to Walpole, even though the latter proved to be 

the main beneficiary. However, as 1st Lord of the Treasury, he had considerable responsibility for the South Sea 
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company debacle, both as a progenitor, even although the scheme whereby the company took on a large part 

of the national debt originated with others, and later when he proved unable to deal with the fall-out. His early 

death was significant in historical terms because he was the one contemporary political fixer in Walpole’s 

league, and his removal from the scene left open the way for the latter to dominate. The consequences can be 

portrayed as good or bad. 
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6.3 William Pulteney, 1st Earl of Bath, Always a Loser, even when He Won 

There was a respected British politician of the early 20th century who narrowly failed to become Prime Minister 

on more than one occasion, Sir Austen Chamberlain, of whom it was said that ‘he always played the game 

(fairly) and always lost’. On initial viewing of the career of William Pulteney, two centuries earlier, it seems that, 

making some allowance for different conventions and standards, the words might also be applied to him, though 

he did not go totally unrewarded for his efforts, as his title shows. 

Pulteney was born in March 1684, and although the family had land, money and aristocratic connections, he 

should be classed like Walpole as of gentry stock. His education was conventional for those of his birth; 

Westminster School, Christ College, Oxford, and a grand tour to Italy and the Empire. He was an able classical 

scholar, and sustained a lifelong interest in many facets of literature and the arts. He entered Parliament as 

Member of Parliament for Hedon in Yorkshire when he came of age in 1705, thanks to the patronage of a family 

friend, Henry Guy. There is some mystery about this because Pulteney showed himself from the outset to be a 

committed Whig, while Guy was a long-time associate of the Earl of Danby, (by then Duke of Leeds), and indeed 

found himself in the Tower in 1695, as part of the machinations, by which the Whigs secured the downfall of the 

powerful Tory minister. Henry Guy was certainly a Tory, at a time when political allegiance was life-defining for 

most, so must have been of a tolerant nature to make Pulteney his main legatee; his death in 1710 secured 

Pulteney’s fortunes for life.  

For a decade after his election to Parliament, Pulteney lived a somewhat dissolute life, joining the notorious Kit-

Cat Club, fighting a duel, and getting into other scrapes. However, he did begin to build a political reputation, 

first in general support of an increasingly Whiggish government, and after 1710, in opposition to Harley and 

Bolingbroke. He became a close associate of Robert Walpole, and spoke so strongly in support of the embattled 

ex-minister in 1712, that he came close to joining Walpole in the Tower. When the Whigs returned to power 

after the accession of King George I, Pulteney, though not amongst the leaders of the party, was senior enough 

to expect lesser office. He was appointed Secretary-at-War in October 1714. Two months later, Pulteney 

married Anna Maria Gumley, daughter of a cabinet-maker. The marriage endured, produced children who 

survived childhood, brought money to Pulteney, and most likely was happy enough, but it was not advantageous 

politically. It was believed that his wife had bestowed her favours widely before marriage, and to marry ‘trade’, 

at a time when politics was a pursuit of aristocrats and gentlemen of property, was not calculated to improve a 

young man’s prospects. It proved all too easy for propagandists and pamphleteers to attack Pulteney through 

his wife, and much hurt to the pair was to be caused in the future. Some of the more puzzling aspects of 

Pulteney’s future career might be traceable to the reactions he encountered, and the resulting chagrin. 

Nonetheless, Pulteney’s appointment had placed him on the ladder towards real power, though his office, which 

dealt with army supplies and finances rather than policy and operational matters, was less important when the 

country was at peace, than it had been a few years earlier. It reflects credit on him, that Pulteney was rather a 

misfit in the office, as his already somewhat notorious pursuit of wealth did not extend to malfeasance of public 

funds, or other dubious opportunities for profit, which holders of his office before and after him were more than 

happy to exploit. Throughout the decade he accumulated money and valuable land by inheritance, and unlike 

most legitimate investors, made a large profit from the South Sea Company affair, so that by the early 1720s 
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he was one of the richest men in the country, with large land-holdings in London (most of Soho) and Bath. 

Pulteney’s first experience of office was comparatively incident-free, though he took a full part in the Whig 

assaults on the actions of the previous Tory ministers, and in proposing penalties for those implicated in the 

1715 Jacobite Rebellion; his appointment to the Privy Council in July 1716 was a recognition of competence 

and diligence. He had little if anything to do with the lead-up to the Whig Split, but followed Townshend and 

Walpole out of office in April 1717. Thereafter Pulteney generally opposed the government in Parliament, mostly 

lending support to Walpole as the latter waged his campaign to force his faction back into office. However, 

Pulteney refused to vote with the Tories and Walpole to reduce the standing army in January 1718, though he 

did vote with Walpole against the Peerage and Occasional Conformity Bills. 

                                                   ………………………………. 

When Townshend and Walpole achieved their return to government in April 1720, Pulteney must have expected 

to accompany them, and he was indignant when offered a peerage, but no office. A peerage was a valuable 

prize, but it meant leaving the House of Commons, so it was refused. In fact, the ’brothers’ were not negotiating 

from strength, and had themselves to accept lesser positions, from Stanhope and Sunderland, so it is possible 

that Pulteney was passed over because there were not enough appointments to go round, but it is also true 

that, Walpole was already demanding unquestioning obedience from his followers, and Pulteney had not quite 

supplied that. He occupied a curious limbo for the next few years mixing speeches critical of the government, 

with semi-official roles in the prosecution of Jacobite conspirators. He continued to receive some preferment 

from the crown, becoming Lord Lieutenant of the East Riding of Yorkshire in 1721, and Cofferer of the 

Household, a sinecure, in 1723, but meaningful office was not offered to him. A full breach with the government 

was triggered when Carteret was forced to vacate the position of Southern Secretary in April 1724. Pulteney 

had been led to believe that he might replace Carteret, but the position went instead to the Duke of Newcastle. 

The next session of Parliament saw him fully committed against the government, and laying into Walpole with 

accusations of corruption. Unsurprisingly, he lost his office as Cofferer in May 1725, though he retained his Lord 

Lieutenancy until 1728.  

Pulteney probably had the firm backing of less than 20 members of parliament when he moved to full-scale 

opposition, but there were plenty who were discontented with the government, and willing to give him support if 

he could choose the right issue. His opposition to Townshend’s Treaty of Hanover which ensured protection 

from France and Prussia for the Electorate was one such, and he caused Walpole difficulties by presenting the 

treaty as in Hanoverian interests only and actually detrimental to Britain. In December 1726, along with his 

cousin Daniel, and Lord Bolingbroke, who had recently been allowed to return from exile, he launched the 

Craftsman as a weekly single sheet, though its immediate popularity quickly allowed a larger publication to 

appear twice-weekly. Needless to say, the articles were strongly anti-government, while the fine line between 

opposition and sedition was often tested, at least in the eyes of Walpole. Pulteney’s contribution is often 

undervalued, to the extent that it is suggested that he funded the enterprise, while Bolingbroke provided most 

of the content. It has been possible to show from stylistic considerations that Pulteney contributed many articles, 

(all were published anonymously), and that he was a skilled journalist with a ‘common touch’. Sales rose to a 

peak of 13000 in 1731, exceptional for those times, as was such a publishing lifetime. There can be no doubt 

that Pulteney was a formidable polemicist, whether using the written word, or speaking in Parliament. 
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In popular accounts, Walpole’s tenure as Prime Minister is often presented as an amorphous 21 year block 

between 1721 and 1742; the fact that ‘his government’ legislated comparatively rarely also feeds an impression 

of quietude, stability, and easy dominance. We can be sure that Walpole did not view matters that way, and I 

have already discussed how he schemed and laboured to become pre-eminent in the late 1720s by side-lining 

the likes of Carteret and Townshend, and once where he wanted to be, he spared no effort to stay there. 

Pulteney and other opposition leaders must have seen things differently from our hindsight as well, with the 

period seemingly punctuated by opportunities to displace the great man. The first of these might have been 

provided by the accession of King George II in June 1727, because Pulteney had preserved good relations with 

the Prince of Wales up to that point, while Walpole had understandably taken the part of the King in the on-

going quarrels and spats. However, Walpole had built a strong bond with the new Queen, Caroline, and it soon 

became clear that this trumped any card that Pulteney and associates like Spencer Compton could play, so he 

continued in oppositional mode. In that role, Pulteney lost heavily when he challenged Walpole’s financial 

competence in the House of Commons in 1728, almost certainly an unwise choice of ground, and then made 

what proved to be a disastrous mistake early the next year. When replying to an accusation that his opposition 

was directed only to gaining office for himself, he refuted the claim which was fair enough, but added that he 

had given up office, and would refuse any future offer. For some, such a statement made in heated debate 

could have been disowned whenever it became politic to do so, but Pulteney had integrity, and most would say 

stubborn-ness, unusual for the time and regarded himself as bound by his own words. 

In May 1730, when Townshend retired, Walpole, who had worked to get rid of his erstwhile brother-in-law, found 

himself in difficulties over the choice of a successor. Accordingly he tried to kill two birds with one stone by 

offering the position to Pulteney, while coupling the offer with one of a peerage which would largely neuter the 

recipient in Parliament. It is possible that if Pulteney had accepted, Carteret would have accepted the offer of 

the Lord Steward’s position which he was mulling over at the same time, and a powerful anti-Walpole axis would 

have been set up inside the government. However, Pulteney refused on the grounds of his previous 

commitment, perhaps influenced also by his reluctance to leave the House of Commons, and Carteret also left 

office. So, Walpole was left unchallenged in the King’s closet, and the opposition to him in Parliament remained 

weak. For the next two years the opposition of Pulteney and Carteret concentrated on foreign policy, by then in 

the charge of the barely competent triumvirate of Walpole, Newcastle, and Townshend’s eventual replacement, 

the Earl of Harrington. Pulteney and Bolingbroke intensified their war in print with Walpole and his supporters, 

and Pulteney fought a duel with the memoirist Lord Hervey after insults had been traded in pamphlets; both 

were slightly wounded. Soon afterwards, Pulteney’s last tenuous connection with the Court was sundered when 

he was removed from the Privy Council. 

                                                         ……………………………. 

Walpole gave his opponents another opportunity in 1733, when he brought forward his excise proposals. 

However sensible they may have been as a means of increasing revenues and curbing smuggling, they could 

be portrayed with some justice as threatening many interests. In his own opposition, Pulteney focused on the 

commissioners whom Walpole would be able to appoint to operate his scheme, pointing to a massive increase 

in patronage. Pulteney and his supporters won the argument and Walpole had to back down, with an election 

looming. However, the election in 1734 was another false dawn for Pulteney; although he significantly increased 
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his support in the House of Commons, it remained much too small to enable him to challenge Walpole on a 

day-to-day basis. He seemed discouraged, and his opposition became less intense for a year or two. By 1737, 

Pulteney was active again with new allies, seeking to exploit the reversionary interest by speaking for Frederick, 

Prince of Wales in his quarrels with the King. Meanwhile, Britain was drifting towards war with Spain, and 

Pulteney gained traction by backing the ship-captains who were claiming damages for maltreatment by the 

Spanish authorities. Walpole supervised the negotiation of the Convention of Pardo with Spain in 1739, which 

agreed some compensation for the seafarers, but also included measures to reduce their activities in West 

Indian waters, and so succeeded in satisfying no-one. The Duke of Newcastle whose support had become 

essential to Walpole was by then as belligerent as anyone, and the War of Jenkin’s Ear with Spain began a few 

months later. Early success, when Admiral Vernon captured Portobello in the West Indies, could not be 

sustained, and accusations of ministerial mismanagement gained strength as Britain faced up to the first 

developments in the War of the Austrian Succession. 

Walpole tried again in early 1741 to buy Pulteney off with the peerage, which had been offered at intervals over 

the past two decades, but Pulteney and Carteret continued in full cry after the government. The general election 

in the spring of 1741 produced a knife-edge situation in the House of Commons, and it finally became feasible 

for the opposition factions to bring about Walpole’s removal if they could unite. Pulteney took the lead in the 

negotiations but compounded his earlier mistake by again insisting, in return for Tory support that he would not 

accept high office, if Walpole was compelled to go. After surviving a few close calls, Walpole finally lost a vote 

which overturned the election of a government loyalist in the constituency of Chippenham in early February 

1742, resigned his offices and signalled his retirement by accepting a peerage a few days later.  

Pulteney took the lead role in negotiations to form a replacement government which followed, but refused to 

take the logical next step of becoming 1st Lord of the Treasury, because of the assurances he had given earlier 

that he sought no office for himself. He was only willing to accept appointment to the Privy Council without an 

executive office. The Earl of Wilmington became 1st Lord of the Treasury, but by then because of his age and 

the state of his health he was little more than a figure-head. Carteret became Northern Secretary with the remit 

to fight the war, while Newcastle remained Southern Secretary but tacitly conceded the first place to his 

colleague; Henry Pelham emerged as a major figure in his own right as Minister for the House of Commons. As 

has been discussed earlier, the Pelhams had manifold strengths, not least the backing of by far the largest 

faction in the House of Commons, and it is quite likely that they would eventually have prevailed over the 

Pulteney/Carteret axis in any circumstances, but Pulteney’s behaviour in 1742, certainly eased their path. After 

refusing substantive office earlier, he accepted the peerage which had been available for so long in July, 

becoming 1st Earl of Bath. Needless to say this destroyed any credit he had gained by denying himself high 

office, and at a stroke eliminated most of his influence in the House of Commons, and consolidated Henry 

Pelham’s position. Few doubted that Pulteney had finally sold out, an impression heightened by his failure to 

join in attacks on Walpole, directed to bringing about the fallen minister’s impeachment. 

Carteret’s successful conduct of the war restrained the Pelhams initially, and when Wilmington died in 1743, 

Pulteney had changed his mind about holding office, and asked Carteret, then in Hanover with the King, to 

promote his claim to the position of 1st Lord of the Treasury.  Pulteney was a far weaker candidate than he had 

been a year earlier because of his conduct then and after, and Henry Pelham correspondingly stronger; how 
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determined Carteret’s advocacy was we cannot know, but begging political favours was hardly his style. His 

concern was to be allowed to get on with fighting the war, and in the long run he needed the backing of the 

House of Commons; he must have realised that this was much more in the gift of Henry Pelham than the new 

Earl of Bath. At any rate, Henry Pelham duly gained the prize, and in many ways the moment marked the end 

of Pulteney’s career at the top of politics; just as surely as it made Carteret’s fall inevitable, because that was 

the main and some would say sole objective of the Pelhams. For the next few years, Pulteney continued to 

have a presence in the King’s closet, wielding a little influence, though contrary to his prominence as a 

commoner he hardly spoke in the House of Lords. Then in February 1746, after the ministerial strike organised 

by the Pelhams, the King turned to him and Carteret to form a government, and he actually received the seals 

of office as 1st Lord of the Treasury. He was willing enough, and seems to have thought he had some chance 

of finding the support in Parliament he needed, but two days later, he had to hand back the seals because he 

and his colleague could not get anywhere near the numbers required. So he became a contemporary figure of 

fun as the leader of the ‘Long Administration’, and later the answer to a quiz question as the ‘Prime Minister’ of 

shortest tenure. Of more moment was the fact that the Pelham’s were able to insist on his immediate removal 

from the Privy Council and the Court. 

                                                  ………………………………….. 

Pulteney lived for another eighteen years, dying in July 1764 at the age of 80. His last years were those of a 

wealthy aristocrat and not a politician. There was no reconciliation with the Pelhams, but unlike Carteret, he 

was so rich that office was never financially necessary. Acquisition of money, and restraint in spending were 

driving forces. That is not to say that he skimped on purchases necessary to maintain his station in life, or 

personal comfort, but he was notably unwilling to spend as heavily as contemporaries on books and pictures in 

spite of his interest in such artefacts. Tellingly, he refused his son permission to marry because the dowry was 

inadequate, and thereby unknowingly deprived himself of a direct heir, as his son died, unmarried, a year before 

his father. Although, he was always a social animal with many acquaintances, and travel companions when he 

chose to go abroad, he does not seem to have had a great facility for making or keeping close friends. 

Undoubtedly, this was due in large part to the difficulty he found in restraining the acidly critical tongue which 

made him a great polemicist, and he also perhaps lacked the generosity of spirit that might sometimes have 

allowed the repair of relationships which had gone wrong. 

As regards his political career it is not possible to point to any positive achievement for which he can be given 

credit. He only ever held one executive office, the minor one of Secretary at War, excluding of course his two-

day ‘premiership’, and though he spent four years between 1742 and 1746 as an active member of the Privy 

Council, he had no departmental responsibility. Thus he cannot be assessed on grounds of executive or 

administrative capacity. He must be judged purely as an opposition leader. His powers of oratory are well 

attested, and his speeches in Parliament damaged his adversaries, not least Walpole, which must explain the 

regular efforts to buy him off with a peerage. He could be harsh and coarse, but this was a rough age, and no 

doubt his wealth protected him from dangers of being brought to book legally, though he fought more than one 

duel. His contributions to the Craftsman magazine and other pamphlets, are thought to show that he was equally 

effective as a polemicist on paper, even if abuse and short term opportunism rather than deep political argument 

were his metier. So no-one should doubt his capabilities as an opposition leader, and it should never be forgotten 
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that eventually he, more than any other individual, brought down Walpole, the greatest political operator of the 

age, even though it took him almost twenty years to do so.  

Pulteney’s long-lasting opposition to 

Walpole and the government is difficult to 

explain. In the early Georgian period, 

opposition was normally generated by clear 

conflicts between political philosophies, 

Whig or Tory, or else pursued as an 

expedient to force the perpetrator(s) into 

office. Pulteney was never other than a Whig 

giving strong support to the Hanoverian 

dynasty, and with general views differing 

little from those in power, even if he 

disagreed over specific issues. It would thus 

be an easy assumption that he was seeking 

office throughout most of the two decades 

during which he was excluded from the 

government, yet he raised obstacles to his 

own appointment by undertaking to refuse 

offers at least twice, and then more or less 

kept his word. None of his contemporaries 

got himself into this situation, so we must 

either assume naivety or that he was 

differently motivated. Certainly there are 

hints that he was both ultra-sensitive to slights, and an unforgiving man, and this lends some credence to a view 

that his whole career after 1720 was calculated to gaining revenge on the man who had wronged him then, by 

not restoring him to office, Robert Walpole. I think his portrait supports these estimates of his character, a 

complacent but stubborn man. If so, one trusts that he enjoyed his moment when it eventually arrived in 1742. 

It is easy to imagine that he will have found a way to remind Walpole that he had fallen because of a slight 

dating back 20 years. Otherwise, it may well be true that accumulation of wealth mattered most to him, and that 

status came next. The earldom he accepted probably fitted with his own estimate of his due rank, while earlier 

offers may have been less exalted. 

William Pulteney, 1st Earl of Bath, is the last of the 7 political figures/statesmen to be considered here and I now 

move on to consider 4 contemporary military figures. 
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7. Field Marshal John Campbell, 2nd Duke of Argyll and Duke of Greenwich, a Proud Man and a 

Dangerous Enemy 

In Sir Walter Scott’s novel, the Heart of Midlothian, the historical background is furnished by the Porteous Riots 

which convulsed the centre of Edinburgh in 1736, but the book is carried by the mission of Jeannie Deans, 

arguably one of the first ‘working-class’ heroines in literature, to London to secure a royal pardon for her sister. 

Scott paints a very sympathetic picture of John, 2nd Duke of Argyll, as being instrumental to the success of 

Jeannie’s quest, because he exerted influence at Court in her favour, overcoming prevailing anti-Scottish 

sentiments there. As usual with Scott, the fiction is neatly linked with truth, because government determination 

to make an example of Edinburgh after the riots moved Argyll into opposition ranks, a realignment which cost 

Walpole dear in the next General Election of 1741. Of course, the novelist had an axe to grind, because Argyll’s 

habitual moderate unionism if not his Whig politics, was close to Scott’s own, and even at that time he will have 

seen the Duke’s reputation as in some need of rehabilitation. In that regard, little has changed in the succeeding 

two centuries; Argyll’s treatment in histories dealing with the events he lived through and in biographies of his 

contemporaries, has usually been brief, and rather unflattering.  

His only relatively modern biography, ‘Red John of the Battles’ is unfortunately very light-weight, being little 

more than a collection of anecdotes and letters. In particular, it hardly challenges a thesis, that throughout his 

adult life, Argyll schemed to acquire the appointments and honours which he considered his and his family’s 

due, and had no higher motives. His key role in such important political events as the Act of Union of 1707, the 

Hanoverian Accession of 1714, the ending of the Whig split in 1720, and the downfall of Walpole in 1742 have 

been portrayed as no more than by-products of ambition. As for his military reputation, it is usually 

acknowledged that he demonstrated competence and outstanding bravery as a subordinate general at battles 

like Ramillies, Oudenarde, and Malplaquet, and sieges at Menin, Ostend, Lille and Ghent. However, his conduct 

of the anti-Jacobite campaign in 1715 including the Battle of Sheriffmuir is invariably damned with very faint 

praise, with the failure of the Rebellion attributed largely to the incompetence of the Earl of Mar and the hesitancy 

of the Old Pretender. His credibility in the military sphere has suffered most damage with posterity, because it 

is alleged that he put himself forward as an alternative Captain General, to replace the Duke of Marlborough, in 

the later stages of the War of the Spanish Succession, when a thirty-year old relatively junior and inexperienced 

general, but as I shall explain later this is something of a travesty of actual events.  

In this article I attempt to present a balanced view of an undeniably mercurial character, and to suggest that 

there was more than a voracious appetite for honours and status underlying the public actions he took, and the 

causes he pursued at those times, when he mattered in the land. I hope also to do a little more justice to Argyll’s 

military career. As regards his personal life, I give no more than an outline of events and relationships, which 

still have the capacity to astonish given his patrician image. 

9.1. Family and Early Years 

John Campbell, the future 2nd Duke of Argyll, was born in direct line to become chief of Clan Campbell, with the 

Gaelic title of MacCailein Mòr, and the distinction and Highland Scottish-ness of his ancestry on the paternal 

side is unarguable. Nor is there any doubt that throughout an adult life spent mainly in England, he regarded 

himself as a Scot, though his parentage and earliest years might have fostered a different self-perception. In 
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that regard, he was English-born in October 1680, at Ham House in Surrey, and his mother probably saw herself 

as English, even although she had her own mother’s Scottish blood.  However, I shall look first at the male line 

of descent during the 17th century, because the proud, haughty, and over-bearing persona attributed to the 

future duke would have surprised no-one who knew anything of his immediate predecessors as MacCailein 

Mòr, even though they had suffered a series of calamities.  

His great-grandfather, the 7th Earl of Argyll, dragged the family name through the mud, when with little warning, 

he renounced the protestant religion in 1618, which he had earlier fought to protect, and gave up his Scottish 

lands and possessions, before decamping to the Royal Court in Spain. It is possible to view the career of the 

8th Earl, and 1st Marquis of Argyll with some respect and understanding, though he comes over as a stern and 

unforgiving character. He was steadfast in his adherence to the Presbyterian religion, but the task of self-

preservation whilst taking a leading role throughout the many twists of the Civil Wars, Anglo-Scottish Wars, 

Interregnum and Restoration in the mid-17th century, eventually proved beyond him, and he was beheaded in 

Edinburgh, and the family lost their estates, in May 1661. His son recovered the earldom and the estates in the 

next two years, but though, unlike his father, he seems to have been blessed with considerable charm, he 

missed out totally on judgment.  

The restored 9th Earl’s worst mistake was to quarrel with the future King James VII and II, who as Duke of York 

governed Scotland from Edinburgh for a few years around 1680. The earl was pursued relentlessly and 

unscrupulously through the Scottish courts until he had been deprived of all his possessions again, and 

sentenced to death. A daring escape from Edinburgh castle allowed him to live incognito in London for the next 

few years, but discretion was not part of his make-up and he engaged closely with Lord Shaftesbury and then 

the Rye House plotters. The failure of the latter enterprise, discouraged him hardly at all, and he next attached 

himself to the Duke of Monmouth, and undertook to raise a rebellion in Scotland as an adjunct to Monmouth’s 

Western Rising. Monmouth failed, of course, and Argyll’s effort proved a complete fiasco resulting in his capture 

and his execution like his father, by the Scottish proto-guillotine, ‘The Maiden’, in Edinburgh in June 1685.  

So another son and heir, this time the parent of my subject was faced with the daunting task of restoring himself 

to royal favour as the essential first step towards getting back all that the family had lost. His efforts to conciliate 

King James, had begun even before his father’s death, and allegedly went as far as an offer to adopt the Roman 

Catholic faith, but he was rebuffed. Thereafter he pursued a restoration of the family fortunes by going to The 

Hague, and joining the train of William of Orange, prior to the events of 1688. William’s successful invasion 

transformed the 10th Earl’s situation as he became a pillar of the new King’s Scottish administration, and 

regained the properties and prestige that had been lost. All did not run smoothly, and his reputation has been 

besmirched by his part in the Massacre of Glencoe, but at his death in 1703, he bequeathed to his elder son a 

Dukedom, received two years earlier, and a status in Scotland, as high as MacCailein Mòr had ever enjoyed. 

Nonetheless, his young heir had witnessed the extremes associated with royal favour or its lack, and had no 

doubt experienced both slights and fawning subservience. It is likely that he had already acquired a cynical view 

of his fellow men, and a determination to maintain the mien, he thought appropriate to his station. 

Though Argyll’s male forbears fixed his station in life and probably much of his outlook, his mother’s family must 

also have had influence. His maternal grandmother was Elizabeth, Countess of Dysart in her own right, who 
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married Sir Lionel Tollemache, a Suffolk-based landowner. Their eldest daughter, another Elizabeth, married 

the 10th Earl of Argyll, and gave birth to John, the subject of this essay, Archibald, eventually the 3rd Duke of 

Argyll, but better known to posterity by his longer-held title, the Earl of Ilay, and a daughter, Anne, who married 

James Stuart, 2nd Earl of Bute, and was the mother of the first Scot to be described as Prime Minister of Great 

Britain. One of Argyll’s uncles on his mother’s side of the family was Thomas Tollemache, a gifted if uncultured 

soldier, who was seen in the early 1690s, as a serious professional rival to the then Earl of Marlborough. General 

Tollemache’s burgeoning career and life came to an end as a result of an abortive British attack on the French 

naval base, Brest, in 1695. Almost immediately thereafter, allegations were made that the French had been 

forewarned of the coming assault in communications sent by Marlborough and Sidney Godolphin to the Court 

of the exiled King James at St. Germain, and that the former was motivated in part by a wish to damage a rival. 

Controversy over the matter has raged between distinguished historians ever since, but Argyll must have been 

aware of rumours while building his career in the army. Marlborough’s dominance of matters military in the first 

decade of the 18th century compelled circumspection for a junior officer, but family loyalty may have contributed 

to Argyll’s move to the camp of the Captain General’s opponents, whenever he felt strong enough.  

Argyll was linked to another controversial figure by way of his mother. His maternal grandmother, the 

aforementioned Countess of Dysart became closely and, it was widely assumed, intimately, associated with the 

Duke of Lauderdale, member of the notorious Cabal government in England between 1668 and 1673, and 

effective viceroy of Scotland for most of the 1660s and 1670s, while her husband and his wife were still living. 

Eventually the deaths of their legal partners allowed the two to marry in 1672, and the erstwhile Countess, 

become Duchess created the fashionable palace at Ham House as their home, and it was there that Argyll was 

born. The Duke of Lauderdale had only eighteen months to live at that point, but like his wife’s Scottish relatives 

by marriage, he also had a serious falling-out with the Duke of York, ostensibly because of his vote in the House 

of Lords which helped to sacrifice the Catholic peer, Lord Stafford to the machinations of Lord Shaftesbury, then 

in hot pursuit of the Popish Plot. Lauderdale lost all his public offices, in parallel to the 9th Earl of Argyll’s fall 

from grace, though he at least was able to spend his last months in peaceful retirement. 

The fact that the fortunes of both sides of his family were reduced during the future 2nd Duke’s first few years 

may well have had an important influence on his up-bringing and especially on his emergence as very much a 

Scottish nobleman. If his English relatives had remained in favour, it is likely that he and his brother would have 

been raised near London, and introduced early to the Court in the hope that their generation would be allowed 

to make a fresh start. Without this prospect, the wishes of their father who clearly saw his and their future in 

Scotland must have been incontrovertible. So the two young boys were raised in a large Campbell property, 

converted from a medieval castle during the preceding fifty years, which was located on the Rosneath peninsula, 

where Gareloch opens from the north of the Clyde estuary. We know little of the boys’ lives in this isolated spot, 

save that they were successively in the charge of three tutors, all as would have been expected in the 

circumstances and the times, Presbyterian ministers. We can assume that there were regular visits to England, 

where their mother seems to have remained, before and after separating formally from their father in 1696; the 

maternal bond with both sons remained strong until the Countess died in the 1730s. The third tutor, Alexander 

Cunningham, had become a valued associate of the 10th Earl in The Hague, and returned with him to Scotland 

in 1689, receiving his appointment as tutor prior to 1694. 
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The commission granted to the Argyll heir in that year (1694) as Colonel of the regiment raised by his father in 

1689, was but one sign of the restoration of the Campbells to royal favour; others were to follow. Fourteen-year-

old colonels did not command in battle and it was two years later, that the boy soldier, accompanied by his tutor, 

Cunningham, joined his regiment in the Netherlands. By then the War of the League of Augsburg was in its final 

stages and if he saw any action it was probably from a distance. Peace, agreed in the Treaty of Rijswijk, brought 

its own problems for the neophyte colonel, because as usually has been the case when a war has ended, 

Parliament ceased to make available the funding required to maintain a substantial army. Since it was thought 

inevitable that war would soon restart, Parliament can fairly be castigated for short-sightedness, but King William 

did not help, by making it clear that he would apply any money granted to preserving Dutch rather than English 

and Scottish regiments.  

Without money to pay soldiers and officers, regiments had to be disbanded or ‘broken’ and the young colonel 

found himself without a command. This left him free to make his own version of a European Grand Tour, still 

under the eye of his tutor, Alexander Cunningham, during which he visited Paris and Rome before reaching the 

age of 20 in 1700. So, with a sound if sheltered education more or less absorbed, and a glimpse gained of some 

of the world, John Campbell awaited the resumption of war and the prospect of active service impatiently. 

Judging by his actions in the next few years, his character was already fully-formed. No doubt his reverend 

tutors had tried to instill some humility, but the combination of the dramatic restoration of the status of his family, 

which culminated in his father’s receipt of a dukedom in 1701, and the isolated nature of his upbringing involving 

no schooling with equals, can only have enhanced tendencies towards haughtiness, and disdain for the views 

of others, which co-existed with impetuousness, a flaring temper, and great physical, and indeed moral courage. 

(Others of lower estate periodically shared the schoolroom with the Campbell heir and his brother, including the 

future Jacobite diarist, George Lockhart, but the amicable relationship which survived political divergence was 

never on level terms.)  

9.2. Pro-Consul and Soldier 

Argyll’s first big personal decision, namely his marriage in December 1701 to Mary Browne, the niece of a Lord 

Mayor of London, speaks little for his judgment. Whether the marriage befitted his station which was normally 

guarded so jealously, was one thing, but all the evidence suggests that he fixed in stone a transitory infatuation, 

to the regret of both parties, almost from the day of the ceremony. Separate living arrangements, and resort to 

the normal paid recourse of aristocrats and army officers of the time, no doubt fixed the short-term problems, 

but the possibility of producing an heir was delayed indefinitely, as was the chance to hold court and thus exert 

political influence in his own establishment. The outbreak of the War of the Spanish Succession in 1702 allowed 

his military career to restart in the Netherlands, where he commanded the 10th Foot Regiment in Marlborough’s 

first relatively low-key campaign against French forces. While his regiment was in winter quarters, he is recorded 

as visiting Hanover. The Dowager Electress Sophie had been chosen as Queen Anne’s heir to the throne of 

England, in the previous year though no like decision had been taken in Scotland. It is possible that he went 

there on behalf of his father to discover what inducements might be offered to Scotland, and of course the 

Campbells, to follow the English lead. If so, and there is no other plausible explanation, it was a sensitive mission 

for a 22-year old, and a precursor of what was soon to follow.  
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Marlborough was too constrained by his Dutch allies to achieve much in 1703, though his skillful manoeuvres 

certainly created opportunities, while Argyll continued what must have been a learning process in command of 

his regiment. Then in September of that year, his father died, and he became the 2nd Duke of Argyll, a month 

short of his 23rd birthday. A return to Scotland was essential in order to settle the myriad of legal and family 

issues associated with what seems to have been an unexpected event, so the military career had to be placed 

on hold. This meant that Argyll took no part in the Blenheim campaign of 1704 which transformed the Spanish 

Succession War, and went a long way towards establishing Marlborough’s reputation as one of the great 

generals of history. Argyll’s own new eminence carried with it more than lands and wealth; he became a Scottish 

magnate with a clientage ready to do his bidding in political circles, and a status which would enable him to 

sway the actions of others. However, he had already built a position in English society, including a presence at 

Court, so it is understandable that Queen Anne, who had come to the throne in March 1702, and her English 

Lord Treasurer, the Earl of Godolphin, saw him as an instrument whom they could call in aid when it became 

their aim to bend the fractious Scottish parliament to their wish for closer union between the countries. They 

were to be proved correct, insofar as Argyll only began to look with regret at Scotland’s lost independence, 

several years after the union had been sealed in 1707, but the English Court party might have blanched, had 

they realised at the outset the extent to which Argyll would demand reward in return for his intermittent active 

support before then. The flow of honours and other distinctions began soon after he succeeded his father, when 

he was awarded the colonelcy of his parent’s regiment of Scottish Horse Guards, and was sworn of the Privy 

Council in Edinburgh; the Order of the Thistle followed six months later, as did further appointments in Scotland. 

In the turbulent century of the regal union, after 1603, the governance of Scotland had suffered grievously at 

various times after the death of King James VI, from the absence of the monarch in London. Far from the 

accession of ‘Dutch’ William (II of Scotland, III of England) in 1689, ameliorating the problems, his lack of interest 

in matters Scottish, and need for English parliamentary and financial backing to fight his war against King Louis 

XIV of France, meant that with one exception, he always took the English side whenever the interests of the 

two nations conflicted, to the especial detriment of the weak Scottish economy. The exception was religion, 

where he resisted Anglican pressure for a single established church to be imposed on all his realms, no doubt 

understanding the eventual cost of that aspiration to King Charles I.  

Scottish opinion was further affronted when, in 1702, the English Parliament passed the Act of Settlement, 

which selected the Hanoverian Dowager Electress Sophie to succeed Queen Anne, without any consultation 

with the Scottish Parliament. The response was a refusal to pass a corresponding bill in Scotland, and the 

passage of an act ‘Anent Peace and War’, which, while not overturning the decision to fight the War of Spanish 

Succession alongside England, declared that in future, Scottish participation would be a matter for the Scottish 

Parliament, as much as the monarch. English attention was certainly captured by these measures which opened 

the way for an ending of the regal union, and apparently for a Jacobite succession in Scotland, during a major 

European War. The English response was a draconian Aliens Act which proposed to cut off all trade and 

freedom of access between the nations, if the afore-mentioned Scottish actions were not reversed. Perhaps it 

was all shadow-boxing because at the same time the Queen let it be known, not for the first time, that she 

wished to see a closer union between her realms, and the English Parliament proposed that commissioners 
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should be nominated to discuss the matter. It was at this point that the 2nd Duke of Argyll was called on to make 

his first telling political contribution. 

The Scottish Parliament bore little resemblance to the bicameral English model, since all participants sat and 

voted together, namely peers, lairds and other smaller landowners, and town and city burgesses. For much of 

the 17th century, kings in London had been able to control the proceedings, and especially prevent discussion 

of controversial matters, through a committee called the Lords of the Articles, which had the power to fix the 

agenda for the Parliament’s sessions. The Scottish bishops, as the prime nominators to that body, had provided 

the mechanism for the monarchs and their agents, like Lauderdale, to pack the membership, but this system 

had been swept away, along with the bishops, as part of the 1689 Revolution. So, the King’s or Queen’s 

Commissioners, appointed normally on an annual basis, lost their ability to dominate the meetings of the 

Scottish Parliament, and get the ruler’s business done with few dissenting voices. In such a situation, the 

personal influence and qualities of the Commissioner assumed great importance, and the Queen and Godolphin 

turned to Argyll to fill the role, as a new broom, not linked to existing factions and past actions, but whose heart 

was thought from their perspective, to be in the right place. It was, but the English government was quickly 

disabused of any idea that rewards already granted would suffice as payment for the services he was asked to 

render. The price of his services was promotion to the rank of major-general in the English army, and an English 

peerage, probably in that order of priority, as Argyll saw himself as first and foremost a soldier, and both were 

duly delivered, the latter as Earl of Greenwich in late 1705, the former, a year later. 

In fact, Argyll fully earned his rewards, though it is not altogether clear how he achieved such startling results. 

Under his stewardship, the Scottish Parliament approved the appointment of commissioners to negotiate the 

terms of a union, and more remarkably Argyll personally persuaded the Duke of Hamilton, a major opponent of 

union, to put forward the motion asking the Queen to nominate the said commissioners, thus securing this 

outcome as well. (Obviously, the appointment by a deeply-divided Scottish Parliament of commissioners hostile 

to union could have doomed negotiations from the outset, but the Queen and her advisors were given the 

chance to ensure that realistic proposals would come forward.) Contemporary accounts suggest that Argyll had 

begun his mission with considerable support because of his status in Scotland, and wisely maintained an aloof, 

almost monarchical, distance from the ferment of discussion which occupied most parliamentarians, conveying 

a cool certainty, justified in the event, that whatever he proposed would be accepted. Viewed in hindsight, Argyll, 

at the age of just 24, and without previous political experience, had engineered the most important step towards 

union, apart from the final vote in the Scottish Parliament for its own abolition; a remarkable achievement.  

There had been at least one quid-pro-quo in the deal with the Duke of Hamilton, namely that the Queen should 

appoint that Duke as a union commissioner, but she refused to do so, and Argyll in turn refused to prolong his 

appointment as Queen’s Commissioner into 1706. He returned to the army in the Netherlands, early that year, 

taking command of a Scots brigade in the Dutch army which operated semi-independently under Marlborough’s 

general oversight, (no doubt a sop to Scottish sensitivities about direct subordination to English officers). Argyll 

earned commendation for his courage and drive which contributed to victory at the Battle of Ramillies and 

successful sieges of Ostend and Menin. Scotland took priority again in 1707, when the critical votes in the 

Scottish Parliament on the union settlement were due to take place. Though frustrated by the failure of Queen 

Anne and her English ministers to honour his commitments to the Duke of Hamilton, there was never any doubt 
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that the Argyll interest would be fully mobilised in favour of the incorporating union which was all the English 

Parliament had offered. Argyll’s backing remained almost a prerequisite for the final passage of the union act, 

even if it has attracted less attention than the actions of politicians like the Earl of Seafield and the 2nd Duke of 

Queensberry, or those disbursing money ‘for pensions and expenses’ to other biddable parliamentarians. 

With Scotland apparently settled, Argyll reverted to soldiering under Marlborough, and assumed the increased 

responsibilities commensurate with a general’s rank. He commanded 20 infantry battalions at the centre of the 

allied position at the Battle of Oudenarde in 1708, and alongside Cadogan, who directed a force of similar size, 

withstood attacks from a large part of the French army, buying Marlborough the time to regroup and set up an 

overwhelming victory. A year later, he played a not dissimilar role at the Battle of Malplaquet, leading the large 

body of infantry which softened up the French centre, allowing Marlborough to prevail by smashing his cavalry 

through the weakened French line. While no-one should doubt that the directing mind responsible for these and 

earlier victories was that of Marlborough, he was supported by a number of very able subordinates, and Argyll 

deserves a place on the list headed by Prince Eugene, and including also the likes of Overkirk, Stair, Cadogan, 

and Orkney. Certainly, he deserves better than the rather snide comment in the Dictionary of National 

Biography, that he acquired ‘a reputation for bravery if not conspicuous military talent’, especially given that he 

was still only 28 years old, when he fought at Malplaquet as a newly promoted lieutenant-general. However, 

The Battle of Malplaquet changed the relationship between Argyll, and the Captain General, since the former 

was of the view that the allies had been in a strong enough position to dictate peace terms to France, since the 

victory at Oudenarde, and that an unnecessary, and as it turned out, very costly battle had been fought. More 

to the point, Argyll was willing by this time to express his contrary opinions openly in Marlborough’s hearing and 

to his face, rather than limiting himself to mutterings in the mess, after copious amounts of alcohol had been 

consumed.  

It is conceivable that Argyll did think of himself as a talent comparable to one of the great generals of history, 

but it was not necessary to hold such a view to have doubts about Marlborough’s conduct of affairs in 1709 and 

afterwards, even though there could be disputing the continuing brilliance of his generalship. Essentially, the 

allies had won the war, and King Louis XIV had shown himself willing to accept humiliating terms for peace, 

even if not quite everything asked of him. For Britain, continuation of the war would require maintenance of a 

high-tax wartime regime, and was likely to be subject to the law of diminishing returns. There was a growing 

perception that Marlborough’s determination to fight on owed much to the preservation of his own status, 

especially after his demand to be appointed Captain General for life had been rejected by the Queen. From a 

position of dominance during the middle years of the decade, in Parliament with the aid of Whigs like his son-

in-law, Sunderland, and at Court through the agency of his wife, Sarah, the great soldier had become isolated 

in both arenas by 1710. The main orchestrator of Marlborough’s decline had been Robert Harley, a Whig during 

the early part of his career, but nearing the end of a political journey towards the rival Tories and benefitting 

from the rise at Court of his relative, Abigail Hill, (later Lady Masham), who had become the closest confidante 

of the Queen. In 1710 Harley replaced Godolphin as Lord Treasurer, leading a Tory government.  

Argyll had a role in these events, because he was willing to stand up in the House of Lords and at Court, as a 

soldier of some reputation, and argue that Marlborough was not infallible, and perhaps more doubtfully, that he 

was not irreplaceable. He got a hearing, and did something to neutralise the threats of Marlborough and his 
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political allies, that their dismissal would endanger the war effort. As for Argyll’s pledge to the Queen that, if 

necessary he would go to the Netherlands and arrest Marlborough, the offer is best seen as a response to 

somewhat overblown fears that the Captain General with a large army at his disposal might be willing to resist 

the will of the new government. Argyll was never in the frame to succeed Marlborough when the Tory 

government got round to sacking him; the eventual recipient of the command, the Duke of Ormonde was greatly 

senior, and had Tory and Jacobite sympathies which were much more to the liking of the government than those 

of the staunchly Hanoverian and Whiggish Duke of Argyll. 

It is worth dwelling just a little longer on these events because they have greatly influenced historical 

perspectives concerning Argyll. Marlborough’s proponents have suggested that he advanced Argyll’s career, 

and was rewarded with disloyalty, in Parliament, and perhaps more seriously in his camps in the Netherlands, 

where Argyll attracted dissentient voices. Such interpretations ignore the fact that openly expressed 

disagreements between senior commanders, (and Argyll was not backward in expressing his views publicly) 

were then almost the norm, in councils of war and elsewhere, and that those officers with a platform in 

Parliament, or with access to the monarch’s ear, were rarely slow to prolong the debate. It is also true that there 

has been no suggestion that Argyll ever disobeyed orders, or committed himself less than wholeheartedly in 

pursuance of these orders. His reputation for almost fool-hardy courage during Marlborough’s operations is 

evidence enough of that. One further point needs to be made; Marlborough’s own dubious record of treachery, 

and pursuit of self-interest, was common knowledge, and as already indicated, Argyll’s family may not have 

been untouched, so the great general will have known well enough that there were limits to the demands he 

could make of his senior subordinates. Formal obedience and commitment to army plans, yes, but deeper 

loyalty, no. Few of his associates would have been very surprised to learn that Marlborough continued his 

correspondence with his nephew, the French Marshal, the Duke of Berwick, throughout the period, maintaining 

a one-way communication channel to Berwick’s half-brother, James, ‘the Old Pretender’, and to King Louis XIV. 

For quarter of a century at least, Marlborough can be viewed as behaving much like the best mercenaries of 

ages past, giving outstanding service to his current paymaster, but making sure he kept lines open to possible 

future paymasters, even to the extent of giving them an occasional piece of useful information as a sweetener. 

Whig as he was, Argyll by lending credibility to attacks on the Captain-General and his recent conduct of the 

war had greatly assisted in Harley’s dispatch of the Marlborough/Godolphin administration, and creation of a 

Tory ministry. It will already be clear to anyone reading this account that a reward will have been expected, and 

Argyll’s appointment to the command of British forces in Spain, and as plenipotentiary to the Austrian Pretender 

to the Spanish Throne, Archduke soon to be Emperor Charles, in 1711, should be seen in that light. He was 

succeeding Stanhope, and of course inherited the mess left by the surrender of that officer at Brihuega. The 

allied forces, including a few British battalions, were confined to an enclave around Barcelona, and confronted 

by a superior army. For anything to be achieved, reinforcements were needed, but the new government, and 

especially Bolingbroke, the dominant Secretary of State, were intent on making peace and considered Spain a 

lost cause, while it is hard to imagine Marlborough, still for the moment Captain General and in command in the 

Netherlands, looking kindly on the idea of releasing soldiers to be sent to Spain. By 1712, Argyll saw the writing 

on the wall and evacuated British forces to Minorca, assuming the governorship of that recent conquest for long 

enough to ensure that the island was secure. His departure for London around the turn of the year 1712/1713 
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marked the end of his involvement in Spain, and as things turned out, the beginning of the end of his flirtation 

with Tory ministers. Argyll achieved little in Spain, largely because of the resource deficit, but at least he made 

no costly mistakes, unlike his predecessors, Galway and Stanhope. 

In 1713, Argyll made a complete volte-face over the union between England and Scotland which he had done 

much to bring about. Undoubtedly, there was an element of political opportunism, given his annoyance that his 

brother Archibald, the Earl of Ilay, who had been left to deploy the family interest in Scotland, had been ignored 

by the government. However, Argyll was justified in his concern that Parliament was not abiding by the terms 

of the Union. Firstly, the Scottish Privy Council was abolished in 1708; then in quick succession, the Scottish 

treason law was altered by the English majority in the House of Commons to allow heavier punishment of 

Jacobite rebels, following the acquittal of those implicated in a failed invasion in 1708, and the exclusivity of the 

Scottish Church was threatened by acts of toleration, and the legalisation of lay nomination of ministers. These 

actions could all be seen as breaches of the spirit of the Union agreement, though strictly, Parliament, with its 

huge English majority, was sovereign, but in 1713, a Malt Tax was proposed for Scotland, directly contrary to a 

Union clause. Argyll then joined those proposing the dissolution of the Union, albeit that he stressed the need 

for safe-guards for the Hanoverian succession in Scotland. The proposal was only narrowly defeated in the 

House of Lords, but Argyll’s open opposition was met, as normal at that time, by the removal of his offices, like 

the governorships of Minorca and Edinburgh Castle, colonelcies of prestigious regiments, and eventually in 

early 1714, by his dismissal as Commander in Chief in Scotland. Those who have seen his career as an 

unending pursuit of honours and appointments, rarely acknowledge his willingness to risk their loss by 

challenging monarchs and powerful ministers, though a hot temper and ready perception of slights often drove 

his responses. 

9.3. The Hanoverian Succession and the Jacobite Rebellion of 1715 

The events leading up to the death of Queen Anne, which led to the Hanoverian Succession, have become the 

stuff of legend. Centre-stage was a meeting of the largely Tory Privy Council, called together in a room near to 

where the Queen lay dying, to agree a course of future action. Their deliberations were interrupted by the arrival 

of the two Whig Dukes, Argyll and Somerset, along with the weathervane politician of the age, the Duke of 

Shrewsbury. The three dukes were members of the Privy Council, but by convention only those summoned, 

normally attended meetings. It would have taken the resolve of a united body to have had the interlopers thrown 

out, but the Tories were hopelessly divided, both between supporters of ex-Lord Treasurer Harley (by then Earl 

of Oxford), dismissed two days earlier, and Secretary of State Bolingbroke, and between unalloyed Jacobites, 

those forced to consider a Jacobite Restoration by the intense hostility of the putative Hanoverian King, due to 

his dislike of the Utrecht peace terms, and those who stuck with the Hanoverians as prescribed by the Act of 

Settlement. At any rate the dukes remained in the room.  

It is impossible to guess how the meeting would have proceeded in their absence, nor is the detail of the 

deliberations known, but both Somerset and Argyll were forceful men used to speaking their minds and getting 

their own way. Obviously, they had not gatecrashed the meeting to sit quietly by, as others decided the outcome, 

so it is more than likely that they exerted a decisive influence, especially on those Tories, who had explored the 

Jacobite option as a means to retaining power rather than from conviction. (They had already been disheartened 
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by the refusal of James, ‘the Old Pretender’ to follow the example of his great-grandfather, Henry IV of France, 

and change his religion in the hope of gaining a crown.) Bolingbroke was of their number, and eventually he 

gave way and proposed that the Lord Treasurer’s white staff be given to Shrewsbury, a decision accepted by 

the Council, and confirmed by the Queen, hours before her death. The levers of power were thereby placed in 

the hands of those who would ensure the Hanoverian Succession. Of course, historians have since chewed 

over the limited evidence and expressed different opinions about the significance of the intervention of the three 

dukes. My own view is that the boldness and indeed arrogance of the initiative does bear the stamp of Argyll, 

and his previous willingness to confront Marlborough, head-on, suggests that he will not have held back during 

the discussions. Threats may well have been made. 

The dynastic change, and his support for it, brought about a restoration of Argyll’s appointments both honorific 

and active, and there was even a degree of reconciliation with Marlborough, when the latter was reappointed 

Captain General. It would have been wise for the new King, George I, to maintain moderate Whigs like 

Shrewsbury, and Argyll at the centre of affairs, and to try to accommodate so-called Hanoverian Tories as well 

as Whigs in his government, following to a degree, King William’s model post-1689. Needless to say this was 

the last thing wanted by more partisan Whigs like the Earl of Sunderland, Viscount Townshend, James 

Stanhope, and Robert Walpole. King George was no statesman, and a relentless enemy, as his treatment of 

his wife, and later his son and heir demonstrated. The Tories had been damned in his eyes by the Treaty of 

Utrecht, and the flirtation of some with Jacobitism had made matters worse. Nonetheless, a few token offers 

were made to Hanoverian Tories, but most of the government was made up of uncompromising Whigs, who 

soon began a campaign of retribution against the Tory leadership. Some of the latter like Harley stayed to fight 

the impeachments brought against them, but others like Bolingbroke and the Earl of Mar, (as much a Whig 

denied office, as a Tory) felt exile was their only option. George I and his Whig ministers certainly boosted the 

leadership of the Jacobites, and were already making it very plain that embracing Tory principles was a sign of 

disloyalty to the regime. Whether a rebellion in 1715 was inevitable is a matter for debate, but the actions of the 

King’s government made it much more likely and ought to have enhanced its prospects. 

It was unsurprising that Scotland was seen by the Jacobites as fertile ground for a rebellion, but history told 

them that an uprising which led to a Scots invasion of England would not succeed on its own. Accordingly, plans 

were laid for a rising in the south-west of England, to be led by the Duke of Ormonde, and another in the north 

of England and the Scottish borders. Ormonde’s rebellion was snuffed out before it began due to a combination 

of his pusillanimity and vigorous government action, and it can be argued that the whole enterprise was doomed 

by the time Ormonde completed his flight to Paris. The second Jacobite thrust in the north of England, led by 

Thomas Forster, the Earl of Derwentwater, and the Earl of Nithsdale, had early success, capturing Holy Island 

and other strongpoints before crossing the Penines, with a view to exploiting Jacobite sympathies in Lancashire. 

In November 1715 the Jacobites reached Preston, but there, they unaccountably surrendered to an inferior 

government force after nothing more than light skirmishing; those of its leaders who did not escape abroad paid 

with their lives.  

As for the Scottish component, it became a much more serious threat to the crown of King George I, at least in 

Scotland. The Earl of Mar was a key factor in this. He has received much criticism because of his deficiencies 

as a general, and changes of side, (hence the nickname ‘Bobbin Johnnie’), but he was a proven organiser and 
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carried the prestige in Scotland of a long-time Secretary of State, and as clan chief of the Erskines. Certainly 

recruitment to the Jacobite army was helped by discontent with the Union which had hardly decreased since 

the narrow vote of 1713, by the wish of the Episcopalians, strong in the north-east of Scotland, to overturn the 

1689 religious settlement, and by residual loyalty to the Stuart line. Nonetheless, it was no small achievement 

to put a well-equipped army of 10000 experienced fighting men in the field within a few months, and to 

manoeuvre them in a disciplined, if over-cautious, fashion thereafter. 

Argyll had been appointed Commander in Chief in Scotland shortly after the Hanoverian Succession, but he 

had only 3000 soldiers spread across the country, and it quickly became clear that Mar had been able to raise 

many more, and that there was unlikely to be any balancing disparity in quality. When he understood his 

situation, Argyll concentrated his force around Stirling, always the key to denying a Highland army access to 

the south, and demanded reinforcements from Secretary of State Townshend. Mar moved his army south from 

Aberdeen to Perth, and then made a move which could have been inspired; he sent a detachment over the Firth 

of Forth to join up with Jacobites in the Lothians with a view to taking Edinburgh. Argyll responded vigorously 

by taking cavalry at speed, to defend the Scottish capital, and drove off a Jacobite attack. This should only have 

been a temporary respite, because Argyll had to re-concentrate around Stirling if he was to have any chance of 

repelling Mar’s main force. However, he got lucky, because the reinforced Lothian Jacobites, presumably 

discouraged by their rebuff and fearing that Argyll might return, moved east and dissipated their efforts in local 

skirmishes. So the opportunity to take the capital, and perhaps attack the government army from two directions 

was lost. 

Mar knew well enough that he had to seize the initiative, before reinforcements reached Argyll, and he next took 

to the high ground to the east of Perth and Stirling with a view to outflanking his opponent and making his way 

south, (bridges over such rivers as the Teith and Forth had been broken, so this was his only viable route). 

Argyll had to oppose this in spite of the numerical disparity, and marched out from Stirling and the nearby village 

of Dunblane, to block the path of the Jacobites. On 13th November 1715 the two forces lined up at Sheriffmuir; 

the government army was to the south, with Argyll in command on the right (to the east) and a General Whillans 

on the left. Similarly Mar took command of the right of the Jacobite line. What followed after the initial shock of 

combat was a rout of the government forces on their left, and a slower but effective advance by Argyll himself 

on the other wing. Conditions were misty, and the terrain is hilly, so neither commander had a view of the whole 

battlefield; one can imagine that for a period each thought he had won. Probably, reality dawned earlier for 

Argyll, and he realised that he would have to disengage from those retreating in front of him, collect his force, 

and safeguard the road to Dunblane. This he did, and Mar found himself confronted by a new government line 

blocking his path. If anything, his numerical advantage had increased, but he shrank from attacking again, and 

darkness fell without a renewal of action. 

Both armies pulled back, Argyll only as far as Dunblane, ready to renew the fight, but Mar retreated to Perth, 

seeming thereby to acknowledge defeat with all the consequences for the morale of his army that were bound 

to follow. The Battle of Sheriffmuir, (excellently described in a small book written by W. Inglis), was by most of 

the measures used to decide outcomes, a draw, but it proved to be a decisive strategic victory for the 

government forces. Argyll by the boldness and promptitude of his actions had prevented Mar’s army from 

breaking through to the south, in spite of being outnumbered by close to ‘three to one’. Yet he has received little 
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credit from posterity, with military critics focusing on his loss of contact with his defeated left wing, rather ignoring 

the fact that Sheriffmuir in that regard, albeit on smaller scale, mirrored many of the great battles of the preceding 

century. What mattered in these cases was how effectively the generals regrouped; in that regard Argyll got 

things right, though he was perhaps fortunate that Mar lacked the resolve to make another attempt. 

Argyll received little credit from the government either. Belatedly, he was strongly reinforced, by 3000 Dutch 

soldiers amongst others. The government grew impatient with his rate of progress, as he seemed quite content 

to wait before moving north to confront Mar. Argyll, as a clan chief himself understood the psyche of most of 

Mar’s men, and knew that given time most of the Jacobite army, whose prospects had so diminished, would 

drift away and he much preferred that outcome to forcing another battle in which many of his fellow-Scots would 

be killed. Rumours reached London that he was offering lenient terms to clan chiefs and other Jacobite leaders, 

and it was a short step from there to the absurd idea that his loyalty was in doubt. The government response 

was to send Marlborough’s long-term aide, General Cadogan, north to monitor progress. That progress was 

real enough during the harsh winter months of early 1716, as the government army marched first on Perth, and 

then followed Mar’s dwindling army to Aberdeen. James, the Old Pretender had arrived belatedly in Scotland 

after Sheriffmuir but by then his cause was lost and he and Mar departed from Montrose and Aberdeen 

respectively, signaling that the rebellion was over. Ill-feeling between Cadogan and Argyll, over tactics and 

attitudes to rebels, had already come to a head and when the government made clear their support for the 

former, Argyll threw up what was becoming a hollow command in disgust. Fortunately, Cadogan was no Duke 

of Cumberland, so the repercussions for the defeated clansmen were not nearly as severe as in 1746 and 

afterwards. It is hardly surprising that Argyll was unhappy about his treatment. He was entitled to think that he 

had rendered the King a great service, and yet his reward was loss of favour and soon enough, his official 

positions. 

9.4. An Unfulfilled Career? 

In early 1716, Argyll was thirty-five years old, and he was to live for another twenty-seven years, enjoying good 

health for all but the last year. He saw himself as first and foremost a soldier and had served bravely and 

effectively in subordinate roles, and more than adequately, when given independent commands. He was to 

have no further opportunity for active service, because Britain had entered its longest peaceful interlude in over 

a century. The limited wars fought between 1715 and the 1740s, such as the War of the Grand Alliance, saw 

no substantial British army deployed. So the combination of boldness and maturity Argyll had shown in 1715 

never had the chance to develop further. After Marlborough’s death he held the quasi-military Cabinet Office of 

Master General of the Ordinance from 1725 to 1740, and again briefly in 1742, while in 1736 he was appointed 

as one of the first two Field Marshals in the British army, yielding seniority only to Lord Orkney who died shortly 

afterwards. 

As a political figure, Argyll has often been portrayed as an enigma, but that is in part because he did not conform 

to the standard model of the time in which party, or more strictly, factional, loyalty trumped everything. Though 

usually described as a moderate Whig, who was willing to engage with those of different political outlooks, he 

was less balanced in his views about people, and had a long memory for perceived slights, but the great political 

figure of the age, Robert Walpole, probably outdid him even in that regard. Those who judge Argyll to have been 
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a failed politician, because he never held the highest offices, probably misunderstand his ambitions. He has 

been quoted as saying that he never wanted the drudgery of office, perhaps not least because executive office 

would have compromised his pattern of life which included frequent residences in Scotland. To use a modern 

term, Argyll wanted to be a ‘back-seat driver’, able to influence policy from time to time from a respected but 

withdrawn position in the Cabinet and Court, and to be able to change the ‘driver’, when differences became 

irreconcilable. When viewed from this perspective a more positive gloss must be put on his political career. 

Thus, in the years up to the Hanoverian Succession in 1714, he did much to bring about the Union between 

Scotland and England, but when because of abuses of the terms, he turned against it in 1713 he came quite 

close to breaking it. His significant role in the fall of the Marlborough/Godolphin ministry in 1710 has been 

mentioned, and his contribution to the fall of the Tory government and the accession of King George I was 

possibly decisive. 

His political career suffered its worst set-back after 1716, when he compounded his loss of favour with the King 

by retaining his position as Groom of the Stole in the Court of the Monarch’s son and heir, so consigning himself 

to the weaker side in a bitter struggle. The Whig split of 1717 confirmed his outcast status, with the King trying 

to insist on his dismissal by the Prince of Wales, partly no doubt for spiteful motives, but perhaps also because 

of his past involvement in the toppling of governments. When Walpole engineered the reconciliations between 

the Whig factions and the King with his son in 1719, Argyll was a major beneficiary as his English Earldom of 

Greenwich was advanced to a British Dukedom, and he was appointed to the important Court position of Lord 

Steward of the Royal Household which carried a seat at the Cabinet table. Those historians who downplay his 

significance in the political landscape tend to gloss over the fact that Argyll was probably a greater immediate 

beneficiary from the healing of the Whig split than either Walpole or Townshend.  

Undoubtedly, he also discerned early that Sir Robert Walpole was going to be pre-eminent, and began a loose 

collaboration which was to last for almost two decades. There were to be disagreements, which grew during the 

1730s, over foreign policy, army funding, taxation and especially the intended draconian response to the 

Porteous Riots of 1736, (which Argyll managed to ameliorate only to a degree), but it was only at the end of 

Walpole’s premiership that the relationship broke down completely. Both parties gained in the period; Walpole 

kept the support of the great majority of Scottish members of parliament and representative peers, firmly 

controlled by Argyll’s brother, Archibald, Earl of Ilay, and Argyll occupied the position of influence he craved in 

the Cabinet, and usually at Court. In addition, as Master General of the Ordinance after 1725, he was in a good 

position to obtain an important command, if the Walpolean peace did break down. Argyll found it impossible to 

remain consistently in favour with the new King, George II, after 1727, and there were occasional almost 

ritualistic dismissals from honorific positions like colonelcies, and governorships, and discreet absences from 

Court, as portrayed by Walter Scott, but the connections with Walpole remained in being until the late 1730s, 

when Argyll showed for the last time how dangerous he could be, as an enemy.  

Once again, as in 1710, Argyll was able to focus on the conduct of a war, (the War of Jenkin’s Ear), and carried 

great credibility in the House of Lords, reinforcing the opposition mounted until then predominantly by Lord 

Carteret. More importantly, Argyll set himself to destroy Walpole’s support in Scotland, directly opposing his 

brother, Lord Ilay, and he succeeded to the extent that in 1740, for the only time between 1707 and the reform 

act of 1832, a majority of Scottish members were elected avowing hostility to the government. The importance 
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of this is obvious when it is remembered that Walpole resigned after losing a House of Commons division by a 

single vote. This was the last thing the King had wanted, but he was compelled reluctantly to consult with 

opposition leaders. Argyll, with a major war (the War of the Austrian Succession) looming, was appointed 

Commander in Chief of British forces in 1742, but argued strenuously for a broad based government including 

Tories as well as the dissentient Whigs like Carteret and Pulteney. The King refused to countenance this, and 

Argyll, seemingly cavalierly threw up his army command. It is likely that he really felt strongly about the need to 

build a proper counterweight to the Old Corps, if they were not soon to re-establish dominance, a last 

demonstration of prescience, but he may have been looking for an excuse.  

His health was failing and he let it be known that he was retiring from all public involvements. The King clearly 

resented his conduct, seeing only disrespect and even disloyalty. Otherwise a curious incident which followed 

and tarnished the end of Argyll’s career is inexplicable. He received a letter from the Old Pretender 

congratulating him on the army appointment he had just given up, and unaccountably brought it to the attention 

of the King. Over the years, there had probably been other communications from that source, but there is no 

evidence that any were even acknowledged. Strictly, he had behaved entirely properly in bringing the missive 

to the attention of the authorities, but the King chose to make a big issue of the matter, and seems to have 

implied that Argyll must have been involved more deeply with the Jacobites than he had admitted. Almost 

certainly nonsense, but the last year of Argyll’s life was spent in near-disgrace rather than honoured retirement. 

9.5. Brief notes on Argyll’s Private Life and a Final Assessment 

Argyll’s ill-judged first marriage has already been mentioned, but it was ended by the death of his wife Mary in 

1717. For some years before then, Argyll had kept the company, perhaps entirely respectably, perhaps not, of 

Jane Warburton, daughter of an influential Cheshire family; she held appointments in the households of Queen 

Anne and the future Queen Caroline, (wife of King George II). Argyll’s second marriage, to Jane, took place in 

June 1717, and produced four daughters who survived to adulthood, but no son, and was by all accounts, 

happy. The Duchess took no interest in her husband’s public life, and lived in her own circle of friends who were 

not noted for high cultural tastes, or intelligent conversation. However, the Duke was entirely content to play 

second fiddle at home, even if outsiders wondered at the contrast between the haughty public figure and the 

complacent husband. It is slightly surprising that twice, Argyll could be said to have married beneath himself in 

the social strata, and he did not benefit financially in either case. Clearly he thought his status and wealth so 

great that they were beyond threat, so he could do as he pleased unguided by societal norms. 

The absence of a male heir meant that Argyll’s younger brother, Archibald, Earl of Ilay, eventually succeeded 

as 3rd Duke of Argyll, and that the British dukedom of Greenwich, acquired with so much trouble, lapsed. The 

two brothers never got on very well from the time of their boyhoods. They were very different in personality, the 

elder, proud, concerned with appearances and status, headstrong, and quick of thought, the younger, solid, 

devious, and more concerned with the substance than the trappings of power. In general they preserved the 

civilities, by living separate lives, the 2nd Duke, largely in England, a major political figure in London and in the 

army, while his brother spent his life in Scotland and largely controlled Scottish politics and local administration. 

Nonetheless, a good part of Argyll’s influence in England seemed latterly to depend on his brother’s ability to 

deliver Scottish supporters to Robert Walpole in the House of Commons and the House of Lords, but the elder 
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brother’s latent strength became apparent when he stirred himself in Scottish political circles as part of his 

campaign to bring down Walpole, and overturned Ilay’s system, at least temporarily. 

Argyll was not an absentee Scottish clan chief or landlord, as he visited his properties regularly, and influenced 

how they were managed, though not always to the benefit of his tenants. He exerted a paternalistic sway over 

the towns and villages, which abutted his estates, including Glasgow, and was always willing to defend what he 

perceived to be Scottish interests in London, even at the expense of his wider aims; in that regard Walter Scott’s 

portrayal of his actions after the Porteous Riots is fair, even if the author uses a novelist’s license in his 

descriptions. No doubt, he did find it difficult to reconcile his positions in Scotland and London, though the 

suggestion that ‘he was too much the Monarch in the west Highlands to make a good Courtier in London’, is 

belied by the longevity and importance of his political career. His voice was heard by those who mattered for 

almost forty years; it is worth reiterating that he was a key player at the time of the Union of England and 

Scotland in 1707, when the Whig government and Marlborough lost power in 1710, before the Hanoverian 

Succession in 1714, at the Whig Split and Reconciliation between 1717 and 1720, and when Walpole fell from 

power in 1742; he was also prominent on many occasions of lesser moment. In my view, he was the first Scottish 

political figure, after the Union, to build a first-rank British career; (it can be argued that the Earl of Mar and the 

2nd Duke of Queensberry were prominent in London in the years immediately after the Union, but they dealt 

solely with matters Scottish, whereas Argyll ranged far wider). Of course, the political career was in large part 

a substitute for the active military career latterly denied to him by circumstances, because as we have seen 

Sheriffmuir was an end-point, rather than a stepping-stone to greater things. 

Before I return finally to the question, which 

I posed at the outset, about his true 

nationality, I shall refer to the portrait 

alongside, which to my eyes shows the 

haughty demeanor that would be expected, 

but the delicate features convey nothing of 

the resolve which was apparent throughout 

his career. The end-point of his English life 

was death in October 1743, at his habitual 

residence of Sudbury, and I have referred 

already to his English birthplace and mainly 

English mother. Although he had Scottish 

residences, latterly Caroline Park in 

Edinburgh, there is always a sense that he 

visited there rather than lived there. Apart 

from various battlefields, his public activities 

took place almost exclusively in the House 

of Lords and Court in London. Nonetheless, 

I have no doubt that above everything he 
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was MacCailein Mòr, 2nd Duke of Argyll, and that matters Scottish gripped his attention in a way that almost 

nothing else did. 
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8. John Dalrymple, 2nd Earl of Stair, Field Marshal and Spymaster 

8.1. Ancestry and Early Life 

The Dalrymples were an Ayrshire family who had held an estate near the River Doon since the 14th century. 

They rose to national prominence in the 17th century by advancing in the Scottish legal profession, but suffered 

reputational damage because of the compromises they made during turbulent times. The grandfather of the 

subject of this article, James Dalrymple, was born in 1619, attended Glasgow University from 1634, graduated 

in 1637, and was appointed Professor of Logic in 1641, at the age of 22. During the same period, he signed the 

Covenant, and obtained a Captain’s commission in the Scottish army led by Alexander Leslie, Earl of Leven, 

which invaded England and began the wars which tumbled King Charles I from his throne. Soon afterwards, he 

became Laird of the Ayrshire property of Stair, and married Margaret Ross who brought him a dowry of 

£500/annum. Financial security prompted a career change as he resigned his professorship and moved to 

Edinburgh as a practising advocate.  

He was called to the bar in 1648, and a year later, appointed secretary of the commission sent by the Scottish 

Parliament to offer the Scottish Throne to Charles, the son of the recently executed King. The offer was rejected 

because it was conditional on the prospective monarch signing the Covenant. However, a second commission 

was dispatched with Dalrymple in the same role and Charles with diminished options, acceded to the terms on 

offer, but with a bitterness which perhaps only became fully apparent much later. Of course, the Scottish 

monarchy collapsed after the battles of Dunbar and Worcester, and the country was conquered and subjected 

to rigorous English Republican authority. Nonetheless, recourse to civil law was restored, even while draconian 

military law largely held sway, so a Scottish Judiciary was appointed, but the realities were recognised in its 

composition with four English and three Scottish judges, and although a fourth Scottish judge was added later, 

a casting vote given to the Court President ensured that the English interest predominated. James Dalrymple 

was appointed to this body in 1657, in part because he had acquired the favour of General Monck, the military 

commander in Scotland, and thereby added a salary of £300/annum to his other sources of income. 

The Restoration in 1660 could have spelt disaster for the rising lawyer, given that he had signed the Covenant, 

and served the Republican regime. However, it would seem that he had made a good impression on King 

Charles II, a decade earlier, and with the favour of Monck, and a deserved reputation for competence, he 

prospered, at least initially, receiving a knighthood and a new appointment as a judge in the Court of Session. 

He was advanced to Vice-President of the Court in 1661. Nonetheless, it must have seemed inevitable that the 

hostility of the King, and the English Cavalier Parliament to the Covenant and its signatories, even if slightly 

ameliorated by the de-facto pro-consul in Scotland, the Duke of Lauderdale, himself once an adherent, would 

cost Dalrymple sooner rather than later. Matters came to a head in 1664, when he was required to sign what 

amounted to an abjuration to retain his office. He resigned but the resignation was refused, and a deal was 

brokered by which he was allowed to record his reservations formally in parallel to providing the necessary 

signature. Colleagues in a similar position were not treated in like manner, and growing suspicions about his 

willingness to relax his principles were fed when he was awarded a baronetcy soon afterwards. He became 

President of the Court of Session in 1671, and retained that position for ten years, during which persecution of 

Presbyterians and upholders of the Covenant was stepped up, with Lauderdale’s hand being forced by hard-
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liners like Archbishop Sharp. Needless to say, Dalrymple’s continuation in profitable public office engendered 

animosity in many Presbyterians who knew that he purported to hold views little different from their own, and 

there is no evidence that even covertly he used his influence in favour of his co-religionists. He seems to have 

been simply concerned to avoid controversy so as to give no grounds for dismissal, but the arrival of the Duke 

of York in Edinburgh, as Royal Commissioner saw the imposition of a  harsher regime than that of Lauderdale. 

Office holders in Scotland were confronted with a Test Oath in 1681, and this time there was to be no getting 

round it for James Dalrymple who was dismissed in that year, and forced into exile in Holland a year later. 

At this point it is appropriate to introduce to the narrative, the son John, born to James Dalrymple and Margaret 

Ross, in 1648. Little is known of his early life before he was knighted at the extraordinarily young age of 19, for 

his conduct during unavailing efforts to prevent the Dutch from burning a large part of the English fleet in the 

Medway in 1667. I can shed no light on why John Dalrymple was even there, or on what exactly he did; adding 

to the mystery is the absence of any other evidence during his life to suggest that he was a notable man of 

action. Over the next 10 years, he also took up a legal career, and was duly called to the bar; he married 

Elizabeth Dundas of Newliston, the estate west of Edinburgh which was to become home to their second son, 

John. The elder John took the very risky step of defending the 9th Earl of Argyll against treason charges in 1680, 

and what with that and his father’s dismissal and exile, it is unsurprising that he also became a target for Royal 

disapproval. He was imprisoned in 1683, and again in 1685, at which point he clearly submitted unconditionally 

to the new King, James VII (of Scotland) because he became King’s Advocate in 1686 (the King’s chief 

prosecutor in Scotland), and joined the judiciary as Lord Justice Clerk in 1688. Conveniently his volte face had 

come in time to protect the family estates from forfeiture as punishment for his father’s departure, and to ensure 

that actions begun against his mother were dropped. By this time, it probably surprised few that a Dalrymple 

appeared to have favoured expediency over his principles. 

Meanwhile his father had spent some of his time in Holland readying for publication a treatise, ‘Institutions of 

Law in Scotland’, and writing a less distinguished book on Natural Philosophy. He also brought himself to the 

notice of William of Orange, to the extent that he was one of the Prince’s principal Scottish advisors, before and 

immediately after the invasion of 1688. He was able to resume his position as President of the Court of Session 

in 1689, and became Viscount Stair in 1690. His son John wasted no time in transferring his own support to 

William and was one of four commissioners sent to London by a Scottish Convention, (sitting in lieu of the 

Parliament which required a royal summons as in England), to offer the Crown of Scotland to William and Mary. 

His appointment as Lord Advocate followed in 1689, and he became Secretary of State for Scotland in 1691. 

Scotland had been split by William’s invasion, but Viscount Dundee’s victory at Killiecrankie in 1689 had been 

quickly, if less famously, reversed by General Mackay at Dunkeld, and a pacification programme ensued in the 

Highlands, which involved the administering of oaths of allegiance to chiefs of clans and septs.  

Any chiefs minded to refuse knew that the army would be sent into their territories to exact retribution. A deadline 

of 1st January 1692 was set, but McIan, chief of a group of McDonald clansmen, arrived in Inveraray to take the 

oath three days late. John Dalrymple probably wanted to make an example somewhere, and thought that 

McIan’s followers were entirely suitable because of their reputation for brigandage and thievery, so fatefully 

gave the instructions that led to the infamous Massacre of Glencoe on 12th February 1692, in which 38 clansmen 

including McIan were killed, and up to 40 women and children also perished mainly from exposure and 
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starvation in the following days. The action had been compounded, according to Highland norms, by the 

soldiers’ acceptance of the hospitality of the clan, before they embarked on the killing spree. It is not entirely 

clear that contemporary opinion was as horrified by the event, as we are now, but it certainly supplied a weapon 

which could be used against an unpopular government in Scotland.  

Agitation led to the establishment of a commission charged with investigating the events, which were already 

being referred to as ‘murder under trust’, placing emphasis on McIan’s attendance at Inveraray, rather than his 

lateness, and the acceptance of hospitality prior to the assault. The commission confirmed this view when it 

reported in 1695, and placed the blame squarely on John Dalrymple, though others, not excluding the King, 

hardly deserved full exculpation. So the scapegoat, as he is not unfairly seen, left office in the same year that 

he succeeded by the death of his father, as the 2nd Viscount Stair. He was granted an immediate pardon by the 

King, and reappeared in the Scottish Parliament in 1700; perhaps his rehabilitation, in the eyes of most of his 

contemporaries was completed when he became 1st Earl of Stair in 1703. Thereafter, he was prominent in 

support of the process leading to the Parliamentary Union of 1707, until his death in that year. 

Much that I have described took place after my subject’s birth so he will have seen his family rising greatly in 

status, and acquiring possessions and wealth, although popularity and respect largely eluded them. They had 

prospered by making themselves useful to Kings and their chief councillors, and had been willing to stretch or 

even abandon principles and ditch associations, to avoid damage to their careers and loss of possessions. It 

had been no easy task to advance their family fortunes in such a turbulent period, and they were certainly 

shrewd, single-minded, and probably lucky. John Dalrymple, 2nd Earl of Stair, undoubtedly inherited some of 

these family traits, although he seems to have been a rather more passionate character than either his father 

or grandfather. He was born in Edinburgh in July 1673, a second son, and probably spent most of his first few 

years between the family estates of Newliston, west of Edinburgh, and Carsecreugh in Wigtownshire, in the 

care of tutors. The latter was the scene of a life-defining incident in April 1682, when John shot and killed his 

elder sibling.  

The word accidentally is normally interposed, and many nowadays would say that blame should not be attributed 

to an eight-year old, whatever the circumstances. However, his parents clearly did blame him, as it is recorded 

that they could not bear the sight of him thereafter, and they speedily sent him away to reside with others. It 

may have been a child’s prank gone tragically wrong or a response by an undeveloped mind to treatment as 

second best, but there can be no denying that John Dalrymple had removed a large obstacle in the way of his 

own progress. The gunshot placed him in line to inherit a baronetcy and a number of estates, even if peerages 

had not yet come into the family, instead of his having to make do with what were normally the poor pickings of 

a younger son in Scotland. These speculations would be swept away if it was known that John enjoyed a close 

relationship with his brother, who might have been up to three years older, but Graham, the biographer of the 

Dalrymples, is silent on the matter. At any rate, a King’s pardon had to be granted to the boy; ironically, he 

anticipated by thirteen years his father’s need of the same indulgence following the Glencoe enquiry. 

John Dalrymple’s exile began with residence at the home of the rector of Linlithgow burgh school, not far from 

Newliston, so perhaps he still saw something of his family. In 1685, when 12 years old, he was sent to live with 

his grandfather in Leiden, then, in 1688 he came back to Scotland and entered Edinburgh University, at the age 
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of 15 as was common at that time. He is next recorded as being with his father in the cortege of King William in 

Holland in 1692, and he enlisted as a volunteer in the Cameronian Regiment in time to take part on the losing 

side in the Battle of Steinkirk, one of the Duke of Luxemburg’s victories over King William. The rest of his early 

military career in the 1690s has gone unrecorded, but he became Master of Stair as his father’s heir in 1695. It 

is likely that his military career was interrupted by the wholesale breaking of regiments (disbandments) which 

followed the ending of the War of the League of Augsburg in 1697, and this may explain his inclusion in an 

Embassy to Vienna in 1700; he is also known to have visited Italy in this period. 

10.2 Soldier and Diplomat 

At the outset of the War of the Spanish Succession, John Dalrymple gained a plum position as an aide-de-camp 

to the Duke of Marlborough, and was prominent in early engagements including the storming of Venlo, and the 

siege of Liege, at one point saving the life of the future King of Sweden. With this record, and with the favour of 

the Captain General, it is not surprising that he was promoted to the rank of colonel in 1705, taking command 

of the Cameronian Regiment, in which he had first served, a year later. By this time he was in regular 

correspondence with the future Scottish Secretary, the Earl of Mar, discussing the intricacies of Scottish politics, 

and especially the steps to be taken to gain approval in the Scottish Parliament for Union with England. His 

military career continued to progress and he became a brigadier general after commanding an infantry brigade 

in Marlborough’s triumph at the Battle of Ramillies. Along with his father he applied what influence he had in the 

final debates leading up to the union in 1707, supporting the measure strongly, and after succeeding as 2nd 

Earl of Stair in the same year, he was elected as one of the first 16 Scottish peers sent to the British Parliament 

after the Union was sealed. This was to prove a rare political success, as he failed to gain re-election in 1708, 

or to win the English peerage that would have entitled him to a permanent seat in the House of Lords. 

He returned to the army to take a distinguished part in Marlborough’s next great victory at Oudenarde, leading 

a Cavalry brigade. He was granted the privilege of presenting the victory dispatches at Court, and received 

another step in rank to Major General at the beginning of the next year. He contributed in notable fashion to the 

successful siege of Lille, and the hard-fought victory of Malplaquet in 1709, but was not permitted, as he had 

proposed, to lead a cavalry advance on Paris after the latter battle. This is probably the first indication that he 

was more than a formidable leader of men in battle, implementing the plans of Marlborough, but could take a 

wider view. As we shall see, he retained the main attributes of a commander and especially aggressive intent, 

through the three decades he had to wait to obtain independent command.  

During the following winter, Stair took charge of a mission sent to Augustus, Elector of Saxony, and King of 

Poland, with a view to persuading that monarch to enter the war. He failed in that aim, but established such 

good relations with the ruler, that a special medal was struck in his honour. Promotion to Lieutenant General 

was gazetted at the start of 1710, and he became a Knight of the Thistle, the Scottish counterpart of the ‘Garter’. 

Stair continued to earn distinction at sieges, as Marlborough carried out text-book operations on the French 

border, but failed to administer the coup de grace. The impression grew in Britain that the Captain General was 

deliberately prolonging the war, and this contributed to the downfall of the Marlborough/Godolphin ministry after 

the general election of 1710. The event had immediate consequences for Stair, because he spent the next 

winter negotiating with Robert Harley, the head of a new Tory government, on Marlborough’s behalf, but no 
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accommodation could be reached. Marlborough was dismissed in 1711, and Stair was recalled from Flanders 

not long after his promotion to full general in early 1712. Soon he lost the colonelcy of his regiment, effectively 

no more than an office of profit in peacetime, because he was an opponent of the Tory government. 

Marlborough’s conduct of military operations, during the first decade of the 18th century, deserves the 

acclamation it has received and he was backed up superbly on campaign by all ranks serving him, not least his 

senior subordinate officers, the likes of Overkirk, Argyll, Cadogan, Orkney and Stair. However, the behaviour of 

those and other officers in camp, and during winter furloughs, seems to have been another matter. Marlborough 

can hardly have given any sort of moral lead, given the pattern of his own younger life and the taints of treason 

and extreme acquisitiveness that clung to him. Stair conformed to the norm in indulging traits of 

disputatiousness, stubborn-ness, extravagance, and sexual promiscuity; his Scottish estates were neither 

extensive nor productive enough to fund his activities so he acquired large gambling debts and no doubt incurred 

less edifying costs as well. In token of a close but platonic friendship, Sarah, Duchess of Marlborough, began 

to help Stair financially, when he was still a relatively junior officer, and the support continued until the end of 

her life, and beyond, when her will cancelled all debts owed by him. In return, Stair never wavered from steadfast 

loyalty to the Duke and Duchess, even as he continued to lead a rackety life otherwise.  

This pattern could be observed in the events leading to his marriage, which may have been the stuff of legend 

at the time, but did credit only to his determination. He had fixed his attentions on Eleanor, Viscountess 

Primrose, who had been recently widowed at the death of a husband who had mistreated her. She must have 

given Stair some encouragement, but declared that she would not marry again. His response was ruthless and 

lacking in any semblance of honour or decency; he engineered a scene which publicly compromised his target, 

leaving her little option but to accept his proposal or damn her own reputation; they married in March 1708. In 

spite of its dubious beginnings, the marriage prospered, but was childless. From her first marriage, Eleanor had 

a daughter who became well known in society as Mrs. Primrose, and the three seem to have formed a tight-knit 

family unit, albeit that Stair continued with a somewhat dissolute lifestyle as well. 

The accession of King George I in 1714 resurrected Stair’s career, but changed its direction. He was quickly 

appointed Colonel of the Enniskillen Regiment, and excused the payment of £3000, which would normally have 

been demanded for such a peacetime sinecure. Then in January 1715, he was appointed Minister-

Plenipotentiary to the Court of King Louis XIV in France. In this age, and for two centuries to come, envoys were 

far more important than ambassadors are now, and were expected to interact with heads of state and ministers 

and influence the policies and actions of the country to which they had been assigned. They operated under 

comparatively loose supervision from one of the Secretaries of State, not least because the time-lags in 

communication with London were too great to allow any sort of negotiation to proceed in Paris or any other 

foreign capital, if continual references back to higher authority had been mandated. Stair’s appointment came 

at the start of the only real pause in Franco-British hostility in almost a century and a half, (and some would 

argue even longer). The Treaty of Utrecht, and the negotiations preceding it, had thrown the two nations 

together, when Britain cast adrift her previous allies, and although Stanhope was to be spectacularly successful 

in mending fences, he only began the exercise in 1715. Another matter which made relations with France 

especially important was the certainty that the followers of James, the Old Pretender would not accept the 

Hanoverian Succession as permanent, and the extent to which they were able to operate in France, or even 
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gain official French assistance was bound to be a major determinant of their prospects of success. Stair had a 

tricky balance to maintain from the start of his residence in France; King Louis XIV was 76 years old and failing. 

Thanks to a sequence of deaths, unusual even for that age, his heir was a five-year old great-grandson who 

became Louis XV, and power was set to transfer to a Regent, the Duke of Orleans, as duly occurred in 

September 1715. So, Stair needed to give due respect to Louis XIV’s advisors, while building a relationship with 

the Duke of Orleans and those close to him; in this, he was at first very successful. 

Stair began with a coup which brought him much credit with the Whig government. The Tory government’s 

envoy in Paris in the years up to 1714 had been the poet and diplomat, Matthew Prior, and he had been at the 

centre of the secret negotiations with France conducted by Viscount Bolingbroke, and even more secret 

exchanges with the Old Pretender. It is scarcely credible that Prior did not destroy these documents, and beyond 

belief that he allowed Stair to commandeer them, but he did. Most of the evidence brought against Robert 

Harley, Earl of Oxford to impeach him, and which caused other Tories to flee the country came from that source, 

and Prior himself served a term of imprisonment. Stair’s contribution to the defeat of the Jacobite Rebellion 

which played out in 1715 and 1716 was probably not large because it took place before he had fully established 

himself in Paris, and certainly before he had been able to build up the extensive network of informants which 

provided him with accurate knowledge of the projects and ambitions of the Jacobites in later years. However, 

he was by no means powerless, and is thought to have delayed the passage of the Old Pretender to Scotland, 

and thwarted efforts by Bolingbroke to obtain tangible support from the French government. He may have 

sought to influence the old French King against, releasing the Marshal-Duke of Berwick, half-brother to the Old 

Pretender to take command of the Jacobite army in Scotland. The fact that it didn’t happen considerably reduced 

the chances of Jacobite success, but the explanation probably lay in the poor relationship between the half-

brothers. 

Apart from his role in detecting and combatting Jacobite plans in the years after 1716, Stair was active in trying 

to keep France to the terms of the Treaty of Utrecht. In particular, this required him to monitor French activities 

around the port of Dunkirk, which should have been rendered unusable for purposes of war, but which was 

instead being refurbished and enhanced. Dunkirk presented a double threat in British eyes, as an ideal point of 

departure for invasion fleets, whether Jacobite inspired or not, and a haven for privateers and pirates who would 

be optimally placed to prey on British shipping. The French government wished to maintain good relations with 

Britain during this period, but was aware that the survival of the Jacobite cause, if not its success, and the 

Dunkirk situation played in French favour, so Stair was strung along, rather than given his own way. 

Nonetheless, he had his successes, not least in securing the expulsion of the Jacobite Court to Italy, and his 

services were certainly valued in London. In 1717 he was promoted to full ambassador from minister-

plenipotentiary, and permitted to indulge himself by arranging a lavish ceremony in Paris to mark the event, at 

some cost to the British exchequer. Indeed, Stair’s habit of spending excessively, which was mentioned earlier, 

attracted criticism from his official superior, James Craggs the Younger, Secretary of State for the Southern 

Department, who skilfully mixed chastisement with approbation in his letters to the prickly ambassador. The 

batch of letters, presented by Graham actually does credit to both men, and in particular provides good evidence 

that Craggs, although clearly in the shadow of Stanhope, was shrewd and forceful, emphasising the loss to the 

British state occasioned by his death at the age of only 34 in 1721. 
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Other correspondence presented by Graham makes it clear that Stair acted as something more than a collector 

of information from other envoys and military officers stationed at home and abroad, tendering advice and 

suggestions for action to them. However two factors prevented Stair from having as much influence as he would 

have liked. The first was a function of his abrasive and overbearing personality, which often resulted in his 

quarrelling with people, even after beginning on good terms with them. A good example is furnished by John 

Law, the Scottish financial adventurer, who was first recommended by Stair to the French government, and then 

disparaged as he rose to control French finances. Stair may have been right in his warnings, which were 

prompted by a perception that Law was as keen to undermine Britain as to raise French financial strength, and 

perhaps some jealousy, but it was hardly Stair’s duty to make them, and he suffered accordingly. He was unable 

to form a decent working relationship with the Abbé (later Cardinal) Dubois who was effectively the French 

foreign minister during the latter part of the Regency of the Duke of Orleans, prompting admonitions from 

Craggs. The other factor which limited Stair’s scope was Stanhope’s willingness to act as his own envoy, posting 

across Europe to meet emperors, kings and first ministers, and bending them to his will. This was true of France, 

at least as much as anywhere else, and although Stanhope took Stair into his confidence and listened to him, 

he kept negotiations in his own hands. The Quadruple Alliance was Stanhope’s creation, and he held it together 

when it led to war with Spain. As usual, Stair was able to furnish key intelligence, when Spain played the 

‘Jacobite Card’, at the instance of Cardinal Alberoni, by inviting the Old Pretender to Madrid, and receiving him 

with royal state, and then sending invasion forces to the south-west of England and north-west Scotland. The 

former never reached its destination, while the latter was unable to overcome locally-based government forces. 

By then Stair’s ambassadorship was surviving on borrowed time, because Law and Dubois dominated the 

councils of the Duke of Orleans, and Stair had access to neither. In 1720 he was recalled, ironically reaching 

London just a month before the French financial edifice built by Law on the back of the Mississippi Company, 

collapsed, and Law himself fled to Brussels. Stair’s embassy had lasted for five years, and is rightly singled out 

for praise, both because of what was achieved within the conventional remit of an ambassador, and even more 

because of the secret successes. The limitations I have referred to should not be allowed to alter that favourable 

accounting, yet Stair’s diplomatic career was effectively over. 

10.3. Retirement, Opposition and the Final Military Flourish 

Stair had become clearly identified with the Stanhope/Sunderland faction at the time of the Whig split, so their 

deaths soon after the reconciliation with Townshend and Walpole greatly reduced his prospects of future 

meaningful employment. His peerage was Scottish, so he needed to be elected as one of sixteen representative 

peers to gain a voice at the centre of affairs in the House of Lords. The elections were largely controlled by the 

Earl of Ilay, through the 1720s and 1730s, and he tried to ensure that peers sent to London could be relied on 

to follow instructions, which were usually to support Robert Walpole. Stair would not have been a safe choice 

because of his independence of mind, so he failed to get the backing which would have secured his election. 

He did not adopt a position hostile to the government immediately, and was able to retain his colonelcy, and to 

obtain a sinecure appointment as Vice-Admiral of Scotland, but an active political role was denied to him. 

Accordingly, he lived quietly on his estate at Newliston with his wife and step-daughter, when the three of them 

returned from France, and attempted to restore his finances to some kind of order after years of extravagant 

living. He was described in this period as a plain, somewhat old-fashioned Scottish gentleman, tall and thin, but 
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a bold and witty conversationalist, fluent in a number of languages. Probably, financial acumen was not one of 

his qualities, and he compounded his financial problems by losing money on mining and milling ventures, while 

spending excessive amounts on farming and other estate improvements, at Newliston and the Castle Kennedy 

lands purchased by his father. He is said to have raised earthworks and planted copses at Newliston in a pattern 

which represented the Battle of Blenheim, perhaps a prototype for the fictional project of Tristram Shandy’s 

Uncle Toby and Corporal Trim, in the famous book published three decades later. Stair had to borrow money 

from his uncle, Sir David Dalrymple, the erstwhile Lord Advocate of Scotland, and was still receiving help from 

Sarah, Duchess of Marlborough; otherwise his spending would have bankrupted him. 

Gradually he moved to a position of open hostility to Walpole’s administration, not least because he favoured 

strengthening the alliance with Austria, even if it cost the friendship of France. Britain’s neutrality during the War 

of the Polish Succession, when Austria was beset with opponents, angered him, but the complete break with 

the government came when he backed a proposal, which would have made dismissal of military appointees on 

purely political grounds more difficult. Unsurprisingly, King George II saw this as an attack on his prerogative, 

and he made his anger clear when dismissing Stair from his position as Vice-Admiral of Scotland, and as colonel 

of the Inneskillen regiment. Stair was active in opposition circles thereafter in Scotland and London, but had 

little impact because he lacked a platform; the Earl of Ilay maintained his iron grip on the selection of Scottish 

representative peers. Stair was little more than a cheer-leader as Pulteney and Carteret strove to loosen 

Walpole’s hold on power.  

Finally, the Duke of Argyll intervened in Scottish politics and temporarily broke the power of his brother Ilay, so 

ensuring that a majority of opposition supporters were elected to the House of Commons from Scotland in the 

1741 general election, and just tipping the balance against Walpole. It seemed at first that the Duke of Argyll 

would be the main military beneficiary of the changes following the fall of the government, when he was 

appointed Commander in Chief of the Army. However the new government dominated by Lord Carteret was 

more narrowly Whig than the Duke had wished, and not for the first time he threw up a command in what might 

have been a fit of pique, but was more likely a response to the collapse of his health. Stair, who had already 

been raised to the rank of Field Marshal in March 1742, and appointed Governor of Minorca shortly afterwards, 

was next in line, and was appointed in Argyll’s place in April of the same year. Soon afterwards he was on his 

way to Holland, to take command of the pragmatic army, initially made up of 16000 British soldiers and a similar 

number of Hanoverians. Stair was also appointed ambassador-extraordinary to the Dutch legislature, the States 

General, with the mission to extract a substantial contribution to the pragmatic army, and he was successful at 

least on paper so that his force’s strength increased to close to 50000 men.  

It was a remarkable comeback; Stair was within months of his 70th birthday, and had not seen active service for 

almost 30 years but he was healthy, and had lost none of his vigour, or contrariness. In early 1743, he tried to 

get permission to invade France, possibly thinking that this was the best way of fixing Dutch support. However 

Carteret had wider plans, and higher priorities, at the top of which was the need to engage Austrian support to 

drive a French army out of Northern Germany, where it was threatening Hanover. So Stair was ordered to take 

most of his army to Germany, but the Dutch contingent of almost 20000 was withdrawn by the States General. 

His army did receive an Austrian reinforcement of 12000 men, but the French commanded by Marshal Noailles 

had a numerical advantage of nearly 10000. The pragmatic army then incurred another serious handicap, 
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because it had been joined by King George II, who automatically took command, leaving Stair in charge of the 

British contingent, but frozen out of the King’s council of war which was made up of Hanoverian officers. (It may 

be that Stair, piqued at the loss of overall command, made little effort to intrude on the King). 

The Battle of Dettingen is of course remembered as the last time a British monarch commanded or even took 

part in battle, but strictly, King George was there as Elector of Hanover, because Britain and France were not 

even officially at war.  Unusually, the British first minister, Lord Carteret, was also present, though he was not a 

military man and took no active part. However, what is most remarkable about Dettingen is that in the lead-up, 

one commander, Noailles, with significant superiority in manpower, seemed to have manoeuvred brilliantly to 

set up a guaranteed decisive victory, while the other, King George II, obsessed with the need to shield Hanover, 

dithered, and allowed his army and his person to be placed in great peril, yet the victory fell to the latter. While 

the pragmatic army hesitated to the north of the River Main, Noailles cut their line of supply at Dettingen, 

approximately 20 miles west of Frankfurt by interposing his force at a point where the river valley was squeezed 

by wooded hills. The pragmatic army was left with the choice of continuing eastwards and probably starving, or 

retreating westwards, and trying to break through Noailles’ stronger army. When they decided on retreat, 

Noailles took a large force round behind them, crossed the river, and moved westwards in their tracks. The 

French blocking force at Dettingen comprising half of Noailles’ army, some 23000 men, was very strongly 

entrenched, and artillery had been sited south of the River Main to bombard the pragmatic army when it 

approached.  

To ensure crushing victory, the French commander there, the Duke of Gramont, simply needed to await the 

arrival of Noailles, while holding off the pragmatic army which had to try to break through, with the odds very 

much against success. However, Gramont thought he saw an opportunity for glory when an attack on his 

position fell back in some disarray, and foolishly initiated a pursuit; the pursuers were then defeated, and 

reinforcements were thrown in by both sides to what had become an open battlefield; to compound matters for 

the French their carefully sited cannon could not fire into what had become a melee. With half of the French 

army not present, the balance had swung decisively, and the pragmatic army broke through to resume their 

march to safety. Although Stair had played no part in setting up the battle, he provided tactical direction during 

the encounter, and must take as much credit for the victory, as can be allowed to anyone, though Dettingen 

was overwhelmingly a battle lost rather than a battle won. Had Gramont stuck to the plan of Marshal Noailles it 

is hard to see any other outcome than an overwhelming French triumph, with most of the pragmatic army 

captured, including King George II. The War of the Austrian Succession might have been settled at a stroke in 

French favour, and the history of the 18th century and beyond would have been affected in ways which are 

incalculable.  

Noailles must have been infuriated by the conduct of his subordinate, Gramont, but had to accept that he had 

lost the battle, even if he did remain in occupation of the battlefield. The French marshal had taken a risk by 

splitting his army, and some would suggest he had been too clever by half, because had he kept his force 

together in their strong position, he must have won even if less overwhelmingly than he would have by proper 

implementation of his plan. It was not to be long before he withdrew the French army from Northern Germany 

altogether, to defend against possible attacks from resurgent Austria across the Rhine, and the pragmatic army 

in the Netherlands; Hanover was never again seriously threatened during that war. 
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Stair had wanted to follow up victory by a close pursuit of the French army, preferably all the way back into 

France. In one sense it is not surprising that he failed to get his way, because the King and his close advisors 

knew that the advantage of numbers still lay with the French. Half of the French army had not even been 

engaged at Dettingen whereas the whole pragmatic army had suffered privations when their supply lines had 

been cut, and had lost nearly 10% of their numbers in battle. However, there had been a huge swing in morale, 

and in general, French armies performed badly for the next two years. Later that summer, Stair was instructed 

to take the pragmatic army back to Holland, but he had had enough of his advice being ignored. He asked to 

be relieved of his command, and his resignation was accepted, though he and the King appear to have parted 

on relatively good terms. 

 In 1744, a French invasion in support of a Jacobite rising was anticipated; Stair offered his services, and was 

appointed to the key command of the army in Southern England, (the invading force was expected to land in 

Essex), but the invasion fleet was wrecked by a storm. By then he was colonel of two regiments, the Eniskillens, 

and the Scots Greys, and unusually had been successful in gaining election as a Scottish Representative Peer 

to the House of Lords. He retained his command in 1745, but along with many, underestimated the potential of 

the Jacobite uprising. His role would have become critical, had the Jacobites continued from Derby towards 

London, but they did not and he played no direct part in their eventual defeat. He spoke for clemency after the 

event, but was unable to bring any influence to bear. He seems to have remained active until very close to the 

end of his life, and died at Queensberry House in Edinburgh in May 1747, a couple of months short of his 74th 

birthday. He was interred in the family vault in Kirkliston Church, and his title passed to a nephew, James who 

thus became 3rd Earl of Stair. 

It is quite difficult to assess Stair. His portrait 

is stylised and in it the perfectly oval and 

symmetrical face shows no evidence of his 

character as described by contemporaries.  

His public career as soldier and diplomat 

demonstrated his proficiency in both roles, 

but also that he was not an easy colleague. 

Like his contemporaries of the generation 

after Marlborough, his military reputation 

might be greater if his career had not been 

interrupted for 30 years by an unusual pause 

in British war-making. It is remarkable that 

when called on as an old man to resume his 

military career, he reproduced the 

competence of his earlier years, to the extent 

that those who knew something of such 

matters, like King George II, regretted his 

absence from the command of the pragmatic 

army even after his death. In that context, it is 
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hard to imagine that he would have been able to defeat Marshal de Saxe with an inferior army, but he would 

probably have given a better account of himself than those actually charged with the task. His  diplomatic career 

was similarly halted by the dominance of Walpole, who never showed any desire to employ him in a meaningful 

way.  

It is quite clear that he was no politician; he proved incapable of building a body of support in Scotland that 

would have allowed him to be elected regularly as a Scottish Representative Peer;  he had only three successes 

in nearly thirty years. Another blind spot seems to have been around money, which he often spent frivolously 

and without judgement in amounts well beyond his income, so that it was only by the grace of relatives and the 

Duchess of Marlborough that he avoided bankruptcy. As regards his private life, there was certainly a ruthless 

streak; whatever view one takes of his culpability in the death of his elder brother, there is other evidence from 

the way he forced his marriage, and attempts to control the destination of his title after death. In sum, I think he 

was an able man but to those who had to associate with him, except his wife, step-daughter, and perhaps 

Sarah, Duchess of Marlborough, he must have been very hard work, more often than not. 
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9. Prince William Augustus, Duke of Cumberland, Hero and Villain 

In contrast to the military figures dealt with previously in this collection, Cumberland served virtually no 

apprenticeship before being catapulted to the command of a multi-national army in wartime. He was given ample 

opportunities to demonstrate whether he had the attributes of a successful general, but almost none to gain the 

experience which many would think necessary. His early career path was close to that of the Great Condé, a 

century earlier, since the two tyros, both royal princes, were not dissimilar in age and experience at the times 

of their first great tests. Of course, any resemblance ended at that point. Condé defeated the best army in 

Europe at Rocroy and went on to a stellar career, whereas Cumberland lost the Battle of Fontenoy and 

continued in largely similar vein. A better analogy, militarily at least, can be with made the career of William of 

Orange, who was similarly thrown in at the deep end in his early 20s, and struggled to win battles thereafter, 

against the likes of the aforementioned Condé, and especially the Marshal-Duke of Luxemburg. The similarity 

can be carried further, because each had his one incontrovertible battlefield success fighting a Jacobite army, 

King William III at the Boyne, Cumberland at Culloden. 

For his conduct after that victory, Cumberland is known to posterity as the ‘Butcher’ with other contemporary 

soubriquets like ‘the martial boy’, and ‘the conquering hero’, long forgotten. Although his only full modern 

biography tries to exculpate him, the facts as far as they are known do not; after the rout which was Culloden, 

wounded prisoners were deliberately left untended, and some were murdered in cold blood. The purported 

justification was a note allegedly written by Lord George Murray, the Jacobite commander dealt with next, before 

an attempted night attack preceding the battle, in which officers were instructed to give no quarter to preserve 

surprise. Rumour swirls around this document, and I am doubtful that any copy now exists. At the time it was 

brought forward, it was denounced as a forgery, and even if it was not, the special circumstances of a surprise 

attack have often since been used to excuse measures unpardonable in normal battlefield situations, especially 

after the battle has been won and lost.  

Thereafter Cumberland, based first in Inverness, and then in Fort Augustus, directed operations mounted to 

‘pacify’ the western Highlands. No-one could have questioned efforts to disarm Jacobite rebel fighters, and 

detain their leaders including the Young Pretender himself, but Cumberland, condoned and probably 

encouraged far more draconian measures than that. His correspondence refers to the destruction of vermin. It 

is probably too condemnatory to describe his instincts as genocidal, but he believed that stamping out the last 

embers of revolt required the infliction of maximum damage on the Highland way of life. Many who had taken 

no part in the rising suffered physical harm and saw their shelter and food supplies destroyed while women and 

children suffered with their men-folk. An irony as far as Cumberland’s future reputation was concerned, is that 

the soubriquet ‘Butcher’ seems to have been coined not by those he harmed most nor hostile propagandists, 

but as an intended witticism by a well-informed London Guild Member, during a discussion about honouring the 

Duke for saving the city from the Jacobite army. 

Cumberland packed much that should interest historians into a relatively short life, (he died at the age of 44), 

and it is surprising that there is only one complete modern biography. It was not only his military career that 

attracted controversy and made him the subject of great swings in public esteem. At various times, he carried 

considerable political weight; especially near the end of his life when he put together the Rockingham 
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government, and in many ways acted as its leader. We actually know little about his political, or indeed his 

military thinking, save what can be deduced from his actions, but there is no doubt that he was a loyal son to 

his father, King George II, and by the time of his death, he had begun to give similar service to his nephew, King 

George III. His personal life was enigmatic, because he never married, seems to have had no lasting 

relationships with women, and lived to an overwhelming degree in the company of men. However, there were 

enough tales of prostitutes being brought to the house in Windsor Great Park where he mostly lived, to suggest 

that his sexual proclivities were relatively orthodox for the time and not wholly dormant; the fact that his weight 

was said to be well over 20 stones, by the time he reached his mid-thirties may have cramped his style in that 

regard. 

This article gives a brief chronological account of his life with a focus on the military career, which he prioritised 

until his last years. 

11.1 The Early Years 

Prince William Augustus was born in London on 15th April 1721; his parents were George Augustus, then Prince 

of Wales and Princess Caroline. His elder brother, Frederick had been born 14 years earlier, and brought up 

exclusively in Hanover, even after his parents had moved to England in 1714; the baby prince had three older 

sisters, and another two were born later. Relations between the Hanoverian Kings and their eldest sons and 

heirs were invariably fraught, but it is something of a puzzle that the Prince and Princess of Wales seem to have 

detested Frederick from a very young age, and that the sentiment was in no way mitigated by his separation 

from them at the age of seven; perhaps the antipathy was a reflection of the fact that his royal Grandfather, King 

George I, doted on the child. By contrast, they adored Prince William Augustus from his birth, and he received 

affection as well as the shower of honours which were to a degree, his birth-right; he became a Knight of the 

Order of the Bath in 1726, Duke of Cumberland with a string of subsidiary titles a year later, and a Knight of the 

Garter in 1730. The parental preference for the younger son might have had more tangible consequences 

arising from a scheme conceived by King George I for the separation of Great Britain and Hanover. He had 

seen the connection as disadvantageous for both states, and proposed that, two generations in the future, a 

younger son should become Elector of Hanover, when the eldest son succeeded as King. After 1721, the then 

Prince of Wales began to show enthusiasm for the proposal, albeit modified by advancing the outcome by one 

generation, and by altering the succession path to give his younger son the far greater prize of Great Britain. 

Needless to say, the leading politicians of the day, and especially Robert Walpole, were unenthusiastic about a 

potential reduction in the legitimacy of a future King, with the Jacobites still seen as a real threat, so the proposal 

was shelved. (The parting of the ways took place more than a century later because Hanover adhered to the 

Salic law barring the accession of women. When Victoria became Queen of Great Britain and Ireland in 1837, 

her uncle, another Duke of Cumberland became King of Hanover.) In 1727, Cumberland’s father succeeded to 

the British throne as King George II, and a year later the execrated Prince Frederick, by then Prince of Wales, 

came to London. He was 21, and his young brother only 7, so there was no possibility of a close companionship 

forming for some years, and perhaps one never did, but to their credit they seem to have interacted amicably 

against the background of bitter family squabbles. 
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Cumberland’s education was predominantly in the hands of tutors, with experts called in to give instruction in 

their own specialisms, but he may have attended Westminster School for a short period; the doubt arises from 

the absence of his name from the school roll. There is no very credible evidence as to his intellectual capacity, 

and although he seemed happy in later life to attend plays and music performances, he was never a part of any 

literary or artistic set, even if he clearly enjoyed having his portrait painted. Rightly or wrongly, I have formed a 

view that he probably lacked imagination, deep insight, or special talents, but that he was neither stupid nor ill-

educated. Above all, he was self-confident, and could make up his mind quickly, though having done so he was 

probably too inflexible. From the age of 10, he had his own establishment, run by a Governor, Stephen Poyntz, 

and with an income of £6000 per annum, but he still lived with his parents. In 1739 when he reached the age of 

18, the allowance was increased to £12000, and he was granted a separate residence at Windsor Hunting 

Lodge; I imagine that the location was his own choice. He was already a devotee of hunting, and had the privacy 

there to indulge in the pursuit of women of varying degrees of respectability. I have already touched on this 

facet of his life, and it seems that although happy to seek sexual gratification, in his younger days at least, the 

last thing he ever wanted was a long-term relationship or female companionship with an equal. On the one 

occasion when there was real pressure for him to wed, a Princess of Denmark, he escaped by following 

Walpole’s advice to demand a very large financial settlement.  

At the age of 19 in 1740 the Duke of Cumberland was appointed Colonel of the Coldstream Guards Regiment, 

and presumably began to learn about army life. It has to be surmised that he did not find the exercise particularly 

compelling, because a year later, he requested the King’s permission to enrol as a naval volunteer. Soon 

afterwards, the Commander in Chief of the Channel Fleet the septuagenarian Admiral Sir John Norris found 

himself vacating his cabin in the flagship HMS Victory in favour of the volunteer. Cumberland’s first and last 

naval cruise was a fiasco; immobilisation by contrary winds was nothing unusual, but when the fleet did get 

moving, the flagship was struck by HMS Lion, and had to return to port. The volunteer had already had enough 

and perhaps decided that compared with other possible options, the military life was not so bad after all. It is 

likely that some instruction from the Surveyor of the Navy, Sir Jacob Acworth, on ship design and construction 

had really captured his interest, but that the reality of life on board ship had proved too far from his expectations. 

The episode is strangely at odds with the persistence and determination he was to show in most situations, in 

the future. At any rate, his return to the army was quickly rewarded as he was promoted to the rank of Major-

General a year later in 1742. 

11.2 The Battles of Dettingen and Fontenoy 

The War of the Austrian Succession had begun in 1740, and as has been discussed in previous articles, the 

early stages had seen an attempt by France to destroy Austria as a first rank European power. The advent of 

Carteret as first minister in Britain in 1742, brought that phase of the war to an end to be replaced by a British 

effort to do to France what that nation had attempted against Austria. One plank of Carteret’s policy was the 

creation of the Pragmatic army comprising soldiers from Britain, Hanover, the United Provinces, Austria, and 

smaller north German states such as Hesse; the Earl of Stair was placed in command of the force which 

assembled in the Austrian Netherlands. The overarching concern of King George II was for the safety of 

Hanover, which was threatened by a French army in north-west Germany, commanded by Marshal Noailles, so 

Stair was refused permission to invade France, (which would surely have drawn Noailles back), and instead 
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ordered to march his army towards Hanover to confront the French directly. King George decided to join the 

army, taking Cumberland (and Carteret) with him, and as a reigning monarch automatically took overall 

command, though with guidance from the senior officers of the various national contingents present, but 

perversely largely excluding Stair. The King’s obsessions held great sway, and in particular his conviction that 

King Frederick of Prussia was intent on invading Hanover from the east. As a result the Pragmatic army dithered 

on the north bank of the River Main, trying to keep its options open, but giving too little attention to the French 

army, superior in numbers which was manoeuvring in close proximity. 

In the article on Lord Stair, I suggest that if Noailles had kept his army concentrated, and selected a favourable 

position to give battle he must have inflicted a damaging defeat on the Pragmatic army, but perhaps influenced 

by the apparent ineptitude of his opponents he decided to aim even higher. The latter had finally realised that 

they were in some peril, and had set off westwards to re-establish contact with their supply line. Noailles divided 

his army, interposing a block to the west of the Pragmatic army, with well sited artillery and half his army under 

the command of Marshal Gramont, positioned where the valley of the River Main narrowed almost to a gorge, 

and he took the other contingent east in a wide sweep, so that they could take the retreating Pragmatic army in 

the rear. There seemed to be every chance that he would surround his opponents, capture the British King, and 

end the war on French terms. The outcome was very different although at first, events conformed to the French 

plan; the retreating army came up to Gramont’s force, attempted to break through, but were thrown back. A 

disastrous French mistake soon followed, as perceiving their opponents in some disarray, the French regiments, 

cavalry and infantry, left their positions and attacked, thereby effectively disabling their own artillery which could 

not fire into the melee, for fear of killing their own men. Noailles had not yet come up, so the attackers were 

heavily outnumbered. In time, the Pragmatic army pushed the French back and broke through, so were able to 

continue their march towards safety. All this happened on 27th June 1743 near the village of Dettingen, and is 

of course famous as the last occasion when a British monarch commanded in battle, even if he was really there 

as Elector of Hanover. 

What of Cumberland? First it should be made clear that in spite of his high rank he was present as a volunteer 

on his father’s staff, rather than to lead the regiment of which he was colonel, or to command any other unit or 

detachment. He may or may not have engaged in active combat, most likely not because senior officers had 

other priorities. What he certainly did, witnessed by many, was demonstrate courage and calmness under fire. 

Obviously, this and the fact that he gained experience of battlefield conditions were important for his future. 

However, there was a downside; he sustained a grapeshot wound in his knee which was serious enough for 

amputation of the leg to be considered at one point. His recovery took many months and he had difficulty in 

walking thereafter, though it seems less likely that these after-effects were the cause of his putting on weight, 

than in part a consequence. Presumably, he was consoled by the receipt of another step in rank to Lieutenant 

General. 

Cumberland did not witness the aftermath of the battle. The Pragmatic army had suffered 3000 casualties from 

their strength of about 36000, but were buoyed by their unlikely victory which allowed them to re-connect with 

their lines of supply unimpeded. Noailles suffered 4500 casualties from the half of his army that had taken part 

in the battle, but still had superior numbers, having begun with 43000. However, the French had seemingly lost 

heart, and pulled back towards their own frontier. So Dettingen proved more important strategically than might 
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have been anticipated, because it marked the end of French initiatives in northern Germany and effectively 

safeguarded Hanover for the remainder of the war. It brought no end to disputes in the Pragmatic army camp, 

with Stair again championing an invasion of France. After his advice was rejected, in favour of the army returning 

to the Austrian Netherlands, he resigned, and for all that he was old and abrasive, he was also forceful and 

more than competent; the latter qualities were not to be found in some of his successors.  

……………………… 

In 1744, France belatedly declared war on Great Britain and assembled 15000 soldiers under the command of 

Marshal de Saxe, together with numerous transports at Dunkirk, with the apparent intention of making a landing 

in Essex, supported by simultaneous Jacobite risings in other parts of the country. Some authorities have 

questioned whether the French were serious about the project, and suggested instead that it was a bluff 

calculated to prevent the Pragmatic army, with its large British contingent, invading France from the 

Netherlands, while the main French army was deployed against an Austrian invasion from the east. I find this 

interpretation unconvincing for several reasons; the costs to the French must have been large, probably more 

French soldiers than British were tied up, and they would have been jeopardising prospects of future Jacobite 

support. At any rate, Cumberland was appointed to the command of soldiers with the task of defending London, 

but they were not brought into action. The French expeditionary force was dispersed after storms scattered the 

fleet, assembled to protect the transport vessels. Viewed with hindsight, the early part of 1744 did provide much 

the best opportunity for the Pragmatic army to make inroads into northern France, so the fears raised in Britain 

by the activity at Dunkirk may have achieved something, but the combination of the timidity of the Dutch 

contingent and the torpor of the inadequate commander, General Wade were of themselves enough to ensure 

that the French frontier would not be breached.   

At the beginning of 1745, Cumberland was appointed, when not quite 24, to the command of British forces in 

the Netherlands, with the impressive-sounding designation as Captain-General, the office previously held by 

Marlborough. His royal status made him the effective Commander-in-Chief of the whole Pragmatic army, with 

the task of containing the superior forces which were by then ranged against him under the command of Marshal 

of France, Count Maurice de Saxe, erstwhile Duke of Courland. This renowned general was by then 49 years 

old, born one of a reputed 354 illegitimate children fathered by King Augustus II of Poland who was also Elector 

of Saxony. The Marshal had fought in the Austrian army during the War of the Spanish Succession, but after 

some years attempting to establish himself as Duke of Courland, had reappeared in the French army and made 

his reputation under the command of the Duke of Berwick during the War of the Polish Succession. He was 

successful in Bohemia in the early stages of the War of the Austrian Succession, earning his ‘baton’, in spite of 

the handicap of being a foreign protestant. The contrast in age, experience and achievement with his opponent 

was very great, but it should be borne in mind that de Saxe had already wrecked his health by self-indulgence 

and had not yet commanded an independent army in a major battle. 

A serious Austrian threat to eastern France had been ended by the intervention of King Frederic of Prussia who 

invaded Bohemia in late 1744. From that time onwards the French were able to maintain superiority over the 

Pragmatic army in the Netherlands, and took the offensive. De Saxe began 1745 with an army of 90000, 

whereas Cumberland deployed only around 50000, but in order to make permanent inroads, the French had to 
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take the fortresses and fortified towns scattered all over the Austrian Netherlands, but held mainly by the Dutch. 

Just as had been the case in previous wars, this presented the attacking army with a dilemma. Fortified towns 

might be held by a few thousand soldiers, but successful sieges required that the besiegers deploy four or five 

times as many. When de Saxe moved in March 1745 to besiege Tournai, he had to divide his army, with perhaps 

35000 in the siege lines, and the remaining 55000 positioned to protect the siege from any attempt by 

Cumberland to interfere, so at a stroke any battle had been rendered a much more even contest.  

Obviously, it would have been in Cumberland’s interest to gather his army dispersed in winter quarters, early in 

the year, with the aim of taking up a strong position near to de Saxe’s target and so discouraging his opponent 

from even starting siege operations. This was never a likely prospect with a multi-national army, but the fact 

that it was as late as May, before Cumberland could move forwards, suggests a degree of complacency. De 

Saxe had been given more than enough time to place his field army in a strong shielding position centred on 

the village of Fontenoy with redoubts in woodland on his flanks and barricades to his front, by the time 

Cumberland arrived on the scene. In fact he had done more because by making a feint towards Mons he had 

persuaded Cumberland to waste time and effort in shadowing this move. It has been suggested that the allied 

commanders should have tried to manoeuvre de Saxe out of his chosen position, but instead they determined 

on an immediate attack. They had underestimated the French numbers, assuming that the division of the army 

necessitated by the siege must have given them the substantial superiority needed for an attack on a prepared 

position, whereas there was near parity. The plan of attack was unsubtle, with the main assault to be undertaken 

by the British and Hanoverian regiments, backed by Austrians, in the centre, but with preceding flank assaults 

by the Dutch on the left, and a detached British brigade on the right, to prevent enfilading fire, from redoubts 

and other fortified positions, some though not all of which had been detected.  

The battle, on 11th May 1745 duly began with these secondary though critically important operations on each 

wing, mounted by Dutch and British detachments, but both failed. The French flanking positions were well-

defended, and previously undiscovered redoubts posed unanticipated problems, but the attacks were not 

pushed nearly as hard as they needed to be, and in the aftermath the British commander of the assault on the 

right was court-martialled. Cumberland could have reconsidered his plan, or at very least reinforced the flank 

forces, and sent them in again, but instead decided to ignore the setback and just proceed with the main frontal 

attack. He set himself at the head of his regiments and began what was to be an almost legendary infantry 

assault. Casualties to fire coming from three directions were indeed heavy before the mainly British, but also 

German and Austrian, soldiers reached the French barricades, but they crashed into them with enough 

momentum to threaten a break-through in short order. De Saxe had not expected this, but immediately 

recognised that the decisive moment of the battle had arrived and brought forward reserves to confront the 

allied phalanx, as it sought to build on its advantage. At first the additional French soldiers were brushed aside, 

and de Saxe then sent cavalry to charge again and again at the mass of advancing infantry, but they also were 

unable to halt the allied soldiers. De Saxe did not panic, unlike some of his senior subordinates, but continued 

to feed in more regiments, some drawn from the flanks where he was under no pressure, and eventually shear 

weight of numbers, backed by continuing fire from the three sides, first halted the allied advance, and then as 

some of the units wavered, began to push the allied soldiers back. It was no sort of rout, with most regiments 

pulling back in reasonably good order, protected by cavalry unused in the battle until then, and de Saxe, who 
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was ill with dropsy, and prostrated by the end of the day, did not mount a pursuit. He had won the battle by 

fighting off Cumberland’s attack and remained in control of his positions and the battlefield. The human cost 

had been high on both sides with allied deaths, and other casualties amounting to 11000, including 3500 taken 

prisoner as the retreat left some units stranded, while French losses were 7500.  

Inevitably Tournai soon fell, on 21st May, though its citadel held out for another month. De Saxe was then able 

to field an army of more than 70000 while Cumberland had only half that number to protect the remainder of 

the Austrian Netherlands. His decision to concentrate around Brussels may have been correct, but inevitably it 

exposed the Scheldte valley and the coastal regions. Cumberland later attempted to augment the garrison of a 

key fortified city, Ghent, but the operation was thwarted by the French.  The summer and autumn saw the 

capture by the French of that city, while Bruges and Ostend were the most important of several other fortified 

centres that fell into French hands. Then, allied difficulties were compounded, by the Jacobite uprising. The 

British government was very reluctant to withdraw British soldiers from the Austrian Netherlands, but eventually 

after the Jacobite victory at Prestonpans on 21st September 1745, they decided that they would have to do so, 

and Cumberland was ordered to dispatch 10 battalions to England. When it became clear that the Jacobites 

were definitely going to march south, Cumberland was instructed to embark another 6 battalions and 15 

squadrons of cavalry, and ready himself to return to England, which he did on 19th October. Thus, the already 

outgunned allied army had been reduced by something over 15000 soldiers and its commander, but there would 

have been some comfort in the fact that armies normally went into winter quarters no later than November, 

making it unlikely that de Saxe would exploit the situation immediately. However, the government knew that the 

Jacobite army had to be dealt with quickly enough to permit the return of the British soldiers to the Netherlands 

by the next spring. 

It is remarkable that Cumberland’s reputation had not been damaged more by Fontenoy and its dismal 

aftermath. There is of course a strong argument for the view that he should not have been placed in command 

of the allied army on the grounds of his inexperience, and he cannot be blamed for that decision. It can certainly 

be argued that his priority should have been to keep a strong allied army in being, and from that perspective, 

Fontenoy should not have been fought on ground chosen by de Saxe, even if such a decision had resulted in 

the loss of Tournai. However, the main criticisms concern Cumberland’s management of the battle; his 

reconnaissance was inadequate, failing to detect large flanking redoubts, and although his battle-plan may have 

been viable, he had done little to ensure that it was carried out; by placing himself in the position of honour (and 

in fairness, maximum danger) at the head of the British and Hanoverian column, he deprived himself of any 

opportunity to intervene later elsewhere. As a result, the failures of the flank attacks went unaddressed, and his 

cavalry and some reserves stood idly by until the day was effectively lost. Yet paradoxically, the battle was 

almost won thanks to the quality of the British infantry regiments, seemingly by a margin the best soldiers on 

the battlefield, and that it was not, was mainly down to the fact that de Saxe, for all that he was ill and spent 

much of the time on a litter in a cart, behaved like a proper commander, attending to crises as they arose and 

implementing counter measures. In contrast Cumberland behaved like a very brave, and no doubt inspirational, 

regimental colonel or brigadier. Fontenoy was a decisive battle; the allies never regained the initiative in the 

Netherlands, it was certainly a factor in encouraging the Young Pretender to start his Jacobite Rebellion, and 

to some extent it destroyed the mystique of the British army created by Marlborough. Nonetheless, Cumberland 
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returned to Britain more or less untarnished by defeat, if not quite a hero. As the Jacobite rebellion was beginning 

to demonstrate clearly enough, there was a paucity of competent alternatives to him as commander of the 

British army. 

11.3 Culloden, Before and After 

The military situation when Cumberland returned to London in mid-October was that a small Jacobite army, no 

more than 5000 strong was marching south towards Carlisle, whereas the government was deploying three 

armies, each superior in numbers to their adversary. One was just to the north of London, a second moving 

towards Manchester commanded by General Ligonier, and a third based in Newcastle commanded by General 

Wade. It should also perhaps be added that contrary to some accounts, Scotland had not been ‘conquered’ by 

the Jacobites to whom there was opposition in most of the Lowlands, except perhaps in Edinburgh, and beyond 

the Highland line in areas like the Campbell stronghold of Argyll. It seemed that Cumberland’s task as Captain 

General would be limited to providing specialist advice to the government, while the greatly superior government 

forces set about crushing the revolt. In fact, the performances of the commanders of these forces during the 

next few months were abysmal. Wade in Newcastle was the first to demonstrate his inadequacy. When it 

became clear in early November that the Jacobites were moving down the west coast by way of Carlisle, he 

was instructed to intercept them, but allowed himself to be halted by a snowstorm just past Hexham. He was 

then told to move speedily south but took almost a month to reach Ripon, less than a hundred miles away. 

Ligonier on his way to defend the line of the Mersey was then taken ill, for which he cannot of course be blamed, 

so Cumberland went to replace him, taking over at Lichfield. As he moved north, and the Jacobites reached 

Preston, and kept moving south, a clash in which the latter would have faced a greatly superior force appeared 

imminent. However, Cumberland was persuaded by a Jacobite feint that they were heading for Wales, and 

moved westwards to block their supposed path, bizarrely requesting that Wade, still nearly a hundred miles 

away and moving at snail’s pace, dispatch his cavalry across the Penines to harass his adversaries. So the 

route towards London was left open, save for a hastily assembled force on the northern outskirts, when the 

Jacobites reached Derby on the 4th December 1745.  

The fateful decision by the Jacobite commanders to turn back made on 6th December is discussed in more 

detail in the next article. Retreats are nearly always more difficult than advances, but this one was admirably 

performed by a supposedly ill-disciplined, mainly Highland army, though they missed some opportunities to 

damage their pursuers on the way. They were helped by the lack of imagination displayed by Cumberland after 

he moved in behind with a few thousand of his army to chase them north, by the government who in fear of an 

imaginary French invasion, twice halted Cumberland for a day, and  by the predictable slowness of Wade, who 

should really have had good prospects of cutting them off near Penrith. On 18th December, the Jacobite 

rearguard paused at Clifton near Carlisle and fought a successful delaying action, which guaranteed that the 

whole army, minus relatively few stragglers, would reach Scotland. A small Jacobite garrison had been left in 

Carlisle, the worst mistake of their campaign, but when it surrendered after bombardment, Cumberland made it 

clear that he thought the Rebellion was at an end, and that the government forces in Scotland recently taken 

over by General Henry Hawley, were sufficient to deal with any remaining trouble.  
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He returned to London, where there were still fears about a possible French descent on the Kent coast, in 

government circles, though in reality there was no chance of the French risking such an operation in winter. Of 

course, the Jacobites were far from finished, and won a battle against General Hawley’s 9000 men at Falkirk 

Muir on 17th January 1746, which led those in London to wonder if a repeat of the events of the previous year 

might be in prospect. Jacobite ambitions were much reduced by then, not least because of their failure to attract 

support in England, and they did not follow up their success, but continued a siege of Stirling Castle. Its capture 

would have buttressed their position in Scotland, but they made little progress. Cumberland was sent to 

Edinburgh to replace the discredited Hawley, who was fortunate to be retained as second in command. The 

Captain-General arrived on 30th January, and what proved to be the last phase of the campaign had begun. 

The Jacobite army broke off the siege in Stirling, whenever he moved the government army towards them, and 

divided their army into three columns which went by different routes to Inverness which they captured along 

with Forts George and Augustus by late February. At first Cumberland again assumed that the Jacobites had 

given up and  were about to disperse to their homes; he informed the government that he would wait until spring 

before setting about the scorched earth policy for which he became notorious later. However he realised his 

mistake fairly quickly and had moved his army to Aberdeen by 27th February; that army comprised soldiers 

beaten at Prestonpans and Falkirk along with Scottish and English reinforcements. He paused in part because 

the River Spey which he would have to cross to get to Inverness was impassable, but also because he had 

seen the need to devise counter-measures against the charges of the Highland soldiers, and train his men to 

stand firm; it is greatly to his credit, that he perceived the need to do this and acted on it. He set off north-

westwards in early April with just over 7000 men, increased to 9000, by the time they reached Nairn, fifteen 

miles to the east of Inverness after a trouble-free march on 14th April. The next day was spent in reconnaissance. 

The Jacobites who had less than 5000 men in arms decided then to risk a night attack, but they suffered delays 

which meant it would have been daylight before they could have reached Cumberland’s lines. The attack was 

aborted and the tired, discouraged and bedraggled force pulled back to Culloden Moor. 

Even then, a further withdrawal might have saved them at least temporarily, but the Young Pretender refused 

to sanction this. The armies deployed on the morning of 16th April; and the Jacobite position was decidedly 

poorly chosen, given that they had had at least a month to select it; they deployed across an open moor with 

their right flank, above a slope, but essentially ‘in the air’. Cumberland sought to capitalise on that perceived 

opportunity by sending a detachment which eventually climbed the slope and joined their fire to that of the main 

part of the government army. Really, this was no more than an irritation to his adversaries and the outcome was 

always going to depend on the effect of the Highland charge, which was directed at the left of Cumberland’s 

line after the government army had fired without much reply for around 20 minutes. The charge was pushed 

home with real vigour by Lord George Murray, and two government regiments were severely mauled, but the 

odds were stacked in Cumberland’s favour; he had substantial numerical superiority which allowed him to bring 

up over a thousand men to buttress the regiments, which had taken the brunt of the charge, and his training 

exercises at Aberdeen had instilled method and confidence in his men, who fought well. The Highlanders were 

decisively repulsed in less than 30 minutes, and though Murray managed to draw off most of his brigade from 

the right flank in an orderly fashion, everywhere else the Jacobite army fled in confusion without having landed 

a blow, and suffered the consequences, which were more than 2000 casualties. There were few surviving 
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wounded, and virtually no prisoners, apart from 200 Frenchmen. Although the Young Pretender and most of the 

other leaders escaped, the Rebellion was at an end, but as discussed earlier, Cumberland was determined to 

exact severe retribution. Since he had been communicating his wish to do so to the government through 

Secretary of State Newcastle since arriving in Scotland, and had not been checked, he cannot be given all the 

blame for what was to follow. Nonetheless, his references in correspondence to the dispatch of vermin, the 

scope he gave to his subordinates to kill and destroy, and the very fact that he remained in the Highlands until 

July 1746, does imply a certain relish for the task, and on those grounds his receipt of the soubriquet of ‘Butcher’ 

is just. As regards his place in history it is unfortunate that what was an exemplary operation, up to and including 

the Battle of Culloden was for ever tarnished by the later excesses. 

The obloquy in England was to arrive later, so when he returned to London on 25th July it was to a hero’s 

welcome. Parliament voted him an annual grant of £25000, (equivalent to over £1.5 million at today’s values), 

and Handel produced his anthem ‘The Conquering Hero’ for a service of thanksgiving at St. Paul’s Cathedral. 

It is worth remembering that Cumberland was just 25 years old; he had seemingly redeemed his reputation as 

a military commander, with Fontenoy more likely to be quoted as an example of his courage in action, than 

incompetent general-ship. By the time the celebrations had finished, the campaigning season in the Austrian 

Netherlands was almost over, so he took no part there in 1746. 

11.4 A Rude Return to Reality, at Home and Abroad 

The allies can scarcely have hoped that the decrease in size of their army in the Austrian Netherlands as British 

regiments were shipped back to confront the Jacobite army would go un-noticed by the French. However, they 

might have thought the damage would be limited because armies were usually fairly inactive in winter as they 

had to be dispersed to allow men and especially horses to be fed.  De Saxe had other ideas, and assembled 

his army in February 1746, and moved unopposed into Brabant. Brussels fell quickly, and de Saxe and his 

subordinates were able to follow up over the next few months by taking many of the fortified towns in the Scheldt 

valley including Antwerp. It was autumn before the British contingent was back up to strength under the 

command of Sir John Ligonier, and by then de Saxe had set his sights on Liege; the allied commander Charles 

of Lorraine determined to thwart him, and deployed his army on a line between the city and a village called 

Rocoux which gave its name to the ensuing battle. Unfortunately, the position was ill-chosen, as a ravine 

separated the Austrians on the right from the British in the centre, and the Dutch on the left, and the River 

Meuse was only a short distance behind. The allied army had increased in size to 90000, but de Saxe had 

120000 men, and was able to focus his attack on the Dutch contingent, in the knowledge that only part of the 

opposing army would be able to come to their aid. The Dutch performed better than at any other battle during 

the campaign, but were forced back and had to shelter behind the British regiments at the centre of the line. 

Thereafter French progress was slow but the weight of numbers told, and the allied army had to pull back to 

avoid being trapped in front of the River Meuse. They again did so in good order, with the Austrians finally able 

to contribute usefully by protecting the main bridge over the river, but Liege was left open to the French army. 

The allies had indubitably lost the battle which had taken place on 11th October 1746, but casualties were 

comparatively light at around 4500, if heavier than the 3500 suffered by the French. De Saxe sent his army into 

winter quarters shortly afterwards, knowing that he had made great progress towards the full conquest of the 

Austrian Netherlands, even if he had failed to win a decisive victory. 
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Cumberland returned to command the allied army at the beginning of 1747, with thoughts of going onto the 

offensive by laying siege to Antwerp. However, de Saxe baited a trap for him far to the west near Maastricht, 

by sending a relatively small part of his army there. Cumberland thought he saw an opportunity, but by the time 

he got there, de Saxe had force-marched most of his army to the support of his detachment, and taken up a 

strong position at Laffeldt. Once again Cumberland was faced with a battle on ground chosen by his opponent, 

and by a superior force; estimates of the numbers involved vary widely, between 60000 and 100000+ in the 

case of the allies, but all seem to agree that de Saxe had 20000 more soldiers at his disposal. The initiative 

clearly lay with de Saxe, and he decided to concentrate overwhelming force against the British contingent at the 

centre of the allied line around the villages of Laffeldt and Wiltgenen. Cumberland needed considerable 

persuasion to incorporate the villages in his line, and on the day of the battle, 2nd July 1747, actually pulled back 

before occupying them again, thereby unwittingly confusing his adversary, but not to great purpose.  

In the afternoon, de Saxe mounted his attack, initiating a ferocious struggle in which the advantage swung back 

and forwards, as the British were ejected from and then retook the villages several times but eventually weight 

of numbers told and the French broke through in the centre. At this point de Saxe set his cavalry in motion with 

the intention of punching through the gap and converting a victory into a rout. However, the allied army was 

saved from a major catastrophe by the British cavalry led by Ligonier stationed on the left of the allied line; he 

drove into the flank of the advancing French horsemen and stopped them in their tracks, and then did much the 

same to the French infantry pursuing the retreating British foot soldiers. The cost was high, and Cumberland, 

who by this time was little more than a spectator as the battle raged around him,  would have been captured 

had Ligonier not intervened personally with a few horsemen to protect him, a rescue which led to the cavalry 

commander’s own capture. The Austrians, again hardly involved until the battle was lost, were able to shelter 

the retreating British and Dutch forces as they sought protection under the guns of the fortress of Maastricht.  

Neither commander could take much satisfaction from the result. Once again, Cumberland had lost a close 

contest in spite of fielding the outstanding participants in the battle, Ligonier’s cavalry. The fact that the French 

casualty total of above 12000 was much larger than the allied total of 8000 did not alter the fact that the allies 

had lost. Nonetheless, De Saxe was rather unfairly seen in France as having won a Pyrrhic victory because of 

the size of the French casualty list, because the allied army had not been destroyed by his superior force, and 

because Maastricht did not fall to him. Viewed strategically, the battle had hammered home the French 

advantage leaving de Saxe in even greater control of the overall situation. This was demonstrated when 

Cumberland proved unable to respond effectively when the French commander detached 30000 under his able 

second in command, Marshal Lowendahl to march east to lay siege to the Dutch fortress of Bergen-op-Zoom. 

There ensued a contest during which de Saxe dispatched reinforcements to Lowendahl while Cumberland tried 

to build a western force large enough to disrupt the siege; the two commanders detached units in piecemeal 

fashion at similar rates to avoid ceding an advantage around Maastricht. Cumberland simply did not have the 

numbers to save both fortress towns and Bergen was stormed, and regrettably, sacked on 18th September 

1747, leaving the United Provinces threatened in the east and wide open to invasion in the west. 

Peace negotiations had by then been in progress for a year, but the senior British Secretary of State, the Duke 

of Newcastle, encouraged by Cumberland, had shown no inclination to agree terms. This remained the situation 

early in 1748, even although the Dutch, threatened with imminent invasion, had become frantic in their efforts 
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to persuade their main ally to settle. Eventually their pleas were heard, and an armistice was agreed, though 

not soon enough to prevent de Saxe occupying Maastricht on 7th May. The Treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle was signed 

on 18th October 1748; French arms had not been as successful around the world as in the Austrian Netherlands, 

but even so it is more than surprising that they agreed to surrender all the gains made by Marshal de Saxe, to 

the chagrin of that commander. Cumberland was still with the allied army as the war ended but soon afterwards 

he returned to England. 

……………………………. 

The next few years were to see Cumberland’s popularity plummet from its high point in 1746. In part, this was 

undoubtedly his own fault; he had been given the semi-honorary position of ranger of Windsor Forest in 1746 

by the King. It must have seemed appropriate because he lived often at the hunting lodge there which had been 

granted to him, years earlier. When the war had ended, he began to make improvements to the lodge and its 

immediate surrounds, with the main feature being a large lake which was dug out by many ex-soldiers whom 

he employed for the purpose, and there were also quite extensive gardens. So far so good, as far as his 

reputation was concerned, but in the forest as a whole his stewardship was less benign. He tightened the 

application of draconian old laws by reactivating ancient courts, which had fallen into disuse; he also denied 

public access, and barred the collection of fallen branches for use as firewood by those in rural communities 

around the forest. These actions fed into a public perception of harshness which grew as details emerged of his 

post-Culloden behaviour, and was reinforced by his determination as Captain General to secure a tightening of 

military discipline. The fact that he, the King’s son, was in charge of the army began to concern those who 

opposed the concept of a standing army in peacetime, and especially the idea that it might be under royal rather 

than parliamentary control.  

This feeling grew amongst the political class when the Prince of Wales died in 1751, leaving an eldest son and 

heir only 13 years old. With King George II in his late 60s, a regency would be required if he died in the next 

few years and preparations had to be made. Cumberland appeared to be the obvious candidate, and had the 

old King’s support. Swayed by political and wider public opinion, Henry Pelham decided instead to nominate 

Augusta, the widowed Princess of Wales, as putative Regent, upsetting Cumberland greatly, even though he 

was granted the consolation prize of nomination as Chairman of the Regent’s advisory council. His mood cannot 

have been improved when, in a meeting with the young heir to the throne, he pulled out his sword for some 

harmless purpose but found his nephew cowering in a corner of the room. (As that prince had seven siblings, 

all of whom held precedence over Cumberland, it would have taken a proper coup d’état or a massacre on the 

scale of that contrived by Walter Scott at the end of his novel ‘Rob Roy’, to place the Duke on the throne.) 

Perhaps inevitably, the Duke found himself drawn into the political arena. Through the later stages of the war 

he had worked closely with the Duke of Newcastle, the minister mainly responsible for its conduct, and probably 

did much to bolster Newcastle’s misguided determination to fight on after 1746. As always, peace altered the 

dynamics of government with financial considerations dominating and Henry Pelham pre-eminent. The Prime 

Minister set about reducing expenditure, and that meant cuts to the army, which Cumberland as Captain 

General was bound to resist. The Duke did not have much success, either as regards overall numbers, or even 

in protecting favoured regiments, but found himself associating with the small opposition faction grouped around 
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the Duke of Bedford, the Earl of Sandwich, and Henry Fox. They had lost office largely because of the 

machinations of the Duke of Newcastle, in his quest to find a totally subservient fellow Secretary of State, and 

found in the dispute over army numbers a useful cause. The regency issue served to embed Cumberland more 

deeply in this grouping opposed to the Pelhams, and also exposed him to criticism in hostile news-sheets and 

pamphlets which damaged his reputation still further. For so long as Henry Pelham lived, Cumberland’s 

influence remained minimal, but after the Prime Minister’s death in 1754, things changed. Newcastle floundered 

as first minister, and when he accepted the need to strengthen his government, the fact that Cumberland had 

the ear of the King began to matter; Henry Fox owed his eventual acquisition of the office of Secretary of State 

in part, to his royal sponsor. That arrangement did not last as failure followed failure at the beginning of the 

Seven Years War, and Cumberland was soon to eliminate himself as a political factor in London by failing 

militarily and diplomatically in his last continental command. 

11.5 Hastenbeck, Klosterzeven and Cumberland’s Last Years 

For more than half a century Britain had fought European Wars in alliance with the Hapsburg Emperor whose 

main possession was Austria. Just before the outbreak of the Seven Years war in 1756 the diplomatic revolution 

took place, and the European powers realigned so that France and Austria opposed Britain and Prussia. This 

should have meant that the burden of protecting Hanover was taken over by Prussia, but their king, Frederick 

the Great, had his hands full, preventing Russia and Austria over-running his kingdom. An army was put together 

to protect the electorate from French invasion, the so-called Army of Observation, comprising mainly Hanoverian 

soldiers but with small contingents from Prussia and other German states. It is not likely that Cumberland would 

have been given the command of a British army on the continent, because apart from the unpopularity referred 

to already, his military reputation had suffered in recent years, thanks to his making a number of questionable 

military appointments culminating in that of the totally unsuitable General Braddock to what proved to be a 

disastrous command in America. However, the command of the Army of Observation was in King George’s gift, 

so Cumberland was set at its head in April 1757.  

Prussia had possessions on the River Rhine, and this may have influenced their King who demanded that a 

French army under Marshal d’Estrées should be held on the line of that river. Cumberland thought that such a 

forward position was untenable because it would allow the French to cross the Rhine elsewhere and reach 

Hanover unopposed. Instead, he determined to defend a line to the east, along the River Weser, with his army 

of 30000 infantry and 5000 cavalry; as had usually been his misfortune, he was confronting an army with greater 

numbers, perhaps 50000 infantry and 10000 cavalry. The French had little difficulty in circumventing 

Cumberland’s river line defences, not least because the level of the river was low in summer leaving plenty 

fording points. Having been unable to prevent the French establishing a number of bridgeheads, Cumberland 

had to pull back towards the town of Hamelin, where he established a strong defensive line at the village of 

Hastenbeck.  

The right of his defensive line rested on a river, while his left was anchored on a steep hill; he placed artillery 

batteries on the hill and on raised ground behind the village. An initial attack was made on Cumberland’s centre 

on 25th July, but the French army was still coming up, so they broke off the action whenever it became clear 

that the position was well-defended. Not for the first time, Cumberland made a serious mistake with his 
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dispositions, because he assumed that the hill to his left was too steep to climb on the side open to the French, 

so deployed relatively few soldiers on the summit to protect the battery which was capable of dominating the 

whole battlefield. D’Estrées recognised the importance of the hill, saw that it was scalable, so started the Battle 

of Hastenbeck with a powerful and successful assault on the summit early on 26th July 1757. Cumberland had 

to respond, or see his whole position exposed to punishing artillery fire, and he did by drawing soldiers from the 

centre of his line to drive the French off the hill. So important was the hill rightly seen to be, that the remainder 

of the battle saw a succession of attacks and counter-attacks there, but with neither side able to establish the 

stable occupation, which would have permitted a bombardment of the rest of the battlefield. This mattered far 

more to Cumberland who was confronting greater numbers, and he could and should have made the hill-top 

secure, before the French had arrived.  

The decisive French attacks were made in the centre of Cumberland’s line, where they eventually prevailed, 

though not without sufficient alarms to convince their commander at one point that he had lost and would have 

to withdraw. Perhaps Cumberland might still have won the day, if he had shown the instinct of a great 

commander, and had pushed once more at those critical moments, but he had already started to pull his 

regiments back. Once again, his army had given a good account against superior numbers, but he had lost an 

important battle and Hamelin and the rest of Hanover lay open to French occupation. The casualties on each 

side were similar and surprisingly few, around 1500, so neither army had sustained crippling damage, and 

Cumberland was certainly in a position to inhibit future French actions. Indeed, while most criticism of 

Cumberland centres on his initial dispositions, and especially on what was to follow the battle, it is fair to ask 

whether given what was at stake, his conduct of the battle was nearly as determined as it should have been. 

King George II was concerned to prevent the visitation of war to his electorate, so when he heard of the outcome 

of the battle, he sent his son plenipotentiary powers and instructed him to negotiate some kind of deal that would 

neutralise Hanover. Strictly, Cumberland did just that with the Convention of Klosterzevern, but it allowed for 

French occupation of some of the electorate, and to Prussian fury, took the Hanoverian army out of the war. It 

is hard to argue that Cumberland had done other than negotiate a capitulation after a relatively minor setback 

on the battlefield. Of course, his problem had been the priority given to protecting Hanover, and with that 

constraint, it is by no means certain that a more practiced negotiator would have done much better. The Prussian 

King’s outrage was echoed generally in London, so King George found it expedient to join in, and Cumberland 

was summoned back home, in disgrace. The King first disavowed the Convention, and when soon afterwards, 

the French could be represented as breaking one of its terms, it was indignantly revoked. Hanover was later 

freed from occupation by the skilled actions of Prince Ferdinand of Brunswick, the new commander of the Army 

of Observation. 

Cumberland may well have felt hard done by, and his resignation as Captain General which followed soon after 

his return may have been prompted by pique. He was to be the last to hold the office, but the fact that he was 

not then granted the newish rank of Field Marshal is probably an indication of how low his reputation had sunk. 

He was still only 36 years old but for the next few years he lived quietly at Windsor Lodge and seemed to have 

retired from public life. He made further improvements to his gardens, and still hunted, and became more and 

more involved with horse racing. He was a frequent visitor to Newmarket, staking large amounts of money on 

his horses, some of which he had bred, establishing thoroughbred lines that were to be important in the future. 
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His relationship with his father, the King, recovered quickly from Klosterzevern, but his political friends largely 

deserted him, and swung in behind the Prince of Wales and his advisor, Lord Bute. 

In 1760, the old King died and the reign of the 22 year old King George III began. By this time the Pitt/Newcastle 

administration had transformed the Seven Years War into a succession of victories, but as usual, war-weariness 

was beginning to set in. The King and his advisor, Lord Bute exploited those feelings, and engineered the 

resignation of Pitt in 1761, and not long afterwards the Duke of Newcastle. The King and Bute, by then Prime 

Minister, organised an advantageous peace treaty to end the Seven Years war in 1763, but the latter’s 

resignation was forced soon afterwards, because he was Scottish and could with a degree of truth be portrayed 

as the King’s lackey. Cumberland’s health was failing, he had suffered a stroke in 1759, and was enormously 

fat, but his relations with his nephew, the King, had improved greatly. So much so that when the King tired of 

his next Prime Minister, George Grenville he asked his uncle to put together a new ministry. Cumberland went 

to great lengths to try to persuade Pitt to take office but failed, so the ministry he eventually came up with in the 

summer of 1765, that we know as the Rockingham administration, after the young Marquis who became 1st 

Lord of the Treasury, included almost no-one who had prior experience in government. I say almost, because 

the Duke of Newcastle, over 70 years old, became Lord Privy Seal, but his influence was largely confined to 

church patronage. Some authorities have said that Cumberland was the real Prime Minister, not least because 

Cabinet meetings were held at his London residence, but if so he only had a few months to enjoy his restored 

eminence, as he collapsed and died on 31st October 1765 at the age of 44. He was buried in Westminster Abbey 

just over a week later. It is something of a curiosity that of the seven children of King George II and Queen 

Caroline who survived infancy, only one, Princess Amelia, passed the age of 50. The fact stands out because 

the family as a whole were long-lived, as indeed their descendants are today. 

11.6 A Brief Assessment 

Napoleon’s famous aphorism ‘give me lucky generals’ would not have included Cumberland, and the wider 

import of the remark namely that those classed as lucky, had usually earned the luck by their actions before 

and during battles, did not apply to the Duke either. Setting aside his Culloden campaign for a moment, 

Cumberland was unlucky in facing the likes of de Saxe, usually with inferior numbers behind him. However no-

one can pretend that he prepared well for his battles, either as regards conceiving viable strategies, making 

good battle-plans, or ensuring that he understood properly his opponent’s dispositions. His propensity to lead 

from the front while no doubt inspirational, left him in no position to respond to problems and opportunities; the 

contrast in this with de Saxe at Fontenoy or Marlborough during all his great victories is very great. It may be 

military heresy to say so, but my reading has convinced me that de Saxe, for all his greatness as a strategist 

and manoeuverer of armies in the lead-up to battles, was not a battle-winner of the stamp of Marlborough or 

Luxemburg, or indeed Napoleon, perhaps because his energy had been sapped by illness by the 1740s. If 

Cumberland had been able to embrace the role of supreme commander, showing more than the great courage 

and coolness under fire which usually inspired those he led directly, by preparing competently for battle, and 

especially by extracting performances from his Dutch and Austrian contingents, that approached those of his 

incomparable British and Hanoverian soldiers, he might have had victories to celebrate. The fact that his defeats 

were never overwhelming is not really much to his credit, but owed to the fact that in the British regiments, their 
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colonels, and junior officers, infantry and cavalry, he had the best military units of the time, even if they were 

rather too few in number. 

It is fair to say that in his advance from Aberdeen, and the Battle of Culloden, Cumberland fought an exemplary 

campaign, though circumstances were very much in his favour, not least the fact that it is easier to control a 

relatively small and homogeneous army. Judging by his future performances, he does not seem to have learnt 

lasting lessons from his success. I compared him at the start of the article to King William, ‘Dutch William’, who 

was also catapulted into command at a young age with no experience. He had gifts as a grand strategist which 

Cumberland certainly did not replicate, but was also unable to learn how to win battles. In sum, it would not be 

fair to rate Cumberland as one of the worst British generals of the modern age, a fair number of his 

contemporaries like Cope, Hawley, Wade, and Braddock were far lower on the scale of competence, and there 

have been many others little better since. However he compares poorly with others active in his time like 

Ligonier, and Murray, and with many of the next generation like Clive, Wolfe and Amherst. He provides a 

cautionary warning of the danger of applying the hereditary principle to positions that really matter.  

Otherwise I do not have very much to add. 

Apart from the few years after Culloden, and 

the last few months of his life Cumberland 

was a minor influence in the circles that 

governed the country. He deserves credit for 

preserving amicable relations with his elder 

brother, Frederick, Prince of Wales, and 

generally seems to have remained on good 

terms with all of his rather fractious extended 

family. Those who served with him at close 

quarters whether secretarially, or in his 

homes stayed with him for long periods, 

though his friendships, especially with 

politicians were short-lived. Obviously he 

could be harsh, cruel, and unforgiving, but I 

don’t think that was necessarily the norm; I 

do think he lacked imagination and the ability 

to see things in the round. The portrait of a 

fat man with a vacuous expression conveys 

little. I imagine that if born merely well to do, 

rather than a king’s son, he might have become a relatively obscure but brave colonel, enjoying country pursuits 

when not engaged in war, but his destiny demanded more of him than he had to offer. 
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10. Lord George Murray, Jacobite Battle-Winner 

This military career is very different from the others described because it was so short, effectively lasting only 

from September 1745 to April 1746. Even in that period, Murray never commanded the Jacobite Army, that 

position being occupied by Prince Charles Edward Stuart, the ‘Young Pretender’, but there is little doubt that 

Murray’s was the directing mind behind most of its actions. He had the confidence of the majority of the council 

of senior officers which met frequently to decide the course to be followed, and his wishes mostly prevailed 

though not always. The Prince was often in a minority, and his lack of control of what he saw as his army 

contributed to a month by month deterioration in the relationship with his senior general. Those closest to the 

Prince pointed to Murray’s late decision to join the Jacobite army as a reason to distrust him, and their leader 

bought into that view to a growing extent, as the campaign developed. Murray, a natural pessimist but with a 

high opinion of his own abilities, usually disdained to challenge his nay-sayers and there is no doubt that in the 

last months before Culloden, the command structure of the Jacobite army had become dysfunctional. Murray 

has to share the blame for that, and the consequences of split councils. He never ceased trying to provide 

logical and disinterested guidance, but with hindsight at least, it appears that his judgement faltered in this 

period. Nonetheless, his performance during the campaign is thought by not a few experts to have placed him 

above any British general of the generation after Marlborough and his senior commanders, and to suggest that 

in other circumstances, he might have been rated more highly even than that. Hopefully what follows will allow 

such claims to be assessed, though I should make it clear that it is not my purpose to give detailed battle or 

campaign accounts, a task well-performed in some of the references, but to give outlines highlighting the role 

of my subject. 

12.1 Uncertain Loyalties 

George Murray was born at Huntingtower Castle, just outside Perth, on 1st October 1694, the 6th son of John 

Murray, who became 1st Duke of Atholl, and his wife Catherine, daughter of the 3rd Duke of Hamilton. The family, 

chiefs of the large Perthshire clan Murray, had risen during the 17th century acquiring earldoms of Tullibardine 

and Atholl, before another John Murray, my subject’s grandfather had become the 1st Marquis of Atholl in 1676. 

This grandfather had generally given steady support to the Stuart dynasty, saving when he attempted to 

moderate the persecution of Covenanters in the late 1660s, and temporarily lost favour. That was a distant 

memory when William III took the Scottish throne as well as the English one, and although the Marquis did not 

oppose the new King openly, he made no effort to stop his Murray clansmen making up a substantial part of 

Viscount Dundee’s Jacobite army at Killiecrankie. However, he kept out of politics thereafter until his death in 

1703. His son, aligned himself closely with the new regime, and amongst other important appointments, was 

Secretary of State for Scotland between 1696 and 1698. Rewards followed, and he became Earl of Tullibardine 

in his own right, and after the accession of Queen Anne and his father’s death his marquisate was raised to 

dukedom in 1703, and he received the Order of the Thistle, during the next year. He was then compelled to 

refute an allegation of involvement in a Jacobite Plot; mud clearly stuck and he lost offices, including that of 

Keeper of the Privy Seal of Scotland in 1704. He was strongly opposed to the Act of Union, and in the lead-up 

planned armed resistance based on the occupation of Stirling Castle, but accepted government money and 

dropped his opposition, though he always claimed only to have been reimbursed for past expenditure, incurred 

while in government. He returned to office in the Tory government of 1710, but the Hanoverian Succession spelt 
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the end of his career in 1714. He gave no open support to the Jacobite Rebellions which took place before his 

death in 1724, but that was not true of the next generation of the family, nor of many of the Atholl clansmen. 

Lord George Murray as a 6th son, (5 of his elder siblings reached adulthood), was distant from the main 

inheritance of the family, though such was the extent of its holdings that he could expect to be provided for well 

enough, as indeed was to be the case while he resided in Scotland. His title was one of courtesy when he 

became son of a duke in 1703, and I shall henceforth refer to him as Lord George, for convenience, and to 

avoid confusion with other Murrays. I have been able to learn nothing of his childhood, save that he mirrored 

his father’s strong opposition to the Act of Union, while a boy in his early teens. We can imagine his 

disappointment over his father’s volte face, and then as his influential uncle, the 4th Duke of Hamilton, did much 

the same, and given that his mother died at that time, it may have been a traumatic period, but we do not know. 

As a younger son, he was perhaps always destined for a military career, and in 1712, just short of 18 years old, 

he went to Flanders as an Ensign in the Royal Scots Regiment; the Colonel was another uncle, General, the 

Earl of Orkney. He may have seen some combat, but essentially the War of the Spanish Succession was at an 

end for the British army. Again his activities over the next few years are a closed book, but the Hanoverian 

Succession changed life for him and two of his elder brothers. 

His eldest surviving brother, William, Marquis of Tullibardine declared early for the Jacobite cause in 1715, and 

Lord George along with another brother, Lord Charles followed him. Each led a regiment raised in Atholl for the 

army of the Earl of Mar, but Lord George was not at the battle of Sheriffmuir, probably because he was still 

recruiting in Atholl. His brother Tullibardine was present, but did not distinguish himself as an officer on the 

defeated left wing of Mar’s army, flying the field as far as Perth by evening. As has been described elsewhere, 

the Rebellion fell apart in the next few months, and its leaders had to scatter; Lord George and Tullibardine 

were eventually picked up in South Uist and taken to France. Their brother Lord Charles was less fortunate as 

he took part in the Jacobite campaign in Northumberland which ended in a fiasco at Preston where he was 

captured. Their father, the 1st Duke of Atholl probably had Jacobite sympathies, but hid them well enough from 

the government to limit the collateral damage to his family. He could not prevent his heir Tullibardine from being 

attainted, but the succession was settled on his next oldest son Lord James, (it could have gone back to the 

crown, and been given to a another, probably local, family untainted by disloyalty), while he managed to get 

Lord Charles released when he might have been executed like others captured at Preston. Of course the 

government was well aware of the status of the ducal family in the southern Highlands, and that unrest would 

follow unreasonable revenge. They may even have hoped that the Duke would restrain his Jacobite sons. If so 

they were to be disabused fairly quickly. 

……………………. 

The next Jacobite attempt was backed and indeed incited by Spain in 1719, as part of the War of the Quadruple 

Alliance. The Marquis of Tullibardine had a leadership role in the Scottish component, alongside the Earl 

Marischal, while Lord George seems to have recruited around 200 Murray clansmen and joined the small 

Jacobite army at Glenshiel, about a dozen miles inland from their landing point at Eilean Donan Castle. Their 

plan had been an advance on Inverness, but they suffered a blow when their base at Eileen Donan was captured 

by a government naval force, and soon after got news that a government brigade, led by Major-General Joseph 
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Wightman, was fast approaching from the east. They had time to barricade the pass at Glenshiel, and lined up 

just over a thousand men, with Lord George’s clansmen on the right, a few hundred Spanish soldiers in the 

centre, and other clansmen, mainly Mackenzies, led by the 5th Earl of Seaforth, on their left. Their position 

seemed strong, because Wightman had no more men than they had, though he had a few small mortars, and 

just over a hundred dragoons. He also had a plan, and began his attack early on 10th June 1719 by sending a 

large part of his force, backed by fire from the mortars, to attack Lord George, and after fierce fighting forced 

him to withdraw. He then did exactly the same on his right, and following success there, he was able to 

concentrate his whole force against the Spaniards in the centre; they retreated, outnumbered, and were forced 

to surrender. Lord George was seriously wounded, but was taken from the battlefield, and eventually escaped 

to Rotterdam. None of the Jacobite leaders was captured, though the Spaniards were imprisoned in Edinburgh 

until the War of the Quadruple Alliance came to an end. As regular combatants, they ran none of the risks taken 

by the Jacobites, who would probably have been executed if captured. Although his failure to capture leading 

Scottish Jacobites was perhaps a blemish, Wightman had snuffed out the rebellion by his bold conduct, in total 

contrast to the feckless proceedings of Cope in very similar circumstances in 1745. He was described by 

Marlborough as diligent and careful, and his career was punctuated by creditable performances, not least in 

command of a group of regiments at the Battle of Sheriffmuir. The Battle of Glenshiel was his last as he died 

suddenly in 1722 aged about 50, and he is forgotten now. 

I shall dwell a little more on this small battle because I think it was very important in the career of Lord George. 

Twenty-six years later, when he joined the Jacobite army, he was immediately appointed to high command in 

it, although he had acquired no further military experience, other than by book-learning since then. No doubt 

this was in part due to his bringing a large contingent of Atholl clansmen with him, but it must also have been 

because he had performed well enough at Glenshiel to convince senior Scottish Jacobites, like Cameron of 

Lochiel, that he was a leader they could follow. Another clue that this was the case is that the ‘Old Pretender’ 

began to take an interest in him during the time he was in exile, after the battle. He must have learnt much from 

a dismal defeat; the Jacobites had fought poorly as an array of separate contingents giving no mutual support, 

and had adopted a static role, eschewing the idea of trying to disrupt Wightman’s steady progress with a charge. 

Once again Lord George’s life is largely a closed book for a few years. By 1720, James, the Old Pretender, had 

taken up residence in Rome, and Lord George certainly had audiences there; his generous treatment inspired 

a personal allegiance to James that proved to be life-long. Otherwise he spent time in Paris, perhaps receiving 

instruction in matters military, but suggestions that he fought in the Sardinian army are now discounted. In 1724, 

his father died to be succeeded as 2nd Duke of Atholl by Lord George’s elder brother James, who was as yet 

unmarried; this meant that Lord George, who had not been attainted, unlike his other surviving older brother, 

William, was now the de facto heir to the dukedom. Perhaps this influenced events which followed; Lord George 

leased the family property of Tullibardine from his brother, and a year later received a pardon which allowed 

him to return to Scotland to take over the said estates. Over the next two decades he settled into the life of a 

Scottish laird, albeit with high prospects, since although his ducal brother had two sons, they both died as 

infants, leaving Lord George as heir. He married an Amelia Murray (no relation) in 1728, and they had 3 sons 

and 2 daughters, all of whom reached adulthood; the eldest son, John, educated at Eton, succeeded as 3rd 

Duke of Atholl, in 1764. Apart from running his own property, Lord George acted as a factor for his often-absent 
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brother, who had become involved in governing circles in Scotland as a follower of the Earl of Ilay. It was said 

that Lord George was very competent in these roles but over-worked because of an unwillingness to delegate. 

By 1739, he seemed reconciled to the Hanoverian regime as he took the Oath of Allegiance which allowed him 

to deputise for his brother in judicial roles. Even his long-time hostility to the Union of 1707 is reported to have 

diminished, though he wanted Scottish representation in Parliament increased, views that he was happy to 

discuss with government figures like Duncan Forbes, Lord President of the Court of Session. In fact, his 

allegiance to the Hanoverians remained insecure because there was an occasional secret exchange of letters 

with the Old Pretender, his containing expressions of continued loyalty. 

The Jacobite cause was resurrected by the breakdown in relations between Britain and France before the start 

of the War of the Austrian Succession, and by the boldness and charisma of the elder son of the Old Pretender. 

Whether the French ever believed in the feasibility of a restoration of James Stuart to the throne of Great Britain 

is doubtful, but they certainly foresaw potential disruption of their enemy which would aid their cause elsewhere. 

Their only serious attempt to invade was thwarted by storms in 1744, but the threat remained potent in the eyes 

of the British government thereafter. Nonetheless, when Prince Charles Edward landed at Eriskay on 2nd August 

1745 with 7 followers, apart from providing transport, the French had given neither encouragement nor support, 

nor had his father been enthusiastic.  

The Prince’s great strengths were his regal bearing, optimism, and persuasiveness which in his younger days 

(he was 24 when he appeared at Eriskay) far outweighed the character defects which dominated later in life. 

He acquired many followers who committed themselves to him as much as his cause, and who knew well 

enough that they were probably acting against their own best interests. Lord George had received letters from 

the Duke of Perth, and the Old Pretender, before the Prince landed but expressed scepticism about a successful 

rising. This remained his stated view, even after the Prince had begun to gather support, and taking him at his 

word his brother gave him powers to raise clansmen for the government. Lord George met the government 

commander in Scotland, Sir John Cope, who moved his soldiers north to snuff out the rising, trying to follow the 

example of 1719. He gave the General no grounds for suspecting that he was talking to a future adversary. 

Perhaps his loyalty to the Old Pretender or pleas from his elder brother William, ill but still committed to the 

Jacobite cause, had most to do with his change of heart, but he may also have been influenced by feeling in 

the ancestral Murray lands which remained strongly pro-Jacobite. He knew that most of the Murray fighting men 

would join Prince Charles, and said afterwards that he thought it had been his duty to lead them. His wife and 

ducal brother were horrified, and he knew the risk he was taking, but in early September he met Prince Charles 

for the first time, and on 4th September 1745, he was appointed Lieutenant General of the Jacobite army. He 

was 50 years old, and his military experience was measurable in months rather than years. 

12.2 The Jacobite Rebellion of 1745/1746 

Relations between the Prince and Lord George probably got off to a bad start, because in giving his reasons 

for joining the Jacobite army, he will have stressed his loyalty to the Old Pretender, rather than his elder son. 

The Scottish clan chiefs who had supplied most of the army forced Lord George on the Prince as one of two 

lieutenant generals; the other was the Duke of Perth, definitely the Prince’s man, but less experienced even 

than Lord George, and as soon became clear, a greatly inferior leader. Those in the Prince’s confidence, mainly 
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Irishmen including John O’Sullivan, his quartermaster, but also Scots of whom Perth, and John Murray of 

Broughton, his secretary, were most important, resented Lord George’s intrusion into the command structure 

from the start. They cast doubt on his loyalty, citing his late arrival and recent contacts with government figures 

including General Cope. Lord George ignored the comments and set about drilling and training the Highland 

soldiers, including the large Atholl contingent. Meanwhile the military scene had moved fairly dramatically in 

favour of the Jacobites. 

Sir John Cope’s conduct in 1745 has been ridiculed ever since; ‘heigh Johnnie Cope, are you waukin yet’, etc., 

and he had traits identified as disastrous for a general by Field Marshal Montgomery no less, namely great 

energy mixed with incompetence. His initial response to the landing at Eriskay was sound enough in that he 

marched an army of 2000 towards Ford Augustus to intercept the Jacobites. His key objective was the Pass of 

Corrieyairack, but while on the way he learned that the Jacobites had got there first. So far events were similar, 

even if the geography was not,  to those of  1719, saving that unlike General Wightman then, Cope had 

substantial numerical superiority. However, unlike his predecessor, he decided not to try to force the pass, 

perhaps the first fateful decision during the Rebellion, but instead of halting to protect the main centres of 

population, he decided to go north and camped at Ruthven Barracks; these events took place between the 20th 

and 27th August 1745. The Jacobites moved east through Corrieyairack Pass, knowing that Cope had gone, but 

probably assuming that he was to the south of them. Accordingly, they also thought of going north, and sent a 

detachment to try to capture Ruthven Barracks (near Aviemore). It failed to do so, but the action was enough to 

cause Cope to force-march his army to Inverness, to seek safety as he saw it. By this time the Jacobites, 

probably hardly believing their good fortune, realised that they could go south with impunity, through populous 

highland recruiting grounds, stopping first at Blair Castle where Lord George joined their ranks. Thereafter they 

made easy progress by way of Tullibardine, Stirling, and Linlithgow to Edinburgh, receiving the keys of the city 

on 17th September, though the castle remained in government hands. Meanwhile, Cope had marched his army 

from Inverness to Aberdeen, where he embarked them on transports which sailed to Dunbar, twenty-five miles 

to the east, arriving also on 17th September. It is hard to imagine more pointless proceedings than his had been.  

Then, Cope took his small army of about 1500 infantry and 650 dragoons westwards, taking up position facing 

west on a plain north of the town of Tranent, abutting the village of Preston. In parallel, after getting news of 

Cope’s movements, Lord George brought 2300 Jacobites, only about 30 of whom were horsed, a dozen miles 

east from Edinburgh, but instead of facing up directly to Cope’s array, he took them up onto high ground to the 

south. The Prince suggested moving a regiment north to block the road to Edinburgh, but Lord George demurred 

because he knew that he was taking on a regular force, with irregulars, and had no significant numerical 

advantage, even without dividing the Jacobite army. Of course, as things turned out, he could have spared the 

regiment, and it would indeed have allowed an encirclement of Cope’s force, but those who develop a critique 

of Lord George on this basis are over-applying hindsight. 

On the evening of the 20th September Cope, duly swung his army round to face the Jacobites to the south, but 

Lord George discovered that marshy ground between the armies would prevent his soldiers charging downhill 

at their enemies, which had been his aim. However, he was also informed that there was a path, which would 

lead him out onto the plain to the east of his enemies, and he acquired a guide. Early on the 21st September 

the Jacobites reached this new position. Cope redeployed again, facing east but the changes in disposition, 
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dictated by their adversary, must have sapped the confidence of the tired government force. On a misty morning, 

Lord George began the action by leading the left of his army at a slant towards the right-centre of the government 

line. Whenever they felt the impact of the charging Highlanders, the discipline of the government force collapsed, 

the line broke, and the soldiers fled. Similar events then took place on the Jacobite right, and the Battle of 

Prestonpans was effectively over, though a few individual officers bravely tried to rally those around them. The 

Jacobites suffered less than a hundred casualties, their opponents lost three times as many, together with over 

a thousand made prisoner. Cope and his senior officers fled to Coldstream, and then Berwick, leaving the 

former’s chest containing money and documents. Perhaps surprisingly, Cope was later exonerated by a Court 

Marshal, but whether or not he should have escaped punishment for the conduct of the battle, his  handling of 

his army during the lead-up was even worse.  

                                                               ………………………. 

The Jacobites had succeeded beyond their wildest dreams, but the question of how best to exploit their victory 

loomed large. There were two proposals on the table; Prince Charles wished to invade England as soon as his 

army could regroup, and absorb some of the reinforcements heading their way. He was aiming to recover 3 

thrones, England, Scotland, and Ireland, and knew that this could only be done in England. Most of his senior 

Scottish officers, had something different in mind, and their main spokesman, Lord George, put the case for 

consolidation in Scotland. Their aim was to separate Scotland from the union, by installing the Old Pretender 

as King in Edinburgh; they thought that Prestonpans had bought them the time they needed, and that the 

Hanoverian government embroiled in a difficult campaign in Flanders would struggle to respond effectively, 

while they consolidated their position. Virtual history is by its nature speculative, but this may well have been 

the best chance for the Jacobites. However, the Prince’s prestige was at its peak after the battle, and his wishes 

carried the day, not least because he said that he had letters promising support received from important figures 

in England and Wales, and assurances that a French invasion of the South of England was being planned. 

These statements were untrue and served as hostages to fortune which contributed to his eventual loss of 

control of events. 

Agreement to invade England did not end the arguments, because the Prince wished to go down the east coast, 

and confront Field Marshal Wade who mustered upwards of 10000 soldiers in Newcastle including a large Dutch 

contingent. This seemed like folly to Lord George, because the Jacobites would be conceding 2:1 superiority to 

Wade, and even if they had won a battle, they would have been likely to incur substantial losses, almost before 

the invasion had started. So bad was Wade’s performance over the next few months, that it is reasonable to 

doubt that he and his army would have given a decent account of themselves, but again this is applying 

hindsight, and Lord George’s proposal to invade down the west coast won that particular argument. He also 

prevailed with a proposal to split the army, with the larger contingent led by the Prince going first to Kelso before 

turning west, while the Duke of Perth took the rest along a more direct route towards Carlisle. The diversion to 

Kelso was a feint towards Newcastle to prevent Wade transferring soldiers west, but he proved so ponderous 

that though well-conceived, it was probably wasted effort. Although there had been desertions after the Battle 

of Prestonpans, and more, when the intention to go south became known, the army departing Edinburgh on 1st 

November 1745 comprised 5000 foot-soldiers, 500 horsemen and 13 small cannons; the soldiers were well 

rested and provisioned. 
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Carlisle was a garrisoned fortified town, but the threat of full-scale assault proved sufficient to bring about its 

surrender on 10th November. The main problem for the Jacobites was a steep decline in relations between the 

senior commanders, and Lord George actually resigned as lieutenant-general, and sought permission to serve 

as a foot-soldier amongst his Atholl clansmen, because he thought he had been inadequately consulted over 

the surrender terms. The dispute was patched up, and Lord George withdrew his resignation, but only after the 

Duke of Perth resigned as joint lieutenant-general, taking charge of the baggage train, and the Prince’s secretary 

ceased to attend councils of war. The Jacobites were still anticipating that Wade would move west to confront 

them and had positioned a blocking force at Brampton, a few miles east of Carlisle; the government general 

eventually stirring himself only got as far as Hexham on 19th November, when encountering heavy snow, he 

returned to Newcastle. The Prince remained determined to march south, and leaving behind a small garrison, 

the Jacobites left Carlisle on 20th November. The army was separated into two detachments on the road, with 

small cavalry units scouting ahead; Lord George led the one in front, and the Prince that behind. The 

arrangement worked well, not least because it meant that fractious commanders saw less of each other than 

they otherwise might. Discipline was well maintained, and though municipal officers were sometimes 

threatened, it went no further than that, while supplies were purchased, and receipts given when tax moneys 

were commandeered. Of course, the Prince was desperate to avoid alienating people over whom he intended 

to rule one day, but the contrast with what happened after Culloden is total. He was surely too lenient, freeing 

spies captured and brought to him, which allowed them later to denounce Jacobite sympathisers, many of whom 

were hanged on the basis of such evidence. 

The advance reached Preston on 26th November, a place of ill-omen for invading Scottish armies, but this time 

there were no alarms. The Jacobites were aware that a government army had been assembled around Lichfield, 

and on 26th November, its sick commander, General Ligonier, handed over to the Duke of Cumberland, returned 

from Flanders. Manchester, was the next destination reached by the 29th November, and for the first time, there 

seemed to be some muted enthusiasm for the Jacobite cause. A couple of hundred recruits came forward and 

were formed into a Manchester regiment. However, the Prince had implied that the Jacobite army would have 

been joined by thousands by then and by major figures who would give leadership and credibility to the 

postulated large English contingent. It was another crunch point with support in his council for retreat growing, 

but once again the Prince just about got his way, and most of his army set off for Derby on 1st December. Lord 

George went west towards Congleton, and sent cavalry forward to skirmish with outlying government forces, 

before himself turning round and hurrying towards Derby. The feint was completely successful, convincing 

Cumberland that the Jacobite army was heading for Wales, presumably to seek support there, and he moved 

all of his force west to Stone to intercept that move. The Jacobites were able to reach Derby unchallenged on 

4th December, and sent skirmishers south taking the great bridge over the Trent at Swarkeston; some actually 

reached Leicester. A council of war which lasted for two days was convened to decide on the next step. 

………………………… 

The situation was as follows, though the Jacobite commanders will not have known everything at the time. 

London was 5 or 6 days away, assuming they maintained their normal speed of march. The nearest enemy 

force, Cumberland’s 12000 men would be 2 or 3 days behind them if they started for London, and that gap 

would grow if anything. Wade with 11000 men was somewhere near Leeds so would not be a factor in the short 
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term, at least. A force of mixed quality, comprising about 6000 men had been assembled in London, and reached 

Finchley on 8th December. There were rumours of panic in London, and that various groups were preparing to 

come out in support of the Jacobites, but these accounts must have inspired scepticism, given the feeble 

response of sympathisers in England so far. Perhaps of most importance to the debate was the absence of any 

news of a French invasion in the south of England, though it was known that French soldiers and armaments 

had been landed at Montrose. Prince Charles was as fervent as ever for the advance to continue, but only the 

Duke of Perth supported him, and nothing changed after the meeting was extended into a second day to give 

time for reflection. The decision was to retreat, itself a daunting proposition. 

There is no settled view even now as to whether the decision was correct. Hindsight supports the contrary view 

because of what followed, in that an advance to London could hardly have had a worse outcome. Logic, applied 

to the numbers of soldiers involved on the two sides, perhaps 6:1 superiority for the government, and the 

absence of popular support in England support the decision taken. Intangibles, like the morale of the different 

forces, and the quality of the generalship swing the balance the other way. Nonetheless, the best comparison 

is with 1688, when William of Orange starting with an army three times as large, was boosted by major uprisings 

elsewhere in the country, desertions of senior officers from the government army, and steady recruitment as he 

moved towards London, none of which seemed likely in this case. My view is that another victory might have 

been won by the Jacobites, north of London, but thereafter, unless the Hanoverian state had collapsed like a 

pack of cards, while English enthusiasm for a Stuart restoration had suddenly burgeoned, both unlikely, the 

small size of the invading force would have caught up with them sooner rather than later. So, the retreat, which 

began on 6th December, was perhaps the only sensible decision. The Jacobites were not doomed to failure by 

that decision, but by their mistakes in the next few months for which Lord George has to take some share of the 

blame. 

                                                           ……………………………….. 

Viewed purely as a military exploit, neglecting political and strategic considerations, the Jacobite advance to 

Derby, opposed by greatly superior government forces should receive more expert approbation than it usually 

does; all attention tends to focus on the rights and wrongs of the decision at Derby. By the same criterion, the 

unscathed retreat to Scotland was even more creditable, (it is suggested that the Jacobites lost only 40 men, 

less than Wade on his abortive thirty mile march to Hexham), and most of the credit for both phases has to be 

given to Lord George. Again the Jacobite army was divided in two parts, but this time, the Prince took charge 

of the leading regiments, while Lord George looked after the rearguard. Cumberland began to pursue them on 

9th December but with only a small part of his army, perhaps approximately 2500 soldiers initially. This was not 

Lord George’s main worry which was rather that Wade would intercept the Jacobite army at Penrith. This was 

a misjudgement which had serious consequences, based on Lord George’s assessment of what he would have 

done himself in Wade’s shoes, rather than a realistic consideration of the old general’s capabilities. By then, 

Wade with 12000 men had first moved very slowly south as far as Ferrybridge, ignoring a risible order from 

Cumberland that he should somehow overtake the Jacobites short of Derby. He set off north again on hearing 

of the start of the retreat, and turned west with the idea of intercepting the Jacobites somewhere between Wigan 

and Preston. He only got as far as Wakefield before it became clear that he would be far too late to do so. 

Though he made his first useful contribution to the campaign by detaching 1000 cavalrymen, under a General 
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Oglethorpe to join Cumberland, just north of Manchester, the main part of his force moving slowly north was 

never a factor, except in Lord George’s mind.  

The Jacobites reached Preston on 12th December, and paused, uniting the two divisions of their army; 

Cumberland was two days behind, although Oglethorpe’s cavalry was in intermittent contact. This was the scene 

for yet another dispute between the Jacobite commanders, with the Prince set on a battle with their pursuers, 

while Lord George remained overly-concerned with the danger of interception by Wade, further north. The 

Prince got his way and Lord George and Quartermaster O’Sullivan were sent to find a suitable site to the south 

of the town. They could not agree, and the time spent in argument meant that the opportunity to create a strong 

position was lost, so the retreat continued, reaching Lancaster on 13th December. Once again the Prince 

suggested that the army stand and fight but this time, all his commanders outvoted him. He had almost certainly 

been right in his judgements and Lord George wrong; the chance to fight a battle in a prepared position with  

significant numerical superiority, (probably 4500:3500), would not occur again. Perhaps it was pervasive 

pessimism because it certainly was not natural modesty, which caused Lord George to discount another 

significant Jacobite advantage, namely his own superior generalship. 

Both armies suffered setbacks in the next few days. The Jacobites detached an advance-guard under the Duke 

of Perth to make haste to Scotland to check out the situation there, but he encountered such heavy opposition 

from a populace convinced that the Rebellion was defeated, that he had to re-join the main army. Lord George’s 

rearguard lost much time in obeying the Prince’s demand that they must carry the army’s few cannon over the 

Shap pass, allowing Oglethorpe to catch them, but he attacked rather than attempting to detain Lord George’s 

rearguard until reinforcements could reach him. He was repulsed with heavy casualties. Meanwhile the Duke 

of Newcastle panicked when he received false intelligence that a French landing in Kent was imminent, and 

twice instructed Cumberland to halt his chase, only to rescind the order the next day. Nonetheless, Cumberland 

was able to gain on the Jacobites, and on 18th December while the front contingent entered Penrith, Lord 

George’s rearguard was caught at the village of Clifton, a few miles to the south. At first, the Jacobites tried with 

some success to fight off Cumberland’s attackers while keeping moving, but Lord George realised that more 

was required, and first reinforced those in the village, and then while Cumberland tried to organise an attack, 

led a charge which drove back the government force in some confusion. The last ‘battle’ in England was a clear 

Jacobite victory, even though casualties could be counted in tens rather than hundreds. It allowed the retreating 

army to open a gap to their pursuers, and effectively ended the chase. Carlisle was reached on 19th December, 

and most of the army crossed into Scotland the next day. There was time for one more damaging dispute 

amongst the Jacobite commanders. Prince Charles was determined to keep a presence in England, and ordered 

Carlisle Castle to be retained with a garrison of 300, including most of the few English recruits to the cause. 

Lord George pointed out that although Cumberland had marched without cannons, he could obtain them from 

nearby Whitehaven, and batter the castle walls down. Supported by the Duke of Perth he implored the Prince 

to evacuate the castle; the Prince refused, events followed as Lord George had suggested and many of the 

garrison, forced to surrender, paid with their lives. 

                                                    ………………………………. 
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The Jacobite army returned to a Scotland which was if anything more polarised than when they had left. South 

of the Forth and Clyde they had little support, with the former Covenanting areas of the south-west up as far as 

Glasgow, unsurprisingly opposed. Even in Edinburgh, where feelings had been split, the presence of a growing 

government army made the capital hostile territory. On the other hand, the Jacobites retained much support 

further north, amongst many Highland clans, in the north-eastern lowlands of Angus and Aberdeenshire, and 

along the Moray coast as far as Inverness. Although a French invasion of England had proved a chimera, there 

had been deliveries of arms including cannon, and exiled Scots, Irish and French, to east coast ports like 

Montrose. When the Prince crossed back into Scotland he was informed that there were 6000 well-armed men 

waiting for him in Perth, under the command of Lord John Drummond and these numbers increased by over a 

thousand at the arrival of  Lord Lewis Gordon, who had crushed government-supporting clansmen in the north-

east at Inverurie. However the government army was also increasing in size, with the addition of regular soldiers 

moved up from Newcastle, a good part of Cumberland’s army posted to Edinburgh, recruits from Glasgow, 

Renfrewshire and Ayrshire, and Campbell clansmen from Argyll. 

The Jacobites continued their march northwards, again splitting into two divisions, with the Prince to the west 

going through Dumfries, and Lord George to the east going through Moffat. They met in Douglas, and marched 

as one entity by way of Hamilton to Glasgow which they reached on 25th December. Their reception was 

unwelcoming, no friendlier than in English towns like Kendal and Manchester, but the good order of the army 

was strictly maintained, with payment given for requisitioned food, shoes and clothing. The army rested for a 

week, and paraded in front of the Prince before departing north-east for Stirling where they met with their 

reinforcements, and besieged the town. It fell quickly on 8th January 1746, but was of little use to them because 

the dominant castle remained in government control. However, the Jacobites seemed to have good prospects 

of capturing it, with the aid of siege guns landed by the French at Montrose and laboriously transported across 

country, the largest, two 18lb cannon. This could have been another turning point in the struggle; with Stirling 

and its castle in their hands, a hostile coast north of the Forth to Aberdeen and round to Inverness, and an army 

of close to 10000 men, the Highlands would have become almost a no-go area for the government army. Of 

course, the government could see the danger, and responded. 

The Duke of Cumberland had thought that the rebellion was more or less over, when the Jacobites crossed 

back into Scotland. He described future operations to the government as a punishment exercise to seek out, 

and inflict draconian penalties on, the rebels, whom he assumed would disperse to their homes as Jacobite 

armies had in the past after setbacks. He went south to take command of the army awaiting the French invasion 

of Kent, having appointed General Henry Hawley as commander of the government forces in Scotland. The 

latter arrived in Edinburgh on the 27th December 1745; it was no coincidence that this officer had a well-deserved 

reputation for brutality, but his other capabilities were a matter for conjecture. He was certainly energetic, and 

immediately began to make arrangements to attack the Jacobites at Stirling. To this end he established a supply 

base at Linlithgow, fifteen miles West of Edinburgh. Lord George who had taken a blocking force of perhaps 

2000 men to Falkirk, got wind of this and sent forward a raiding party which destroyed or carried off the stores, 

to which Hawley had not thought to give adequate protection, on 13th January 1746. Nonetheless, the 

government general wasted little time in moving off west with his army; in response, the Jacobites concentrated 

most of their army at Bannockburn and took up a position there to wait for him on 15th January.  
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Hawley marched his soldiers from Edinburgh, through Falkirk, and camped on low ground west of the town, but 

then paused, seemingly undecided as to whether to confront the Jacobites on their chosen ground. Realising 

this, Lord George seized the initiative by moving the Jacobite army forwards on 17th January. In occupying high 

ground on the southern outskirts of Falkirk, with his right wing; he probably had a downhill charge of his Highland 

clansmen in mind, just as initially at Prestonpans. Both armies comprised about 9000 men; the Jacobites 

probably had a slight overall numerical advantage but the government had many more horsemen. Hawley was 

housed a few thousand yards behind his army and did not believe the first reports that the Jacobites had come 

to meet him, but eventually hurried forward and deployed his army to meet the challenge. He clearly knew little 

about the ground on which he was fighting, because he lined up, far outflanking the Jacobites on his right, 

without appreciating that there was a deep ravine between the armies there, so that he was effectively putting 

a good proportion of his army out of action. The Jacobite arrangements left much to be desired as well, since 

the Prince had appointed no-one to command his left wing after Lord George had deployed the army, though 

they knew about the protecting ravine. Lord George had control of the Jacobite right, and this was where most 

of the battle was fought.  

Hawley foresaw the danger of the highlanders charging downhill but badly misjudged his response. He set his 

dragoons to attack uphill into the mass of kneeling clansmen who waited until the horsemen were almost on 

them, then unleashed a withering fire. They slashed the horses of those who got through with knives, and the 

dragoons soon fell back in disorder, colliding with the infantry regiments readied by Hawley to follow up his 

anticipated success; torrential rain added to the confusion. Lord George then led the McDonald clansmen 

downhill and other highlanders on the Jacobite right and centre followed that lead, so that a chaotic situation on 

the government front line soon became a rout. Hawley had no choice but to leave the field and retreat towards 

Edinburgh, even although his right wing had not taken part in the battle and was unharmed. The Jacobites did 

not pursue them, in part because Prince Charles refused to order an advance, but mainly because Lord George 

had no force in a state to do so, having for perhaps the only time, lost control of his men on a battlefield as 

bloodlust took over. Instead, most of the Jacobite army returned to Stirling to continue the siege of the castle, 

though Murray remained in command of a detachment at Falkirk, but without the numbers to attempt anything 

towards Edinburgh. The Battle of Falkirk Muir, fought on 17th January 1746, is often presented as little more 

than a skirmish, especially by apologists for the Hanoverian side, but it is fairly described as a battle, even 

although it changed little. Hawley lost several hundred men as casualties and prisoners from the few thousand 

of his soldiers engaged, though unsurprisingly he minimised the number in his report; the Jacobites probably 

suffered fewer than a hundred casualties. There is a tale, maybe not apocryphal, that the loser at Prestonpans, 

Sir John Cope, won a fortune because he had placed a bet that the Highlanders would defeat another 

Hanoverian army before the rebellion was finished. 

The defeat was a great shock to the government who had been persuaded to Cumberland’s view that the 

rebellion was more or less over, and because Hawley had fielded several regiments which had distinguished 

themselves previously in Flanders. However, the Jacobites lost anything they might have gained by failing to 

pursue Hawley. The government was given time to reinforce and re-energise the beaten army. Fundamental to 

that process was the arrival in Edinburgh on 30th January of the Duke of Cumberland to take command of all 

government forces in Scotland. Meanwhile, the bombardment of Stirling Castle, conducted by the Duke of Perth 
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was achieving nothing, and a successful end to the siege was not on the horizon. A mood of pessimism prevailed 

amongst senior Jacobites. In particular the knowledge that Cumberland’s army would soon be following in 

Hawley’s footsteps inspired fear, rather than confidence of victory over a force much the same as that they had 

just beaten, led by a commander who had been bested regularly by their own general, Lord George. There is 

reason to believe that Lord George was no more sanguine than anyone else. Accordingly, it was decided to 

raise the siege of Stirling Castle and retreat northwards, beginning on 1st February and pausing first at Crieff. In 

hindsight, this looks like a terrible decision which traded a chance to plan and choose the ground for a battle 

against an army of similar size to their own, with the psychological advantage of a recent victory over that same 

force, for what was to come at Culloden. Of course those making the decision knew nothing of the future, but 

even in proper context it still looks like a very bad decision.  

The Prince’s council met in Crieff, and it was agreed to withdraw to Inverness. The army was divided into 3 

columns; one led by the Prince went by the direct route, (now followed by the A9), a small party led by Lord 

Ogilvy went by Glen Clova and Glen Shee, and Lord George took the lowland contingent across to the east 

coast at Aberdeen, before heading west via Huntly and Elgin. The army was together again in Inverness by 

around 20th February. Meanwhile Cumberland having given chase in token fashion until he reached Perth in 

early February, realised that, slowed by a large wagon train, he had no chance of catching his adversaries. So 

he rested there until able in better weather to make his way slowly north-east to Aberdeen, where he arrived on 

27th February. Thereafter, he made good use of the time available before he could resume his pursuit of the 

Jacobites. He and his officers trained and drilled their men in tactics designed to thwart Highland charges, and 

even more importantly managed to build their morale. The Jacobites had captured Fort Ruthven and Fort 

George in February, so increasing their security in Inverness, in sensible fashion. However, other operations in 

March look incoherent, at least with hindsight. They included the capture of Fort Augustus, a failed attack on 

Fort William, operations north of Inverness, at first fairly successful but ending disastrously at Littleferry, and a 

well-conducted raid led by Lord George which reached Blair Castle but could not take it, and returned to 

Inverness, having achieved nothing of real consequence. The impression is of operations carried out for the 

sake of doing something, but contributing nothing to the eventual outcome, and hardly helpful towards the 

morale and well-being of the Jacobite army. That force had been much reduced as clansmen went back to their 

homes, but by early April they were returning, and the various detached forces were reassembling at Inverness 

though the process was by no means complete. 

Cumberland was determined to march his army to Inverness, bring the Jacobites to battle, and defeat them, but 

knew that the River Spey would present a major obstacle until the main part of the winter snows had melted. 

This forced delay gave the Jacobites time to disrupt his plans, but apart from the diversions referred to above, 

they basically sat like rabbits in the headlights, waiting for the Duke to do his worst. Could they have done other? 

Well a return southwards would surely have presented him with a dilemma; he had left 5000 Hessians in Perth 

to act as a block, but they would not have withstood the full Jacobite army, and the main centres of population 

would again have been at the latter’s mercy. (Lord George had seriously considered taking the Hessians on 

with only his 1000-strong raiding party, as an alternative to besieging Blair Castle, which he knew well enough 

would likely prove futile.) They did send an advance guard to the River Spey under the Duke of Perth, but he 

mustered only 2000 men, so could not hope to hinder the Duke’s progress once the river level subsided. 
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Cumberland left Aberdeen with approximately 7000 men on the 8th April and reached the River Spey after a 

trouble-free march on 12th April; his crossing was easy and uncontested as the Duke of Perth had pulled back. 

The Hanoverian army reached Nairn, about 15 miles west of Inverness on 14th April, by then increased in 

numbers to 9000 with about a dozen cannons, and paused to rest. The Jacobite army had assembled on 

Culloden Moor at a site chosen by quartermaster O’Sullivan, with just under 5000 men, and a similar number 

of cannons to their adversaries. O’Sullivan and Lord George rarely agreed, and this was the case yet again with 

regard to the battle site; Lord George and a few of the clan chiefs reconnoitred a far stronger site a short distance 

south on the opposite bank of the River Nairn, and attempted to persuade the Prince to deploy there. Some 

military experts think that Cumberland would have found great difficulty in attacking that position, and might at 

least have been delayed, which would have been of advantage to the Jacobites as their army was still increasing 

in numbers by the day. However, the Prince viewed things differently. He and Lord George were by then hardly 

on speaking terms and he saw the proposal as another attempt to thwart his desire to fight; he also used the 

argument that the way to Inverness where the Jacobites had accumulated supplies would be left undefended. 

His arguments completely misunderstood Cumberland’s one fixed objective of destroying his adversaries, but 

what matters is that he rejected Lord George’s proposal. 

It is more than likely that Lord George’s dislike for the Culloden Moor position played a significant part in 

motivating him to suggest that the Jacobite army should attempt to surprise the government army in their 

position at Nairn before daybreak on the morning of 16th April. A night march would have to precede the attack, 

and even for an army as mobile as the Jacobites had proven to be, the chance of success was low. However 

the Prince, probably amazed that Lord George had put forward such a daring plan, gave his approval and 

rushed preparations followed. Lord George may or may not have issued the ‘no quarter’ instructions, which 

provided later ‘justification’ for atrocities, the evidence is scanty either way. In the late evening Lord George led 

off the army, but it quickly became obvious that there was insufficient time for any but the leading elements to 

complete the march before daybreak. When a mile or two short, Lord George aborted the exercise, and the 

army returned, tired and deflated, to Culloden Moor, while Cumberland brought his soldiers up to confront them. 

There is no shortage of accounts of the Battle of Culloden on 16th April 1746, and I do not wish to add materially 

to them. I shall briefly describe the role of Lord George. At his own insistence he had taken command of the 

Atholl brigade on the right of the Jacobite line, and he also looked after the clansmen who formed up alongside 

them. He had a relatively small second line in reserve and Lord Elcho’s cavalry to the number of a hundred or 

so. The Jacobite right was ‘in the air’ north of a steep, though not un-scalable downslope, above a walled 

enclosure, and Lord George has been criticised for leaving it unoccupied. In the event, government soldiers did 

mount an attack from there early in the battle, but the slope largely defeated their efforts, and Lord George was 

able to hold them off by deploying a small number of horsemen. Perhaps he had missed the danger of a major 

flank attack, but it is also possible that he thought he could not spare the few hundred soldiers he would have 

needed to deploy, from his main front. Here the battle was largely played out, first with a cannonade from the 

government side, and then a Highland charge by most of Lord George’s force towards the regiments on the far 

left of the government first line. Those who describe the battle as a complete walk-over ignore this phase in 

which two government regiments took heavy punishment, but they resisted stoutly giving Cumberland time to 

feed in over a thousand reinforcements. The Highlanders could not withstand this, and though Lord George 
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tried to respond by sending in his own reserve, he simply did not have the numbers, and his men were driven 

back, though it is clear that order was preserved on this side of the battlefield. On the Jacobite left a combination 

of poor swampy ground, and probably, the lack of élan of tired McDonald clansmen, who had been displaced 

from  their accustomed post of honour at the right of the line, caused their advance to fizzle out, before getting 

to grips with their adversaries. Probably the lack of a threat here helped Cumberland to decide to reinforce his 

left so heavily, but once the Jacobite right had been driven back, the rest of their line was left horribly exposed. 

The events for which Culloden is most remembered then followed, with cavalry leading the whole government 

army forward, the order that no quarter be given, the flight of Prince Charles and his officers back to Inverness, 

and the massacre which followed. The Jacobites lost up to 2000 men, almost all killed, though 200 captured 

Frenchmen were spared the slaughter, and eventually repatriated. However this means that 3000 escaped, and 

about half of them, mainly from his own right wing,  were collected by Lord George who led them south in 

relatively good order to Fort Ruthven. The government army suffered just over 300 casualties, practically all 

from the regiments deployed on their left wing at the outset; as with most battles up to modern times, the 

disproportionality is due to what happened after the outcome was decided. 

Few who have considered the matter seriously think that the Jacobites should have fought the Battle of 

Culloden, where and when, they did. The Prince was entirely to blame for the choice they made, and Lord 

George argued strongly against him, so strongly that his relationship with the Prince collapsed completely. 

Having said that, he made his own misjudgements at this critical time; the night attack at Nairn was an 

aberration, and its inevitable abandonment considerably increased the odds against the Jacobites. In addition, 

his insistence that his Atholl brigade must occupy the right of the line, though probably prompted only by a view 

that he had to be at such a key point on the battlefield, had a malign effect on the performance of a substantial 

part of the Jacobite army, the McDonald clansmen who felt dishonoured. However, on the battlefield his 

performance was as usual admirable; he supervised the only passage that placed Cumberland under any 

pressure, and when overwhelmed, he somehow managed to maintain enough control to get most of his 

surviving soldiers off the battlefield and away to Fort Ruthven. There, he wrote the next day to Prince Charles 

on behalf of other senior Scottish participants including the Duke of Perth, the Marquis of Tullibardine and a 

number of clan chiefs to suggest that the struggle should continue, and that the Jacobite army could be rebuilt 

with new recruits around the core of escapees from Culloden. It was not a guerrilla war he was proposing, but 

an attempt to wrest military supremacy back from the government. We will never know if he was being realistic 

because the Prince replied by return that as far as he was concerned the Stuart cause was lost, and ordering 

Lord George to disband the rest of the army. Remembering that his objective had always been the recovery of 

the whole Stuart inheritance of England, Ireland, and Scotland, he was probably correct. On 18th April 1746, by 

the terms of the Prince’s letter, the Jacobite Rebellion came to an end, though Cumberland’s campaign of terror 

was just beginning. 

                                                   ………………………………. 

The leaders of the Rebellion had then to think about their own safety. The adventures, as they are normally 

termed, of Prince Charles have become the stuff of legend, but after 5 months of perilous wandering he was 

picked up by a French ship on 19th September 1746, and carried to safety. Perhaps it was as well for the 

government that he was not captured, as his treatment would surely have presented them with a real dilemma. 
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His execution would have outraged opinion across Europe, and even long-time imprisonment would probably 

have become an embarrassment. On the other hand, freed to roam the continent, support for him seemed likely 

to remain a temptation for any adversary of Britain in a future war, and it was only his fairly rapid personal 

deterioration, mainly due to depression and alcohol, that prevented this. Some of his associates, including those 

of Irish descent, were French citizens, so could surrender with impunity. Such was not the case for the Scots 

who had occupied a high place in his council. The precedent of the executions of peers after the 1715 rebellion 

was before them, and was duly followed for most of those captured, though Lord George’s brother, the Marquis 

of Tullibardine, died in the Tower of London before he could be tried, and a very few like the Earl of Cromartie 

were pardoned. Leaving aside Cumberland’s brutal harrying of the Highlands, the rank and file Jacobite soldiery 

did not escape formal punishment, and hangings could be counted in the low hundreds, while more were 

transported. However the process was quasi-judiciary so the majority avoided those fates because of lack of 

evidence against them. However the process which was to destroy their way of life was soon underway. 

Lord George took refuge amongst the Murray clansmen in Atholl, and remained there unmolested for 8 months, 

sailing for France on 16th December 1746. He was joined on the continent by his wife and children, probably 

with the exception of his oldest son, after they were ejected from Tullibardine Castle by his brother, the 2nd Duke 

of Atholl. Thereafter he seems to have toured Europe, though not in any official capacity, even though he had 

been well received in Rome by James, the Old Pretender, and may have received financial support from that 

source. His attempts to patch up relations with Prince Charles were a total failure; they never met again and 

letters went unanswered even although the Old Pretender urged his son to be reconciled. Lord George Murray 

died at the age of 66 on 11th October 1760 in Medemblic in the Netherlands and was buried there. His eldest 

son, John, who had married his cousin, Charlotte daughter of the 2nd Duke of Atholl in 1753, succeeded as 3rd 

Duke of Atholl in 1764, after the relevant provision of the attainder on his father which disinherited his heirs, had 

been set aside. John Murray had attended Eton, and served in the British army, and it seems unlikely that he 

shared his father’s exile, or even saw him after 1746; he was clearly being prepared from then to succeed as 

3rd Duke in the hard-headed way that high born families acted to preserve their inheritances. No doubt, Lord 

George, who would have held the title if the Jacobite Rebellion had succeeded, approved. 

12.3 A Brief Assessment 

The first thing we must guard against is judging the question of loyalty by our present-day standards. So, we 

must accept that many well-regarded, upright people followed the same path as Lord George in ‘coming out’ to 

join the 1715 rebellion, then becoming reconciled to the Hanoverian state, and then coming out again to join 

the 1745 rebellion. Where he differed was in the extent to which he had acted for the Hanoverian state in the 

early 1740s, so appearing to do more than tolerate it, and then in the lateness of his decision to join the rebellion. 

For those reasons he attracted obloquy from both sides, and in particular he was dogged by accusations of 

disloyalty from the Prince’s staff throughout the campaign of 1745/46, almost certainly, unjustly. We know he 

had no illusions about the chance of success or the price of failure, but at the end of the day loyalty to the Old 

Pretender, and concern that the Atholl clansmen should be well led, trumped everything else. 

He has been portrayed as arrogant, self-centred, opinionated, and defeatist by those around Prince Charles, 

opinions with which the Prince must have come to agree. However, there is another side to this, because 
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throughout the campaign there were constant disagreements about the best action to take, and the divide was 

almost always between the Prince and his closest advisors, some Irish, on one side, and the Scottish clan chiefs 

and peers for whom Lord George quickly became the spokesman, on the other. Unfortunately, the Prince, who 

might have played the role of arbiter, was rarely slow to oppose his Scottish followers who had far more to lose 

than any of his army, except perhaps himself. In contrast to the awful relations with many in the Prince’s 

entourage, the Scottish contingent made up of chiefs, clansmen and lowland soldiers gave Lord George 

absolute trust throughout. Obviously, this was helped by the fact that at the age of 51, he marched with them, 

shared their hardships, and led from the front in battle. His alleged pessimism in the Prince’s council, certainly 

never carried over into his leadership in the field; his soldiers always saw an officer confident that he knew 

exactly what he was trying to do.  

As to the question of how good a general he was, it should first be said that none of those he came up against 

was near his equal. His leadership of the Jacobite army during the rebellion entitles him to be placed in the 

highest class as a field commander; his tactical abilities, demonstrated by the organisation of marches, choices 

of destinations and routes, his feints and other manoeuvres, his choices of battle sites, his decisiveness in 

making attacks, and the firmness of control on the battlefield, were exceptional. He was mainly responsible for 

conducting the invasion of England, which although a strategic failure was brilliantly executed, and the retreat 

which was even more so. Lord George takes most of the credit for winning three battles, at Prestonpans, Clifton, 

and Falkirk Muir, and even at Culloden, a total disaster for the Jacobites he was the one general on their side 

to emerge with any credit; no-one could reasonably have expected him to do more there.  

However, there are other skills that can be asked of a general, namely  a collegiate attitude that allows 

compromise and concession in pursuit of agreement with colleagues, and strategic insight which allows military 

effort to be directed to achieve high level objectives. Unfortunately, Lord George was not gifted in either of those 

directions. In fairness, many highly-regarded generals were as single-minded in wishing to do things their own 

way, and would brook no argument, but they were usually in a position to enforce their view with colleagues 

who understood that they had to fall in line. Lord George was never in such a position, always subordinate to 

the Prince and the wishes of the Prince’s council. It is true that his views very often prevailed, in part because 

his advocacy, however uncompromising,  was usually logical, and his conduct of operations had earned respect. 

Unfortunately, ill-feeling gradually accumulated so that late in the campaign, some decisions seem to have been 

taken for the purpose of cutting him down to size, regardless of their value to the Jacobite objectives. 

Neither was Lord George blessed with great strategic insight and this also damaged the Jacobite cause. The 

problem here for the Jacobites was not so much the undoubted limitations in his ability, but the fact that the 

higher command of the rebellion had no-one better furnished with that rare skill to guide their actions. The Prince 

obviously thought he had the right to direct the strategy, and did so until the invasion of England was underway, 

but his failure to grasp the importance of English and French support, sapped the confidence of his senior 

followers in his judgement. Thereafter, strategic decisions were taken by his council, often against his wishes, 

and many of them were flawed. I do not include the decision to turn back at Derby, but one can certainly argue 

about the decisions not to turn on Cumberland at Preston or Lancaster, not to follow up the victory at Falkirk, 

not to await Cumberland near Stirling, and just about every decision in the run-up to the Battle of Culloden. 
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Some of these decisions accorded with Lord George’s wishes, some did not, but there is little evidence that the 

overall direction of the campaign would have been better if he had enjoyed greater influence on strategy.  

Assessments of Lord George by military 

experts have been very mixed, with some 

praising him highly, and others suggesting 

that he was disagreeable and at best 

competent. I think that the wide divergence 

has occurred because some have focussed 

only on what he did well, while others have 

targeted the weaknesses discussed above. 

Taking the requirements for successful 

command in the round, it can surely be 

agreed that as a tactician and field 

commander he was exceptional, of far 

greater ability than any contemporary British 

general. His greatest weakness was his 

strategic insight which was moderate at 

best, not helped by natural pessimism. His 

fractiousness in councils was probably no 

greater than the norm for generals in the 

period. Whether a more orthodox career 

path would have produced a truly great 

general with all the skills is of course an 

unanswerable question, but given his 

negligible military experience prior to 1745, 

backed only by book-learning, his 

achievement was remarkable. I am not sure 

if the portrait alongside contributes much to 

understanding Lord George’s character; it 

conforms to a stereotype of what a general 

leading a highland army ought to look like, 

red hair, plaid and all. Certainly there is little 

to suggest that the subject might have 

become a duke if he had made different 

choices, and no real sign of the arrogance 

which went some way to blighting his 

relations with the Prince and other 

commanders of th Jacobite army. 
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